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Abstract.

This research provides an ethnographic and phenomenological study of how

lesbian and gay educators in Western Australia employed adaptive rituals of conformity

and nonconformity within their educational culture. This thesis depended on these

educators telling their own story and it became a more complex study of their perception

of and adaptation to homophobic distancing and repression. Through private interviews

and collaboration with the co-participants in the research the study makes sense of the

roles lesbian and gay educators enact in the educational culture in Western Australia

around the time of Law Reform in 2002.  

The study is not an historical account but presents data from a specific historical

context as a contribution to knowledge of how lesbian and gay educators view

themselves and construct themselves in educational settings. The stories of everyday

experience of Western Australian lesbian and gay educators present layers of gestured

meanings, symbolic processes, cultural codes and contested sexuality and gender

ideologies thereby reconstructing the reality of lesbian and gay educators. The research

provides a range of embodied narratives and distinctive counter-narratives experienced

by this group of educators in Western Australia.

The study demonstrates that there are social practices in schooling that assist in

the recognition and construction of their own gender identity even though the law in

Western Australia at the time of writing, precluded the public promotion of lesbian and

gay activities, and by association, silenced what many take to be their preferred mode of

public behaviours. More importantly the study maps the extremely subtle processes

involved in generating and expressing homophobia resulting in a sense of double

invisibility, a constitutive silencing of personhood, which makes even the identification

of rituals problematic. The very different stories reveal various interpretive strategies of

belonging to the dominant homophobic culture, furthering our understanding of the

contemporary identity formation issues of a hitherto invisible and silenced group of

educators.
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Chapter One: Inclusivity and Invisibility.

Introduction.

Do gay and lesbian educators in Western Australia choose to remain invisible

because they feel marginalised, repressed? Do they have to develop adaptive rituals of

conformity or not? This study was a response to the lack of any known narratives of

homosexual1 educators in Western Australia. The women and men included in this

study identify as lesbian and gay educators. Over the period of the study they were in a

unique circumstance of being legally unable to express or display their gay and lesbian

identity openly. Discriminatory encounters are clearly enacted in the lives of the co-

participants in this study.  The study is a structured description of the gestured

meanings, symbolic processes, cultural codes and contested sexuality and gender

ideologies, that is, their responses to the gendered heteronormative practices that

surrounded and marginalised them. The study is further informed by the author’s own

engagement in education as an out gay man and researcher.

                                                

1 The word homosexual was first employed in 1868 as scientific term and subsequently was a medical
term which was used to address an aberrant sexual identity (Terry, 1999) which was “fundamentally
dangerous” (p. 27) or bound up with ‘issues of epistemological and social control’ (p. 29).  The New
York Times first used the word “homosexuality” in 1926. “Heterosexual” may have first appeared in the
popular press a bit later: a 1930 Times review of Andre Gide’s The Immoralist refers to a character’s
move from “heterosexual liaison to a homosexual one”. By then, the perception that homosexuality
was the “abnormal opposite of normal heterosexuality was a fixed perception in the popular mind and
reinforced by the medical profession” (Fone, 2000, p.383). As Young (1972), cited in Seidman (1994)
writes, “The artificial categories ‘heterosexual’ and ‘homosexual’ have been laid upon us by a sexist
society. Children are born sexual. To protect the power of straight men in a sexist society,
homosexuality becomes a prohibited behavior”. As the thesis attends to the sense of self and sexual
identity as an aspect of this the terms engaged in the thesis to address sexual orientation are ‘Lesbian’ or
‘Gay man’. It is the author’s intention not to engage the terms homosexual or homosexuality unless
within the context of the literature or reflecting the interviewees’ use of the word. Homosexual and
homosexuality reflect ‘the condition of being attracted to someone of the same sex’ and are less
preferable in the author’s mind to the terms ‘lesbian’ and ‘gay’ respectively.
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There has been very little discussion on inclusion of gay and lesbian educators

in Western Australian schools. The sensitivity to the issue of discrimination in education

and particularly its effects on males is noted but misinformation is common in

vernacular discourse.  For example, in a public lecture at Edith Cowan University in

2003 a prominent professor of Education suggested that the reason we do not have men

in education is “because of the poofter and paedophile problem…” This assertion

illustrates a common mistake of conflating sexual identity with aberrant sexual

expression, as if to suggest any male interested in teaching young children would have

to be sexually interested in young male children. At its most over simplified, the view is

that only males sexually interested in young male children would be interested in

becoming a teacher.

Sex discrimination has usually focussed on discrimination against women in the

workplace but one significant investigation of the male educator appeared in 1999, in an

article addressing men in Early Childhood Settings (Sumsion, 1999a, pp. 455-468).

The article drawing on several interrelated studies (Sumsion, 1998; Sumsion &

Lubimowski, 1998; Sumsion, 1999b, 2000) focuses on men’s experiences in early

childhood settings and teacher education programs. Sumsion argues that men cannot

easily belong in Early Childhood Education because they experience blatant

discrimination in that workplace. Sumsion states that the “often unintentional and easily

overlooked forms of discrimination…can have an adverse impact on those (men)

affected” (Sumsion, 1999a, p. 46).

Of particular interest to me is Sumsion’s mapping the forms of discrimination

that these men encounter, based on the research of Nijole Benokraitis (1997). The

typology is based on subtle sexism, which is framed by sex discrimination. Both

Sumsion (1998a, 1998b) and Benokraitis are attempting to state the nature of ‘harmful

treatments’ to men and women respectively in Early Childhood contexts.  They clearly

alluded to the slipperiness of how we define, frame and measure sexism but the

Benokraitis typology considers what is called microforms of subtle sexism such as
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hostile humour, sexual rumour, heterosexual assumption and mediatisation. Their

research also considers remedies for the sexist challenges that occur in the workplace.

The compulsions to silence are often unintentional and invisible as is evidenced

by the comments of a Western Australian educationalist who, when asked to explain

why four gay boys were doing distance education from their metropolitan homes,

explained that it “was for their own safety”. There was no thought that the culture and

practices of schools that made it unsafe for them to be in Western Australian schools

might need to be addressed. The problem is displaced, rather than faced.

 This thesis will hear the stories of some women and men in Western Australia

who identify as gay or lesbian. Gay men and lesbians are estimated to account for from

between 2 and 20% of the population. The most popular estimates (Buxton, 1994) being

between 5 and 10 % and yet we know very little about their workplace experiences. In

fact, even though lesbian and gay employees constitute a larger proportion of the

workforce than many other minority groups, sexual orientation has been excluded from

most empirical research on workplace diversity (Badgett, 1996; Croteau, 1996).

In chapter 14, I shall map the work of Nijole Benokraitis who developed a

discrimination typology. I am curious to see whether her discrimination typology can be

equally mapped for gay men and lesbian educators at all levels of education. Listening to

the stories gay and lesbian educators tell of their experiences in schools show that many

actions that can be “sold” as being caring in fact disguise more subtle assumptions of

negative discrimination, which most gay and lesbian educators can pick up on only at the

risk of being labelled “oversensitive”.
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The Australian Context.

During the period of this research (1997-2004) there had been a concerted effort

on the part of both the Commonwealth and the state governments in Australia to foster

the image of an Australian nation committed to the promotion of fundamental human

rights. This is perhaps best reflected in the now pervasive acceptance that our

governments have an obligation to implement anti-discrimination measures aimed at

protecting those individuals and groups historically and presently affected by both

blatant and insidious forms of discrimination. In Western Australia, this recognition has

resulted in equal opportunity legislation which outlaws discrimination on the basis of

sex, race, religion, political affiliation, marital status, age, disability and impairment [The

Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA)] but not sexuality. In 1996 Christopher Kendall

wrote a paper “Homophobia as an Issue of Sex Discrimination: Lesbian and Gay

Equality and the Systemic Effects of Forced Invisibility” in which he demonstrated in

what respects The Equal Opportunity Act 1984 was still deficient and actively

contributed to the marginality and lack of privilege for lesbian and gay educators in

Western Australia at the time of the research.  His significant paper served to

foreshadow many of the challenges men and women were experiencing in Western

Australia and brought the Western Australian context to the International Legal

Community through e-journal publication2 .

While recognition of the fact that certain sections of the Australian community

are not yet afforded equal participation in the day-to-day activities of the nation is to be

applauded, the final decision of our legislators as to which groups specifically are

“worthy” of non- discrimination represents, at least from the perspective of lesbians

and gay men (a group apparently not so “worthy”), a shameful admission on the part

of these legislators that not all people are entitled to equal treatment under the law : an

                                                

2 http://www.murdoch.edu.au/elaw/ is a general journal of law and legal issues published by the
Murdoch University School of Law in Australia.
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admission that while diversity is to be encouraged, the public expression of some

community difference is best not permitted, let alone encouraged.

It will be noted that because of the legal prescriptions cited above, Western

Australian educational institutions have previously not mirrored the voices, views and

interests of those who are and have traditionally been excluded or enforced to be

invisible because of their divergent sexuality. This study is timely as there presently is

no theme more widely discussed, or universally endorsed in education than that of

inclusion in education. Educational policies which emphasise inclusivity now require

that greater attention be given to the voices which have traditionally been excluded or

made invisible. There has recently been a stronger perception in academic circles of a

need for inclusivity in education (Kullick, 1995; Maynard, 1995; Macklin, 1995;

Kaufmann, 1995; Steinberg, Epstein & Johnson, 1997) to accommodate those who have

been previously categorised into marginality - the learning disabled, the gifted, women

(or men), those of different ethnic backgrounds, and those from socio-economic sub-

cultures. In spite of the push to enfranchise these groups one group still remains largely

invisible, hardly the topic for respectable research - namely educators who see

themselves as lesbian and gay but are for whatever reason reluctant to reveal it.

The Department of Education and Training (Western Australia) states it is

committed to social justice in education to achieve the best
outcomes for all students.

Achieving social justice in education means ensuring there is no
discrimination in education based on ethnicity, socio-economic
status, race, sex, physical disability, geographical location or any
other factor not relevant to educational achievement.3

                                                

3 
http://www.eddept.wa.edu.au/SAER/policy/justice.htm - retrieved Sunday, August 29, 2004.

A search within The EDWA website for “Lesbian” generated two responses. The Health and Physical
Education Outcome - SMS 7- Strand Outcome Statement - The student demonstrates self-management
skills in challenging situations in which own and others’ values, feelings and health status need to be
considered.
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 In Western Australia a factor which is not relevant to educational achievement

but should be included in the list is sexual orientation. Sexuality has been clearly

avoided and not considered. It is the irrelevance of sexuality which is problematic in

advancing understanding of sexuality in schools.

This study endeavours to map out the practices which serve to include or exclude

this group within the educational community. Most of the interviews were conducted

whilst it was still illegal to openly identify as a teacher positively promoting lesbian or

gay identity in Western Australia. Therefore the study is mainly concerned with the

attitude prevalent around the time of the law reform of 2002.

The focus questions for my preliminary research were;

•Are Western Australian educational policies directly
addressing sexualities?

•Are Western Australian schools becoming places for radical or
transformative practices for sexually dissonant people?

•In what way can the sexualised outsiders be accommodated if
indeed at all?

•Do Western Australian  schools view themselves as places for
benign silence in “production of sexualities”?

                                                                                                                               

Students demonstrate self-management skills in challenging situations where their own and others’
values, feelings and health status need to be considered. They are better able to use self-management
skills in complex situations, considering their own beliefs and values and those of others.

Students analyse how social, cultural and work factors can influence self-esteem and plan action to
manage these influences for themselves and others. They have moved from being able to plan strategies
and set goals to being able to analyse complex societal issues and respond to them: for example, they
predict how gender and cultural stereotyping can affect career options, participation in certain
recreational pursuits, courtship and marriage. Students evaluate the services and programs offered by
community agencies to reduce discrimination and build self-esteem in affected groups, such as
homeless, gay or lesbian youth; people with HIV/AIDS; or people with disabilities. They are also able
to predict the impact of cultural and personal sexuality practices on their own and others’ self-esteem.
Students are comfortable with their cultural identity and can integrate positive aspects of other cultures
into their own.  

In the Outcome Statements for Society and the Environment ‘homosexuality’ is mentioned - C 8.3
states that the “The student understands that resolution of moral and ethical issues enhances personal,
group and cultural identities. This will be evident when students, for example: present an argument on a
moral issue associated with a particular religious group, e.g. divorce, business ethics, in vitro
fertilisation, homosexuality. (My bold and Italics.)
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However, as the thesis took shape it became more important to focus on

discovering whether discrimination on the basis of sexuality did take place and how

those on whom it was practised adapted to the dominant heterosexual model, resisted it

or simply withdrew. The research revealed how very complex and subtle homophobic

practices and resistances were, and how difficult it was to categorise them into overt

rituals and practices.

The Research Aim.

Discrimination against employees who are lesbian or gay, or simply appear to be

gay or lesbian, was legal in Western Australian schools prior to and during this

research. Without legal protection lesbian and gay educators are vulnerable to obvious

discrimination. With or without it, they are vulnerable to subtle discrimination. The

research will show that everyday cultural practices and treatment of lesbian and gay

educators has not changed despite the law reform amending the Western Australian

Equal Opportunity Act in 2003.  The research will show how subtle discrimination

enters into the world of these educators at a crucial time in the human and civil gay

rights movement in Western Australia.

The research will highlight the gap between the realization of law reform in

Western Australia that supports the basic human rights of gay and lesbian citizens and

educators and will draw attention to the reality of homophobia in schools.

Homosexuality is not a marginal force existing alongside heterosexuality but is

central to the constitution of heterosexuality and sexuality education itself. As outlined

in chapter four, the dynamic research methodology in the thesis is premised upon an

assumption that binaries are not essential or fixed, but naturalised by those who hold

power. The benign silencing of Western Australian lesbian and gay educators requires

consideration -  “an understanding of virtually any aspect of modern Western culture
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must be, not merely incomplete, but damaged in its central substance to the degree that it

does not incorporate a critical analysis of modern homo/heterosexual definition”

(Sedgwick, 1990, p.1).

The discrimination that enters into the world of these men and women will be

shown to be based on heterosexual privilege. Many lesbian, gay, transgendered and

bisexual people experience repression, confusion, and lack of support growing up and

coming out.  Heterosexual privilege allows a straight individual to live fully without

having to address the phenomena and social/political forces such as marriage, workplace,

family dynamics, parenting and societal acceptance. Heterosexuals have public

recognition of their intimate relationships. They can actively have ‘open’ joint custody

of children. Heterosexuals have paid leave from employment in the instance of death of

a spouse; they can share in insurance and superannuation. The family-of-origin gives

support for a life with a spouse.  The heterosexual is not required to question the

‘normalcy’ of their sexuality within a personal and culturally constructed model of

‘being’. Heterosexual people have positive role models for expression of and modelling

of their gender and sexual orientation. They learn about intimacy, romance and

relationships from exposure to positive literary and media forms. They are validated

from within the cultural context of their lives as they live openly with a partner, can talk

about their relationships and express pain when a relationship changes or ends from

death or separation. Heterosexual privilege advances the ability of other people to notice

and tend to losses and successes in the lives of the straight men and women.  These men

and women automatically receive taken-for granted social acceptance by their colleagues,

community and friends. They do not have to hide and lie about men-only or women-

only intimate and social engagements.  They can work without being identified by their

sexuality (e.g., they can be a teacher, chemist, artist, etc., without being labelled as the

lesbian teacher, the gay chemist or gay artist.)  Institutional acceptance of heterosexuality

enables employment opportunities which are not enmeshed with ‘fear’. Heterosexual

men and women are being employed as teachers in pre-school through to high school
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without fears of being dismissed on any day because they are presumed to be

pedophiles or able to ‘convert’ or ‘corrupt’ young people. Many religious institutions

validate heterosexual men and women, as they are encouraged to be a member of the

clergy, or laity and take religious leadership roles as a ‘norm’. Gay men and lesbians

are treated differently because of their lack of heterosexuality, under an unfair

stereotypical lens that can count against their educational merit and talents. Heterosexual

privilege will be shown to become negative or unethical discrimination when it enters

into the world of these women and men as they are perceived, interpreted and evaluated

in their work worlds. The ways in which culturally specific negative stereotypes of gay

and lesbian people have serious consequences for these educators will be examined in

the thesis. Ironically, sexual identity is relevant to education in ways it should not be if it

were present in the rubric of social justice.

The emphasis of this study is less on normalising practices than on those

practices which deny self-hood to those who are “different” because of their sexual

orientation. Through personal narratives this study has come to identify practices which

are perceived by these lesbian and gay educators as alienating and to document how they

adapt or react to such practices.  This study could be classed as demonstrating a

phenomenological perspective: the research strategy takes account of their lived-

experiences in schools (van Manen, 1988; van Manen, 1990 ) and as such is closer to a

reflective ethnomethodology (Coulter,1991; Button,1992,1993; Agar, 1985) in which the

researcher is present as a receiver of silenced voices, in the manner of a psychoanalyst

who listens without judgment and forces them to re-present their own experiences in

words so that they can inform themselves reflexively through speech and re-enactment

(Lahad, 1996). This study aims at exploring the narratives and formative moments

through the inquiry modes of reflective autobiography and ethnography (Agar, 1985;

Clifford, 1988; Clough, 1992; Bödeker, 1996; Johnson 1997). Both these methods of

knowing lend themselves to the place where the co-participants and the researcher are

authoritatively placed to address the emerging meanings that the lesbian and gay
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educators develop addressing their visibility and personal authority. However the

interviewer is known to them as one who has himself been silenced and can better

understand their own silencings, and in this respect is not quite like the neutral

psychoanalyst.  Johnson (1997, p.2) writes of this as being “ethnography-with-the-

ethnographer-being-left-in”. The interviewer will include his own story (pp.111-125) as

part of the narratives of research to position himself as one who as a gay educator

himself can ‘hear’ their story.

Research Questions.

I hold that the individual’s identity is constituted by processes originating within

the cultural environment of which part, by definition, is the school. The study addresses

the ritualised behaviours especially focussing exclusively on this group of teachers in

Western Australia. This study employs the term ‘ritual’ to denote the performances and

actions which the co-participants recognise as contributing to their experience of

nonconformity, opportunity and visibility. The study uncovers current indicators of

heterosexism and homophobic attitudes from different aspects of schooling cultures as

perceived by these lesbian and gay educators. This study examines the manner in which

Western Australian schools accommodate the embodiment of the differences

experienced by these educators.

If education is to lead to the liberation and emancipation of self and others there

will always be a close connection between critical gay theory (Seidman) and living life as

a gay educator. Identity politics would suggest that an oscillation between essentialist

and constructionist understandings of gender and sexual identity characterises the

research on gay and lesbian people (Williams, 2001, p 29). This research will show how

they have been disempowered and are not in any sense openly ‘constructed’ other than

through legal and social absence within Western Australia. They are defined by their

difference from the dominant heterosexual hegemony – a deficit stereotypical model of
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what they are not rather than who they are. Today, whether to celebrate or deride it,

homosexuality is frequently discussed in public forums, in films, on television, in

courtrooms, and in almost every other context. Insofar as we are interested in human

nature, we should be interested in human sexual nature. There is no obvious reason why

science, social science, and philosophy should be silent about sex and sexual desire.

Lesbian and gay studies raise critical questions that challenge the controlling gaze long

directed at homosexuals by disciplines and professions primarily focused on and

populated by heterosexuals (Stein, 1999). The manner in which the co-participants exist

in the study and in the literature I am drawing on, is best defined by the equally

challenging notion of “queer politics” (Blasius, 2001).  Additionally “queering” my

self4 as a researcher requires that the moments of transgressive difference that come

from enforced alienation be considered and that the concept of “not belonging” be

opened up to the reader.

The thesis does not set out to prove that the co-participants have been

deliberately excluded as individuals  but rather attempts to address the manner in which

they stand ‘outside’ the straight educational world because of the heteronormative

dominance which sets out to normalise the educational contexts in which these men and

women work. The thesis will illustrate the power of schools to regulate through a

heteronormative gaze.  The study addresses how the co-participants react to their

exclusion, what roles they enact in the workplace through their differences and their

resistant roles that remain a possibility. The research is founded on a belief in a theory

of enactment of self; based on my years of experience as a drama educator and

psychotherapist which encourages the expression rather than the repression of

                                                

4 ‘Queer’ for the writer fits most confidently within the matters of public policy and law making which
was central to the writing. There was no opportunity for statutory reform to transform the lives of the
lesbians and gay men within this thesis when the research process began.  In fact the thesis was an
‘illegal’ gesture against the law at the time of commencement of the research. ‘Queer’ emphasises
fluidity, intersectionality of identities and political commentary for a ‘community’ but in fact is there a
community of ‘queers’?  The tem ‘queer’ is used as I believe these men and women are a ‘variable’ for
research and that their sexual identity does inform public policy and on the basis of this alone some
formulation of understanding must be generated.  
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difference. The sense of the self as an educator who is gay or lesbian in Western

Australia at a time when legal issues around gay discrimination are being debated is the

primary context for the research.

I hold that the individual’s identity is constituted by processes originating within

the cultural environment and its institutions, in this case the school. This group of

Western Australian teachers cannot avoid participating in those performances and

actions that McLaren (1986) named as rituals which contribute to their experience of

marginality, privilege or visibility. The study uncovers indicators of heterosexism and

homophobic attitudes perceived by these lesbian and gay educators within these

schooling cultures and the manner in which they accommodate and embody their

differences in the context of Western Australian schools.

As a gay man and an educator, it is important that I foreshadow the bias in my

theoretical position. The research is by definition also influenced by my affiliations. I

am conscious of the gaze and surveillance that occurs in other contexts of my life. So as

an interviewer I must consider how I am differently positioned and privileged in society

than some of my co-participants in their interviews. In this respect I admit that I have

only ‘partial’ access to their stories.

It is also inevitable that I have developed armouring to do with the heterocentric

world views and forms of being - to a gay man what can, for instance, marriage, family,

health and ‘normalcy’ mean? These are rituals that have little meaning for me, especially

when enacted from within the dominant heterocentric paradigm. I can choose to adapt

my mode of belonging to fit these constructions of meaning but in order to understand

how lesbian and gay educators adapt their practices, I must broaden my notion of reality

to admit those aspects of the mind which refer to a reality. This requires that I should

not seek decontextualised information (engage in empirical research) but rather uncover

contextualised personal individual meanings. The decontextualisation of empiricism
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privileges and naturalises the dominant paradigm of inquiry in this case

heteronormativity.

The research is based on Moreno’s (1997) account of enactment of identity, to

be discussed further in Chapter Four, consistent with my years of experience as a drama

educator and psychotherapist. The thesis sets out to show the meaning of the enacted

experiences of these men and women which allows or limits their self-expression. The

primary context for this research is how an educator who is gay or lesbian in Western

Australia can participate in the rituals of schooling and therefore express their identity at

a time when legal issues around sexual discrimination are being debated.

Overview of the Methodology.

The study presents qualitative analysis of the co-participants’ narratives of lived

experiences within schools.  As noted above, the research employs what the I term a

‘reflexive ethnomethodology’ to document the defining and confining practices for a

selected group of educators who self identify as lesbian or gay. The study gives voice to

the narratives of these educators who will thereby be able to consider the nature of the

alienation they feel as educators having same-sex affectional preferences (Newmann,

1981; Moysey, 1993).

Critical pedagogy (Ellsworth, 1989; Giroux, 1992a, 1992b; McLaren, 1995;

Eisen and Hall, 1996) has been one educational paradigm that has actively considered

dissenting and disaffected voices: querying the regulatory processes of many empirical

and analytical approaches in advancing our understanding of educational phenomena

and as such calls for us to rediscover and reinvent research. McLaren, as critical theorist

and self-styled ethnographer, places emancipation based on the stand of “hope” at the

centre of educational practice. The hope that he and other critical pedagogues write of is

that education can be viewed as a vehicle leading to social and cultural transformation
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(McLaren, 1995). Before we can examine the possibility of transformative practices in

education, we have to establish to what extent there is need for transformation, that is,

how much gay and lesbian educators perceive themselves as disaffected or dissenting, or

to what extent they become compliant with the prevailing hegemony.

In the years 1999 -2004 the absence of understandings of one group of social

and cultural agents, gay and lesbian educators, is in my mind a grave error of omission.

The research occurred in school settings in which the lesbian and gay educators are

defined and regulated by the rituals and gestures that often can only be alluded to by

their very absence. The research then, is not an occasion to test hypotheses as such but

rather an occasion to gather the stories of these men and women. The body of meaning

that is generated in the thesis is the discovery and description of phenomena with me

acting as an intermediary to the naming and ordering of the phenomena. The study is a

reflection on process and observations and can be located within the realm of qualitative

research. Informal and formal strategies were engaged during the period of the research

from 1999 through to 2004. It is by the defining of the self as lesbian or gay and an

educator that authority is given to being considered as a ‘gay or lesbian educator’

although in practice others also indulge in the naming, often derogatory or punitive in

nature.  Therefore a research methodology suited to the exploration and documentation

of meaning and processes, as opposed to products, is employed to provide insights into

ways of being in the world for the co-participants in the research.

Justification for the Research.

The study sets about to establish to what extent invisibility is enforced or real

and how much that invisibility needs to be addressed.  Lesbian and gay educators are

entitled to a voice. When this research began,  the West Australian Labor Party set out to

redress what it saw as gross inequities in human rights for gay and lesbian people. It

sought to amend the Western Australian Equal Opportunity Act to provide legislation
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that made it unlawful to discriminate against people on the basis of their sexual

orientation. The legislation was to amend the Western Australian Criminal Code to

provide for uniform ages of consent to sexual conduct and repeal the preamble to and

part two of the Law Reform (Decriminalisation of Sodomy) Act. Public commentary

pertaining to gay and lesbian educators, in letters to editors and publications in press is

noteworthy as a contemporary source of data considering social commentary on gay and

lesbian educators.   The governmentality at the time of this research set out to liberate

gay and lesbian people in terms of social practice but it will be argued that while the

legislation has been amended, at the level of practice nothing much has changed. The law

reform of 2002 occurred in the middle of this research and the reader is asked to

consider how positive change is now demonstrated; how the attitudes of Western

Australian schools have become more inclusive and finally how these men and women

and their images of “self” are embraced.

Definitions.

In this study I use a range of terminology which warrants elaboration. Gender

transgressions that are collectively referred to as ‘gay’ are not as noted, generalisable.

However the amalgam of meanings that is ascribed to this group of people demands

attention from the outset. Most of the definitional stances given are from a dominant

viewpoint, that of the heterosexual individual, group or society. The dominant

heterosexual worldview is preferred and is similarly heterogendered and

heteronormative. The heterosexual individual lives within institutionalised

heterosexuality usually unaware of their privileged positioning in their own world.

Appendix 1 gives definitions and terminology to chart the way that gender and sexuality

interact to construct particular forms of expectations and practice which sustain or

challenge the status quo.
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Significance of this study.

No previous studies have attempted to address the roles, rituals and defining

processes of lesbian and gay educators. These educators are still unknown and are all

affected by subtle forms of discrimination. The sexism that these gay and lesbian

educators experience creates workplaces that are not ‘safe’ and the quality of

disadvantage experienced by these Western Australian educators is significant and

unchronicled. This thesis not only explores the forms of subtle discrimination  for eight

educators but, in giving embodiment to their responses, enactments and rituals, allows

their recognition as equally deserving human beings.

Structure of the thesis.

In Chapter 2 of this study I provide an historical background which makes it

clear why we have a separate idea of homosexuality, but it is not the main concern of the

study to see what impact the historical construction has had on individual educators’ self

concept.  This chapter considers the mediation of identity for gay and lesbian people

through homophobia and heterosexism and serves to introduce the reader to the political

contexts of gay and lesbian studies.

In Chapter 3 I will discuss the current conventional conceptual positioning of

lesbian and gay educators within which they might feel different, marginalised or

excluded.  This chapter will consider heteronormativity and the conceptualising of the

world of gay and lesbian educators only through heterosexual representation. The

stigmatisation of gay and lesbian people in the shadow of AIDS serves to further

contextualise why education finds it hard to accommodate lesbian and gay identity

issues. The chapter addresses how the concealment of discourse occurs and attends to

narrative as a way of ‘performing’ or generating identity.
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Chapter 4 is a more detailed justification of the qualitative orientation of the

thesis and locates the multi-modal reflective methodology within the field of

phenomenology. Enactment and the sexualised themes of ‘normalcy’ and

heteronormativity are considered. The Research Questions and Data Collection process

are attended to in this chapter. In this section I provide my own narrative in order to

frame my positioning as I am known to most co-participants. The next eight chapters

present the narratives of the co-participants, while demonstrating to what extent these

individual narratives reflect or resist the social conventions noted in the preceding

chapters. Following these, the thirteenth chapter documents the first open talk from gay

and lesbian speakers speaking publicly about the impact of legislative reforms changes

in Western Australia on cultural practices a year after legislative change.

Benokraitis (1997) and Sumsion (1998b, 1999a, 1999b, 2000) in their

investigation of harmful discriminatory practices towards male early childhood teachers

developed sets of categories of discriminatory practice. The fourteenth chapter provides

an initial interpretation of the narratives by using their categories as a tool to indicate

subtle patterns of discriminatory practices revealed by these gay and lesbian educators

as a whole.  The more overt forms of discrimination that appeared are then analysed.

In conclusion, it is argued that the narratives of these gay and lesbian educators

show that constructions of sexuality, the methodological contests, social anxieties and

struggles reflecting and refracting divisions (Slee, 1996) are so deeply embedded in the

social practices and discourses of Western Australian education that they cannot easily

be disentangled as defensive mechanisms on the part of the gay and lesbian educators,

or initiatives of heterosexual educators. Their stories are mediated by the context of their

telling and are reflections of their affiliations and partial alliances.  There is a convincing

presentation of the ‘need’ for their voices to be more clearly articulated within

educational discourse.
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Summary.

This study considers the pervasiveness and prevalent social acceptance of

heterosexism and the ways in which silencing of homosexuality and the marking of

lesbian and gay sexuality is implicated through schools, educator training, curricular

thinking and practices. One task has been to let participants describe and define the

silences, the ignorance and the notions of differences that continue to naturalise the

heterosexual/homosexual binaries. The localised research and the publication that might

come from it is another way of making such people more visible and therefore more real,

thereby making Western Australian schools ‘safer’ and more inclusive for all educators

committed to serving all students and colleagues equitably.  In presenting these

educators’ stories, we can provide an opportunity for them to reflect on and reveal to

what extent they mask or monitor their authenticity to conform to heteronormative ideals,

why such performance and rituals are seen by them to be necessary, and what effect

such normalising rituals have on their alienation and well-being.
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Chapter Two:  Political Contexts of Gay and Lesbian Studies.

In the case of gays, history and experience teach us that the
scarring comes not from poverty or powerlessness, but from
invisibility. It is the tainting of desire, it is the attribution of
perversity and shame to spontaneous bodily affection, it is the
prohibition of the expression of love, it is the denial of full
moral citizenship in society because you are what you are, that
impinges on the dignity and self-worth of a group5.

Justice Albie Sachs, Constitutional Court of South Africa, 1998

Before this research began The Harvard Educational Review (1996) released a

special collection of writings on lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender thought, theory

and experiences in education. The editors commented that several of the Editorial Board

members had come to “recognize their own heterosexism and to realize the negative

impact rigid notions of gender can have...they had never before considered the

difficulties lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people face” (1996, p.viii). Vitka

Eisen and Irene Hall, Editors of the Special Edition of the Harvard Educational Review

state that there is still an

urgent need for a forum to write about, reflect on, and explore
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender experiences in
education...the need for greater support for ‘queer’
scholarship...a commitment to creating space to generate and
share knowledge and theory about lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender issues in education (1996, p. ix).

As recently as 1996 Eisen and Hall called for attention to multicultural and

critical pedagogy, which is democratic and liberatory and inclusive of  “…the

multiracial, multicultural, and multivocal communities of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and

transgender people” (1996, p. ix). Their call to the multiplicity of realities that can be
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engaged to explore the diversities of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people in

education strongly indicates the substantial challenge in reviewing the way in which this

group of educators can be considered. They encourage their readers to attend to the fact

that there has been a “regretful lack of honest discussion” of the fluid notions of

gender identity and sexuality (1996, p. vi).

Public “queering” of gay men and lesbians.

In Australia in the mid-nineties, Dennis Altman attempted to consider the

emergence of ‘queer’ identity globally and especially in Australia in his article “On

Global  Queering” (Altman, 1993). In writing about the historicity of gay liberation and

after the 1970s in The Economist, (January, 6th, 1996, p. 84), he “hails(s) the emergence

of a global shift in attitudes to homosexuality in their first issue for 1996”.

Altman, a key figure in localising the identity of ‘queer’ studies in Australia and

recognised world-wide, distinguishes shifts in acceptance of gays and lesbians that have

occurred again only as recently as 1996. The event of gay people making the press,

would seem to indicate the emergence of a very recent history for ‘queers’ in Australia.

Altman holds that the position which gays have in the global community has vastly

improved over the past thirty years. In this period mainstream press has moved from

representing gays only as ‘Other’ to presenting stories of gays in their own right

(Altman, 1993).  

However it was as recently as October 4th 2004, in Australia, that a leading

national newspaper ran the headline which called for gay people to be viewed as “NOT

GAY, JUST FRIENDS…” This call by Dr Carnley then Anglican Archbishop to Perth

and primate of Austalia,  to be ‘other’ than gay and de-sexualised in mainstream media

                                                                                                                               

5 Amnesty International. (2001). Crimes of hate, conspiracy of silence. Torture and ill-treatment based
on sexual identity. London: Amnesty International Publications.
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is suggested in his commentary.  The global positioning Altman writes of may be

advancing but in the Australian and localised contexts, lesbian and gay identity is still

problematic and better viewed from a point of ‘invalidity’.

With his church in danger of fracturing over same-sex unions,
the head of the Anglican Church in Australia, Peter Carnley, is
urging followers to adjust their attitudes to homosexuality and
think of gay relationships as merely “friendship”. In a bid to
chart a perilous course between Anglican progressives and
conservatives, Dr Carnley opened over the weekend what could
prove to be one of the most divisive general synods in the
history of the Australian church.  “Same sex relationships are
best spoken of by using the category of friendship, which does
not so much as raise an implication, let alone the logical
necessity and thus the expectation, of sexual activity,” Dr
Carnley told the general synod in Fremantle on Saturday.
“Also, as Christians, we should not allow ourselves to be
browbeaten by the permissive society into the view that chastity
and abstinence from sexual activity is an entirely unrealistic
impossibility among adults.6

Journalistic Reportage 1947 to 1997.

The research of American journalist, Lisa Bennett, contextualises and reports on

gay men and lesbians and notes the popular journalistic reportage practices from 1947

through to 1997 which suggest gays and lesbians have been treated badly for a long

time. Bennett holds that although there has been an improvement in the reportage of the

identity of gay men and lesbians, there is a significant use of unacceptable terms. She

also makes it clear that there is still much misinformation on the role of sex, religion and

gender in the lives of these people. She states that the problematic category of

“homosexuality” as a label is still engaged in a largely reductive and medically oriented

manner.  She encourages journalists in her 1998 documentation to consider

                                                

6 The Australian, October 04, 2004 retrieved Monday, October 25, 2004
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that while gays and lesbians have been labeled, and many now
organize themselves, on the basis of their sexual orientation, it
would be as gross an oversimplification for journalists to
perpetuate the notion that relationships among gay and lesbian
couples are all about sex as it is to suggest that relationships
among heterosexual couples are all about sex (1998, p.15).

The emphasis on an over-representation of perceptions of gay men in her review

also warrants consideration. In the reportage for example, on the gays in the military, she

states that the articles in her review of literature are male focussed despite the fact that

more lesbian women are discharged from the army than men. The following five pages

serve to illustrate the language of representation based on Bennett’s research and give an

overview of the ‘turn of phrase’ employed to describe gays and lesbians.  

In this section of this chapter,  I use Bennett’s research as a base from which to

reflect on the manner in which gays have been described post 1940. In the description of

these men and women, there is a negative quality which serves to furnish an appreciation

for the reader of the pejoratives that have been openly engaged to oppress gays and

lesbians. The fear and loathing of gays in the next section of the chapter serves to

exemplify negative patterns of sex discrimination and homophobia in the prevailing

social attitudes at the time.

Whilst Bennett’s reportage begins with a survey of the language and

terminologies describing men and women in the 1940s and the 1950s when gays and

lesbians were seen as ‘aberrant’ the earliest documentation in Newsweek and Time in

the 40s unquestionably considered that gays can be a ‘problem’.  Bennett also noted

some damage arising from the belief that homosexuality was somehow a natural

deviance, like insanity or criminality. The terms that were used in the 1940-50s include

‘corrupt’, ‘criminal’, ‘degenerate’, ‘depraved’, ‘deviant’, ‘dirty’, ‘disgusting’, ‘extreme

medical disorder’, ‘fairy’, ‘filth’, ‘invert’, ‘pervert’, ‘psychopath’, ‘queer’, ‘vile’ and

‘wicked’.
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In the written media representations, Bennett makes clear that the most often

asked question in the 1960s was whether homosexuals should be punished or pitied.

Along with the allegation that homosexuality was a problem7 the journal Time went on

to develop a categorisation or typology for the homosexual male in the 1960s. Gays

were quantified as being

(1) the blatant homosexual [eunuch like caricature of femininity],
(2) the secret homosexual [extremely skilled at camouflage],
(3) the desperate homosexual [likely to haunt public toilets],
(4) the adjusted [lead relatively conventional lives],
(5) the bisexual [married and faking it] and
(6) the situational experimental (Bennett, 1998 p.5).

Bennett suggests that the typology of the 1960s was a way to correct past

oversimplifications (1998, p.5). Terms that were used in this period include

‘abomination’, ‘crime against nature’, ‘dandified sissy’, ‘effeminate’, ‘fag’, ‘gay’,

‘lesbian’, ‘pederast’, ‘queen’, ‘sodomite’ and ‘unnatural’ to name a few. The

journalistic practice of allowing homosexuals to speak for themselves was almost non-

existent.

 Jill Matthews reminds us that at this time ‘Gay Liberation was the last of the

new social movements of the 1960s’ and indicates that this eclectic movement  was

drawing on civil rights, pacificism, new left socialism and sexual revolution politics.  She

makes clear that there never was a single ‘unified theory’ of Gay Liberation (Matthews,

1998, p.22) and that the real challenge has been defining ‘homosexuality’. This is still

the case. The term ‘homosexual’ has become problematic over time and statistics cited

in much of the research on the ‘prevalence of homosexuality’ are usually a range of

scholarly estimates for general populations based on the best existing survey of sexual

                                                

7 Plummer (1999, p.40) states that the formative years of primary education are very much the place
where homophobic values are inculcated in young boys. In his research most respondents report that
they started using homophobic terms such as ‘faggot’ and ‘poofter’ in primary years. Often the boys did
not know the meaning of these words but they did ‘indeed have significance’. Plummer’s research
informs the belief that the young males know how powerfully negative these words are.
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practices. In the Kelley research for example, the Laumann-Michael8 survey of sexual

practices and sexual networks is employed.  Kelley also states  “… it also matters what

one means by homosexual - never, from time to time, or exclusive – which obviously

yield different estimates”.9 As has been noted in this study ‘lesbian’ or ‘gay’ is the

preferred term which is used to connote a person whose sexual orientation is directed

towards persons of the same sex.  Relativism of the terminology is not problematic for

this study as the co-participants are self-defining as lesbian or gay educators.  However

the impact of definitions of sexualities and identity does warrant a fuller examination.

Carmichael10 (2000) reminds us that it was not until 1970 that the first

dissertation on gay behaviour was supposedly published. Other researchers point to the

sociological research of Laude Humphreys (1970) into impersonal sex in public places

that set the stage “for changing research concerning homosexuality” (Desroches, 1990;

Nardi, 1995) because it presented it in an objective manner albeit with a lurid fascination

into fairly sordid encounters.

Bennett confirms that in the 1970s there was a wider coverage of gay and lesbian

issues. The American Psychiatric Association, which had previously classified

homosexuality as a psychiatric disorder in its DSM111, removed the iniquitous medical

label only as recently as 1973 (Bayer 1981; Beaver 1981). After twenty years of

homosexuality being considered a mental illness, a Time cover reads “Homosexuality

(is) No Longer a Mental Illness”. In the same year Newsweek ran an article asking

                                                

8 Laumann, Edward O., John H. Gagnon, Robert T. Michael, and Stuart Michaels. 1994. The Social
Organization of Sexuality. Chicago: University of Chicago Press cited in Kelley 2001.

10 Great progress has been made in the quantity and quality of historical and biographical studies in
lesbigay history over the past quarter-century.  In 1995, the high-water mark of gay publishing to date,
over 244 non fiction monographs were published, of which at least 27 were historical or biographical.
Compare this figure to only twenty-seven monographs in 1970 (one historical plus two literary
histories), thirty in 1981 (three historical plus two literary histories), and forty-three in 1985 (no
history per se but two literary histories), and one begins to appreciate what the numerical trends say
abou t  the  g rowth  o f  gay  s tud ies  i n  t h e  p a s t  decade”. URL:
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“Are Homosexuals Sick?” The power of the medical discourse to determine what is

healthy and what diseased cannot be under-rated. Prior to the 1970s there was a

tendency to pathologise homosexuality and therefore gay men and lesbians were treated

as sexual variant subjects in need of a cure. Up to the 1970s men and women who

identified as gay and lesbian were often viewed as being psychiatrically ill: homosexuals

were ‘deemed to pose the greatest challenges for recuperation and adjustment’ (Terry,

1999, p.221). Terry comments further that there was an ‘interplay’ between the medical

experts defining the symptoms of sexuality, and indeed prescribing remedies for the

illness. However the scientific inquiry served to liberate, as gay men subjected

themselves to the discourse of medicine as what Foucault described as ‘reverse

discourse’. Terry (1999, pp. 223-226) suggests that in using the reverse discourse of

‘variant subjectivity’ the gay men “began to speak on (their) own behalf to demand that

its legitimacy or ‘naturality’ be acknowledged, often in the same vocabulary, using the

same categories by which it was medically disqualified”(1999, p.226).

As well as the de-medicalisation of homosexuality that occurred around this time

there was the decisive summer raid on a gay bar in Greenwich Village, New York. The

Stonewall Inn was the sight of repeated harsh incursions by police. The result of the raid

of the 28th June, 1969 was that thousands of men and women formed ‘activist’

organisations for the first time, rejecting the pathologising term ‘homosexual’ and

encouraging men and women to ‘come out’ as ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’.  In the 1970s

terminologies to describe gays include ‘aberrant’, ‘abomination’, ‘deviant’, ‘drag

queen’, ‘fag’, ‘fairy’, ‘fruit’, ‘homophile’, ‘human rot’, ‘militant homosexual’ and

‘queer’.  There was a growing politicisation of the visibility of gay and lesbian people in

the 1970s.  

Fundamental Christian Right groups reacted strongly to this new gay visibility.

                                                                                                                               

http://www.gslis.utexas.edu/~landc/fulltext/LandC_35_1_Carmichael.pdf    retrieved Monday, October 4,

2004.
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Anita Bryant, a campaigner for “Save Our Children” had a disturbing bumper sticker

issued at the time declaring that the populace should “KILL A QUEER FOR

CHRIST”. Varnell (2002) states that

After the 1977 passage of a gay anti-discrimination law in Dade
County, Bryant said the Lord told her to organize a movement
to overturn the law. The resulting organization, Save Our
Children, later renamed Protect America’s Children, focused on
promoting the claim that homosexuals – primarily gay men –
recruit children.

“Homosexuals cannot reproduce – so they must recruit,” an
early Save Our Children statement said. “And to freshen their
ranks they must recruit the youth of America”. The language
conjured up images of drooling perverts sexually molesting
young boys. But it turned out that they meant that almost any
visible evidence of homosexuality could recruit young people.

They also claimed that gays who did not “flaunt” their
orientation – those who stayed in the closet – did not suffer
discrimination, that gays were covered by existing non-
discrimination law, that adding “sexual orientation” to non-
discrimination laws constituted “special privileges” for gays,
and that only “militant” homosexuals wanted such laws – so
they could recruit young people.

Always the rhetoric returned to the idea of recruitment.

School teachers were the flashpoint. The implication was that
gay teachers would promote their sexuality in classes. But the
stated claim was that teachers who were “known practicing
homosexuals,” even if they said nothing were “role models”
for impressionable youngsters who would want to imitate them
and be homosexual too.

As Bryant explained in her 1977 book, The Anita Bryant Story
“Known homosexual school teachers and their possible role-
model impact  could encourage more homosexuality by
inducing pupils to look upon it as an acceptable life style”[My
Italics.]

In the 1980s little had changed as Bennett (1998) lists terms such as ‘avowed

gay’, ‘consensual grossness’, ‘dyke’, ‘faggot’, ‘faggot bitch’, ‘fairy’, ‘fruit’,

‘oddward’, ‘pervert’, ‘prissy sissy’, ‘professed homosexual’ and ‘Queer AIDS’ to

describe gay men and women.  Altman (1996) states that

Among the unexpected consequences of the AIDS epidemic is
the rapid growth of an international discourse around sexuality,
heavily influenced by liberal Western assumptions. In the
interests of preventing the spread of HIV, governments and
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international agencies have promoted the study of sexual
behaviour, which has inevitably helped produce a greater
emphasis on categorising and naming practices which often
went unacknowledged. In a very Foucauldian way, the
imperatives of AIDS education have helped create ‘men who
have sex with men’, just as it is producing ‘commercial sex
workers’ and ‘people with HIV/AIDS’11.

Time stated in 1985 that,  “For most of them [gays], even the large conservative

percentage that never enjoyed the fast-track promiscuous sex, [fear of AIDS] is the

overriding issue of their lives” (cited in Bennett 1998, p.10). In the 1980s whilst still

engaging these destructive, negative and strong descriptions of gay men and lesbians

there was a growing awareness that the prejudiced view of a promiscuous gay and

lesbian lifestyle was spurious and largely unfounded in fact.

In America in the 1990s, gays and lesbians became more visible in the military

and Hollywood representations. Gay and lesbian parenting was discussed with fearful

overtones; because gays were active in their ‘recruitment’ of children, they were in all

respects a threat to family values. It was only in the 1990s that the ongoing campaign for

gay and lesbian equal rights became visible. In the United States of America, Clinton

was the first President to acknowledge a gay and lesbian presence. And yet in the 1990s

it was reputed that “...gays and lesbians were fascists, debased (‘perverted’), immoral

(‘from hell’) and sexually predatory (‘sodomize our military’)…”(Bennett, 1998).

These negative stereotypes, along with the terms ‘abnormal’, ‘biker dyke’, ‘degenerate’,

‘fag’, ‘femme’, ‘lipstick lesbian’, ‘poofter’, ‘queer dyke bitch’, ‘sodomite’ and

‘unnatural’ all served to reinforce bigotry (Bennett, 1998, p.12). Of note is the

phenomenon that in the late 1990s

stories about controversies over proposals to discuss gays and
lesbians in school curricula frequently have quoted the
opponents of such proposals as saying that it is inappropriate to
discuss sex in school. Frequently absent, however, has been
journalists’ recognition that talking about gays and lesbians is

                                                

11    http://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/AHR/archive/Issue-July-1996/altman.html    retrieved Saturday,

September 18, 2004.
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not tantamount to talking about sexual practices, but, rather
about a diverse group of people (Bennett, 1998, p.15).

It appears that the period of beginning this research, the mid 1990s was pivotal

in advancing the understanding of gay men and lesbians as people. And yet, Bennett

(1998, p.1) has clearly stated that the abrogating prejudice towards gays and lesbians is

still performed in publications even while it “...in itself, is an anathema to the journalistic

principles of fairness, balance and accuracy”.  Altman (1993)12 brings us to our senses

when he asks us to consider the realities of

poofter bashing, state-sanctioned discrimination against lesbian
mothers,  non-recognition of homosexual relationships remains
the norm, even in most of the Western world. The current
hysteria around paedophilia in Australia always threatens to
become a generalised attack on homosexuality, conveniently
overlooking the far larger amount of heterosexual child sexual
abuse, often within the conventional family.

 It has been as Altman writes

almost thirty years for the mainstream press to come round to
the gay liberation position--that what had previously been
defined as criminal, sick or deviant is no more than a very
ordinary way of being in the world--says something about the
snail’s pace of social change. [My Italics.]13

Framing of Fabrication

This prologue has served to frame the fabrication that all is healthy or well with

acceptance of gay and lesbian people. Reading the above introduction one is obliged to

recognise that prejudice and discrimination against gay men and lesbians is not

disappearing and yet there seems to be concurrently a consciousness of open-ness or

frankness that did not exist thirty years ago.  The visible presence of critical inquiry into

the roles and rituals of identity pertaining to sexual minorities in Australian social and
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schooling settings is however still in its nascence. The introduction served to inform the

degree of ‘shame-based’ definition that is unapologetic in its discriminatory turn of

phrase.

 In this section of this chapter I now map the pathways that have contributed to

the promotion of public acceptance of lesbian and gays in education in particular.  Of

particular interest was the first documented instance where The Education Department of

South Australia issued a

circular to school principals stating that people with
‘contentious or extreme views’, including ‘professed advocates
of activities or beliefs associated with homosexuality’ should
not have access to school children (Cowan & Reeves, 1998,
p.167).

Cowan and Reeves conclude their research by acknowledging that the legislative

process of 1973-1974 touched on the contentious issue of education in state schools in

relation to homosexuality. It seems to be that 1973-1975 was the pivotal point in

generating debate surrounding sexual identity and education. It was the first occasion of

achievement of law reform in Australia and enabled gay men some equal rights under

state ordinances.

In Western Australia however, as recently as August 2001, the Attorney General,

Mr. Jim McGinty, presented a report to facilitate the amendment of legislation to end the

discrimination encountered by lesbians and gay men in Western Australia in a wide

range of areas. The Terms of Reference established by the Attorney General are

consistent with policies endorsed at the 1999 ALP State Conference. At that Conference

it was agreed that the following policies regarding Sexuality and Law Reform would be

adopted:

                                                                                                                               

13   http://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/AHR/archive/Issue-July-1996/altman.html    r e t r i e v e d  Saturday,

September 18, 2004.
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Labor believes that all people are entitled to the same respect,
dignity, and ability to participate in society and to receive the
protection of the law regardless of their sexual orientation or
gender identity. Labor will implement policies and legislate
generally to give effect to this belief and in particular will:

• amend the Western Australian Equal Opportunity Act to
provide that it be unlawful to discriminate against people on the
basis of their sexual orientation;

• amend the Western Australian Criminal Code to provide for
uniform ages of consent to sexual conduct;

• repeal the preamble to and part two of the Law Reform
(Decriminalisation of Sodomy) Act;

• establish a special inquiry to investigate and make
recommendations concerning the legal recognition and
regulation of bona fide domestic relationships involving same
sex couples;

• ensure that women have a choice regarding their reproductive
lives on the basis of sound social and medical advice; and

• ensure that women can access reproductive technology
regardless of their marital status or sexual orientation.

In deliberating upon its Terms of Reference the Ministerial
Committee considered the nature and extent to which:

• Western Australian laws directly discriminate against lesbians
and gay men, and their families;

• Western Australian laws, regulations, procedures and
guidelines designed to offer a means of redress to people who
are discriminated against, but fail to offer any protection to
lesbians and gay men; and

• Western Australian laws that reinforce negative stereotypes of
lesbians and gay men.  

The Ministerial Committee hopes that, to the extent that the
Report demonstrates the ways in which laws discriminate
against lesbians and gay men, it will contribute to greater
understanding of the reasons why such reform is being
recommended.

The Ministerial Committee believes that prejudice, stereotypes
and homophobia are a poor basis for denying lesbians and gay
men fundamental human rights, and urges the Parliament of
Western Australia and the wider community to support legal
reform. The time has come for an end to partial reforms and
compromises, and to address the discrimination experienced by
lesbians and gay men in their lives. The Ministerial Committee
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applauds the State Government for progressing with such
reform14.

It seems inconceivable that over the past twenty five years there was no place in

Australia for visible coalescence of the gay and lesbian sexual minority and that in

Western Australia at the time of the research this was still largely the case. In the last

twenty five years the public might be led to believe that there has been ‘dramatic’ moves

to a place where gay men and lesbian women can now have some sense of their

visibility. It is strange to consider that it is only within the last twenty five years that

Australian gay and lesbian people have had some access to public spaces and private

spaces from which they experience their lives.

It was within this period of twenty five years that HIV/AIDS activism brought

gay men into the public eye. Gays and straights were forced to consider “sexual

orientation” as opposed to “preference” as a highly politicised construct. The gay

activist movement, as a reply to HIV/AIDS was not in any sense apologetic in its

gratification of (homo)sexuality as a pleasure politic (Bronski, 1999; Blasius, 2001). It

was recently that gay identity became seen as a politic of defiance to sexual and cultural

subordination. With the arrival of ‘queer’15 consciousness the gay communities

engaged the law as a central mechanism to counteract the misrepresentation and

repression of ‘gay’ life. Consequently globally, the law’s historical role in the

subordination of ‘other’ sexual minorities increasingly was being contested.

In Western Australia at the time of the research ‘queer’ identity and the practice

of our sexuality was being defined largely by bi-partisan politics. Nationally gay and

                                                

14     www.ministers.wa.gov.au/Feature_stories/GayLesbian/LesbianLawReform.pdf    retrieved Sunday,

September 5th, 2003.

15Seidman (1994, p.113) writes of this as a period of time moving ‘beyond an anti-identity politics to a
politics against identity per se. Implicit in the subversion of identity is the celebration of liminality, of
the spaces between or outside structure, a kind of anarchistic championing of “pure” freedom from all
constraints and limits’. A strong parallel with ‘queer’ Nation is, once again apparent.
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lesbian sexualities are being policed with hetero-patriarchal regulation of human

sexualities: reproductive technologies and IVF are still unavailable to many lesbians in

Australia. Law making agencies addressing lesbian and gay sexuality are still often

taking the form of moral statements about what forms of sexuality are legitimate, or

worthy, or virtuous, and which forms are unjust, unsound, and profligate. These

sexualities and the categorisation of them have replaced the dominant forms of

compulsory heterosexuality (Rich, 1980). However in considering how sexuality is a

technology for oppression we must accept that schools still serve to homogenise the

population they are caring for.  They are attending to the mainstream ‘hegemony’ within

a language and discourse of ‘normalcy’ seeming to work as an ideological force. This

force is complicit in its oppression by not giving voice and visibility to other sexual

identities. Gender roles and sexualities are being critiqued in Australia but the

framework for the critique is still largely through the lens of straight dominance. There

is a need to examine any deference accorded to the status quo based on its ostensible

representation of only the heterosexual state of being. Educators are often not aware of

the pedagogy of positioning that they hold to by not giving voice and visibility to issues

concerning gay or lesbian sexualities. In choosing to ignore gay and lesbian voices there

is a sense of loss to the opportunity to exist.

Internationally educators have recently begun to create a body of inquiry that is

responsive to gay educators’ lives and identities. In Western Australia this is still not the

case16.  Educators are only now beginning to account for the real consequence of styles

of educating in the lives and fortunes of sexual minorities. Gay men and lesbians are

now being considered, however they are placed within the minority. A final task for

educators is to join with feminist, critical and race theory in the quest for liberation from

                                                

16 One noteworthy exception is the emergence of a small group of Western Australian lesbian and gay
teachers who formed an advocacy group within the Western Australian State Schools Teacher’s Union.
This group was convened around 2000. Discussion of the group occurs elsewhere in the thesis.
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subordination of gays and lesbians in education and any oppressive educational practice

(Butler, 1996).

Homophobia and Heterosexism.

Heterosexism is the overt or tacit bias against lesbians, gay men or

transgendered people. It is the belief that heterosexuality is superior to ‘homosexuality’.

Heterosexism is broader in scope than homophobia 17(Herek, 1984, 1989, 1990, 1993,

2000, 2000a; Herek & Capitanio, 1995, 1996).  It finds its most basic expression in

statements like “It’s not normal to be gay” or “It’s not natural” to be attracted to

someone of the same sex18. Crowhurst  & Emslie (2000) notes that La Trobe

University’s ‘Australian Research Centre in Sex, Health and Society’, found that ‘…a

significant minority of young people are not unequivocally heterosexual, with numbers

ranging between 8 and 11%’.

                                                

17 Herek (2000) acknowledged two challenging frameworks that have been used to understand gay
prejudice. The “gay rights framework” maintains that attitudes toward gay people are psychologically
similar to attitudes toward marginalised racial and ethnic groups. As with other marginalised minority
groups, attitudes toward lesbians and gays are based on political and religious values, normative
pressures from peers, and the degree of inter-group visibility and contact. In contrast, the “gay liberation
framework” holds that gay prejudice is less about attitudes toward others and more about attitudes
toward one’s own sexual identity. Under this framework, gay prejudice is due to the individual’s
internalised confusion about his or her own sexuality, and the fear of being labelled gay. This internal
conflict or anxiety becomes externalised in prejudice against gays. Herek observed that both of these
frameworks may be operative and that antigay prejudice may be due to a common process underlying
marginalised or minority group attitudes, as well as an individual process that reflects fears and
insecurities about one’s own sexual identity.

18 Hillier, L., Dempsey, D., Harrison, L., Beale, L., Matthews, L. and Rosenthal, D., (1998), found
that same sex attraction in schools is in the vicinity of 8 to 11 percent. See La Trobe University
Project - Writing Themselves In: A national report on the sexuality, health and well-being of same-sex
attracted young people.

http://www.latrobe.edu.au/arcshs/downloads/Reports/Writing%20Themselves%20In.pdf “The need for
accurate baseline figures about young people of non-heterosexual orientation has developed as part of a
general concern about the spread of the HIV virus into the adolescent population and a specific concern
around these young people’s emotional well-being. In the past three years, Australian adolescent
research conducted by the National Centre in HIV Social Research, La Trobe University, has revealed
that a significant minority of young people are not unequivocally heterosexual, with numbers ranging
between 8 and 11% in recent research”  (Hillier et al, 1996, Lindsay et al, 1997, p.10).
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Heterosexism finds its most fanatical demonstration when gay men are given

prison sentences for conduct which would be unconditionally permissible between

heterosexuals; when gays and lesbians are not permitted to bear children because law-

makers19 pronounce that their sexuality makes them ‘improper parents’ when the

research indicates otherwise20.

Specifically in the context of education, heterosexism exists when the formal

curriculum fails to give any recognition to notions of lesbian or gay identity.

Heterosexism is enacted in the operational acceptance of the use of pejoratives or

common insults within the educational environment. Pupils who engage in anti-gay21

name-calling are being heterosexist. Educators who indulge in homophobic jokes or

deprecatory remarks or choose to misrepresent lesbian and gays in their classrooms or

the staffroom are engaged in heterosexist and homophobic behaviours. Educators who

listen silently to such remarks, and fail to challenge them are, arguably, equally

homophobic.

Additionally teachers who identify as lesbian, gay or bisexual may feel so unsure

about straight educators’ possible responses that they disguise their family ties and

                                                

19   http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/03/08/1078594269414.html?oneclick=true    retrieved Sunday,

August 29, 2004 Howard attacks ACT gay adoption law - March 8, 2004 - 10:37AM. Prime Minister
John Howard condemned Australia’s first laws which allowed gay couples to adopt children. The new
laws in the ACT are part of a new ACT Bill of Rights. He said the new ACT laws were an example of
political correctness, but said children should ideally be raised by a married mother and father. “I don’t
support gay adoption, no,” Mr. Howard said, “I’m against gay adoption, just as I’m against gay
marriage….I think there are certain benchmark institutions and arrangements in our society that you
don’t muck around with…Children ideally should be brought up by a mother and a father who are
married. That’s the ideal”.

20 Lesbian and Gay Parenting: A Resource for Psychologists a joint publication of APA’s Committee
on Women in Psychology  (CWP), Committee on Lesbian and Gay Concerns (CLGC), and Committee
on Children, Youth, and Families (CYF) research compared gay and lesbian parents to heterosexual
parents and children of  gay or lesbian parents to children of heterosexual parents and the findings are
quite uniform: common stereotypes are not supported by the data.    http://www.apa.org/pi/parent.html   

retrieved 15 September 2004.

21 More young people (70%) were abused at school than anywhere else, including the streets, with other
students being the perpetrators for 60% of abuse cases. Verbal and physical abuse had a profound effect
on these young people. It affected their feelings of safety at home and at school and was related to the
use of drugs and a reduction in their sense of well-being. (Hillier et al, 1998, p.12)
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social lives from their school colleagues. These educators who are compelled to silence

and feel inhibited from talking naturally about their partners or their lives are

experiencing institutionalised homophobia in the school environment.

In actuality, homophobia is manifest when lesbian, gay and bisexual educators

have to perform in the school social milieu which almost everywhere shows itself deeply

opposed to their important emotional self-hood, their most precious family ties and in

denial of their most personal yearnings.

Students and teachers are responsive to such oppressive treatment in schools.

People of colour, people with disabilities and women are equally aware of the manner in

which their world is created or miscreated. Many of these people have been designated

as ‘other’.  Sexist and especially heterosexist attitudes and beliefs are asserted so that

boys show themselves only through the field of hegemonic masculinity (Skelton, 1997).

As educators we should be both responsive and accountable to voicing the entitlements

of all people in our schools.

The Inclusive Education movement in Australia is an endeavour to fulfil a

standard of inclusiveness in education as part of the move towards the hearing and

seeing of marginalised voices. Whilst the Inclusive Education arena has attempted to

move away from the practice of ‘homogenizing’ the diverse range of experiences for

people with special needs22 the specific needs of each group of people are explicitly

being considered.  Research addresses difference and diversity through ‘special needs’

pertaining largely to learning styles and learning abilities. However, commitment to

sexualities education within inclusion education is in its nascence.

                                                

22 Autism, Deaf-Blindness, Deafness, Emotional Disturbance, Hearing Impairments, Mental
Retardation, Multiple Disabilities, Orthopaedic Impairment, Other Health Impairment, Specific
Learning, Speech or Language Impairment, Traumatic Brain Injury and Visual Impairment are some
defining categories for Special Education.
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Western Australian educators who identify as lesbian or gay are situated within a

compulsory heteronormative school setting. At the time of writing there still is enforced

control and a lack of voice with no open or equal polemic or presence of gay and lesbian

identities seriously considered. For lesbian and gay educators psychosocial alienation

and isolation is targeted both from within ourselves and from outside of ourselves – in

the school setting. For many educators it seems that the process of alienation is effective

in obscuring us from our selves, and also from the socially sanctioned educational

mainstream. In this way, there is a confinement to a sense of a metaphoric gay

educators’ ghetto which in some instances is noted as a place for painful hiding and

alienating of the self. Disempowered, many lesbian or gay educators sense futility in

addressing the practicalities of fighting against this process of alienation. The “glass

ceiling” experienced by women in the work place may be likened to what has become

known as the “pink ceiling”23 for lesbian and gay educators.

                                                

23 The National Tertiary Education Union presented a weekend 11th and 12th August 2001 of workshops
and papers in Melbourne to address workplace practices and homophobia in the tertiary sector. Professor
Jude Irwin presented a paper, “The Pink Ceiling is Too Low”. In October 2002 I co-convened the 3rd

Conference on Sexuality and Gender for The National Tertiary Education Union and prior in October
2002 co-convened the 5th International Congress on Sex and Gender at UWA, Perth Australia. See The
International Foundation for Androgynous Studies Inc- “Intersexions” -The Fifth International Congress
on Sex and Gender- University of Western Australia, October 24 -27, 2002.
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Chapter Three: Explorations of Queerness.

Burgeoning Explorations.

Within the period of this research, literature devoted to exploring challenges that

gay and lesbian people face has burgeoned24. The silences that once beset the area of

                                                

24  At the time of writing the number of Lesbian, Gay and Queer Studies Resources compiled by the
National Consortium of Directors of Lesbian and Gay Resources in Higher Education that addressed
Scholarship, Research Studies, Journals, Periodicals and literary publications is noteworthy.

Additionally The American Psychological Association’s Public Interest Directorate conducted a survey
of chairpersons of graduate programs in psychology to gather information about graduate faculty in
psychology interested in Lesbian Gay and Bisexual issues. This survey included both doctoral and
masters only programs and some helpful climate indicators to consider when choosing a program of
study. A National (American) Consortium of Directors of Lesbian and Gay Resources in Higher
Education were noted and Stanford University’s research on Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual research topics
was equally striking. Bibliographies exist for example in Gay Language Study at the Dept. of
Linguistics at Northwestern University. The University of California at Santa Barbara prepared a
lengthy set of links covering references, journals, libraries and archives, organizations, bibliographies,
University of California Resources, and international resources. Duke University’s guide to materials
lists specific titles under topics such as History, Comparative Ethnography, Race, Culture & The Arts,
Law, Religion, Theatre, coming out, youth, domestic partnerships, parenting, and AIDS. The United
States agency, The Gender Identity Research and Education Society (GIRES) is noted as it promotes and
communicates research that improves lives of people affected by gender identity and intersex issues.
Cornell University’s Human Sexuality Collection seeks to preserve and make accessible primary
sources that document historical shifts in the social construction of sexuality, with a focus on Lesbian
and Gay history. The University of Western Ontario’s Research Facility for Lesbian and Gay Studies
established in November 1997 to promote and advance interdisciplinary scholarship in Lesbian and Gay
field has a Pride Library with the Hudler Archives (which contains “Fond HALO” a donation of
materials from the Homophile Association of London Ontario). In Washington D.C The Institute for
Gay and Lesbian Strategic Studies reports findings on issues such as employment discrimination and
same-sex marriage.  In Australia The Australian Lesbian and Gay Archives established in 1978 recovers
and preserve materials that record the lives & experiences of lesbian women and gay men in Australia.

At the time of writing International Professional Caucuses and Organizations such as the American
College Personnel Association Standing Committee on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
Awareness, The American Psychological Association’s Division 44: The Society for the Psychological
Study of LGB Issues And The National Organization of Gay and Lesbian Scientists and Technical
Professionals all have goals that include dialogue with professional organizations, disseminating
information, improving members employment & professional environments, opposing anti-
discrimination & stereotypes, educating the queer, scientific, and general communities, and fostering
contacts among its members.

Academic discourse is accommodated in The Harvard Gay and Lesbian Review, The International Gay
and Lesbian Review and The National Journal of Sexual Orientation Law. The latter publication is the
first on-line law journal in the world and the second devoted exclusively to legal issues affecting
lesbians, gay men and bisexuals and based in Western Australia in the Law School of Murdoch
University.
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lesbian and gay identity and sexuality scholarship are being broken (Fine, 1993; Butler,

1990, 1991, 1992, 1994a, 1996; Butler& Scott, 1992; Amnesty International, 2001) as

constituent members struggle to negotiate a more positive group acceptance in the public

eye. Of note is the first issue of the Journal of Gay and Lesbian Issues in Education  -

an international quarterly devoted to research, policy, and practice which was released in

late 200325. Heather Sykes, from the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

contributed “The Angel’s Playground: Same-Sex Desires of Physical Education

Teachers.” examining the narratives on the subject of same-sex desires between

teachers and students in education. Basing her study on the life histories of teachers

who described their sexual identities as “gay man,” “lesbian,” “bisexual,” “queer”

she engaged psychoanalytic concepts of transference and counter transference to

explore these narratives addressing same-sex desire. The current study addresses same-

sex desire and the performance of desire. Whilst not within a psychoanalytic construct it

will attest to the role of the conscious and unconscious notions of identity that constitute

the lived experience of the co-participants.

Another article in the first journal, “It’s Elementary in Appalachia: Helping

Prospective Teachers and Their Students Understand Sexuality and Gender” written by

Patti Capel Swartz brought to the fore that the “most blatant discrimination that exists

today in schools is that directed toward lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and

intersex students (l/g/b/t/i/q) “ [My italics].  Capel Swartz stated “English and language

arts teacher education programs can help foster critical awareness among future teachers

of sexuality and gender as well as provide the pedagogical skills and curriculum

resources to bring these issues into their classrooms”. Employing Debra Chasoff’s

film It’s Elementary as an entry point, Swartz demonstrated how children’s literature

and related resources are being used in a teacher education program in Appalachia. For

Swartz the classroom can be a space where students discuss l/g/b/t/i/q literature

                                                

25 URL: http://www.jtsears.com/jgliesubjects.htm retrieved Monday, June 21, 2004
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(Pallotta-Chiarolli, 1994b; Athanases, 1996), confront the cultural naturalization of

heterosexuality, and reflect on the role of teachers as critical educators. The culture of

gay and lesbian inclusivity is being promoted and considered in the classroom but in

actuality this is still largely not the case. There is a sense of tentativeness in the

credibility of promoting diverse sexualities. Any appreciation of the lesbian and gay

identities in these North American classrooms is applauded but on-going and

considered inquiry is not the case. Sexuality education should be advanced as a given

where all sexualities are addressed. In Australia there is still a lack of critical education

and awareness perpetuated by media misrepresentations and government ignorance

when addressing lesbian and gays.

Australian and American Television and Radio is now addressing “gays” and

their rights. In America at the time of this study the most hotly debated issues is gay

marriage. It seems that gay and lesbian people are everywhere. In Australia the federal

Parliament is currently debating the place of gay marriage. At the time of the writing the

Australian Prime Minister John Howard successfully reinforced a literal reading of

Australia's legislative definition of marriage, to prevent homosexual couples marrying.

He asked parliament to amend the law to make unquestionable that a marriage under

Australian law must involve a man and a woman. A related effect of this amendment is to

prevent gay couples adopting foreign children. The legislative proposals were criticised

by gay rights activists as “offensive”. Mr Howard said marriage should be defined as a

“voluntarily entered-into union of a man and a woman to the exclusion of all others….I

believe in these measures - they wouldn't be coming forward if I didn't believe very

strongly in them26”. The views of modern family are prescribed and exclusively stated.

He is not bold enough to say ‘gays can’t marry’ but he can use statutory interpretation

of the law to hold the gay and lesbian people in a place of not belonging. He uses a

sentence drafted from the middle of the last century to his own ends to support ideals of
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what a family should be. The information is culled in such a way as to be at odds with

the ‘world’ which is otherwise opening up.

Sexuality in Education.

In England Epstein, O’Flynn & Telford (2002) addressed the ‘silence of

sexuality’ in schools and universities. This group of UK researchers ask the questions

which address the construction of sexual identities in the context of educational

institutions. Their research deals with the way sexualities are manufactured in and by

schools and universities: with such issues as the informal curriculum of the classroom

and playground, compulsory heterosexuality in schools, emergence of sexualities in

secondary schools and the hidden curriculum in higher education. Carr in England

(1993, p.3) clearly states that the appropriate language of curriculum debate is not that

only of ‘technical discourse’ and must include a form of ‘moral discourse’ in which all

sexualities can openly be addressed. Mac an Ghaill (1996) and Epstein & Johnson

(1999) have furthered research in sexuality in UK schools. From this research it is clear

that negotiation of the issue of homosexuality is very much dependent on the social and

cultural context within which sexuality is expressed (Beaver, 1981; Blackwood, 1986).

Research conducted in Australia and 28 other countries in 1999-2000 found that

Australians have become ‘more relaxed’ about homosexuality over the last fifteen years

(Kelley, 2001) but we have not yet accommodated the ‘naturalisation’ of sexuality.

Epstein and the British group are examining what they refer to as “the naturalisation of

heterosexuality in educational settings”. In doing so they are exploring the

interdependency of sexuality, able-bodiedness, race, class and gender.

                                                                                                                               

26    http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/05/27/1085641652845.html?oneclick=true    retrieved 25

October 2004.
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In an earlier Epstein and Johnson (1997) study, Adrian Kear examined ways in

which the emergence of critical theory, cultural politics, performance in research made it

possible for minority groups to be heard. He comments that the “complex psychic and

discursive interactions” of performance are being organised around the “dominant

structures within heterosexuality” (1997, p.27). It seems that finally lesbian and gay

teachers were being given an academic credibility and voice over the period of this

research.  In the United States, schools were being written about as being ‘safe places’

(Walling 1996), and in 1999 The American Civil Right Union (ACRU) questioned the

lack of rights of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgendered people and their place in

various schooling contexts was being critiqued and debated. In the winter of 1999 this

organization wrote

Nothing is more important than making schools safe and
welcoming places for gay and lesbian youth, who often face
tremendous hostility from their family and community during
their formative years. This means protecting students from
violence, guaranteeing their right to organize events and clubs
like other students, and making sure that gay teachers who
might serve as healthy role models are not themselves
victimized by discrimination. The ACRU has fought
harassment of students in California, Nevada, Ohio and
Washington, defended gay teachers in California, Idaho and
Utah, and advocated for gay student groups in Alabama,
Indiana, Minnesota, Utah and Wisconsin [My Italics]. 27

In the middle of this research period (April 2001), a study of Massachusetts’s

high school students published in the journal, Pediatric 28reported that nearly one-third

                                                

27    http://www.aclu.org/safeschools/Statistics.html    retrieved Monday, June 14, 2004

28 LGBT Medical Watch - Pediatric Care for Children Whose Parents are Gay or Lesbian. Perrin E,
Kulkin H. American Academy of Pediatrics. 1996; 97: 629-635. Retrieved Monday, June 21, 2004
URL

A growing number of children have at least one parent who is gay or lesbian, and no research has been
done regarding the pediatric care of these children. It is estimated that there are 3-5 million lesbian
mothers, and 1-3 million gay fathers in the United States. While the majority of gay men and lesbians
who are parents conceived children in the context of heterosexual relationships, an increasing number
are becoming parents in the context of ongoing homosexual relationships. The objective of this study
was to describe the experiences lesbian and gay parents and their children have had with the pediatric
health care system. To accomplish this, 255 parents completed an open-ended questionnaire. The
questions were requests for descriptions of affirming or supportive experiences, problematic or troubling
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of gay and lesbian teenagers had been threatened in the past month with a weapon at

school, compared to seven percent of heterosexual students surveyed. Over one-third of

these youth reported that no outside party ever intervened when homophobic remarks

were made in their school environment, according to The Gay, Lesbian and Straight

Education Network (GLSEN) Report, “National School Climate Survey”29. The

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, “National Anti-Gay/Lesbian Victimization

Report,” stated that forty-five percent of gay males and twenty percent of lesbians

surveyed reported having experienced harassment and/or violence as a result of their

actual or perceived sexual orientation during high school. The GLSEN study measured

the frequency of anti-gay harassment in schools and found:

61.1% of LGBT students reported verbal harassment
46.5% reported sexual harassment!
27.6% reported physical harassment (shoving, hitting)

                                                                                                                               

experiences, and suggestions for changes in pediatric offices, clinics, emergency departments, and
hospitals.

Overall, a large majority of parents reported positive experiences with the pediatric care they had
received, with 86% reporting at least one affirming, positive characteristic. Comments such as
“Maintaining equal eye contact with both of us made us both feel like real parents,” were frequently
noted. Affirmation of both partners as parents was by far the most frequently voiced example of a
positive experience. Thirty-three percent of respondents reported troublesome experiences specifically
related to their sexual orientation. Problems included lack of understanding or acceptance of same-sex
parents, generalized homophobia, and the need to explain that both partners were the child’s parents
repeatedly, especially to emergency room staff or to cross covering physicians during off-schedule
times. Also frequently noted were heterosexist assumptions made in written materials, office forms, and
medical questionnaires. Forty percent of parents described exclusion of the non-biological parent from
the evaluation and treatment process.

The prevalent societal stigma still associated with homosexuality leads a gay or lesbian parent to live
with pervasive fear of disapproval, exclusion, and physical and emotional violence. The pediatrician or
family physician plays a crucial role in the lives of these parents, and are a valuable resource for these
families. Taking into account both the affirming and troublesome experiences with pediatric care sited
in this paper lead to two categories for changes. The largest impact can be made with changes in the
office environment and with increased sensitivity and recognition of the special circumstances of
children whose parents are gay or lesbian.

29 The Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network, or GLSEN, is an American Network – GLSEN
was founded by The Executive Director Kevin Jennings in 1997 and works to ensure safe and effective
schools for all students. Its precursor was The Gay and Lesbian Independent School Teachers Network
(GLISTN) and started with a conference of 70 gay and lesbian educators in 1990.
http://www.glsen.org/cgi-bin/iowa/all/about/history/index.html    retrieved 15 September 2004
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13.7% reported physical assault (being beaten, punched, kicked,
etc).30

Of those who were victims of verbal harassment, almost half stated that this

harassment occurred on a daily basis. James Sears (1991, 1992, 1992a, 1992b, 1997)

was one of several American scholars who has worked across cultures and countries to

inquire into how popular culture and policy making which accommodates lesbian, gay

and queer (Talburt and Steinberg, 2000) identities exists alongside heterosexuals in

schools.! Sears’ research, documented in the ACRU paper, finds that one out of three

prospective teachers in the study could be classified as “high-grade homophobes”. And

fifty two percent of prospective teachers stated that they would “feel uncomfortable”

teaching alongside open or ‘out’ gay or lesbian colleagues. In the “Making Schools

Safe” study commissioned by the state of Massachusetts, fifty three percent of lesbian

and gay students reported hearing homophobic comments made by school staff.  How

could these comments be endorsed in schools? Who is enabling lesbian and gay

sexualities to be stigmatised and silenced?

Stigmatised sexuality - 1978-2004.

The sexuality of gay and lesbian people is wrapped in silence (Tierney, 1993).

The outsiders in sexuality education are still gay and lesbian people. As I noted in the

last chapter, homosexuality31 has long been situated as a ‘perversion’ (Blackwood,

1986). The historical discussion of sexuality variously sees homosexual people as being

‘arrested’ in their development, or as having a distorted sexual hormonal level or a

                                                

30    http://www.aclu.org/LesbianGayRights/LesbianGayRights.cfm?ID=10091&c=106    re t r ieved

Wednesday, June 2, 2004

31 The choice to employ the word ‘homosexuality’ or ‘homosexual’ is deliberate drawing attention to
the discourse which unapologetically serves to alienate the reader and pathologise the identity of men
(and women). See footnote 1.
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genetic disfiguration (Blumenfeld, 1992, 1997). The cultural and sexual histories are

stated by contrasting what exists with what existed. Cultural identity, being built up

through contrast, ‘symbolic inversion’ becomes an important technique. This is a means

of mapping out the cultural patterns of a certain group by studying its stereotypes and

conceptions about “the others” – the culturally, racially different outsiders. The

pathologising of identity leads to the term ‘perversion’ being engaged to describe the

homosexual. Sexuality for gay and lesbian people is still stigmatised as being an

inversion of the norm (Bayer, 1981, Beaver 1981).

Changes that are noted globally in the shifts of visible presence of lesbian and

gay people have been in action for the last ten or more years: in Australia in the twenty

year period preceding the research there has been an advancing but limited visible

presence of gay men and lesbian women.  At the time of writing attitudes towards gay

men were becoming more positive but they were being contested by scientific “facts”

which continued to present gay men negatively. Gay men’s ‘Vile and Viral Bodies’32

were considered largely within a sociological model of bioscientific truth and mediatised

realities during the period since AIDS reached Australia (Donavan, 1998). A recent

spate of historical biographical accounts shows how this social and intellectual vacuum

kept most lesbians, gay men, and bisexual people “atomized, hidden, and cowered”.

There was a clear antagonism from the sexual majority and this antagonism was based

in the commentary of the Moral Majority (which) described homosexuality as deathly,

the scourge, a reward for two decades of increasing sexual license, “a plague on gays”,

which had disturbed deep- rooted fears. The AIDS scare had reinvested a fashionable,

almost mundane homosexuality with taboo, rendering it marginal again. Despite the

frank admissions and frantic gender bending of pop stars the acceptance of

homosexuality had ‘joined the other liberal causes in retreat’ (Donavan, 1998b).

                                                

32 Donovan, R. (1998). Vile and Viral Bodies: Bioscientific Truths and Mediatised Realities, 1981-
1985. Aldrich, R and Witherspoon, G (eds.), Gay and Lesbian Perspectives IV. Sydney: University of
Sydney: 223-262.
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Sexual majorities in the 1980s saw gay men within the framework of aberrations

in gender performance, hedonistic in their intentions of living or as being viewed only

through the field of clinical ‘cases’ as HIV/AIDS statistics. Lesbian and Gay solidarity

was at this point historically not linked. The common ‘good’ of HIV/AIDS was the link

between lesbian and gay people. As AIDS began to terrorise and devastate formative gay

communities in Australia, mainly in Melbourne and Sydney a new militancy was

initiated by a new generation of activists that included lesbians with increasing

prominence in groups such as ACT-UP and Queer Nation.  The era of HIV/AIDS

served to produce a forceful mix of pride, politics and pleasure that has taken sexual

minority consciousness beyond the limits of the period of the early eighties.

It was within this period of HIV/AIDS activism that gays and straights were

encouraged to consider “sexual preference” as a highly politicised construct and the

gay activist movement was not in any sense apologetic in its gratification of (homo)

sexuality as a pleasure politic, or as politic of defiance to sexual and cultural

subordination (Warner, 1993, 1999). With the arrival of ‘Queer Theory’ (de Lauretis,

1991; Eldeman, 1995) and ‘Queer’ consciousness the gay communities engaged the law

as a central mechanism to counteract the misrepresentation and repression of gay life.

Consequently and globally, the law’s historical role in the subordination of ‘other’

sexual minorities increasingly was being contested. The work of Altman33 (1972, 1980,

1982, 1986, 1994, 1997, 2001) in particular brought homosexuality into the Australian

field of research where its other-ness began to be contested as noted. As an Australian,

Altman has been central to the remarkable action of making the ‘homosexual’ visible,

and his work created and reflects changes in public conceptualisation of queerness. In

1972 he released his well known study Homosexual: Oppression and Liberation. In

1980 he wrote Coming Out in the Seventies and Rehearsals for Change, in 1982 The

Homosexualization of America, and in 1986 AIDS and the Mind of America. The shift

in titles demonstrates a sense of movement, agitation and finally globalisation of gay
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identities. Gay oppression has moved on to a rehearsal for change and public

consciousness into the global community. In 1994 Altman wrote Power and

Community: Organizational and Cultural Responses to AIDS, in 1997 Defying Gravity

and most recently in 2001 Global Sex. With the work of Altman and other Australian

gay and lesbian activists in the eighties and nineties the traditionally accepted forms of

desire began to be critiqued publicly along with various forms of identity and

performance of identity. Critiquing the range of diverse people in our community and

how individuals belong on the basis of their sexuality has now become a central

principle in the valuing of diversity.

HIV and Sexual Identity.

Sexuality and sexual identity became more open in the eighties with the attention

to behaviour, and attitudes and beliefs that affected the dynamics of HIV transmission.

HIV was one of the key aspects of sexuality education that brought acts of sexual

expression to the public and educational domain. The cultural rules of sexuality were

being brought into the open with discussion of HIV transmission. The social and sexual

cultures of gay men especially were made more transparent in the late eighties and

nineties. To a greater extent women who are lesbian women remained invisible in

sexuality and education research.

HIV and gay identity are not exclusively inter-related (Parker, 1999, 2000). The

incidence of HIV is now viewed largely within heterosexual global communities. The

monitoring of the sexual activities of gay men however brought more open occasions to

discuss the increasing sense of categories of belonging. The sense of self and diverse

sexualities around 1990-99 was still being discussed in the discourse surrounding
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HIV/AIDS.  Of particular interest to me is the discourse of safe sex34 and the increase

of incidence of unsafe sexual practices reported around the turn of the century. The

cultural and social settings of insiders and outsiders35; of gays and straights were being

contrasted. The complex meanings of power and attention to the rules of sexual

behaviour brought the action of belonging into  the public arena.

Interest in Sexuality and Gender.

The consideration of the responses of sexuality as a pleasure principle, beyond

medicalisation is a recent phenomenon. The body as a sex object and notions of

sexuality and normality and sexuality and gender learning are recent. The domain of a

previously oppressed and marginalised group, feminist studies precedes lesbian and gay

studies with similar concerns for activism for human rights.

Having a marked sexuality, ‘gay’ people have primarily been seen as existing

outside the field of sexuality studies in education. Histories of desire and the

                                                

34 The work of Dr Juliet Richters (National Centre in HIV Social Research, The University of New
South Wales    http://nchsr.arts.unsw.edu.au/index.html    retrieved 6 September 2004) in particular in

Australia considers sexual behaviour/practice; the social construction of sexual practice; safe sex
negotiation and textual and observational analysis.

35 Interviewing the ‘Other’ - Noteworthy is a public lecture “Interviewing the Other” lecturer given by
Pol McCann, University of New England, School of Public Health on June 10th, 2004:

The Lecturer identifies the challenge of homophobia on straight men that for the purpose of this study
are ‘insiders’ or belong to the heterosexualised privileged group. McCann’s work would indicate that
there is a serious impact not ONLY on Gay men and Lesbians but the straights that could support us.
From the Abstract- “Since the term ‘homophobia’ was coined in George Weinberg’s (1972) ‘Society
and the Healthy Homosexual’, it has attracted a great deal of interest. However, this has mainly focused
on the impact of male homophobia on gay men. This presentation will look at the absence of
examination of male homophobia’s impact on heterosexual men: what are the reasons for this, and the
implications for further research? How does homophobia impact on heterosexual men, both in relation
to their interactions with men (gay or straight), and with women, but also in relation to their
construction of self-identity? The current research is an examination of how Australian male identity is
shaped through and policed by homophobia. If Australian masculinity is policed by homophobia, then
homosexuality is seen as a gender betrayal, a failure to embody hegemonic masculinity. As well as
discussing the under examination of heterosexuality, I will examine the challenges of a gay man
interviewing men about homophobia, where hostility or non-engagement may occur. This research
focuses on gender, not sexuality. It aims to move beyond an examination of homophobia and sexual
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relationship between desire and identity are not self-evident. That identity emerges from

many cultural contexts is not in question; the research would indicate however that the

questioning of the historical and cultural contexts in which gay and lesbian identities

emerge is new. Government regulation and coercive measures of formulating ways of

belonging are still areas requiring effort and attention. Gender and power research has

become more apparent. How sexuality, gender and identity inform each other is now

being more openly addressed.

In answering the question “Who am I?” in a period in which the negative image

of queerness dominates, concealment of discourse is a preferred alterative to speaking

out for many outsiders. In many ways the fear of breaking silence or speaking of the

unspeakable evokes anxiety as it may bring disgrace and disdain - it is “the love that

dare not speak its name”.36 Much of the research suggests that sexuality education

remains within the domain of health and that medicalisation should be considered the

manner in which sexuality must be addressed in schools especially.

Whilst this introduction began with a commentary addressing sexuality

education and inclusion in the period of the thesis, the Western Australian law reform

that occurred had become a forgotten ‘promise’ and the educational climate still silences

the field of inquiry when asked the question, “What is happening about gays and

lesbians in Western Australian schools?” A flurry of activity is seen to occur as activists

in Western Australian begin to raise this and other questions in relation to the students

                                                                                                                               

orientation, looking instead at the interplay of homophobia, gender and the construction of the male
self. URL    http://nchsr.arts.unsw.edu.au/pdf%20reports/mccann.pdf    retrieved June 21st 2004.

36 “Two Loves” by Lord Alfred Douglas is frequently used as a commentary on same sex-love. The
poem written by Douglas was published in December 1894.  ‘Sweet Youth, Tell me why, sad and
sighing thou dost rove These pleasant realms? I pray then speak me sooth What is they name?’ He said,
‘My name is Love’. Then straight the first did turn to me And cried, He lieth, for his name is Shame,
But I am Love, and I wont to be Alone in this fair garden, till he came Unasked by night; I am true
Love, I fill The hearts of boy and girl with mutual flame’. Then sighing, said the other, ‘Have thy will,
I  a m  t h e  l o v e  t h a t  d a r e  n o t  s p e a k  i t s  n a m e ’ .  U R L
www.law.mck.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/wilde/poemsofdouglas.htm     retrieved 6 September 2004.
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in schools. The silence is broken, the unspeakable is opened for consideration if we are

to answer this question.

Narratives of Gay and Lesbian Teachers

There are multiple layers of school conventions that constrain which stories

these men and women can tell and how they can tell them.  The narratives are ‘gay’ and

‘lesbian’ and show how these educators can or do resist the forms of social control that

marginalise or silence their counter-narratives. Their stories deviate from and transgress

the canonical ones. The texts that are produced in the data, under the rubric of

‘narratives’ are stories that create the effect of their reality, showing this group of

women and men embedded in the complexities of lived moments of struggle. There are

stories which reflect resistance to silencing, marginalisation, chaos, disconnection and

fragmentation.  All stories are a way for men and women to preserve or restore the

continuity and coherence of life’s unity in the face of ‘unexpected blows of fate’ that

call one’s meanings and values into question. Plummer (1999), Martino (1998b, 1998c)

Pallotta-Chiarolli (1998) Martino and Pallotta-Chiarolli (2001) provide examples of

recent Australian research which employs narrative to make research into homophobic

practices more real. The thesis then is an occasion for the reader to become centred on

the question of how their human experience is endowed with meaning and on the moral

and ethical choices we face as human beings who live in an uncertain and changing

world.  

As part of a general “coming out” of gay and lesbian people, there has been an

increase in the last fifty years of stories of gay and lesbian lives, often in an attempt to

demonstrate personal reality in an atmosphere of demonization and enforced invisibility.

Biddy Martin (1996, p. 97) tells of a 1991 exhibition of gay and lesbian artworks on the

campus of the University of Rochester entitled “Perversity and Diversity” in which the

glass wall separating the exhibition space from the hallway outside was covered with
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blocks of white paper, on each of which the words “lesbian”, “gay”, “queer”,

“dyke”, “faggot”, “muffdiver”, “bulldike” were printed under the other. She

comments:

The labels had an ambiguous quality; some of the words could
be, and were, read as forms of hate speech but were also
presented and read as terms that have been successfully
appropriated and redeployed by gay men and lesbians. The
emphasis on appropriation, and the relationship of the wall of
words to the exhibit behind it, seemed to suggest that the
appropriate response to hate speech is not necessarily more
regulation and control of speech, but a proliferation of it, and an
effort to change the conditions that privilege some forms of
speech over others (1996, p.98).  

It seems to me that political control is taken over by those using the terms of

exclusion to insist on their inclusion in a human world, taking them and using them on

their own terms to express their own lived experiences either in a narrative or an art

form. The dislocation could be multiple, as in the autobiography of a Southern white

lesbian Minnie Bruce Pratt (1984), but the point of narrative is to reveal forms of living

outside the dominant one.  Some even made cinematic documentaries, such as Tom

Joslin, a man dying of AIDS (Phelan, 1997), to record complex apprehensions of time,

death and living. Biddy Martin (1965) documents a number of lesbian accounts that

were inflected by various political commitments, attempting to let autobiographical

movement-based writings do the work of challenging lesbian-feminist universalisms. On

occasions the distinction between documented account and ethnographic ‘fiction’

becomes very fine (Tierney, 1997) and the politicisation of self-representation which

forms the major theme of this thesis is nowhere better illustrated than Kumashiro’s

(2004) latest book Restoried Selves: Autobiographies of Queer Asian/Pacific American

Activists. As the parents of one of the writers in this book notes in their foreword

(Kumashiro, 2004, p.xv) “Their autobiographies are just another part of their activisms.

By speaking out they are defying/overcoming the familial and cultural constraints
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commonly placed on them not to publicise any aspects of their lives that can be a source

of shame”.

In 1991 Noddings and Witherell (1991) spoke out in favour of using narratives

to reveal marginalised people in education.  Kevin Jennings (1994) provides one of the

earliest and dominant examples of giving voice to the narratives of the gay and lesbian

teachers through their personal stories. But still the field of lesbian and gay teachers’

stories is largely empty and unanswered. The community of Australian and global

educators is accommodating to ‘difference’ with the movement to inclusion being noted.

The common notion of inclusion seems to be the homogenisation of difference. The

students and teachers in Western Australia who are gay or lesbian are ‘lumped’ into the

field of being diverse but the nature of their explicit diversity is not queried. Personal

narratives such as those following can redress that oversimplification.

This study does not intend to question the professional nature of the men and

women who are the population of the research. These teachers have an established

professional life but almost all their stories indicate they are ‘unheard voices’, and the

study seeks to re-establish their identity as gay and lesbian educators, in way that makes

their ‘gayness’ relevant but incidental to their professional lives.

The Use of Narratives and Queer Narratives in Research.

The research sets out to assemble and explore how lesbian and gay educators

see themselves as framed primarily by “the eyes of others” or how they are subjected

to the Foucauldian normalising gaze. Foucault’s technologies of the self as described by

Aycock (1995) provide devices, practices, rituals and routines with which the personal

identities of these men and women are socially constructed inside their employment

context. Drawing on Foucault’s writings (1977, 1980, 1984a, 1984b, 1985,1986, 1987,

1988, 1991) a model of inquiry serves to describe and highlight the denial of identity
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and ethical care of self for these lesbian and gay educators in Western Australia

(Aycock37 1995). For me the self is constructed through daily encounters with a variety

of “roles,” This term is used in a ‘psychodramatic’ sense and refers to “the

functioning form the individual assumes in the specific moment he reacts to the specific

situation in which other persons or objects are involved” (Moreno, 1977, p. iv).  The

sense of self (psyche) is constructed and contested in the lived action (drama) of

encounter and engagement.

The purpose of role is realised through engagement with the world. The role

evolves from the encounter that the individual has with the world and in the world.

Moreno points out that the role evolves directly from the individual’s interaction with the

world, even before the person has a unifying sense of “self”. For the women and men

in this research then “…role playing is prior to the emergence of the self. Roles do not

emerge from the self, but the self may emerge from the roles” (Moreno, 1977, p 153).

The data provides insights into the evidence and extent and validity of the stereotypes of

lesbian and gay teachers and their narratives are an attempt to give voice to the localised

context.

The use of narrative to serve and illustrate the nature of experience for this group

of lesbian and gay educators is founded in the field of social enquiry. Today the social

research culture has become aware that ‘reliability’ validity and trustworthiness have to

                                                

37 The Aycock examination is an ethnographic study of the self. The article subscribes to Foucault’s
notions of identity and construction of the self. The model of the self employed in this thesis
subscribes to some of the ideas elaborated on in Aycock’s interpretation of Michel Foucault’s notion of
“soi de souci”. The ethical care of self, roughly equivalent to the idea of self-government which
Foucault addressed in his last writings is central to this study. The title of Aycock’s paper refers to
Foucault’s notion of “technologies of the self” as devices which Aycock states are “ mechanical or
otherwise which make possible the social construction of personal identity (Foucault 1988)”.  Aycock
is fashioning a model of the self having four components.  For the writer there is a belief in this
research then that these lesbian and gay educators have ‘the private “inner substance” that is the ultimate
source of personal identity’ (Aycock). There is a ‘degree and kind of commitment that is made to a
given activity’ which I suggest is being, belonging and becoming the ‘self’. There are ‘personal
routines or disciplines that are adopted to reshape one’s identity’ (Aycock) with an eventual goal of
‘personal transformation’ that has been undertaken.
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move outside an empiricist framework that excludes difference and give voice to the lives

of the people the research serves. Sedgwick (1990) was seminal in displaying how the

discourse of different sexualities made them invisible under hetero-hegemonic

discourse, unless participants were allowed to express their own epistemologies of the

closet. Silences, Sedgwick (1990, p.3) contends in The Epistemology of the Closet,

surround the closet, not just one silence, but several “that accrue particularity by fits and

starts, in relation to the discourse that surrounds and differentially constitutes it”. This

style of exploration is then more like a breaking of silences and a memoir or life story

for these women and men. Their stories reflect on being ‘open’ as a gay or lesbian

teacher in school or ‘not to being open’ as a lesbian or gay in the school.

Despite research indicating that sexual culture is active in the shaping of school

relations, Kenneth Plummer’s (1992) finding that sexuality and particularly lesbian and

gay sexuality has been absent from curriculum theorists’ and policy makers’ thinking

still holds. Sedgwick (1990, p.3) and Churchhouse (1999) contend many silences

surround thinking about lesbian and gay sexuality and the gender defining processes.

Health education, notions of difference and appreciation of emerging understanding of

alienation and enforced silencing in learning are all central to what we can see as an

agitation that our Australian culture is experiencing. The agitations that Johnson (1996a,

p.165) speculates upon are currents that have declared themselves as ‘movements’

...like the different phases and kinds of feminisms, lesbian and
gay movements, ‘queer politics’ and some kinds of men’s
groups, but also cultural currents without a movement or even a
name: struggles against oppressive forms of masculinity in
different ethnic (including Anglo) communities for instance; the
greater visibility of lesbian and gay identities etc.

What links these agitations is redress of rigidities and inequalities centred on the

binaries of the sex/gender system: especially the femininity/masculinity and homo-

hetero divides.  Johnson illustrates that this dynamic interplay between New Right

movements and sexual radicalism has four discursive clusters: those aligned with Neo-

Conservatism, ‘the family’ and reactionary homophobia; neo-liberal attitudes towards
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sexuality and privacy; a mainstream social fabric which supports sex education; and an

emergent and radical sexual theory and practice.  The combination of the above elements

is critical in that they generate qualities such as “the incitement/containment of

heterosexual desire, the freezing of gender roles, and the stress on biological and social

reproduction” (Johnson 1996, p.165).

It is as if the research of the early and mid-nineties was providing a necessary

agitation: yet current indicators of heterosexism and homonegativity indicate that there

are still multiple levels of enforced silencing experienced by these Western Australian

educators. Even after the special edition of the Harvard Educational Review we are still

called to further challenge the understanding of lesbian and gay educators and hope for

the dissolution of educational and cultural obstacles and openings for possible positive

attitudinal transformation.  It is in their telling through their own voices that they become

credible and a considered reality.

Tierney and Lincoln (2003) constantly emphasise the use of narratives as a form

of social inquiry. Ellis and Bochner (in Denzin and Lincoln, 2003) are using criteria of

plausibility and trustworthiness rather than reliability and validity to examine data and

state

in my (their) chosen field, communication research, empiricism
rested largely on the premise that communication between
humans could be described as an object. But human
communication is not an object, or a discipline studying objects.
Communication is a process consisting of sequences of
interactions and the dynamic human activity of studying them.
Moreover, as communicating humans studying humans
communicating, we are inside what we are studying. The
reflexive qualities of human communications should not be
bracketed in the name of ‘science’. They should be
accommodated and integrated into research and its products
(2003, pp. 216-8).

Susan Chase (in Lincoln and Denzin, 2003, pp. 273-296) gives convincing

reasons why we ought to take narrative more seriously in research, arguing that life

stories themselves embody the action and knowing that we need to study: the relation
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between this instance of social action and the social world the narrator shares with

others; the way in which culture marks, shapes, and or constrains this narrative and the

ways in which the narrator struggles with cultural constraints and occasionally makes

use of cultural resources, as in the transformation of the hate-words in the art exhibition

above.  

These stories are evocative narratives where biography and fact serve to fracture

the prevailing boundaries that normally are not considered in the world of these people.

Storytelling is the manner in which the boundaries of self and others are re-aligned.  As

Ellis and Bochner (1996, p.18) note

The accessibility and readability of the text repositions the
reader as a co-participant in the dialogue and thus rejects the
orthodox view of the reader as a passive receiver of knowledge;
the disclosure of hidden details of private life highlights
emotional experience and thus challenges the rational actor
model of social performance; the narrative text refuses the
impulse to abstract and explain, stressing the journey over the
explanation, and thus eclipses the scientific illusion of control
and mastery; and the episodic portrayal of the ebb and flow of
relationship dramatizes the motion of connected lives across the
curve of time, and thus resists the standard practice of
portraying social life and relationships as a snapshot. Evocative
stories activate subjectivity and compel emotional response.

Towards a Theory of “Queer” Selves.

Kumashiro (2000) notes the manner in which attention can be given to the

dynamics of oppression in his article, “Towards a Theory of Anti-Oppressive

Education”. His writing serves to articulate ‘ways to work against’ the loneliness of the

oppressed. The following section of this review presents a framework for the

examination of lesbian and gay identities through feminist, critical, multicultural and

‘queer’ perspectives. Students and teachers are responsive to oppressive treatment in

schools. People of colour, people with disabilities and women are equally aware of the

manner in which their world is created or miscreated. Many of these people have been

designated as ‘other’. In the naming and situating of the ‘other’ Kumashiro (2000, p.
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26) states that the term is used to refer to those groups who are traditionally

marginalised in society, i.e., that are other than norm, such as people of colour, people

from under - or unemployed families, people who are female, or male but not

stereotypically “masculine,” and who are perceived to be ‘queer’. Kumashiro uses

‘queer’ to refer to ‘gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersexed people’.

Queer as self-denomination

‘Queer’ represents the most recent culmination of self-denomination,

increasingly signifying self-empowerment or self-made identities and is my preferred

locution for sexual minority identity. ‘Queer’ seems to also pronounce itself as part of a

contemporary vocabulary that invokes a self-made conception having a more appropriate

future. Sexist and especially heterosexist attitudes and beliefs are asserted so that boys

for example show themselves only through the field of hegemonic masculinity. Girls are

expected to perform in a ‘feminine’ manner.  Students and teachers who are oppressed

are known to engage in over-compensatory behaviours that illustrate hyper-

performativity (Besner & Spungin, 1995) and Kumashiro notes the research on the

oppressive internalisation of stereotypes in response to the behaviours of the ‘others’.

He notes that schools which identify that oppressed people are being taught in ‘harmful

spaces’ should create ‘safe spaces’ to account for the verbal, physical, institutional and

cultural harming these people experience. Kumashiro asserts that the school needs to

become a supportive space where the ‘othered’ voices can have role models that are

affirming. ‘Queer’ theory insists that we do not ignore differences in identities.

Students and teachers alike should not be assumed to be only from privileged and

normative identities. ‘Queer’ theory holds that the differences of this group educators

demands acknowledgement. As educators we should be both responsive and

accountable to voicing the entitlements of all people in our schools. ‘Queer’ theory

would hold that education is an occasion of incorporating explicitly and determinedly
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the lived experiences of gays and lesbians into the educational and schooling context.

Only in this way may schools reform a culture that is negligent of lesbians and gays.

Locating myself within ‘queer theory,’ I am able to be responsive and accountable to the

lived experience which represents the diversities and realities of the co-participants in

this thesis.

The literature now provides reasoned argument for the deconstruction of binary

oppositions to include any sexuality that has been masked or erased. Queer theory

(Beemyn & Eliason, 1996; Chauncey, 1990; Warner, 1993) and narratives of ‘queers’,

dislodge the notion that sexuality is essentialist, biologically constructed and able to

considered from some external authority stance of preferred morality. It is especially

relevant as it is concerned with the naming of the absent voices. ‘Queer’ connotes a

sense of self that is advantageous and salutary in the deliberations that face gays and

especially gay educators.

Sedgwick writes of ‘queer’ as a word that in the first place gave a wrenching

sense of recontextualisation and explains that ‘queer’ commentary has tried hard to

sustain awareness of diverse context boundaries (1993, p. 345). The word ‘queer’

whilst considered a short hand term to include gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered and

intersex people is ultimately a term to address people who do not conform to socially

constructed norms. Activists adopted this word in the 1980s as a reply to the need for

direct action and the term expresses anti-assimilationist believes. The term embraces a

notion of pride in non-conformity. Probyn (1995, p.7) suggests, “One of the

compelling but problematic things about doing ‘queer’ theory is that the boundaries are

eminently porous”. Hall (1997) interprets Probyn’s notion of porosity as problematic,

as a consequence of the porosity of the ‘queer’ self there is a lack of ‘precise’

definition... “a murky delimitation of identity”.  He also suggests that queer’s most

“...promising, potentially enduring implications, for precision has always been an

elusive goal...one often engendering hypocrisy and encouraging rigid exclusions...”. In

effect the people that I am working with are as Morgan (1995) describes beyond the
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essentialist or constructionists debate. They are in a place of tension where they of

necessity do not have identity but one that is ‘queer’ in its response to the hetero-homo

sexualities polarisation (Morgan, 1995; Chase, 1998; Kessler, 1998).  “Queer seeks to

destabilise boundaries, hence categories, and the system (including the law) which is

based on these categories. Queer is fluidity”. Consider for example an Indigenous

woman - a coloured transgendered staff member at a local Perth university.  As a woman

of colour she is subjugated to heterosexist and racist social views. Her multiplicity

constitutes the overlap of the apparent domains of ‘queer’ theory, of Feminism, and of

Critical Race theory. This woman of colour personifies the protrusion of critical

constituencies with which she can be viewed. No critical educational theory could hope

ever to represent her. Clearly contemporary scholarship must engage intersectionality of

class, gender, race, and sexual orientation in addressing the variety of sexuality and

identity arenas.

The ‘queer’ self is central to the lesbian and gay educators I have worked with in

compiling this research. In their telling of their tales, they serve to establish and question

the way they construct self identity. The ‘burden of identity’ is upon these people who

choose to respond to the political, cultural, legal and educational realities in which they

are excluded from open permission to negotiate the frame of their sexual identity.

Warner suggests that in everyday life, contestation over sexual identity and its regulation

are linked explicitly to “views of social institutions and norms of the most basic sort”

(1994, p. xiii).  

Every person who comes to a queer self-understanding knows
in one way or another that her stigmatisation is connected with
gender, the family, notions of individual freedom, the state,
public speech, consumption and desire, nature and culture,
maturation, reproductive politics, racial and national fantasy,
class identity, truth and trust, censorship, intimate life and social
display, terror and violence, health care, and deep cultural norms
about bearing the body. Being queer means fighting about these
issues all the time.

Queer theory is the consideration or theoretical speculation on the identities of

people who identify as ‘queer’. As a recent event, queer theory was a natural evolution
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from the field of Gay and Lesbian Studies (Abelove et al, 1993) which itself, as a code

of inquiry is very current. Whilst there are no specialised38 courses of study explicitly

addressing Gay and Lesbian identity in Australia globally, since about the mid-1980s,

gay and lesbian studies has been subsumed in health, feminism and media studies.

Feminism, gay and lesbian studies and ‘queer’ theory have each examined

gender as a system of signs, or signifiers, assigned to sexually dimorphic bodies, which

served to differentiate the social roles and meanings those bodies could have. Feminisms

have critiqued gender as a social construct, designed and implemented and perpetuated

by social organizations and structures. Feminism, gay and lesbian studies and ‘queer’

theory have each served to diminish the overemphasis on the biological determinism or

medicalisation of gender. Feminism, gay and lesbian studies and ‘queer’ theory have

each separated the social from the biological, insisting that we see gender as something

mutable and changeable, and not something “essential” to an individual’s identity.

Similarly, ideas about sexuality as an innate or essentialist category also became open to

reformulation. This is where gay and lesbian studies, as a discipline and as the academic

arm of a political movement, began, in the early to mid 1980s. While gender may be a

matter of style of adornment, sexuality is about biology, about how bodies operate on a

basic level. We also have an enormous repertoire of sexual behaviours and activities and

human sexual behaviour is about pleasure, and that pleasure is mediated by many kinds

of cultural categories which warrant considered examination. Human communities with

their attendant practices and beliefs that constitute their culture or civilisation are always

changing. No constituent groups of men and women who are part of a society can be

                                                

38 An Australian Department of Education, Science and Training (DEST) search yields no courses using
the words ‘gay’, ‘homosexuality’ or ‘lesbian’ when attempting to locate courses and universities in
Australia. The search for ‘feminism’ yields one finding.  In previous years “Gay and Lesbian Studies
Courses” were proposed  at some Australian Universities. James Wafer attempted to establish a Gay
studies course in the early 1990.
http://www.dest.gov.au/tenfields/search/search.asp?qu=&StartSearchButton=Search    retrieved 15

September 2004.
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viewed as unchanging. Feminism, gay and lesbian studies and ‘queer’ studies all

recognise that one cannot localise these groups of people as static categories of identity.

Out of the politics of the civil rights and women’s liberation movements, the

radical imperative of making the once hidden people visible has become more popular.

Just as there is still a responsibility to acknowledge the ways the identities of these eight

teachers and their critical perspectives are mis-constructed and constructed, so too they

cannot be seen as ‘static’ groups. Their critical visibility is based very much on an

historical context of a complex moment. Their stories are specific to who they are at the

time of the research and as such give an occasion to their visibility.

Increased visibility of gays in mainstream culture has regrettably come about

largely due to the HIV/AIDS epidemic: and this epidemic has been used by some to

strengthen homophobic attitudes (Plummer, 1999).  Gender studies in academe are still

threatened by a conservative right-winged political backlash; misogyny and homophobia

still stand in the way of political consciousness for this group of invisible educators

(Power, 2001).  How can these educators label themselves?  The definition and

designation of the self is largely undefined, unclear and undecided.  Are these lesbian

and gay educators a mere political context?  Are they a vehicle for criticism of

heterosexual identity or are they a false production in the minds of those in positions of

orthodoxy?

If mainstream educational culture still prefers to be read as heteronormative, male

dominated, white and middle class (Bowers and Minichiello, 2001, p.150, then the

cultural readings of these eight lesbian and gay educators are not given legitimate status

or considered as an arena for worthwhile examination. A school principal in a UWA Ed

Doctorate course work unit recently stated that he could not see any place for explicit

demonstrations of sexuality in schools.  He said, “that schools are not about sexuality”

- either “gay or straight sexuality”.  As an administrator he prefers silence. One reply

to him is that homosexuality is inextricably tied to the meaning of heterosexuality and
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that through their binary relation each is constituted in contrast to the other. Yet he, it

would seems wants homosexuality to figure as that which is inherently outside the

heterosexual norm. His is assuming that educational, institutional and policy changes

need to be made to ensure that the proliferation of identity possibilities is not nurtured

and indeed is actively repressed.

Queer theorists would reply to this principal’s comment above admitting that

their closet was a kind of open secret; for lesbian and gay educators it is a necessary

strategy with costs.  For this principal and many other heterosexuals, the closet implies

half-knowledge, barely conscious or critical; a suspicion, a nudge and a wink.  Epstein

and Johnson (1994) saw schools as places where sexual desire is assumed to be

heterosexual and not only are schools difficult places to come out in, but sexuality

education can hardly be said to have come out as a subject itself. Sexuality has

previously often been construed narrowly as erotic orientation. This study addresses

sexuality more broadly as belonging to the  “... set of discourses, structures of feeling,

social and personal identities, and material and social practices...not (as) a discrete

domain, but intersect(ing) with many different processes” (Epstein and Johnson, 1994,

pp. 220-222).

Sexuality seems to be a kind of juncture point of power, where social

relationships conjoin and are condensed (Epstein & Johnson, 1994, p.232). This study

illustrates the layers of gestured meanings, symbolic processes, cultural codes and

contested sexuality and gender ideologies that I hold have become a construction of the

reality of lesbian and gay educators. These stories reflect gendered sexual expression

and each story is unique to “each person” who identifies with the role of educator who

happens to identify as gay or lesbian. Multiple notions of gendered identity are

expressed throughout the study with the contradictions and instabilities of gender being

accepted.  Any regulatory mechanism to define gender will of necessity fall victim of its
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own need for definition. Averting the valorisation of the ‘objectification’ of gay and

lesbian educators is critical to the liberation of all gay and lesbian educators.

Queer theory serves to question the mediation of these cultural categories and

the forms of objectification and oppression that can occur.  ‘Out’ educators began to be

critiqued in the middle of the 1990s with attention to Western cultural ideas about

sexuality and education (Woog, 1995). The critical question that has remained is “How

can we attend to the categories of sexual codification that makes us visible or invisible?”

The need for some notion of self is central to everyone. Foucault claimed that “In every

culture… this self-discovering implies as a set of truth obligations; learning what is the

truth, discovering the truth, being enlightened by the truth, telling the truth. All these are

considered important either for the constitution or for the transformation of the self”

(1988, pp.16-49). It is after all apparent that to ‘exist is to be perceived’ (Chatwin, 1987)

in our truths. The need to ‘know the self’ from within the Western educational culture

context holds to the ideal that it is through the performance of the body that the

individual is largely realised. For gays and lesbians the knowing of ourselves through

our bodies has become a challenge as the lived experience of our personal selves

(corporeal and sexual action) has also become the place for criticism from the political

agencies. Our bodies and personalities have become a place where sex and gender

battles occur. This can have a disastrous consequence on the sense of self.

Traditionalism has sought to tell lesbians and gay men how to have control over their

bodies, how to accommodate their desires to a way of being that is always within the

societal space of heteroprivilege.

Critical Race theory, coterminous with Queer theory has had to conform to the

heteroprivileged, ascendant anglocentric, and colonial worldviews and is now devoted to

the eradication of any enactments of subjugation of people of colour under the law.

While queer theory emphasised the problematisation of issues of sexuality and gender:

critical race theory examines the privilege and discrimination because a society favours

only white people. Collaboration between queer theory, critical race theory and feminism
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has been an attempt to bring awareness to the multiplicities and intersectionalities of

gender and sexuality for the ‘outsiders’ considered in this study. It is by only

recognising that sexualities are multivariant and have multiple compounds of structure

that we can challenge social and educational inequalities.

The Body as Experience of Self and Law.

The thesis offers the opportunity for a largely marginalised group of people to

reveal the ways in which they build their sense of belonging in schools.  The thesis is

predicated on belief that there is an absence of presence in the school life of these men

and women.  In redressing the lack of ascription in the education context these men and

women forfeit their individual and collective notions of being.  It is, as Grosz (1994, p.3)

reminds us, in the body that we are most often blind. She holds that the body is still the

“perceptual blind spot” and seems to be imply that it has been ignored or that it has

mainly been only an object to be manipulated through the rigours of the natural

sciences. The place of the political engagements of identity, the issues deemed relevant

for these gay and lesbian educators as both individuals and as a collective are redressed

and addressed at the enacted and embodied level. Grosz claims that the body is the

significant medium or vehicle for expression that can “render public and communicable

what is essentially private” (1994, p.9). It is of the embodied sense that McFarlane

writes:

The human body is a statement—it says here I am, this is the
physicality of my genetic blueprint for existence—I am a
unique collection of cells manifesting themselves in this
particular physical and psychological form. You can see me—I
am real; you can touch me—I have substance; you can speak to
me and I will respond—I hear you; and you can hear me. So I
now call upon you to hear my voice as I tell you the story of my
body, which is me, and my search for a place where I can exist
(McFarlane, 2001, p.21).
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The body in its search for existence, is the vessel where ideas, thoughts, affect,

beliefs and feelings are not of necessity subjugated to the mind. Both mind and body

have a role to inform how these educators’ bodies might adapt to the ‘conforming

rituals’ that are enacted in the varied educational settings that these educators inhabit.

Now lesbian and gay people are legalised39 the idea of not belonging in an ideal world is

somewhat remote or lost in strength. The legislation has changed and the behavioural

prejudices will take time to change. Diprose (2003, p.65) is calling the body to attention

like Grosz when she states that the “law performs identity through us, through our

bodies…. and as such attempts to keep body identity in place because the categories of

difference hold up our social institutions and any ambiguity in the others difference

threatens the security of our identity”.

The performance of the self is denied when these people are not given the

possibility of an occasion of “telling” the tales of the self for their self; acknowledging

the ritual practices that create their individual and collective identities; moving into a

place where there is an affirmation and ‘celebration’ of not only heterosexual selves and

finally breaking silence or speaking out, as opposed to ‘editing’ their personal narratives

addressing intimacy and emotion. I will justify this phenomenological approach but the

capacity for investigation is based on recognition of the importance of the subjective,

experiential “life world” of these men and women. This reflective methodology is the

domain of phenomenology and embraces the variety of personal meanings that are

derived from the context of the direct experiencing of these educators (Burns, 1994, p.

11). As a researcher I am present to respond and react in the moment to the

commentaries given in the meetings with the participants in the research.

                                                

39 The Acts Amendment (Lesbian and Gay Law Reform) Bill 2001 as amended by the Legislative
Council and agreed to by the Legislative Assembly on 10 April 2002. This legislation was assented to
by the Western Australian Governor on 17 April 2002 and on 21 September 2002 The Acts
Amendment (Lesbian and Gay Law Reform) Bill 2001 was proclaimed and became operational as the
Acts Amendment (Lesbian and Gay Law Reform) Act 2002.
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Enactment of Self.

The research is founded on a theory of enactment of self (Moreno, 1955, 1966,

1977; Blatner, 2002 ) and based on my years of experience as an arts educator and a

psychotherapist. Both education and psychotherapy encourage the expression rather

than the repression of difference. If education is to lead to the liberation and

emancipation of self and others, there will always be a close connection between critical

theory and living life as a lesbian or gay teacher. Identity politics would suggest that an

oscillation between essentialist and constructionist understandings of gender and sexual

identity characterise the research on gay and lesbian people (Williams, 2001, p 29).

Johnson (1996a) equally suggests that gay and lesbian people (read especially students)

cannot be socially constructed as they are not a certainty, a ‘solid’ commodity and

therefore in the heteronormative world have no sexual politics in schools. The sexually

dissonant individual cannot belong.

The sexual ideal of heterosexuality is acceptable while lesbian and gay people

are being perceived as ‘unacceptable’ (Johnson, 1996, p.167).  Around the time of this

research, these men and women were certainly disempowered and not in any sense

constructed, other than through legal and social absence within Western Australia. The

manner, in which the co-participants exist in the study and in the literature I draw on, is

best defined by the equally challenging notion of ‘queer’ politics.  Additionally

‘queering’ my self, as a researcher requires that the moments of transgressive difference

that come from enforced alienation be considered and that ‘not belonging’ be opened up

to the reader. The thesis is an endeavour to know and understand the personal and

professional experiences of lesbian and gay teachers from my own experience. There

are assumed benefits in coming home to the self and in the performance of identity that

is authentic and self-referenced. The detriments of being ‘away from the self’ are not

easily assumed for this group of men and women. The clear sense of being

disconnected from the self is not healthy. Discussion on the notion of authenticity and
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the self is required. The denial of self and the authentic self has damaging psychological

and psychic consequences for those educators who actively resort to this measure, This

enforcing of silence only serves to legitimate and support the heteronormative status quo

and the subjugation of gay and lesbian self determination in the workplace. It appears

that visibility carries with it a burden that it has the potential for burn out and psychic

pain as a result of having to engage in an almost constant and vigilant practice of self-

preservation and justification. The obstacle of not having honest engagement with

colleagues and students for fear of reprisal has a deleterious effect not only on the

individuals repressing the self but ironically upon their ability to educate from the

position of freedom which is so essential in any educational context.

In not being able to attend to the self in a full and truthful manner  these teachers

are living with a disconnected sense of the selves with their students and the schooling

community. There is fear of open-ness and honesty in the workplace. There is a learned

helplessness and acquired belief that the worthiness of the self is diminished because of

their gay or lesbian identity. The implications for this group of men and women are

enormous.  The coming out process is finally considered by some as a ‘no win’ process

or a fatalistic act that leads to discriminatory behaviour which is both subtle and overt.

Whilst the research indicates that coming out (Berube, 1990; Harbeck, 1992; Langley,

1998; Malkin, 1982; Sith, 1997, Bloomfield, 1993) is in the end, worthwhile it is the

stories in this thesis that indicate the challenges of doing so in Western Australia. This

has never been done before. The performance of the self, as described in the stories is

not easily categorised, as it is unique to each co-participant.

The methodology chapter addresses how the identity of gay and lesbian people

is now being self-referenced so they are able to re-articulate the performance of the ones

not allowed to speak.  McFarlane, (2001, p.26) addresses the forced voice of the

‘othered’ in her writing. She calls us to consider the questions of sexuality and

alternatives that we are afraid of.
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What do we fear when matters of sexuality and gender are
brought out into the open?  Is it the guilt born of childhood
culture sculpting that beats the boy/girl divide into our infant
brains?  Is it that insidious Oedipal ogre that haunts our soul or
is it the fear that our race will abandon us if we are too different,
too extreme?  Is gender conformity so attractive or is it a
response to the unknown and therefore frightening alternatives?
Why do we admire alternative heroes and yet cling to so-called
normality when we know that the “norm” is just a line in a bell
curve…Let us hear the real people speak, not the statistics, not
the scientists, but the previously silenced: …Their stories are the
data of experiential truths… Let their “textual violence” cut
through the rhetoric of scientific justification.

Remembering the Experience.

Experience is the act that leads to the sensed knowing of being: holding to the

idea that the blend of external influence impacting on the subjective feeling of being is

both structural and psychological in nature. The school environments in which this

research occurs are structural systems of experience that have psychological impact on

this group of gay and lesbian educators. The structural notion of experience has become

the tool for the historian who reports on the personal and social production of authority

at a particular chronological time: how the world was made. The psychological notion of

experience is falsely often separated from structures and considered secondary as it

attends to the manner in which the symbolic expression of affect occurs: how the

individual believes he or she is made. The interplay of meaning between the structures of

education and the sense of self is the experience “excluded” gay and lesbian educators

bring to the school space. The common denominator is that the structural and

psychological exchange, in rituals, activities and school practices culminates in a denial

or realisation and articulation of self and community. The self in the instance of this

thesis is realised and contested in the community of the school in which these men and

women work.  Joan Scott writes that experience is the process of ‘trying to understand

the operations of complex and changing discursive processes by which identities are

ascribed, resisted, or embraced and which processes are unremarked, indeed achieve

their effect because they aren’t noticed’ [My Italics.] (Butler and Scott, 1992, p.32). She
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writes that experience is the basis for making meaning and sense in our lives.

Experience for these educators is the ascription of meaning that is often resisted: is

ascribed as ‘invisible’ and usually not embraced. The lack of the ‘marking’, which

makes a personality distinctive and the identity unique is a familiar thread in the

experience of the structural and psychological worlds of these teachers.

Sexuality Education and Inclusion.

Almost all sexuality education is mandated as a lifelong process. In schools, it is

the educative occasion to form attitudes, beliefs, and values about identity, relationships

and intimacy. Sexuality and education should ideally address and encompasses physical

and sexual development, reproduction, relationships, affection, intimacy, body image, and

gender roles.  Sexuality education considers the biological, socio-cultural, psychological,

and spiritual dimensions of sexuality from the cognitive domain; the affective domain;

and the behavioural domain.   The process of sexuality education should address the age

and developmental level of the individual and address sexuality as an integral part of an

individual. Sexuality is the manner in which a unique character grows and changes. Self-

respect is essential for positive sexual development which for the educator and the

educated alike needs to be a considered as a part of a lifelong process.

The view that sexuality should be medicalised and be located in the domain of

health education has remained a core belief in the localised research context. Sexuality in

the Western Australian Curriculum Context is located within the field of health research.

The sexual tradition is not located in any other place. In searching for documentation

within the Western Australian Curriculum Resources the terms ‘gay’, ‘lesbian’ and

‘homosexual’ return virtually no data40.  The sexual tradition is heterosexualised and

                                                

40 The term ‘lesbian’ yields two references within the Health Curriculum documentation of the
Education Department of WA but NO reference to the terms could be found in the WA Curriculum
Council Documentation.
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the cultural statements within the Western Australian context indicate that sexuality is a

health concern. However it is apparent that any mention of being a gay or lesbian and an

educator in Western Australia is serious in its absence. It is of no surprise that nothing

is seen in the publications or web sites of The Department of Education and Training

(Western Australia) relating to lesbian and gay students or staff; no dedicated

Curriculum Officer attends to equity issues reflecting inclusion of gay and lesbian

people in Western Australian schools.

Elsewhere in Australia, for example in Queensland on March 10th 1999 a

spokeswoman for Education Minister Dean Wells said the Education Department had

not been involved in a voluntary workshop, “Out with Homophobia” created by Family

Planning school education co-ordinator, Judy Rose41. “In these workshops teachers

would be taught to recognise homophobic behaviour, including comments, name calling,

ridicule and violence in the classroom and playground programs”. Miss Rose said42.

Whilst Family Planning Queensland claims that verbal and physical abuse of gay

students has become a “very serious concern,” Family Council of Queensland

spokesman Ben de Jong said it was not the province of schools to promote the lifestyle

of homosexuals. “I don’t think that should come via the teacher,” he said. “Obviously

they (students) don’t question every teacher to find out what their lifestyle is”.43 Here

we have a sophisticated response to the subtle sexism that this research will examine. 

In this thesis, the gap between public knowledge and gender inequality will be

demonstrated.  There are two major findings from my reading of the literature that

underlie all the other.

                                                

41 See Murray, D. & Rose, J. (1999), Out with Homophobia: Workshop, Family Planning
Queensland, Brisbane..

42Personal Correspondence in email Thu, 26 Jul 2001 07:35:05 +1000

43    http://www.youth.org/loco/PERSONProject/Alerts/International/issues.html    - Brisbane Courier-

Mail, 10 March 1999 - “Teachers asked to shed light on gay life”
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Major finding number one: homophobic language is
mainstream and homophobia44 is indirectly reinforced in the
school culture and curriculum.

Major finding number two: students think of gay men and
lesbians in stereotypical ways and gender construction is a very
conscious process45.

Homophobia is the irrational hatred and fear of lesbian and gay people that is

produced by institutionalised biases in a society or culture. The concepts of

heterosexuality and heteronormativity demands clarification. Epstein and Johnson

(1997) are clear in their identification of the over emphasis of only heterosensibilities in

education specifically. The presumption of heterosexual hegemony, heterocentricity and

the assumed heterosexual worldview is what some writers call “the default option”

emphasising the privileged majority of straight people.

To become visible and to be heard is the challenge for these men and women.

These educators do not belong within the default option and De Jong noted in his

comments earlier that ‘sexuality’ (read gay or lesbian sexuality) has nothing to do with

schools.  These stories will however serve to illustrate that the silencing of the co-

                                                

44Sexual Prejudice - Scientific analysis of the psychology of antigay attitudes will be facilitated by a
new term. Sexual prejudice serves this purpose nicely. Broadly conceived, sexual prejudice refers to all
negative attitudes based on sexual orientation, whether the target is homosexual, bisexual, or
heterosexual. Given the current social organization of sexuality, however, such prejudice is almost
always directed at people who engage in homosexual behaviour or label themselves gay, lesbian, or
bisexual (    Herek,       2000   ).  Like other types of prejudice, sexual prejudice has three principal features:

• It is an attitude (i.e., an evaluation or judgment).

• It is directed at a social group and its members.

• It is negative, involving hostility or dislike.

Conceptualizing heterosexuals’ negative attitudes toward homosexuality and bisexuality as sexual
prejudice – rather than homophobia – has several advantages. First, sexual prejudice is a descriptive
term. Unlike homophobia, it conveys no a priori assumptions about the origins, dynamics, and
underlying motivations of antigay attitudes. Second, the term explicitly links the study of antigay
hostility with the rich tradition of social psychological research on prejudice.  Third, using the
construct of sexual prejudice does not require value judgments that antigay attitudes are inherently
irrational or evil.   
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participants generates ways of being that are harmful and detrimental for these men and

women and this is occurring in Western Australian schools. These narratives have not

been heard because of sexual prejudice and the dominance of homophobia the schools

they work in. Border Patrols46 was a transgressive title to consider the actions of moving

across a border: to move from place of being invisible to become visible.

Western Australian Law Reform and The Principle of Equality.

In Western Australia lesbian and gay people had been fighting “for equality for

30 years, including a Royal Commission into homosexuality”. With a change of

government on March 2001 there was a promise of law reform to address the inequality

in the laws that deal with same-sex couples and gay and lesbian human rights. It was

only in 2001 that a Ministerial Gay and Lesbian Law Reform Committee released their

report to the Attorney General and made 47 recommendations. In June 2001 the

Western Australian Attorney-General Jim McGinty agreed with or referred to Ministers

46 of the recommendations.

As recently as October 2001 pro Law Reform Rallies were held in Perth and

then in November antigay rallies were held. The Bill  - The Acts Amendment (Lesbian

and Gay Law Reform) Bill 2001  was introduced in November 2001. It was in February

2002 that the Acts Amendment (Lesbian and Gay Law Reform) Bill 2001 was

forwarded to the Legislative Council. Gay and Lesbian Equality state that

Yet again, anti-gay conservative and religious groups held a rally
against equality for gays and lesbians under the guise of
‘protecting’ marriage and children47.

                                                                                                                               

45 “Teaching Against Homophobia” Australian Association for Research in Education Annual
Conference Paper, Adelaide, 1998 Abigail Thonemann.

46 Epstein, D. & Johnson, R. (1997). Border Patrols: Policing the Boundaries of Heterosexuality (with
Deborah Lynn Steinberg and Richard Johnson). London: Cassell.

47    http://www.galewa.asn.au/    retrieved 11-May-04
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On Thursday 21 March 2002, the bill was passed with promised law reforms for

gays, lesbians and de facto heterosexuals. The Acts Amendment (Lesbian and Gay Law

Reform) Bill 2001 as amended by the Legislative Council and agreed to by the

Legislative Assembly on 10 April 2002. The legislation was assented to by the Western

Australian Governor on 17 April 2002 and on 21 September 2002 The Acts Amendment

(Lesbian and Gay Law Reform) Bill 2001 was proclaimed and became operational as

the Acts Amendment (Lesbian and Gay Law Reform) Act 2002.

Public debate around the incidents above can be polarised (Johnson, 1996 p, 5)

especially when the critical scrutiny of sexualities is located within the feminist critique

of patriarchy.  The opportunity to attend to gay and lesbian sexuality in Western

Australian schools is recent. One year on from law reform, a meeting of gay students,

educators and Western Australian Academics was undertaken at UWA. The QUTE

forum of September 19 2003 was attended by around 50 people who had an interest in

Law Reform and Education48. This occasion was an opportunity to address the

contradictions and resistances that have been experienced in the period since the law

reform. It is noteworthy that no explicit curriculum changes had been implemented since

law reform a year before. The field of education is conservative (Pinar, 1998; Pinar and

Reynolds, 1992) and often a ‘reactionary’ field so change can be slow. While elsewhere

in the world the closet is being ‘emptied’ the identities of Western Australian students

and teachers were being questioned in this forum. Of note was the discussion on the

Law and Homophobia which as given by the Head of the Murdoch University Law

School Associate Professor Chris Kendall.

                                                

48 QUTE – Queer Unionists in Tertiary Education and The National Tertiary Education Union
is committed to ensuring teaching and learning activities in the higher education industry workplace are
inclusive of LGBTTI workers and their partners. As an academic or service provider our workplaces
should ensure positive role models are employed in the ways the LGBTTI membership and straight
colleagues talk about sexual diversity, family structures and respond to homophobia.
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In his address, Kendall was emphatic that youth suicide statistics (Bennett, 1997;

Gibson, 1989; Hetrick-Martin Institute, 1992.)49 and Western Australian youth suicide

statistics (Brown, 1996) also require that we implement more effective intervention and

educative strategies.

                                                

49 Sexual Minority Teens at Risk - Compiled by Kathleen Bennett University of Washington Graduate
School of Library and Information Science April, 1997

• suicide is the leading cause of death among L/G/B and transgendered youths (1989)

• L/G/B youth are 2-6 times more likely to attempt suicide than heterosexual youth

• Up to 30% of completed youth suicides annually are committed by L/G/B youth

• L/G/B youth are 25% of all homeless youths

• 53% of transgendered youths had attempted suicide

Gibson, P. (1989). “Gay Male and Lesbian Youth Suicide”. In M.R. Feinleib (Ed.), Report of the
Secretary’s Task Force on Youth Suicide. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Public
Health Service, 3: 110-142.

• 80% of lesbian and gay youths reported severe isolation

• 50% of lesbian and gay youths are rejected by their parents for being gay

• 25% are forced to leave home because of their orientation

• 50% of gay/bisexual male youths are forced into prostitution to survive

Hetrick-Martin Institute (1992). “Factfile: Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Youth”. Hetrick-Martin Institute,
2 Astor Place @ Broadway, NY, NY 10003, 212-674-2400]

• 41% of gay and lesbian youth reported suffering violence from their families, peers, or
strangers

• 46% of violent incidents were directly gay-related and primarily perpetrated by family members

Hunter, J. (1989). Violence Against Lesbian and Gay Youth. Journal of Interpersonal Violence 5 (3),
295-300.

• 45% of gay males and 20% of lesbian females experience verbal or physical assault in high
school

• 28% of gay and lesbian youth are forced to drop out of school because of anti-gay harassment

• 25% of L/G/B youth are forced to leave home because of conflicts with their families over
their sexual identities
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Presently, in schools we are encouraging gay and lesbian
students to hide. Invisibility is what homophobia is about;
ensuring that our public voices are not heard, so that we cannot
present a threat to the mainstream, so that we don’t undermine
gender hierarchies that prop up heterosexuality. We force the
youth to deny a central aspect of their identity; simply telling
them ‘they’re not worth it.

His address begs the question of how we can assist this group of students (and

teachers) when invisibility is more preferred to being out. If the gay or lesbian student

feels good about his or her self, then they will not need to hide. Self-esteem is seen to be

a pre-requisite for self-advocacy and self-preservation. However Kendall stated that low

self-esteem is more the norm than exception amongst amongst gay and lesbian students.

In this area Kendall states that we have to emphasise that

(1) what they are matters, their behaviour is not abnormal,
and

(2) there is a legal obligation on teachers, that if homophobic
bullying is visible then the law is clear – teachers have a
responsibility to ensure it is addressed.

Kendall reiterated that administrators, policy makers and teachers can no longer

pass the buck and say, for example, that their religion prevents them from tackling issues

of homosexuality; at law there is no excuse, and educators who do not respond will be

held legally liable.

The Western Australian Educational Policy makers and administrators are not

meeting the needs of the group of educators in the thesis. These teachers are still

experiencing subtle discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. This is the case

even though The Equal Opportunity Act 1984 was amended during the thesis to include

unlawful discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation. The amendments were the

result of recommendations included in the report of the Lesbian and Gay Law Reform

Ministerial Committee in 2001 and brought “ …Western Australia into line with the

other states and territories of Australia”.  It became unlawful to discriminate against a

                                                                                                                               

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (1984). Anti-Gay/Lesbian Victimization. New York; Ramefedi,
G. (1987) “Male Homosexuality: The Adolescent Perspective”. Pediatrics.
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person on the ground of that person’s sexuality in the areas of employment, education,

and access to places and vehicles, provision of goods, services, or facilities and

accommodation.

The Global Context for Law Reform.

The global context for law reform indicates that as recently as December 2003,

there was far from full protection from discrimination at work for lesbians, gay men and

bisexual people. In Europe in November 2000 an Employment Framework Directive

was to be implemented by the EU member states by 2nd December 2003 – of the fifteen

EU member states, only three met the minimum standards of implementation - Belgium,

Denmark and Sweden. Others - notably Ireland, the UK and the Netherlands cover a

considerable scope of the directive but would still need to enact some amendments in

order to fully comply. All other member states either transposed the directive

insufficiently or have not yet adopted or even tabled any legislation at all.

This directive is a huge step forward. For the first time it
promises to offer explicit protection from discrimination in
employment to gays, lesbians and bisexuals all across the EU,
explains ILGA-Europe co-chair Riccardo Gottardi. “We must
ensure that governments do not shy away from their initial
commitment and water down the provisions agreed to in
Council three years ago”. 50

As indicated in Europe many governments have found the directive of law

reform and inclusion of lesbian and gay people challenging especially as it raises the

profile of discrimination based on sexual orientation. This could be the case in Western

Australia. The current reforms mentioned earlier which set out to attend to “same-sex
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partnerships” and “marriages” and the “churches’ position on homosexuality”

(Boswell, 1980) are related topics which are central to the political agenda at the time of

the research. The principle of equality is indispensable if governments are to act to

protect those most in danger of being excluded and victimised.

The Twenty Years of Evolution – Australian Story.

It is noted by Bennett (1998) that the Stonewall Riots were pivotal to the

emergence of mental, physical and social changes in the lives of gays in America. In

Australia the first Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras, held on June 24th, 1978

attracted a mere two thousand participants. In Australia the first Mardi Gras was an

occasion where one hundred and four people were arrested, with many men and women

losing jobs as names were published over the disturbances and arrests.

                                                                                                                               

50 http://www.ilga-europe.org/index.html  - retrieved September 18, 2004 - Full protection from
discrimination at work still far from reality for lesbians, gay men and bisexual people - 2 December
2003.
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The Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras 1978.
(Source:  h t tp: / /www.smh.com.au/ f t images /2003 /02 /07 /1044579920673 .html)

It could be considered that this Sydney event was a reply to the riots of

Stonewall nine years earlier was the birth of the Australian revolution. Whatever, the mid

nineteen-seventies in Australia was a period of time when gay men and lesbians were not

only robbed of their jobs but also their identity.  And yet, in 1998, 700,000 people

watched the Pride Parade with 17,000 taking part in the march.
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Twenty Years of (R) evolution - The Mardi Gras 1998
(Source: http://www.pinkboard.com.au/Festivals/MardiGras/98/)

The Pride ‘Mardi Gras’ in Sydney has become the main occasions for giving

voice and visible presence to ‘out’ gays in Australia, but our presence was being

unmasked much earlier in the last century. Murdoch (1998, p.119) writes that in

Australia in the first half of this (last) century there was a “small scale, strong

subcultures of homosexual men - men who perceived themselves as homosexual, and

were perceived by the larger public as such”. Murdoch, like Lisa Bennett, reviewed the

press of the time and concluded that the tone of the newspaper articles he surveyed in

his research was “always one of shocked outrage and moral righteousness.
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Homosexual men were cast in a very dark light. They were made out to be weak,

effeminate and evil, thereby reinforcing attitudes and messages homosexual men

received every day of their lives from all sorts of sources around them” (1998, p.129).

In the years immediately prior to the 1978 Mardi Gras, debate started in an endeavour to

address decriminalisation of homosexual acts in South Australia. An Australian Labor

Party member, Peter Duncan, introduced far-reaching legislation that sought to create a

code of legally sanctioned sexual behaviours regardless of sexual orientation. His initial

bill was not passed but two years later, on 17th September 1975 South Australia became

the first state to decriminalise male homosexual acts passing an almost identical bill

(Cowan & Reeves, 1998, p.167). The fight for legal recognition was won in South

Australia in 1975. This period of less than thirty years has seen slow and sluggish

changes occur in the law and equal rights for lesbians and gay men across Australia.

Gay or Lesbian in Our Schools?

The presence of gay and lesbian students is noted in Kendall’s address above.

The contestation of sexuality and theoretical positioning of gays and lesbians is central

to the inclusion debate. The compulsory heterosexual assumption is noted in the

literature with the oppressive definition of only heterosexuality being central to the

thesis. The law reforms above indicate that discrimination on the basis of sexual

orientation is no longer legal and yet there is a sense with which social difference and

sexual difference excludes gay and lesbian people. The acts that lesbian and gay people

experience in schools are not only violent and oppressive but they are also related to the

sense of belonging. The debates about heterosexuality are critical of gays and lesbians,

as these people are not considered within the heterosexual ‘normalcy’.  The gender

trouble of male and female belonging is compounded by sexuality. The women in this

research are oppressed as women and by being lesbians.
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Johnson (1996, p. 6) writes of the risk taking that political sexualities groups in

1990s experienced. The groups of educators in his research are asking that the political

presence of gay and lesbian people be seen; that the manner in which they have been

dominated and subordinated be considered. The political voice for lesbian and gay

educators calls to account the ‘sexual identities and dichotomies’ by which they are

defined and live.

Avoidance, as Kendall indicates has disastrous consequences. The institutions

that the law reform is calling to attention are being told to account for the manner of

inclusion, to avert all occasions of personal threat and to interrupt the uncertainty of

belonging for the men and women in the research. Johnson (1996, p.6) claims that

“Challenges to oppressive or abusive forms of heterosexuality and the search for

transformations in sexual relations are the key axes…”. The teachers in schools in this

research expose various contradictions to heterosexuality, offer statements on their

vulnerabilities and on the manner in which they are neutralised or made unrecognisable.

Teaching, Learning and Problematizing Sexual Identities in Australia.

Whilst this research is exploring the narrative and formative moments for these

teachers there are few exemplars of gay and lesbian Australian teachers’ narratives in the

literature. The noteworthy exceptions are the writings of Cynthia Nelson (2002), Tania

Ferfolja (1998) and Jude Irwin (2002).  During the research period the text, From here

to diversity : the social impact of Lesbian and Gay issues in education in Australia and

New Zealand edited by Kerry Robinson, Jude Irwin and Tania Ferfolja (2002) was

published. The title indicates that the way in to the community of scholars has been by

way of the ‘diversity’ debate. This title also suggests that there is a place emerging for

the acceptance of lesbian and gay ‘issues’ in schooling if we accept them (gay men and

lesbians) as part of our diverse culture. The study serves to challenge assumptions upon

which prevailing definitions exist and serves to broaden perspectives on the experiences
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of lesbian and gay educators. As McLaren (1996) did, the analysis and narratives reveal

previously hidden layers of meaning and normalising power-relations through intricate,

complex and multiple rituals in the institution we call education. This interest in power

and social relationships is shared by Australian academics though not openly as “gay

studies” which is a recent and new area of academic inquiry51. Connell (1987, 1992,

1993, 1995), Crowhurst, (1999a, 1999b), Crowhurst & Emslie (2000),  Pallotta-Chiarolli

(1994, 1994a, 1995, 1995a, 1996, 1996a, 1998, 1999, 1999a, 1999b), Misson, (1996,

1996a, 1999); Buchbinder (1991, 1994, 1998), Martino (1994, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c)

and Martino and Pallotta-Chiarolli (2001) are Australian researchers who are

considering variously the issues of ethnicity, gender, sexuality, HIV/AIDS52 and social

justice. In Australia research undertaken by Griffin (1994) examining lives of gay,

lesbian educators, students and ex-students in schools found that 67% said they had

experienced verbal harassment, whilst 30% said they had experienced actual physical

violence. 53 The New South Wales Department of School Education (1992) undertook

the development of a six lessons for presentation of a unit of work on homophobia.

                                                

51 Stein states that Gay Studies began when “…Gay men, Lesbians, and their allies began to openly
and self-consciously study themselves and how they were represented in history and culture.  This has
led them to inquire how sex and sexual orientations have been and are constructed and conceptualized.
The resulting field of lesbian and gay studies examines same-sex desires, preferences, orientations,
erotics, lifestyles, sentiments, and conceptions--how they differ (and remain the same) when the
variables of time, place, culture, gender,  class, race, and so forth, are changed; how they are constructed
and interpreted; and how they interact with other human phenomena such as law, scientific inquiry,
medicine, government, art, popular culture,  family, and education” Stein (1999).

52 It is noteworthy that the prevalence of HIV/AIDS has increased in heterosexual populations.
Discussion of homosexuality in school texts, if it is mentioned at all is usually relegated to a chapter
or section addressing HIV/AIDS as a sexually transmitted infection.

53 Around 11% of students reported a teacher as the perpetrator of anti-Gay or anti-Lesbian harassment.
62% of perpetrators (in entire sample) were aged between 15-18 years and 23% between 10 -14 years.
The perpetrators in 71% (entire sample) of incidents involved males only, 22% females only and 4%
males and females.  69% (students) of respondents did not report the incident because they believed that:
the school wouldn’t do anything about the incident the school would be hostile and unsupportive the
incident would not be taken seriously43 of the students had felt like leaving school citing homophobia
as the major reason. Only 9% of trainee teachers and teachers/ex-teachers reported lesbian and gay anti-
violence attitudes were taught at their school.  Males experienced a higher incidence of anti-Gay verbal
harassment, threats of violence and physical violence than females. (Griffin, J. (1994) – Schoolwatch
Report)
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In 1995, Kenton Penley published “Block out” (Anti-homophobic schools

program), in The National AIDS Bulletin.  Specific concerns of teachers have been

considered in the writing of Tania Ferfolja (1998), in her article, “Australian Lesbian

Teachers: A Reflection of Homophobic Harassment of High School Teachers in New

South Wales Government Schools”. As recently as 1999 specific research was

undertaken by the Australian Centre for Lesbian and Gay Research (ACLGR) for the

Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby in which the needs of lesbian and gay educators was

considered54.  Irwin (1999) explored the workplace experiences of lesbian and gay

educators (and others) addressing the quality of collegial relationships, effects on career,

impact on health, responses from unions and accessibility of legal responses to

discrimination. This research clearly indicates that gross workplace discrimination still

occurs (Irwin, 1999). Ostenfeld (2000) states that the experience of discrimination is

very common to lesbian and gay people in Australia. He cites examples of

discriminatory behaviour which will be reflected in the stories of the co-participants in

this research. Gay and lesbian educators do experience physical assault, verbal assault

and a range of concealing, disguising or obscuring behaviours. Whilst working in

sociology and educational fields these scholars have paved the way for thoughtful,

scholarly, and informative academic inquiry to interrogate this way of being for the

silenced lesbian and gay educators.

Nelson (2002) suggests that the issue of gay and lesbian identities and breaking

of this silence became a greater concern following a ‘growing interest’ in inclusive

practices generally. The field of education and affirmative action and the inclusion of

gay and lesbian perspectives are viewed by Nelson as an occasion of theorising sexual

identities in a flexible and open-ended manner. Nelson suggests that heterosexist

discrimination in educational contexts must now be recognised by administrators. She

                                                

54 Data was analysed with 900 participants in total -  847 participants from Victoria ACT and NSW.
Less than ten participants from other states and the NT.  120 participants were educators.
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suggests that sexual prejudice or homophobia55 is strong and apparent and can be

considered within ‘discussions of social discrimination’. The presumption of an ‘only

straight’ curriculum is considered. Nelson attends in particular to the work of teachers

in TESOL. She calls the theme of inclusive education into question and suggests that we

draw on a queer theory in education. This thesis uses the term ‘queer’ in a similar way.

Nelson holds that performativity of ‘queer’ selves is central to developing

understanding of gay and lesbian people. In a section of her chapter Nelson states that

the theorising of sexual identities is best viewed through the discursive acts. She is

suggesting that the performative aspect of identity is a way of developing intercultural

understanding.  Nelson (2002, p.48) writes

In terms if teaching and learning, problematizing sexual
identities does not mean presenting them in negative ways. On
the contrary, it makes it impossible to explore how acts of
identity are not necessarily straightforward or transparent but
can be complex, changing, and contested.

In the same text, Jude Irwin (2002) set out to examine the discrimination that gay

men, lesbians and transgender people experience in education. She draws on 120

respondents and their workplace experiences where they are employed as teachers,

academics and educators. Her research indicates that homophobic discrimination has

been on the workplace agenda since the early 1970s (2002, p.66). Her chapter was

published to ‘redress the gap’ in the workplace experiences of teachers and educators.

Irwin cites the prejudicial behaviours, treatments and practices that her research revealed.

The extensive discrimination is evident in the manner in which people are still hostile

towards gay and lesbian people. The Irwin research showed the harmful consequences

that gay and lesbian educators experienced such as increased stress, depression, illness,

                                                

55 “Anti-Gay Abuses In Australia” - According to Gay.Com UK that despite its image of being a liberal
country, homophobia is rife in Australia. A government-backed study revealed that 85% of gay and
lesbian residents in Sydney have faced some form of abuse based on their sexuality. View the study on
the  fo l l owing  l i n k : -     http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/cpd.nsf/pages/hide2bsafe    URL

http://www.zipworld.com.au/~josken/57.htm     retrieved Monday, June 21, 2004 – Lesbian and Gay

Solidarity -    http://www.zipworld.com.au/~josken    ISSN 1446-4896 Issue 1, 2004, No. 57 Dec 2003-

Mar 2004.
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loss of self-confidence, increased alcohol and drug intake and attempted suicide (p.69).

In particular, Irwin notes that educators (120 respondents or 13% of her research

informants) experience homophobic behaviour, unwelcome questioning on sexuality and

being outed or excluded in the workplace as evidence that teachers are still stigmatised

and oppressed. The teachers in her research indicated that ‘the perpetrators of

homophobic behaviour included students and their parents’ (p.71).

The Solution to The Problem of Not Belonging.

The solution to the problem of belonging as a gay or lesbian teacher is

addressed by Irwin. She calls for the administrators and employers to have

responsibility for ‘duty of care’ as does Kendall, and calls for a workplace which is

safe, inclusive and productive.

Employers need to be active in challenging individual,
institutional and systemic discrimination in the workplace.
While employers may not be actively reinforcing homophobic
practices and behaviours, they can collude with these practices
by not actively challenging them (Irwin, 2002, p.77)

Ferfolja & Robinson (2004) contest the boundaries that are policed by

presuming only heterosexual identities in teacher training. They argue that to be

successfully included and to have a sense of ‘well-being’ gay and lesbian individuals

need to be seen as belonging in the teacher-training context.  They state that the

contentious issue of sexuality reflects the ‘dominant socio-cultural, moral and religious

discourses that prevail around sexuality in society’ (p.56). Their research indicates that

resistances include the drawing on various popular mythologies and misconceptions that

abound in relation to lesbians and gay men that promote discrimination (p.56). Whilst

the positioning of sexualities in education is considered by the researchers as being a

way to consider people who do not comply with the hegemonic constructions of identity
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Robinson and Ferfolja (2002) identify that some of the teachers in training considered

that gay and lesbian issues were ‘pandering to vocal minorities’ (p.56).

Conclusion.

In this thesis, teachers discuss their stories of belonging in schools; of not being

employed or hiding and remaining hidden or facing the wrath of judgemental colleagues

in Western Australian Schools. Discriminatory law is changing the belief patterns of the

community of teachers but as some of these co-participants indicate maybe it is still

‘better’ not to mention their lesbian and gay lives or interests in schools.  Are gay and

lesbian educators avoiding self-disclosure? Internalised homophobia or sexual prejudice

is an unconscious strategy to deal with the absence of self worth for these men and

women. The discussion in this chapter identifies the importance of the sense of self that

is critical to performing as a ‘whole’ person especially in education.  The integration of

sexual identity into personal and professional self-concepts and lives of people is a key

to ending this cycle of denial. This chapter has addressed changes that have occurred

which are personal, institutional and political in nature but in doing so is inferring gaps

in the well-being and belonging of lesbian and gay teachers.

There are a number of discourses running in schools. These discourses all point

to the ‘unacceptability of both lesbians and gays as teachers’ (Epstein & Johnson, 1994,

p.191). Epstein and Johnson are suggesting that whilst there is a reasonableness of

decriminalisation of gay male sexuality there is an inherent unreasonableness to expect

that gay identity should be ‘regraded as socially quite acceptable’. Perhaps it is because

of the unreasonableness of gay presence that letters to the editor in Western Australia in

the period of this research consistently sought to identify gay men as abhorrent and still

belonging to the homosexual pathology model. Epstein and others note the erroneous

presumption that all gay men are predatory in nature. Lesbian and gay teachers Epstein
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holds are still considered to be ‘inherently dangerous to children’ (Epstein & Johnson,

1994, p.191).
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Chapter Four: Research Strategies and Methodology.

This chapter is a justification of the qualitative orientation of the thesis. There are

representational challenges that beset educational theorists when considering the field of

post-essentialist theories of gendered identity with a particular and specialised set of

dilemmas when attempting to represent lesbian and gay educators’ subjectivity. From

the outset, we are concerned with the challenge of interpreting the lived experience and

the rituals (Bruner, 1984, 1993) that define the experience of lesbian and gay educators

in educational settings. The lesbian or gay educator is one who is conscious of

belonging to one of society’s minority groups and is by definition required to

constantly address the implications of belonging. The sensitive nature of this research

topic, ethical issues and criteria for judgement of the responses are addressed in this

chapter. As a psychotherapist and educator I see the interplay of the two disciplines,

education and psychotherapy, as noteworthy ways to recognise the realms of belonging.

The need to belong (Baumeister & Leary, 1995) has been shown to be of such

importance that without it, people suffer mental and physical illness, and are rendered

incapacitated. This thesis is concerned to investigate to what extent gay and lesbian

educators “belong” to their own educational community though it is more concerned

with their belonging and being as a lived experience of the self rather than as a scientific

measure.

This chapter considers a multi-modal research model which combines reflexivity,

role theory and ethnography.  It begins with the lived experiences of the participants and

to that extent is phenomenological.  This research is not just about the enactments that

the co-participants experience, but rather a research model which considers how by

placing enactment at the centre of the self, these men and women are working within
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their psycho-social frameworks as a way of self-exploration or a form of

experimentation of knowing.

Phenomenology offers the foundation for viewing the interactions and

encounters, the spaces where one could be the place where that safe sense of and respect

for the self can be spoken of, enacted and heard.  Phenomenology is the exploration of

the phenomena – the understanding of the events that appear to be happening in the life

of a person or groups of people. The description of phenomena, as opposed to their

explanation is central to this study. Phenomenology offers a way to address how things

are and places these men and women at the centre of the investigation of their

experiences. The ‘essence’ of their individual and collective experience is the insight

that is the basis for understanding the lived experience of the co-participants. Linked

closely to the description of the essence of the engagement is the intention of the actions

or experiences that these educators experience. Their understanding of their experiences

is the manner in which they respond subjectively to the meaning, anxieties and tensions

they encounter in schools.

These individuals will therefore experience the role of the self where they can

consider the performance of their identity from their behaviours and the behaviours of

others.  These men and women can then modify, re-negotiate or comment on the

predicament of the self (Blatner, 2002).  Any research capturing the lived experience

through narratives and presented as a reflexive encounter is responding to the qualities

of inflexion of voice, embodiment, subtle movements and role theory is one way of

developing an understanding of the experiences of these men and women.

Most of these educators are offering testimony and bear witness to depiction,

which is often warped and serves only to drop their identity onto the pathway of insult.

They have to sit with the performance of their identities through the eyes of the other

where there are serious misconceptions of sexuality and identity. Their notions of their

lesbian or gay identities are grossly misshaped by the performances of self in the school
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context. Benokraitis sets out as an ethnographer to name how these men and women are

viewed and this research will illustrate how these men and women tell of their

experiences. In the Benokraitis’ model the ‘categories’ of belonging are articulated and

the women and men who are discriminated against are located in her rubric. The co-

participants tell their stories in this research so that it becomes a study of their ways of

being as they become self-reflective. There is no call to ‘name’ what oppression is

occurring explicitly but rather the study attends to how they believe they are seen.

As an educator and psychotherapist, I am consistently calling for the place of

subjectivities within the emerging descriptions of the fields of experiences. In the field

of lived and enacted experiences of these educators we need to move beyond mere

biographical and autobiographical methods in which the physical reality is usually

described and addressed. Their subjectivity is what is considered missing by me and the

method of research that is stated here attempts to move beyond the physical mere

realities to address the encounters, rituals and subjectivities of experience belonging

inside the ‘drama of daily life’ which is largely left unaddressed. How can there be a

safe return to one’s own voice if we do not attend to the daily performances in which

these educators are still being held in a positioned sociality of being ‘other’ and are

being generalised as a belonging to the group of those ‘Others’?

Enactment and ‘being heard’ are central to the realm of drama which I employ

both therapeutically and educatively. In knowing of the self, I am assuming the essence

of my teaching is to grasp at those moments where students (and others) can position

themselves so they have the powers of the observing self to consider alternative

possibilities (Blatner, 2002). The educators in this research are assuming a sense of

understanding that occurs through the interactions, engagements and encounters with

their colleagues, students and work environments.

The concentration on only what is sanctioned as being OK or ‘visible’ in the

school life leads to the loss of occasion to be seen. The gay and lesbian educators who
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are identified as ‘invisible’ are subject to innuendo and the official subtexts of

homophobic communities in schools and larger societies The subcultured identity of the

educators is deliberately performed and framed by the dominant culture to avoid voice,

enactment or acceptance.

The Qualitative Focus.

The choice of a qualitative inquiry mode was deemed most suitable to address

the ‘textual voices’ and lived experiences of these educators in Western Australia who at

the time of writing were still largely enforced to the experience the pervasiveness and

widespread social acceptance of heterosexism, indeterminacy and silence. The choice of

a qualitative research model was based on the premise that the meanings people

construct of their experiences in social context are always political; that research is

concerned with social action and that the relationship between “researcher” and

“participants” must be examined and transformed into a collaborative, empowering

venture; and that “giving voice” to the experiences of  lesbian and gay educators is

ultimately empowering for these educators. It is not only giving voice to these educators

as an ethnographer and my own experience as a gay educator. They are presenting

themselves to me as an ethnographer and concurrently becoming aware of the external

social roles that have been etched into their identity that are not always ‘real’ or

authentic (Rose, 1993). The notion of the authentic self is engaged from the Heidggerian

perspective (Krell, 1977). Central to existence, and existential phenomenology is a way

of being which may be argued as being both authentic and inauthentic.  To be

inauthentic one is conforming to the attitudes and moments of immediacy in such a way

to recognise others have control over the sense of self. Authenticity, on the other hand is

the capacity to recognise autonomy and in doing so being able to determine one’s own

actions. In being authentic one does take the ‘role reversal’ or the point of view of the

other into consideration but the self is nourished and experiences of living are not

isolating or alienating (Diprose, 2002). As Van Manen (1999) reminds, us interpretive

phenomenological inquiry is ‘unnaming things’ and the opportunity is to explore the
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pathic or lived dimensions of these men and women and their moods and nuanced ways

of being in the world. Being controlled and dominated is not an authentic way of being

in the world and is inauthentic. Being able to respond to the momentary encounters with

the fullest sense of self is acting with authenticity (Taylor, 1992).

The qualitative method offers opportunity to research in a manner which, as

Denzin & Lincoln claim, is beset with challenges as it has no set of unified principles

promulgated by a networked group of scholars (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. ix).

However, as such the qualitative method serves well as a way to address what these

authors call “…essential tensions, contradictions and hesitations”. This study sought to

examine how the taken for granted nature of society - truth, lies, order and so on - is

produced by the actions of those involved in education and who identify as lesbian or

gay. The thesis investigates to what extent participants can name or be aware of what

could be called  the ‘rituals of difference’ and the place of action and discourse in

defining the educators in the study. The co - participants in the thesis are called to name

the different ways they made sense of the school contexts and how the schools ‘re-

acted’ to their presence.  Their discourses are first and foremost about what actually

happens to them and are primarily concerned and focussed on the way the school

constitutes a community in which these educators can be authentic and ‘belong’.

The emphasis of a multi-modal (Kress, Jewitt , Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2001)

qualitative research model is the meaning that is made in the process of describing the

discourse and phenomena rather than recounting data as hard fact. The meaning is made

from the collective and individual viewpoint of the co-participants in the study in

collaboration with me. It is these gay men and lesbian women who allow me to develop

the threads of understanding as they disclose the meaning of their daily lives. In the case

of this study the research involves the focussing on the reality of the situation as

educators in the profession of teaching as these professionals perceive it, rather than
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from an imposed viewpoint. In this study it is the impact of workplace silences, the

disembodied presence and unheard voices that is of interest. In Bernstein’s terms,

A school metaphorically holds up a mirror in which an image is
reflected. There may be several images, positive and negative. A
school’s ideology may be seen as a construction in a mirror
through which images are reflected. The question is: who
recognises themselves as of value? What other images are
excluded by the dominant image of value so that some students
(and teachers) are unable to recognise themselves? In the same
way, we can ask about the acoustic of the school. Whose voice
is heard? Who is speaking? Who is hailed by this voice? For
whom is it familiar? In this sense there are visual and temporal
features to the images the school reflects and those images are
projections of a hierarchy of values, of class values (Bernstein,
2000, p xxi).

Heteronormativity and Ritual.

In education which is conservative by tradition, the sexual themes and

subjectivities of outsiders’ lives and the absence of lesbian and gay representation leads

to an intentional ghosting.  The figure and action of gay and lesbian identities is made

ghost-like as someone who is not ‘real’ or embodied.  These educators are therefore

subjected to enforced practices which are part of the heteronormative strategies for their

enforced concealment.  No one has mapped out the interface between rituals that define,

confine or refute the existence of these participants in this thesis. These realistic,

confessional and impressionistic stories from this small number of co-participants are

unique. In quantitative research a large sample is traditionally engaged to draw

conclusive findings on a research concern. Qualitative studies, such as this are usually

engaged to obtain extensive amounts of detailed data from a small population. The ‘tales

of the field’ illustrate how the schools and the learning settings in which these eight

lesbian and gay educators practice work set about to deny their reality and experience –

their existence.  The findings or stories are then an exploration of the ritualistic,

rhetorical and narrative processes experienced by these men and women. The embodied

practices (McLaren, 1996) that these Western Australian lesbian and gay educators

experience in their workplaces are the basis for querying the rituals, processes and
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contexts examined in this study. Deconstructing the heteronormative assumptions of

identity and the manner in which Western Australian gay and lesbian educators are

understood and negotiated require that this study focuses on the manner of the

production and reception within the hegemonic structure.  The attempt is to consider

how theorists have viewed the ‘body’ as it has been constructed in Western culture and

language and thereby to lead to reconstructive mapping of the lived rituals of lesbian and

gay educators.

This thesis suggests that we know surprisingly little about the lived experiences

of these people and it is with a sense of uneasiness that I present their voices in

following eight chapters. They are being exposed and this statement of their lives in

schools in this research is still a risky business.  By law there had been no avenue to

explore and express the true meaning of the lived experiences of these educators in

Western Australia. The present study breaks the silence.

Methodological Approach.

Given the nature of the study, I am aware of an inter-weaving of multiple

modalities of knowing action. Recent descriptions of the fields of experiences of

educators are founded in biographical and autobiographical methods in which the

physical reality is usually addressed. Phenomenology moves beyond the physical

realities to address the encounters, rituals and subjectivities of experience belonging to

these educators. In this section of this chapter, I reveal how phenomenology, role-theory

and ethnography will be used in conjunction with each other to provide an authentic

database for this study. Phenomenology, role-theory and ethnography are engaged to

effect, an extensive and as impossible as it is, an ‘unqualified’ representation of the

world of these co-participants. The research design is strongly influenced by each of

these ways of the representing human experience.
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Phenomenology.

Phenomenology holds to the tenet that the consciousness of an individual is

paramount in defining the individual (Grumet, 1992). Behavioural ‘attributes’ are

secondary to the identity that the individual develops internally. What phenomenologists

recognise is not raw sense data but experiences of the ‘self’ through

sight, sound, smell, touch, taste, and feeling filtered through the
interpretive grids we all use to make sense of the world we
perceive. These occur in an almost limitless variety, and our
immediate experience and interpretation of them is so
complicated. Therefore, there is a stated opposition to reducing
explanations of them to any single discipline or field of study or
to reliance on universally applicable generalizations (Scott
Moreau, 2000).

As a naturalistic qualitative approach to understand the lives of people,

phenomenology holds that the meaning that is made by each of these individual

educators in their world is central to their identity rather than an abstract generalised

behaviour. Phenomenology enables the educators to pay attention to what Merleau-

Ponty (1962) writes of as the “absolute source” of the self.  Merleau-Ponty was

especially asking that experience not be satisfied only in terms of behaviours or external

appearances. For Merleau-Ponty identity and sexuality is constituted by the sensations

of the body. Sexual identity and expression of desire cannot be separated out from

identity.

Although phenomenology is a philosophy which attends to the humanistic

worldview, the phenomenological movement does seem to provide an alternative to the

reduction of phenomena to the terms of only physical and scientistic data. As I

understand phenomenology, its adherents seem to be suggesting that ontology, the study

of being in the world precedes epistemology, the study of how and what we can know

(Merleau-Ponty, 1962).  This research was generative as it set out to hear how these
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educators existed whilst remaining open to any emerging notions of how or why this is

so for them.

The relationship between perception and its objects is not passive but is rather

open to query. Phenomenology holds that human consciousness is actively constituted

by interactions with objects of experience (van Manen, 1990). Phenomenology therefore

allows for transparency and the visible presence of ‘events’ as objects alongside

discussion of psychological states and consciousness pertaining to the women and men

in the study.  There is room to develop a notion of what exists in the world of these

teachers alongside the occasion to hear and see qualities of consciousness and

concomitant emotional states be they indifference, detachment, rage, fear or pride as their

stories will illustrate.

Phenomenologists hold that inquiry focuses upon what may be called

‘encountering’ as it is directed at objects and, correlatively, upon ‘objects as they are

encountered’. The phenomenologist would hold that all people are constituted through

interconnectivity and the interdependence of everything. Identity is a consequence of

affectivity and not only the product of isolated intra-psychic or cognitive mechanisms.  It

is in the act of living or ‘being’ within the system of mutual regulation, such as the

school that these educators access and in the experiences of interrelationships these

women and men are continually forming and re-forming themselves.   It is through this

constant shifting of felt sense of the self that these educators have learned to

synchronise and recognise underlying sense states with those of other persons, and in

so doing become able to ‘identify’ with them. In the stories the co-participants are

giving reflective, evidential, and descriptive evidence of qualities of encountering and the

processes of being objectified as encountered (Embree, 1997). 56

                                                

56    http://www.phenomenologycenter.org/phenom.htm      retrieved 8/11/03 2:29 PM
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As a study within the model of existential phenomenology, the thesis sets out to

question action, conflict, desire, finitude, oppression and the lived body. The thesis has

engaged phenomenology to contemplate political acuity alongside and the problematic

of sexualities, gender and performance of self.  As such, phenomenology is used here to

focus on study of the degree of ‘freedom’ for the individual to be released from

constraints that diminish the self. The thesis will ‘unconceal’ the rituals, actions and

words that deny this freedom. The eminent scholar in Ethics and Aesthetics Maxine

Greene (1988, p.58) writes:

To tell the truth is to tear aside the conventional masks adopted
due to convention or compliance, the masks adopted to hide
women’s being in the world. . . Concealment does not simply
mean hiding; it means dissembling, presenting something as
other than it is. To “unconceal” is to create clearings, spaces in
the midst of things where decisions can be made. It is to break
through the masked and the falsified, to reach toward the half-
hidden or concealed. When a woman, when any human being,
tries to tell the truth and act on it, there is no predicting what will
happen. The “not yet” is always to a degree concealed. When
one chooses to act on one’s freedom, there are no guarantees.

Given the above discussion and my concern to develop an understanding the

existences of these educators in an intellectually honest manner, I have broadened my

notion of reality to admit those aspects of the mind which refer to a reality which is not

mere decontextualised information (empirical research). The contextualised personal

individual meanings - the decontextualisation of empiricism privilege the dominant

paradigm of inquiry. The existential phenomenological stance noted above and adopted

in this thesis sets out to illustrate where and how the human conditions that are ineffable

and immeasurable occur. The style of phenomenology employed in this research then, is

the study and description of the lived or existential meanings for the co-participants.

Phenomenology attempts to explicate meanings as we live them in our everyday lives

(van Manen, 1990, p.11).  As a phenomenologist I would maintain that my way to

understanding does include the knowing of linear sequential realities and other

physically-constituted entities but I hold that any description of the existence of being in
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the world which fails to attend to the ‘existential issues of identity’ of these educators is

limited.  The existential issues of identity for these women and men are beyond causal

explanation of their behaviour if they cannot ‘perform’ their lives within a sense of their

authentic selves. The phenomenological stance enables the writer to probe beneath the

surface behaviours to see to what extent the participants are aware of tensions of

contradictions between their inner self and the publicly presented self. As researcher, I

employ this study as a means to exposure and truth telling of the lived experience of

these lesbians and gay men. That said, I always acknowledge the potential of that which

is suppressed or still unrecognised but am reminded that in ‘dissembling’ the lies we

can create,  as Greene (1988, p.58) notes, “…clearings, spaces in the midst of things

where decisions can be made”.  I hold that there is a relationship between interiority and

education as a vehicle for transformation is at the core of this research.

In the writings of Ekland & Bond (1995, p. Abstract ) there is “…concern about

the fact that processes of learning always unfold in interaction with ‘the world around

us’…”.   Ekland and Bond and other phenomenographers take seriously “…the notion

of internal relations between persons and phenomena. This leads us to recognise that

relations between persons and situations must also be considered as internal”. The

nature of being-in-the-world which Grumet and others write of is viewed by me as

secondary to the world of lived experience especially pertaining to affect and self-hood.

In taking into account the inter-relation of realities beyond external visible behaviours

phenomenology sets out to accommodate the amorphous formless and indistinct

experiences of consciousness. Whilst the empirical paradigm of behaviour is viewed by

phenomenologists as valid, they are ultimately concerned, as I am with interiority,

authenticity and the ‘safe return to [my own] voice’ (Grumet, 1992, p.32).

This research model is then a way of generating multi-modal perspectives and

attempts to become an occasion to experience safety of voice by sensitively attending to

the nature of experience and the nature of voice.  The use of qualitative research enables

attention to the traditions of the world in which people are interacting on their own
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terms. The qualitative approach allows researchers to share in understandings of how

people make meaning in their daily lives (Berg, 1998, p.7). For the phenomenologist

“being in the world” directs our thoughts and actions (of which sexuality is a critical

part) towards objects and situations that exist for us.  As I am employing

phenomenology, I seek to understand the thoughts and actions that constitute being in

its natural dimensions, uninhibited by the constraints of the positivist model whilst still

holding to the idea that all levels of knowing are constructed meanings rather than truths.

The phenomenological perspective grants an existential status through both

performance or enactment and discourse. This perspective enables the co-participants

and researcher to talk about moral and sexual values, rather than trying to pretend that

they do not exist. We do not need like Freud to insist that the sexual drive is the

principal motive for action but we do need to acknowledge its presence or absence.

Tolerance and impartiality when crossing cultural and sexual boundaries may be the best

prescription that a phenomenological understanding can provide. Phenomenologists

may not be able to give a formal description of the grammar and semantics of their

natural language. In fact, they will say that the attempt to provide such a formal

description is misguided in the first place, since language use and meaning are socially-

determined, and always in flux.

Role Theory and Performance.

Various sources have defined a role as “a patterned sequence of learned actions

or deeds performed by a person in an interaction situation” (Sarbin, 1954, p. 225); “ a

particular set of norms that is organized about a function”(Bates & Harvey, 1975, p.

106); “a comprehensive pattern for behaviour and attitude” (Turner 1979, p. 124); and

“behaviour referring to normative expectations associated with a position in a social

system” (Allen & van deVliert, 1984a, p. 3). In attempting to integrate the various

elements and conceptualisations of role theory, Bruce Biddle (1986, p. 67) writes that
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role theory is “… concerned with the study of behaviours that are characteristic of

persons within contexts and with various processes that presumably produce, explain, or

are affected by those behaviours”. Role theory explains role by presuming that persons

are members of social agencies and hold expectations for their own behaviours and

those of other persons. In earlier research, Biddle noted the term “role” had come to

mean a “behavioural repertoire characteristic of a person or a position; a set of

standards, descriptions, norms, or concepts held for the behaviours of a person or social

position; or (less often) a position itself” (Biddle, 1979, p. 4). The concept of role,

therefore, provides a convenient “linkage between individual behaviour and social

structure”(Biddle & Thomas, 1966, p. 7).

Role Theory as a concept is derived from theatre and the work of

psychodramatist Jacob Moreno. The notions of ‘personae’ or masks that are worn by

the actors within the complexity of the theatre performance may be considered as

synonymous with the roles that individuals engage in socially. Individuals in any society

occupy positions, hold status and have defining characteristics. These lesbian and gay

educators occupy positions in schools, hold status and are performing in characteristic

roles which define them as teachers. Social norms, dictates, and codes determine their

role and performance in these socially sanctioned positions. The professional role of

teacher is borne of the sense of self, or personal role. It is the teachers’ capacity to be

authentic or be present to their own experience which is considered in the thesis. One

limitation of authentic self as a defining attribute is the question as to how the self is

constructed in response and naming of the lesbian and gay educator’s experiences

especially when mitigated through a heterosexualised socio-cultural lens.

Role theory holds that individuals are affected by those who observe and react to

the performance. In this instance, these educators are affected by the manner in which

they are observed. It is noted that they are influenced by the surveillance of their actions.

Role theory would hold that the individual’s particular capabilities and personality are

influenced deeply by this surveillance and the social script which may be variously
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neutral, constraining or liberating.  The audience in the life of the co-participants in this

research consists of all those who observe the educator’s behaviour and the educator’s

performance in the educational setting.  The interactions, encounters and engagements

within the school setting become the script by which others define these men and

women. Role theory assumes, as does the theatre, that performance results from the

social prescriptions and the behaviour of others, and that individual variations in

performance, to the extent that they do occur, are expressed within the framework

created by these factors (Biddle & Thomas, 1979, p. 4).

Role theory has been used by sociologists to describe social functions and

interactions but in terms of this thesis, role theory refers to the manner in which these

gay and lesbian educators can evaluate and negotiate the social sphere of the school

setting. The research process in the telling of stories in response to probing questions

encourages a reflective function and by provoking a response in the interviewer allows

for shifts in self awareness and concomitant shifts in identity. Role theory is the

attention we pay to the manner in which we look at and play our roles; and much of

actual adaptation involves the making of appropriate changes. In role theory, affirmation

of the individual has been central and remains vital to the creating of identity. Role

theory is intimately concerned with the details of practice, the engagement of the

individual with the society in this case the culture and rituals of the workplace. In this

way role theory can guide the fieldwork in that it provides the motivation for looking at

particular events or observing certain aspects of life for the individual and the group. The

performance of identity in the school and the ensuing text as memoirs can be likened to

autoethnographic tales.

Ethnography.

Ethnography is a way to address the culture and the understanding of a

community or group of people. As noted this study has required the collecting of

empirical data, and requires portrayal of the data, which is descriptive and qualitative.
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There is a long tradition of qualitative research in sociology (Bourdieu, 1990, 1991;

Lawley, 1994) and education, particularly with the use of ethnography as a research

technique. Ethnography is based around prolonged in-depth study in the sites of

interest, collecting observations of ‘what is going on’ (Rose, 1993; Atkinson and

Hammersley, 1995). The methods of participant observation (and ethnography) are now

commonplace in sociology (Loftland, 1971; Morgan and Smircich, 1980; Burgess,

1984; Bryman, 1988; Fine, 1993, Athanases, 1996). This study belongs to the realm of

autoethnographic tales (after Carlos Castenada) alongside micro-macro descriptivism

(Clifford Geertz) and ritual theory (Victor Turner) but it differs in trying to maintain

contact with the phenomena or lived-experience of the participants through their own

stories. At moments, the narrative will of necessity emerge as a ‘memoir’. The ways of

being seen or not seen in schools brings these men and women to a place where their

search for grand narratives will be enmeshed with personal stories or more local, small

scale theories which are ‘tales of the field’ (van Maanen, 1988). This thesis is a

description of the field of experiences for this group of lesbian and gay educators. In an

ethnographic sense they are defined as a ‘group’ largely by their exclusion from the

dominant heteronormative group. I use ethnography to allow examination of the natural

world to which these men and women belong.

Ethnographic research is sensitive to the setting, the interactions and the contexts

within the setting. Therefore, this mode of the research is best seen as a way to

participate in building an understanding of the world and the layers of culture in which

these gay and lesbian educators live. It is the study of the objective reality of social facts.

That is, the study of the way that the objective reality of social facts comes about, how

we produce an objectively real world of social facts. The social fact of how these

teachers fit the role-expectations into the sense of their authentic selves is the central

deliberation in this study.
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Story Telling and Narrative as Evidence.

As I have shown in the previous chapter, there is increasing use of narrative to

reveal the lived-experience of research participants through autoethnographic tales. In

this study, the roles these participants adopt to perform identity in schools may well be

changed in their own account of them to me as ‘gay’ listener. But their accounts of what

happens to them in schools are the best we have. McLaren (1988, p.169) reminds us that

the “ideological hegemony is not realised solely through the discursive mediations of

the sociocultural order but through the enfleshment of unequal relationships of power.

Hegemony is manifest intercorporeally through the actualisation of the flesh and

embedded in incarnate experience” [My Italics]. There is very little documentation of

the lived experience of Western Australian lesbian and gay educators, one of the reasons

for this study to provide examples of how a lesbian and gay educator’s ideologies are

lived, experienced and felt at the level of “everyday life”.

Gay or lesbian educators can be viewed as belonging to multiple categories of

differentiation; as part of the ‘heterosexual matrix’ (after Judith Butler, 1994a) or the

‘straight mind’ (after Monique Wittig, 1992) or as being ‘compulsorily heterosexual’

(after Adrienne Rich, 1980).  In this thesis the narratives of these men and women will

be interpreted through a hermeneutic context as I ‘listen’ to these stories. I will be open

to hear how these stories are located in the contexts of school practices and ‘unconceal’

the homophobic and heterocentric practices that exists in the schools as they are enacted

for and responded to by these eight educators.

Research Design.

The purpose of this research was to engage in the development of a quality of

reflexivity that pertains to non-heterosexualised identity for the co-participants in the

study. The study did not begin with a sense of determination other than to interrupt or
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break the silencing of these gay and lesbian educators and thereby may be seen as a

challenge to the existing hegemony. As phenomenology it presents the participants’

experience of educational institutions not the facts.

The feminist methodologies (Butler, 1990, 1991, 1993, 1994a; Lather, 1991) and

critiques which have preceded this thesis provide us with ways to explore the images,

structures and themes of the lesbian and gay educators’ identity that are constructed and

allowed to be seen in our schools. It is particularly urgent that the intense negative

imagery that is associated with lesbians and gays in education be redressed.  These men

and women are educators who come to education with an individual psyche that has a

socially constructed historical belonging57. The excessive promotion of the norm of

heterosexuality leads to inevitable shaping of invisibility.  The manner in which schools

in Western Australia enforce heterosexuality in schools has hardly ever been challenged.

As noted earlier the culture of education based on the acceptance of compulsory

heterosexuality fails to offer an opportunity for the gay and lesbian educators to

extricate his or herself from a place where they can connect with their view of culture;

with their view of fantasy and desire; with their histories and stories.

                                                

57  ‘Quality of life’ for lesbian and gay people (as for all people) is the degree to which these men and
women enjoy the important possibilities in their lives. The opportunity for personal advancement and
‘new’ possibilities result from the opportunities and limitations each individual has in his or her life
and reflect the interaction of personal and environmental factors.  Three major life domains are identified
in the Toronto University studies asking how we qualify or ‘judge’ the quality of our lives? The
conceptualization of “Being, Belonging, and Becoming” as the domains of quality of life were developed
to address life qualitity.  The notion of Being includes the basic aspects of “who one is” and includes
aspects of physical health, psychological health and adjustment, feelings, and evaluations concerning
the self, and self-control.  Belonging includes the person’s ability to fit in with their environments and
is defined as the ‘connections’ and engagements that the individual has with his/her physical
environments i.e., school, home, workplace and community. Belonging represents ‘access’ to resources
normally available to all community members. Becoming refers to the purposeful activities carried out
to achieve personal goals, hopes, and wishes. the day-to-day actions such as domestic activities, paid
work, school or volunteer activities, and seeing to health or social needs.  Quality of Life Research
Unit, University of Toronto - http://www.gdrc.org/uem/qol-define.html retrieved Tuesday, September 7,
2004.
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Identifying the Phenomenon being Queried.

The lesbian and gay educators in this study have been robbed of their true

biography.  The phenomenological model noted above is a way of replying to their

robbery: a way to remember the ‘dismembering’ and provides a way to wholeness

which is integrative of all roles we play in life. The aspiration of education is to attend to

collectivity, identity and ritual as a way to life-making. The stories of these co-

participants in the study have attention for the concerns of the ‘other’ realms that hold

them in their own meanings. For these teachers the meaning of the matter lies as much

in the memories of one’s oppression, one’s power, one’s trauma, as in any attempt to

adequately reconstruct ‘what really happens in daily life’. The seeking after meaning is

the experiences of these ‘outsiders’. The meaning becomes the working through of the

memories of silence, denial of the self, trauma and of the abuse of power. It becomes a

question of the ‘now’ as much as (perhaps even more than) the ‘then’ (Gilman, 1985,

1995). The affirming of identity requires a balance between the shaping of self and

community. The two are interactive and require venues for exposure, experience and

enactment. The thesis determines to what extent the search for identity can redress the

virulent hostility that is still occurring in Western Australian metropolitan schools.

Recruitment and Sample.

The research was advertised on internet sites and in local press. The gay and

lesbian teachers network were supportive though anxious about me undertaking the

work. In the main it was through word of mouth that the co-participants self-selected for

the thesis. In social contexts men and women would ask if I wanted to interview them.

After holding meetings addressing equity the teachers came with their stories. Interviews

were held. In most instances I encouraged the co-participants to talk in a more formal

context.  I made notes during these anecdotal interviews. The conflicts and tales of the

field consistently demonstrated the themes of fear, alienation, retaliation, lack of visibility
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and generally a sense of low worth. Informal observation revealed that the teachers

revealed episodes of shaming, enforced silence and particularly self-denial in their

discussions.

Data Collection.

Data was collected over five years with time spent in schools, in school staff

rooms, in teaching and in collegial exchanges in my professional role as a teaching

practice supervisor of postgraduate and undergraduate teachers in training. To

supplement the data from participant observation, other techniques have also been used

such as unstructured interviews. Informal interviews occurred with teachers who identify

as not belonging to the research group but have had occasion to see encounters with

staff who are lesbian or gay in their schools. Finally taped interviews were undertaken

with the eight teachers who identified as belonging to this research group. While

researching the thesis, I participated in the development of several national and

international research congresses and conferences. These events were crucial to the

evolution of understanding that the thesis represents. The perceptions I make in the

conclusion are equally informed by viewpoints heard at these conferences and academic

occasions. It was at these conferences58 that I heard anecdotal evidence which provided

access in situ to the experiences of being lesbian or gay and working in education

outside of the Western Australian context of this thesis. These conferences provided

very valuable opportunities to hear how notions of ‘queer’ identity are contested in the

workplace. Several working parties were convened to address strategies to interrupt

                                                

58NTEU -  “National Conference on Trade Unionism and Sexual Diversity” – NTEU 26th

and 27th August 2000.  “Working Under the Rainbow”- QUTE Conference – 11th and 12th

August 2001 2001 Co-Convened Tarquam McKenna and Sam Jacob.  QUTE Conference  -
Melbourne 2002; QUTE – Co-Convened Tarquam McKenna and Chris Game. As Part of Workers Out!
- University of Sydney from 31 October to 2 November 2002, Workers Out! ran concurrently with
Health in Difference 4, and some joint sessions were organised between the two conferences. The
Workers Out! Steering Conference also built strong links with First Cultures: Race, Sexuality and
Identity, another participating conference in the Gay Games Conference Program.
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workplace oppression, consider visibility and action and to advance notions of

inclusion59. Concurrently data was gathered from attending The Western Australian

Parliament and from Hansard whilst the debate occurring in Western Australia during

the study period. The data was not catalogued for analytic themes but along with my

own recollections, has been used to inform some of the themes discussed in the thesis.

Interviews.

By far the most common strategy for data collection was the semi-structured and

open interviews recorded in my office, home or the homes of the co-participants at a

time of their choosing. These lesbian and gay educators had heard oppressive

comments, had been assumed to be straight, were failed in the private pleasures of their

identity and devalued for their political voice. The interview became an occasion to

redress unsaid political commitment about what they represent, the unsolved problems

these men and women embody and the unpleasantness of their not belonging. Like a

therapeutic encounter to address the negative self-image, the interview was a place to

respond to the educational settings, enforced devoicing characterised by struggle, denial,

anger and at times painful self-loathing.  The interview provided an occasion to critique

the inner and outer reflection of the identity of these eight men and women.  The

interview occurred so that these women and men could generate a new way of being and

belonging as well as a way to gather ‘data’.  As lesbian and gay protagonists, they

needed an opportunity to be present to the workplace rituals and enactments that are not

voyeuristic and are based on their authentic self-ascription. I had designed a set of

                                                

59 What was particularly noteworthy was the poignant and profoundly moving Keynote address from
Tony Briffa on Intersexuality on Sunday 12th August 2001. This occasion to bring presence to this
hitherto very invisible population was a resounding success. It is clear that ‘intersexuality’ had not
previously been considered within the NTEU -  the aftermath of this presentation by Tony Briffa was a
much stronger and clearer presence of ‘intersexuality’ in Victorian legislative processes. The
documentation regarding intersexuality was also written into the sexuality awareness resource created
under the aegis of Deakin University and ALSO [see Higgins, D (2002)     ALSORTS:         A        sexuality

awareness       resource   . The ALSO Foundation, South Yarra, Victoria].
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guiding questions to open the interviews but it was apparent that these questions were

only an aide to conversation and the encounter of telling the story was paramount in

hearing the themes identified in the research.

• What does it mean for you to be a gay or lesbian and an educator?  

• To what extent is it both theoretically more valid, moreover pragmatically less

likely to do certain kinds of harm, to presuppose difference and give voice to

yourself as a lesbian or gay educator?

• What is your experience of the school climate for gay and lesbian educators?

• To what extent are educational policies addressing non-heterosexual sexualities

being generated, enforced or enacted?

•  Is sexuality a ‘significant’ pre-occupation of educators - if so how is this

realised in Western Australia today?

• What experiences can your recount to elaborate on the manner in which you

have been ‘seen’ at your school?

• Could you comment on the prevalence of homophobia in your school?

• Do you consider that the issues of sexuality and identity important for schools

and educators to consider?

• Have gay, lesbian, and straight teachers developed alliances within the school and

the community?

• In your mind to what extent do Western Australian schools view themselves as

places for benign silence in ‘production of sexualities’ for gay and lesbian

teachers especially?
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• What strategies are available for lesbian and gay teachers to address issues of

identity and visibility?

•  What proactive roles has your school assumed in fostering acceptance and

affirmation of sexual diversity?

•  Do you think schools are becoming places for the development of radical,

transformative or inclusive practices for non-heteronormative sexualities?

The interview serves to break the silence and in effect is therapeutic, or

energising for the individual in almost all instances. The individual is able to speak out

on the issues that are relevant to them and to profile their lived experience as a lesbian or

gay educator to a empathetic listener. In Western Australia at the commencement of this

research and up to the Law Reform as noted, the speaking out on ‘non-heterosexual

sexual identities’ was not encouraged and penalties for doing so could have been legally

enforced. The interview serves to enable the individual to formulate their sense of the

sexual, social and educational processes that underlay their identity as a gay or lesbian

educator. In almost all interviews this was the first time participants had been asked to

speak about sexuality and education. The self-disclosure that the interview enabled is

unique and rare in the experiences of these co-participants. As a psychotherapist I am

equipped to create contexts in which the interview is open, honest and non-restrictive. As

a person known to them to be gay, the interviewer provided an occasion which was more

than an questioning but also an opportunity to play their role freely and openly. The

interview redresses the warped depictions making the participants even more aware of

the different selves presented to other teachers as they tell us what we’re not60, and in a

unique point of coalescence for the Western Australian educators in this research61.

                                                

60Redressing lesbian or gay educator’s representation is not simply a matter of making gay and lesbian
educators visible. Those lesbian and gay educators who are themselves “decentered” or invisible present
new potential for equity even though unseen. Quantitative research to account for numbers of lesbian
and gay people in schools is still warranted in WA. Such hard scientistic data would serve to put these
women and men into the ‘Equity’ equation more truthfully. This thesis is not quantitative but the
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Informal Observations.

As a teaching practice supervisor in my academic role I visit various schools in

the Perth metropolitan area to supervise placements. Whilst the placement visits for each

year are contextualised in the University teacher training programme, they became an

occasion to note gay and lesbian identity, presence and absence through observation. In

all I am in twelve schools each year where a representative sample of posters and

pamphlets and print media and illustrations were noted. The popular materials of

curriculum were observed – syllabus, notes and such. In the course of these daily visits

all materials which acknowledged non-heterosexual identity were considered. There was

one particular poster generated from the La Trobe Same Sex Health Research Project -

Writing Themselves In: A National Report on the Health & Wellbeing of Same Sex

Attracted Youth – 1998 which was observed at one school. This poster gave factual

details on statistical presence of lesbian and gay students.

The school staff room became a place to note exchanges and numerous

comments pertaining to sexualities and identity.  This type of information serves as a

reflection of situations. The teachers were frequently seen to comment on sexual

orientation and sexual performance.  In the main, the teachers focussed on sexual

promiscuity, sexual orientation and relationships in the ‘banter’ pertaining to both their

lesbian and gay students and colleagues alike.

                                                                                                                               

stories will illustrate the inadequacy and significance of inclusionary contemporary practice in Western
Australia.

61This research promoting positive identity for gays and lesbians could ‘by definition’ be viewed as
proselytising, which was at the time of the research prohibited under Western Australian Law. The
process of research seeks to illustrate the writer and the gay and lesbian teachers as engaged in ‘risk-
taking’ on setting out to question the prevailing hegemonic contexts.   The law aside this work was
undertaken in community where conservatism and identity-difference beyond heterosexualised traditions
was (and is still) largely denied.
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My Story.

Ellis, in Heartfelt Autoethnography, (1999, p. 17) gives a powerful description

of autoethnography and the power of the author’s voice:

The author seeks to develop an ethnography that includes
researchers’ vulnerable selves, emotions, bodies, and spirits;
produces evocative stories that create the effect of reality;
celebrates concrete experiences and intimate detail; examines
how human experience is endowed with meaning; is concerned
with moral, ethical, and political consequences; encourages
compassion and empathy; helps us to know how to live and
cope; features multiple voices and repositions readers and
“subjects” as coparticipants in dialogue; seeks a fusion
between social science and literature in which, as Gregory
Bateson says, “you are partly blown by the winds of reality and
partly an artist creating a composite out of the inner and outer
events”; and connects the practices of social science with the
living of life.

The intention of writing my personal story in this part of the thesis is to indicate

my viewpoint as the writer. This story like the co-participants’ tales is a way to

emphasise my sense making, my coping and the improvement of my life by writing the

thesis. Ellis and Bochner in Composing Ethnography: Alternate Forms of Qualitative

Writing (1996) hold that, “instead of masking our presence, leaving it at the margins, we

should make ourselves more personally accountable for our perspective” (1996, p. 15).

Telling my story as an evocative autoethnography (Ellis, 1997) is the ability to write

emotionally about my self.  This story will serve as a way to frame the experience of

being a gay man and endeavours to address experiences that are related to my work and

experience as an educator (Ellis, 1995a, p.115). The interface between being gay and an

educator are what the next twelve pages of personal narrative will consider. The story is

not as Bochner (1994) notes adequately constructed if seen only as a description of

macro-structural trends. He suggests that the ‘omniscient narrator’ in the third person

voice is not legitimised by the authority of citations. It is in accepting and affirming the

subjectivity of myself as a researcher, that Ellis and Bochner fervently encourage the
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researcher to be observable, referring to “the scholar as an involved, situated and integral

part of the research and writing process” (1996, p. 18).

My Shared Story.

The stories that I have created about the co-participants and myself serve to

create the effect of presenting a view of our ‘reality’ by celebrating concrete experiences

with attention to intimate detail which grounds the generalities. The shared story is a gift

of one person’s lived experience, serving as an invitation for others to reflect upon and

make deeper meaning of their own. These gay and lesbian stories are evocative stories

and my first person account is addressing a drama of my life’s experience. The

connectedness with the community of academic inquiry is informed by seeing the role

of personal relationships, career aspirations and social relationships through story. This

evocative story form social, emotional and spiritual statements that accompany me as the

teller. The emotionality of story is granted in the autoethnographic tale as I am

reflectively sharing my own story within a context of culture to invite, communicate and

make meaning of my lived experience as a gay man. In writing my story I seek to

develop an ethnography that includes my vulnerable selves, emotion, body and spirit.62.

Reminiscence 1 - As the Parade Passes By.

I remember that warm summer night in 1996 as I was standing
on William Street, Perth. Long reputed as one of the more
conservative states in the country, Western Australia was
suddenly undergoing a quiet social revolution. I had lived here
nine years.

It was the early evening of The Gay Pride Parade. This is the
annual event to celebrate the men and women who are ‘out’ as
people who identify as gay or lesbian. Looking back I don’t think
that in this period the term ‘Gay and Lesbian’ pride was even
used so inclusively. I don’t think it was even a proud parade as in

                                                

62 I have elected to use Italicised text to indicate the ‘train of thought’ or ‘streams of consciousness’ that
accompanies  the commentary for the next thirteen pages.
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Perth the parade at that time was characterised by political
agitation. It was an endeavour to waken the political minds to the
absence of gay and lesbian people everywhere. In 2004 the event
is publicised as the lesbian and gay pride parade. In 1996 it was
a rally to bring visibility to these men and women.

I’m unsure how the change occurred in the title of the Parade
over the years but the purpose is still clear - this parade was a
great moment that stands out in my mind. Imagine with the
fanfare and music of the floats representing a variety of
community groups, the humour of the Western Australian
Lesbian and Gay educators’ float. It stood as an oppositional
statement to contest the varieties of rituals of belonging for these
women and men. For me Gay Pride as a performative statement
became a place of looking beyond “a haven” of acceptance to a
place and event of celebration. On recollection I think this was the
last year that I actually went to the dance after the parade. At the
dance I remember meeting many colleagues, not necessarily
known to me as lesbian or gay but teachers working in the field of
education. One colleague was the Vice-Principal of a prestigious
Roman Catholic school and at the time he wanted to be in this
research but thought it ‘unwise’ at the time to engage in my thesis
area. He admitted being aware of the challenge of belonging in a
Catholic School and related how Leonie (a colleague and Catholic
Nun) had discouraged him from being open because of the
Church regulation.

Another colleague at that dance was the Head of an English
Literature department in the same Roman Catholic school. Eight
years on, she is dead. The alcoholism that brought about her
death was directly related to the challenges she faced confronting
her identity as a lesbian in school. She was well known to me and
had several emotional and distressing discussions about the
nature of her sexuality and her capacity to belong in the Catholic
schools in which she taught. She gradually deteriorated and
drank on the job over the six years until her early death.

Perry was also at the dance. He had been on the front page of the
Westside Observer – a local gay and lesbian newspaper at the
time. The article alluded to his ability to teach and oppressive
commentary he had experienced at a Perth Metropolitan Primary
School. There was discussion as to his suitability to be a teacher
because he was gay. He had taught for several years in the
remote Desert community and at the time of this research in
several local metropolitan Perth schools. Whilst clearly ‘gay’, he
performed his teaching with diligence and professionalism. About
three years later, Perry suicided and his body was found in the
car park of the school that he last taught in.

In the parade that night, I stood with a 70 year old Roman
Catholic nun, who being liberal in her world view saw the parade
as being a way to celebrate gay and lesbian existence. She
appreciated the ultimate irony of the teachers’ float. This float was
a representation of the teachers’ world and was exceedingly
explicit. In 1996, the float had nobody on it. There was a
blackboard with a slogan stating, “We can’t be here”. Clearly the
battle to be visible in schools had begun, where power, knowledge
and identity for this group was located within the struggle of the
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arena of cultural politics. Were the sexual deviants, the perverts,
and the older generation of lesbians and gay men seeking to
unsettle Western Australia in this parade by their very absence? I
asked myself, how was it that these gay and lesbian teachers are
so present in their absence? The event brought the question of the
thesis to the writer’s mind - Maybe within the gay world the
identity categories of belonging were shifting?  From a position of
oppositionality and otherness was the absence of these Western
Australian women and men on this float based on ‘democratic
freedom’ to be part of a ‘progressive society’? But how could
these men and women exist when they did not appear? In my mind
their struggle for a language that empowered them that was self-
reflexive began in this moment. Certain gay and lesbian people
had chosen to be out and proud, before 1996 but in their invisible
presence they were making a statement. In this moment of
performing their identity, the code of silence was broken.
Ironically the space to perform their identity as gay and lesbian
educators, as part of the gay community, which has struggled,
was given to them by their absence. In the climate of the existing
legislation they were forced not to be present on their own float.

What does it mean to me to be a Gay Educator?

When I began this research I had several presumptions. I think the most obvious

was that sexuality is central to identity. So I had imagined correctly or otherwise that

sexuality is the right of the individual: that sexual identity and orientation and gender

identity are all integral parts of ourselves. I had openly and enthusiastically encouraged

people to be ‘who they really are’ and had many moments of witnessing rituals of

transformation for straight men and women. I see my students fall in love, learn the

meaning of life and sexuality had seemed to me to be one way of knowing yourself

through another. It all seemed so normal but then again this was for ‘straight people’.

So I had always believed that positioning myself as a gay man and a university academic

would be a good thing as the tales of being gay and lesbian could be spoken. I have

subsequently realised in the period of the research that I haven’t heard a lot of horror

stories, I haven’t heard of violent encounters or for that matter as much explicit

harassment as I imagined. I had no idea that the silences surrounding gay and lesbian

identity in schools and universities could be so loud. I naively imagined that being gay

or lesbian these educators would be advocating for their inclusion on the basis of the
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Human Right to exist but then I realised that the risks were often too great for the men

and women in schools to speak out. In the privileged position of a researcher, writer and

University lecturer the community of tertiary educators would surely be more open and

accepting that those teachers in my early years of teaching in schools?

Most of the struggles that I experienced in life were about being silenced. As an

educator, being silenced is anathema. Silence is contrasted to speaking out on the

multiple meanings of lived experience. Education should in the ideal world be about

speaking truths or generating ways of being in the world that are healthy. I think that the

impetus for ‘breaking the silence’ was driving most of the work that I began in 1997. I

hoped to create a sense of my self that was informed by education. I had longed to be

able to work against the oppressive structures that create the conditions for silencing

(Tierney, 1993).

Reminiscence 2 - Institutional creativity accommodates outsiders’ sexualities.

In my schooling in Tasmania, there was no opportunity to be
open, gay and a primary or high school student. The one or two
teachers that I had who were identifiable as ‘outsiders’ because
they were artists and musicians; and who might have been gay,
gave up the profession. It was only in my university training years
from 1972 that any considered sense of the self being so much a
“teacher” and a gay man, occurred. In drama and visual arts
there was an institutional acceptance of being different, read as
creative, but there was no explicit speaking out on sexuality. The
tone of the times was about equality and inclusion of “girls”. And
remotely, lesbian and feminist critique informed the inclusion
mode in Tasmania. I remember some work that was called the
“Girls’ Self-Esteem Project” was generating lots of commentary.
It seemed strange that in the mid seventies that girls finally got the
equality that they deserved. I seem to recall that I was known as
gay but there was not any place to talk about this and sexual
expression was fairly much ‘on the run. In Melbourne one holiday
I was at a beat. The poofter bashers were chasing gay men and
the police were chasing the bashers and the gay men. It was all
very scary in the seventies in Tasmania.
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My ability to speak out.

Heterosexism certainly existed in my early teaching career. The invisibility that I

experienced through not acknowledging my sexuality in my social life, my friendships

and being presumed a straight, all informed who I was. As a gay educator in drama there

may have been presumptions but no opportunity to “tell my colleagues”. From my

earliest encounters with teachers in Tasmania the consequence of outing myself was

hostility. Fear of violent reprisal rather than ‘harassment’ and the sense of losing my

job affected my ability to speak out. It was the physical fear of abuse that drove me to

stay hidden. I was terrified of being physically or verbally attacked.

 Reminiscence 3 - Questions about my “queerness”.

After I had been teaching for two years I was awarded a Rotary
Foundation Educational Award – a very prestigious scholarship
to study in the UK. I had hoped to study art therapy at
Hertfordshire and return to Tasmania to work with school
students using art therapy.  The community of scholars in the
special schools in which I worked had one collective voice. “How
come he got one of those scholarships?” In retrospect I realise I
responded to these questions out of a place of feeling a subtle and
covert homophobic commentary. There was never an issue about
my ability to undertake the post-graduate study - in retrospect the
question was about my “queerness”. The comments as a teacher
were veiled and I knew that I was being criticised as a teacher
who was gay getting the award.  As a matter of courtesy one
principal asked me to tell her “If I ever felt that I was not going to
cope as she knew I was a homosexual”.  I had unknowingly been
outed by the Superintendent of Special Education who told me that
she thought it ‘best to be honest about this’. She had, after all,
‘put her head on the chopping block’ by offering me a job in the
special school knowing that in 1978 I was a known homosexual.

Depression.

After returning from England there was a sense of existing but of
being and feeling invalid. The heterosexuals I worked with took
for granted their capacity to represent themselves. They spoke of
their social lives, the literature, the television, as presuming
dominance and “a lifestyle”. In this period of my life I was very
heavily depressed. In a clinical context the depression was
reactive, a reaction to an identity as a gay man being made
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invisible within the social and educative community. I taught and
attempted to apply the training in drama and arts to the special
educational context. Many colleagues spoke of me ‘not being
used’ adequately in my teaching role. One colleague told me that
the way I was ‘treated’ was wrong. She referred to the gossip,
innuendo and invalidation of my ability as a very successful
scholar who had worked with the world leader in drama
education. I naively believed the community reaction in Hobart
was jealousy or the ‘tall poppy syndrome’. And yet I had a
nagging doubt that it was because I was gay.  

Reminiscence 4 -The move into the ‘safety ’of academe.

The decision to undertake further study to the Masters level in
education was a conscious move for me - into the ‘safety’ of
academe. I had come out to a couple of colleagues but the
consequence was usually ostracism. I had never anticipated the
degree of criticism and accusation that preceded my choice to
undertake further study. One colleague accused me of ‘flaunting
my sexuality’; another colleague asked me when I ‘would get over
being gay?’ This latter question is very revealing’. The question
left me feeling ‘sick’ as if something was ‘wrong’ with me by my
wanting acceptance from her. I think she was demanding that I
not make an ‘issue’ of my sexuality and that my invisibility was a
preferred response.  This colleague is now a Director of
Education in the Department of Education in Tasmania.
The choice to use education to advance myself was about
empowerment and a call for acceptance. Ironically I did not study
gender, sexuality or politics. I chose to focus on special education
and arts learning. Both arenas are considered empowering within
the current inclusion debate, and empowering within the arts
temperament discussion. So as an educator now, I often consider
art as a way to accommodate difference and I hold to the central
belief that education is about inclusion. In the last 10 years I have
come out as it seems less of a risk. That said, I still have examples
of being heavily disempowered because of my sexuality.

Promotion.

I applied to the University often for promotion. I had academic attainments and

teacher awards for excellence but in several early promotions attempts I failed to gain a

senior appointment. My colleagues said that I failed because I was gay. When my

application for promotion was finally successful, several of the same colleagues

suggested I succeeded because I was gay! They seemed to me stating that the climate of
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inclusion and political correctness was perceived as a pathway to my advancement. This

tokenistic inclusion permeates many encounters: I am asked to represent the ‘gay voice’

in Equal Opportunity deliberations or to speak on alternative sexualities in introductory

lectures on diversity. My superiors however have not yet given me any real

encouragement or occasion to address sexuality and gender politics in education.  

I have been asked whether or not I teach transgender “cross dressing” by a

senior academic. I facetiously replied, “…of course, in theatre, drag has its origins in

Elizabethan England”. Clearly tokenistic inclusion is a way to buffer the real and actual

homophobia. Many straight colleagues are clearly supportive and comfortable about gay

and lesbian people. However many are suspicious and the work climate is both subtle

and vicious in its homophobia. There are still many moments of missed opportunity that

my colleagues and I both collude in. If only I could speak honestly about my life!

Reminiscence 5 - The criminal offence to “promote homosexual behaviour”.

Whilst my close colleagues genuinely and openly ask about my
personal partnership, and I think this is wonderful, other co-
workers are indifferent, seem to avoid contact with me, or are
actively heterosexist. In 1997, I was attending a meditation
retreat. Two colleagues asked me where I had been and I
informed them I had attended the ten-day retreat with The Dalai
Lama. Jokingly one asked, “Who was on top?” I found this
instance of sexual prying and blokey ‘banter’ very confronting
and approached my Head of School who informed me this was
indeed ‘very serious’. He also identified both these colleagues by
their name as homophobic without me stating who they were. He
was already aware that they were capable of homophobia and
assumed who they were! That afternoon these same colleagues
were to sit on a selection panel to deliberate on my promotion. I
asked that the Head of School if he could give me an assurance
me that this homophobic attitude would not affect their judgement.
In that instance I failed in my opportunity to be promoted. The
then Head of School suggested I needed to formalise the
complaint and put it on file, which I did. He then encouraged me
to approach him in a month’s time, to consider whether action
was deemed necessary. It is apparent that this ‘cool down’ period
would influence my effectiveness in contesting the homophobia. I
think in retrospect I was a nuisance to him and my sexuality was
an illegal aberration.
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In 1997 in Western Australia, it was illegal for a homosexual to “proselytise” in

any education system, which was interpreted by many straight educators to mean that

one is not permitted to be openly gay. The Law Reform (Decriminalisation of Sodomy)

Act, which made it a criminal offence to “promote homosexual behaviour” and the

Censorship Act, made it a criminal offence to distribute any sexually explicit materials

which might be deemed “offensive” to the “average citizen” or “reasonable adult”

was these laws were used to silence gay people in education.

Collusion in Homophobia.

Administrators in schools and universities have a great deal of power to redress

the indifference and hostility that outsiders experience. Homophobic commentary

theoretically should be interrupted but pragmatically institutionalised homophobia works

against giving voice and visibility to lesbian and gay educators. Sexual orientation has

only recently become a ground for discrimination. Sexuality is now perceived as a

component of identity but the presumption of enforced silence about sexuality in the

curriculum of our schools and universities, silences gay and lesbian identities.

Theoretically inclusive education as a contemporary movement advocates belonging. The

last group of people to be written about in textbooks of inclusive education still appear

to be the sexualised outsiders. We are part of the “diversity deficit”. Religion, ethnicity

and disability belong confidently in the formal curricular content. There is a wider

discomfort when considering educational context and the schools’ curriculum for gay

and lesbian people. Those who are gay and lesbian are the most invisible and

marginalised minority in terms of the schools’ discourse. There is no recognised space

for educational programs in Western Australia that addresses homophobia. The

institutionalised invisibility seems to be enforced through a lack of vocabulary to

address sexuality for this group of people.
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Reminiscence 6 - Teachers are meant to interrupt all oppressive commentary.

In my experience straight women colleagues spontaneously
discuss lesbian and gay identity. There is a lack of understanding
frequently and the term they use “you’re so gay” does connote
abhorrence, evil or at least distaste. Theoretically, all teachers are
required to interrupt oppressive commentary but it is apparent
that this is not happening. The young peoples’ values, cultural
norms and practices serve to alienate lesbian or gay people from
a confident sense of themselves.

Herek (1999) in his Californian studies on sexuality and hate crimes suggests

that the ignorance of rabid homophobia contributes to invisibility of gay and lesbian

people. I contend the inverse holds; if an administrator will break the silence and speak

out, explaining the effect of prejudicial labelling then the climate in the schools (and

workplaces) will change. This has occurred in the university in which I work. However a

point worth noting is that while the climate may have appeared to change, subtle and

insidious comments, sniggers etc are still apparent. Whilst the university context overtly

accepts the presence of gay and lesbian people, the attitudes that are entrenched in the

administrative protocol especially in the Schools of Education, serve to perpetuate the

traditional over-heterosexualised exclusive model of curriculum.

Reminiscence 7 – Foreshadowed by the definition of myself as a “gay” man.

The idea that my gay identity is an illness is still underpinning
many of the values that are being delivered in the service of
education. While an explicit institutional policy of inclusion
protects from discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation,
pragmatically, this means very little to a lesbian or gay educator
who is not taken seriously. Frequently judgment is made on my
accomplishment that is foreshadowed by the definition of myself
only as a “gay” man. I doubt that many of my colleagues know
what and how I teach. I think they think firstly of me as a gay man.
Job discrimination and affirmative action does not address the
discriminatory behaviours that are subtle and insidious in
presuming only heterosexuality. At the time of writing the debate
on gay marriages in the US is an example in which rights can be
included in the workplace or society, but some rights are not
included. On considering gay marriage and recognising domestic
partners, most of my colleagues have no informed opinion. It is as
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if the question is too hard and “you’d better not start bringing
that stuff up here”.

Any act of oppressive negation that serves to fragment identity is harmful. By

silencing an individual in the job and workplace environments, by not promoting positive

images of teachers and colleagues who are lesbian and gay, the administrators and

policy makers effectively condemn these educators. In Western Australia, during this

research, a group of lesbian and gay teachers (B-LEGITS)63 tried to form a support

group. This social and political voice has been a struggle even though it is located within

the ‘liberal’ arena of the unions. Tertiary educators who are gay and lesbian have also

formalised a workplace support environment within the unions (QUTE64).  But as Irwin

(2001) and others indicate, such workplace sanctuaries are at a cost. “The union was

full of homophobes” and prejudicial treatment occurs, as straight union members

demand “equity” in the form of a wine and cheese forum for the straight issues in

education.  In Perth when the SSTU began having wine and cheese meetings to address

the emerging needs of teachers who are gay and lesbian. Eventually the story emerged

that some straight union members were asking when they could get a “straight support

group” and have their own wine and cheese. Some of the union members (teachers)

resigned. Theoretically these teachers are using this argument to alienate and further

disadvantage the gay and lesbian teaching community who are asking for equal

presence. Those straight teachers and academics who ‘resigned’ from the Union

because it had a pro-gay and lesbian stance are stating that the men and women in these

organizations do not on the basis of their sexuality deserve to belong.

                                                

63B-LEGITS is the committee of the WA State School Teachers’ Union representing gay, lesbian,
bisexual, intersex, transgender teachers and their supporters.

64QUTE – Queer Unionists in Tertiary Education and The National Tertiary Education Union is
committed to ensuring teaching and learning activities in the higher education industry workplace are
inclusive of LGBTTI workers and their partners. As an academic or service provider our workplaces
should ensure positive role models are employed in the ways the LGBTTI membership and straight
colleagues talk about sexual diversity, family structures and respond to homophobia
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During the research I anticipated a more inclusive shift in schools. This is

happening very slowly. In reading Wayne Martino’s and David Plummer’s works on

masculinity I am brought to a place where we are agitating for the sense of inclusion.

The few students being given a voice through their writing makes it worthwhile65. One

young out gay man in a private school talks of his challenges and I am enthused. He has

broken the silence and chosen not to stay hidden.

Reminiscence 8 – Aberrant.

But I still believe teachers who are lesbian or gay are still
considered aberrant, especially if they are “out”. A sympathetic
inclusive response is apparent but there is really no celebration of
gay presence from my experience. The people that I surveyed did
variously come out but most saw this as a task that they had to do
professionally to survive. I have positioned my sexuality and
orientation as a teacher as a normal thing. However it would
seem that ongoing dialogue occurs regarding my sexuality, as a
strange and peculiar way of being. The example of stating “that’s
so gay” is similar to what would have occurred twenty-five years
ago when speaking of people of colour, of disability, and women
as ‘Abos’,’ Spasos’, and ‘girlies’. If I were to attempt to use these
linguistic terms today I would be chastised and penalised
professionally. I wonder why in schools today teachers turn away
from the “you’re so gay” commentary. In doing so they are
tolerating the homophobic discourse. It may be that a serious
event such as knifing needs to actually occur before homophobia
is interrupted in our schools. Kendall and others have indicated
that it is a legal responsibility to interrupt potential threatening
circumstances. One teacher spoke of teachers choosing to have
blinkers (not unlike horses) so that they can avoid seeing the
abusive practices towards gay and lesbian people in the schools.
It is as if this is acceptable in the playground.

In my story, breaking the silence has become possible as I am an
older more respected academic. As a man undertaking
“research” this is different from the daily discourse of encounter
and engagement in the school. That said, a principal suggested
that I would not be an appropriate spokesperson on homophobia
for a year 12 forum because “we need a real man” This indicates

                                                

65 See the writing from The John Curtin College of the Arts, Fremantle URL:
www.ssonet.com.au/display.asp?ArticleID=2998 - 21k retrieved Thursday, September 16, 2004. The
text entitled “A Circle In A Room Full Of Squares” is a collection of stories addressing diversity,
inclusion and the identity of students  who are gay and lesbian along with other student who felt
“different in any sense”. The publication was generated in response to editor’s perception of the need to
break the silence and the ‘therapeutic’ reality of publishing the students’ literary works.
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the paradox of identity that many gay and lesbian educators
experience. In their vigilance they hyper-achieve, but in actuality
they are still being “deformed” by such a principal’s prejudicial
behaviour and homophobic judgment.

I have had undergraduate students pray for me. I have had
colleagues suggest to students they would debate my sexuality
from a Biblical Scholarship focus if I was prepared to do so. I
have been asked to defend my right to be gay and in schools on
supervision. These exemplars are not exceptional as lesbian and
gay sexuality is a still a significant preoccupation for the moral
right. In Western Australia, it is not insignificant: Catholic
schools are still exempted from the legislation which requires
non-discrimination on the grounds of sexuality and are able to
exclude teachers and students who are gay or lesbian. The gay
and lesbian teachers are perceived as having values that are
‘non-family’ focussed and yet the research on parenting suggests
that lesbian women are as equal in the task as their straight
equivalent. The moral right uses a sophisticated series of public
and media supported practices to silence the lesbian and gay
educators from schools. The private and personal sense of
parenting is placed into the ‘public’ arena with scrutiny and
commentary directed to the world without consideration of the
personal nature of the lives of these gay men and lesbians. The
inverse does not happen for the heterosexual parent or
heterosexual educator. While sexuality is perceived as personal in
general, the right winged conservative schools ask that you ‘lie’ in
relation to direct or indirect questions relating to sexuality. The
argument is that these values do not belong in their schools.
Extrapolating this argument, the individual is fragmented as his
or her sexuality is viewed as aberrant: as her partner is not
included. I have yet to find a Western Australian school
environment that promotes sexual orientation as a basis for
inclusion.

Reminiscence 9 – Homosexual Lifestyle.

The schools that I am aware of still hold to the erroneous notion
and the fear that a homosexual can lead someone astray. The idea
that gay men recruit membership of the straight world is still used
to evoke fear and misinformation. ‘Homosexual lifestyle’ as
ludicrous as it is as a concept as it is, is still equated with a place
where the practice of child molestation is a central defining
characteristic.  

I hate the sense of myself being thought of, seen or viewed as a
pervert. Knowing this is the lens through which I am viewed, as
an out man is hard. Knowing that the students (albeit a small
group) feel pity for me is painful. Then to be lumped into the same
group as sick men is so hard at times. I wonder what straight
people have to endure as an equivalent encounter – that daily
scrutiny of the sense of self through erroneous judgments. Do
straights hear that their sexuality is sinful daily?
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During this research I tried on several occasions to ascertain what directives

existed within The Department of Education and Training (Western Australia) to teach

an inclusive curriculum that encompassed sexual orientation and especially gay and

lesbian presence. It’s very apparent that no explicit policy exists in Western Australian

Schools. “Safe Schools” have been an advancement for addressing inclusion but they

are predicated on the pragmatic premise of averting violence and liability.  I say

“pragmatic” rather than “ethical” because it seems clear that the legal imperative is

driving the construction of the safe school, not an educative concern or a concern for

human suffering. Of course, administrators would say otherwise, but there is still little

evidence of explicit education surrounding the identity of the small group discriminated

on the basis of their sexual orientation. For this marginalised group there is no

supportive structure to advance and support their identity. Strangely enough, I now

receive a bi-annual journal published for the last two years from the Tasmanian

Education Department that include the stories and strategies for dealing with

homophobia framed within cultural learning. Tasmania is probably still an extremely

homophobic place but the litigation threat has had enough impact on disseminating

information and outing lesbian and gay presence. In reading these journals I can identify

teachers who have stayed in Tasmania since I left twenty years ago to work at the then

Western Australian College of Advanced Education (WACAE). Whilst many of these

teachers have put their names to these journal articles some have not. They argue that

high schools are still often a place of terror for our gay and lesbian students. This

Tasmanian accomplishment serves to break the silence and is impressive. The sexual

minorities are given a place in which sexual orientation as an issue is considered. No

such avenue exists where there can be affirmative institutional support for staff and

students who are lesbian or gay in Western Australia.
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Reminiscence 10  – A Right for all.

The motivation for this research has been a struggle against
oppression on a personal level. As some of my interviewees have
said, they would have benefited from positive role models - for
examples of the contributions gay and lesbian educators can and
do make that are positive. It’s clear to me that those few occasions
of encounter with people from other cultures, with people with
disabilities, and with other groups have contributed to my
development and trust of belonging, as a right for all. Some of my
past graduates who were not out during their university training
have spoken strongly about me as a role model. Whilst I might be
able to provide an empathic model I am not confident that specific
gay issues occurring in discrimination should only be addressed
through role modelling. The class room has become a place of
dominant construction of identity. Whilst homophobic harassment
and violence occurs, there is a sense that the perpetrators are
able to take shelter. Violent crimes are rare in Western Australia
but then again, representation of hegemonic masculinity is pretty
much heterosexualised. Within a social justice curriculum there is
an opportunity to address childhood, young adulthood and
adulthood. All children can benefit from developing an
understanding of the discourses of equality and inequality. While
my difference has been central to my identity it is not all that I am,
so I am criticised for flaunting my difference: chastised for getting
what I deserve, and then asked to identify myself as an item of
transgressive popularity. Television and media representations
foster “awareness” but these men and women are exceptional
exemplars of what lesbian or gay people are not!

A way in.

The taboo of being who you really are, has worked in favour of large groups of

heterosexual students and teachers being able to formulate educative social and political

groups for self-advocacy. Gay and lesbian teachers and students haven’t, to my

knowledge, had such opportunities. There are limited opportunities to connect on the

basis of discrimination and oppression. Whilst the Bill of Human Rights says that

everybody belongs, gay men and lesbian women tend to not to be a homogenous group.

The gay and lesbian identifying teachers in this study are as diverse in their interests as

are their straight colleagues. In my experience the politicisation of sexual orientation
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often ends up with definitional exclusion of and within groups as a central theme.66 In

Western Australia, for example, the B-LEGITS teachers’ support group worked hard to

identify with the concerns of transgender people. At a national level, QUTE is still

challenged by notions of how an individual self-identifies as queer. The relationship to

other marginalised groups is empowering only as long as there is occasion to

acknowledge separateness. In the narratives of the workplace, there is limited occasion

where teachers critically analyse their places and belonging. It is as if the inclusive

education movement has given a ‘way in’ and this should be gratefully accepted.

My personal life story is premised on the call to be truthful to my self. Personal

life story has become a more legitimate way of identifying with narratives and the voice

of others. It still seems that the historical treatment I experienced as a gay man, needed

to be healed. My own narrative of abuse and institutional homophobia was not

insignificant. In schools I have experienced direct confrontational challenge and more

insidious techniques for querying my right to be myself. The call to be myself led me to

arts education as a way to re-configure my ability to belong.

In Australia, academic analysis of gay and lesbian educators is very recent. In the

Australian Association for Research in Education context,  a forum now exists in which

colleagues can deliberate on their enquiry for this group of until now silenced people. It

is timely that critical theory has given a voice to “the others” and maybe even the brain

sex and analysis of gender and genetics will continue to occur so that at last some

academic reaction to the painful performance of compulsory heterosexuality can occur.

                                                

66 Within the framework of this study ‘bisexual’ or transgendered men and women did not present to the
field of inquiry. I am not in any sense excluding the presence of bisexual and transgender individuals. I
hold to a collective transgressive sense of ‘group’ that includes all people who self identify as “queer”.
This is not problematic within the terms of reference for the study as none of the women and men
identified as queer, transgenedered or bisexual. In some sense this is a loss as the meaning of “queer” is
central to the manner of construction underpinning this study.
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Raising the Rainbow flag- A coda

The preceding stories are an indication of time past. They serve to reflect on the

movement from myself then to myself now. In recent months the climate of acceptance

at my university has advanced radically. On September 20th 2003 we had the first ‘flag

raising’ of the Rainbow Flag. The symbol of diverse presence is powerfully located in

most people’s minds as the ‘gay’ flag. The Pro Vice Chancellor of Edith Cowan

University in his address this year called on all universities to embrace the diversity of

gay men and lesbians. This occurred on Wednesday 20th September 2004. The

Australian Flag, the Australian Indigenous People’s Flag and the Rainbow flag flew

proudly together.

Conclusion  - The Assertion of Recognition.

The phenomenological experiences of these co-participants will be presented as

separate chapters addressing their stories.  Through these ‘stories’ an alternative

prevailing view to the ascendant heteronormative hegemony will be given. The study

attempts to bring the reader the ‘embodied’ and ‘voiced’ experience of these gay and

lesbian educators. Giving voice to the co-participants in this research was a key concern

for me. They were randomly selected and this study reflects their yearning for authentic

voice as ‘others’ and entry into their deep stories, their intangible accounts of sexual

mis-understanding and abuse that has occurred. The reader can assume of course that

some gay and lesbian educators do not suffer negative self-image or a negative sense of

belonging. Throughout the interviews the reader hears how these men and women

happens to be unhappy in any endeavour which forces them to be inauthentic. The thesis

is then a way to hear these tales of the field and thereby affect Western Australian

educational policies which should address what people think and how they question

their attitudes towards lesbian and gay educators.  This study then was definitely a

challenge to the hegemonic ideology by making gays and lesbians human rather than the
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‘other’.  No research has addressed the lives of lesbian and gay educators in Western

Australia. This study had no pre-existing theory to test. It did not set out to produce a

set of generalisable results and was not an attempt to predict controlled experiences. The

aim of the research was to deepen the understanding of the experiences of the gay and

lesbian educators and to produce an accurate description of their sexuality within the

context of education. Their stories will move beyond the philosophical, psychological

and aesthetic experience to the realm of the authentic voices for the men and women.

The lives of these teachers are perhaps still being seen as an agitation to the

heteronormative thematising of subjectivity.  Diprose (2002, p. 65) states clearly that any

‘ambiguity and transgression of categories of body identity are threatening because they

expose identity as art not nature’. These women’s and men’s subjectivities are their

embodied practices and as such are not an attempt to disrupt heterogendered identity

based on sexual orientation. The school environment provides the space for the

interrogation of the manner in which all corporeal experiences and the conceptual

category of all sexualities is produced, performed and engaged in the social practice of

education. The co-participants in the research may need to address the compulsion to act

or behave in a set of ways, which involves their embodied or disembodied sense of self -

by which they are therefore self-defined or other-confined. They may speak of the self

through the frame of their gender or choose to relate and explore the rituals by which

they set out to be subjected to pleasure or denial in schools and the broader community.

The thesis becomes a place to identify if the co-participants are ‘performing’ as a result

of school hegemonies or as a result of interrogation of the self through the interviews.
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Chapter Five: Cassandra’s Story

If you teach a safe subject you’ll be OK.

Cassandra was born in Perth and has lived here most of her life. Cassandra’s

story is an examination of emergent notions of belonging. She was studying at the

University at the time of the research and some of her work at the University required

she undertake placements for her teaching course. She was a twenty eight year old

graduate in Visual Arts and was introduced to the research by word of mouth. She

presented at my University Office un-announced and asked if she could be interviewed.

She appeared quietly confident and demonstrated an assured manner and enjoyed the

interview.  Cassandra identifies as a lesbian and is politically active though ‘moderate’

in schools. She was enthusiastic and eager to be engaged but strangely believed that she

‘had nothing much to contribute’ to the work. Her interview will reflect on the ‘negative

voices’ that Cassandra sees that students have on considering gay and lesbian identity.

She attends to the students’ reactions in particular and her responses to the use of

terminology that she considers derogatory. She addresses issues of role models and her

sense of safety in being ‘out’ in the interview.  The theme of the heterosexual norm will

also be seen as central to this story. Cassandra stated that she had frequently watched

people’s reactions looking at the research67 poster on my study door.

I began the interview by asking Cassandra about her experiences as a woman

who identifies as a lesbian teacher in schools. At the time of interview she was studying

towards her Post Graduate Diploma of Education and the workplace commentary and

                                                

67 Hillier, L., Dempsey, D., Harrison, L., Beale, L., Matthews, L. and Rosenthal, D., (1998), found
that same sex attraction in schools is in the vicinity of 8 to 11 percent. See La Trobe UniversityProject
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experiences she draws upon derived solely from her work experience placements in the

state system prior to her full-time exposure to teaching in schools.

Gay people are terrible, you can’t have that around.

She told me her general impression with regard to homosexuality in the schools

she had visited were that the negative voices came primarily from the student body,

negatives directed at the idea of homosexuality. The comments at their fundamental level

seemed to Cassandra to question the idea that two people of the same gender could be

attracted to each other, “…gay people are terrible, you can’t have that around”.

Cassandra said that these comments did not impact on her personally, as she is

“educated in these topics” and has her own definite views. She was quite defended as

she said this.  It seemed she had ‘armoured’ herself to be indifferent to the harsh

comments she spoke of.  She gave the adolescent mind some latitude at several points in

her interview, “…they (the students) are not educated in the subject and they weren’t

aware I was gay…I didn’t take it personally”. I asked Cassandra if she could imagine

that the school she had visited could be so ignorant to make it uncomfortable for a gay

teacher. She agreed, repeating that the unwelcoming atmosphere resulted less from the

actions of other teaching staff than from the reactions of students.

Safe outings

I asked Cassandra if she had been asked directly while working in schools about

her gender and sexuality. She said she had only been asked by one other teacher, and

the question was “not unwelcome” as the teacher concerned came out to her of his own

                                                                                                                               

- Writing Themselves In: A national report on the sexuality, health and well-being of same-sex attracted
young people.http://www.latrobe.edu.au/arcshs/downloads/Reports/Writing%20Themselves%20In.pdf
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volition, during a mutual discussion about sexuality. They were working in the same

department and on one occasion

he was wandering around singing a lot, I said, “you sing a lot”.
He said he sings in The Gay and Lesbian choir. He had his
suspicions about me before he said it, otherwise he wouldn’t
have said it. He suggested that he “…didn’t make a practice of
hiding his sexuality…” but that while some teachers may have
known his true identity he had never actually come out in the
workplace. He said that was “…mainly for (because of) the
students.

I asked Cassandra what effect the considered and deliberated support of the male

colleague had made upon her, as a result of his saying he sang in The Gay and Lesbian

choir.

It made me feel a bit more relaxed, I don’t exactly know why
because I had things in common with other teachers as well, and
I don’t think sexuality should really be something that people
have in common. But it did make me feel more comfortable
because it made me feel it was kind of accepted in the school
environment…If you don’t flaunt your sexuality. He made me
feel a bit more comfortable about being myself and not so
worried about  “what if I say something wrong” or if I
accidentally  “let something slip”.

Her comment about sexuality not being something that people should have in

common is interesting, suggesting Cassandra’s approach that consensus between staff

can be found in many areas and that to isolate sexual persuasions into blocks is

destructive of that consensus. The commentary also indicates a call for ‘belonging’ as

she is ‘more comfortable’ and ‘kind of accepted’. There is however a pervasive fear of

other teachers getting her sexuality wrong.

I asked Cassandra if she had experienced any sense of social exclusion to do

with her gender and her sexuality, while at schools. “Not that I noticed”. Her responses

could be seen as those of someone visiting an environment and not being within it long

enough to develop real alliances or associations. Thus I asked her if she saw evidence of

ridicule towards any staff who might be gay. She responded that one woman on the staff

was out as a lesbian. The students had “…not nice things to say about her, they
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commented on her dyke status…derogatory terms in describing her”. Terms such as

dyke and lemon were used by the students. Cassandra said she would describe herself as

a dyke but not as a lemon. Cassandra suggested in her interview that it is perhaps the

intent of the language and the spirit in which it is used which creates the disharmony, or

the acceptance. It was the way in which the verbal abuse was expressed by the students

which Cassandra found challenging. She describes the student responses as being

delivered with antagonism. They were,  “…meant to be insulting”. Yet she is prepared

to make allowances given students’ youth and, seeing the adolescent mind as in a

process of formation, and seemed to be suggesting the best solution to stopping

homophobic attitudes enduring into adulthood would be through positive lesbian and

gay role models on school staffs.

I sought Cassandra’s views as a lesbian woman aspiring to a career in education

I feel a bit disillusioned about it, I’m obviously not very happy
about the situation and the possibility of coming out in such an
environment, but students are ignorant and young and I don’t
think they know what it means properly.

She described her practice environment as being at the low socio-economic end

of the scale, with one-third Aboriginal students and one-third Vietnamese students. I

asked her if she sensed that her gender as a woman, and her sexual identity as a lesbian,

impacted on the way she was scrutinised during Practice, and whether she was perhaps

looked at differently - Did people have ‘hunches’ about her sexuality, were there issues

in line management?  She said that she found matters “very professional” and “no

matter who you were you were given as much of an opportunity to present yourself and

manage the classroom as anyone else”.

I was interested in whether Cassandra, still being a student, had any personal

thoughts about being ‘out’ in the workplace. She said she had been thinking about it

“in comparison with the primary classroom”.  “I think it’s not something I’m going to

rush to do”. Her comments again reflected her primary fear being the attitudes of

students rather than the attitudes of colleagues towards her sexuality. She seems to view
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her charges as young and therefore unlikely to be accepting of difference of any type, as

part of a developmental progression that must be passed through before the thinking

adult can emerge. She continued “…but I don’t like hiding my sexuality because I’m

not ashamed of it…I’m expecting at some point in my career I will be ‘out’ at

school…and I’m not expecting it to be an easy transition”. She described the verbal

abuse she had seen as coming primarily from students, who she believes would find the

difference “threatening” because it  “is not the norm”. “They might find it threatening

to know there is a lesbian in the classroom with them”. I asked Cassandra what she

expected might happen if she came out in the education workplace.  Again as a typical

beginning teacher she focuses on management and classroom behaviour in her

response.  She states that there might be “a few problems, particularly with classroom

management because the students wouldn’t know how to react to me, would be reluctant

to listen to me and respond in a positive way. The other teachers are I think pretty good

with it. The problem is mainly from students because they are confused”.

I asked Cassandra whether in addition to these negative possibilities she foresaw,

could she also see any potentially positive aspects of coming out in the workplace. “ A

good role model…adolescents are confused and people are questioning their sexuality at

this time…to have a gay or lesbian role model who they like…and notice a normal

person then I think it would make it a lot easier for the students to confront their issues

of sexuality and gender”. Her use of the word  ‘normal’ reveals Cassandra’s placing of

importance on the need for ‘out’ educators to adhere carefully to heterosexual norms in

presenting themselves; and not to draw attention to their difference by looking gay.  

Looking at relationships and types of relationships, just open
the students’ options because at school they’re taught in a very
heterosexual environment, that sex happens between men and
women…(they’re) not taught about homosexual lifestyles at all
although that is going through a few of their minds.

Cassandra stressed the importance of lesbian and gay students (or ‘possibly’

gay or lesbian students) to have positive role models. I asked her if this view arose from

her own school experiences and she said she had been taught by two male gay teachers
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in high school. “One left early, he was very effeminate and had a lot of abuse”. She

said the other teacher, as far as she was aware had not been ‘out’ to anyone at the school

except her and “we became very close friends through it, I was able to talk to him as a

mentor because he was a teacher of mine”. I am interested in Cassandra’s view as she

seemed to be stating that this friendship had been useful in her role as mentor and her

education generally had been enhanced through a freer open exchange allowed by his

unencumbered identity.  In the former instance the teacher had been openly ‘abused’.

The suggestion in Cassandra’s interview was that because  he was gay and effeminate

he was compelled to leave the school where he had  “had a lot of abuse”.

When I asked Cassandra if she believed schools generally were tolerant of

difference, she responded that “not as yet,” that they were not as tolerant as she would

like to see. She thought that school administrations still perpetuate the heterosexualised

norm, wanting students to “follow the path that is set out in society, unfortunately it

doesn’t yet include different sexualities”.

I asked for Cassandra’s comments about what she thinks happens to teachers

who remain in the closet. “I don’t see it as posing a problem…it is the teacher’s

individual choice whether they come out or not”. She said she knew another teacher in

the school she visited who was in the closet as far as the students were concerned,

“…the teachers have an inkling…but he’s not bothered by it, he sees it as something

that occurs in his life outside of school – and I think that’s fair enough”.

Hold on, but don’t I look normal?

Cassandra follows a middle course compared with my other interviewees; she

endorses that whether a teacher is out is a personal preference, it is probably linked to

personality type and personal privacy considerations, and she expresses no opinion on

whether lesbian or gay educators should feel compelled to celebrate their identity

publicly in the workplace. “I don’t want to hide it, it’s my career and it’s going to
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become a huge part of my life”. I wanted Cassandra’s feedback on whether she could

imagine a situation where she would be treated differently – prejudicially - because she

wasn’t heterosexual. She did not envisage this as becoming an issue in her work area,

her subject area being English literature. She said if she was teaching Physical

Education she would expect problems in dealing with students because contact would

sometimes be on a physical level, and some students could feel sexually threatened. I

asked her if she was aware of any increase in her stress and anxiety while on Practice

and which she could relate to her sexuality, for example, a sense of isolation causing her

to feel ‘bad’.

I wasn’t thinking about whether I would come out to students,
but there was a class discussion on sexuality and comments of
some students that homosexuals should be ridiculed…I would
have liked to have said something like, ‘Hold on, but don’t I
look normal?’ I would have liked to have said, ‘you can’t make
judgments like that’.

Making people stop and think about it.

Cassandra concluded with some comments about educators being outwardly

lesbian or gay.

I would actually like to see teachers come out…to provide the
good role models for the students…I’m not sure if schools are
ready for it yet, the school as an institution rather than the
people involved…So many students are so confused at that time
of their life and to go through adolescence not realising other
people feel the way they do.

She seems to view ‘the school’ in the administration sense as an impenetrable

bloc which as a sole entity is rigid and closed to difference, but that the individuals

within can be quite different.

I asked if her university course had addressed issues of gay or lesbian identity in

education. She said it had not, that in English the course will consider gender identity in

texts “…but I don’t think the course will cover sexual identity in education, it’s too
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short a course…and in English it concentrates on the text rather than on society”. She

commented on the number of people she had observed stopping and looking at the

poster  - Writing Themselves In: A National Report on the Health & Wellbeing of Same

Sex Attracted Youth – 1998) on my office door at ECU, “…showing it is okay”.

He liked the poster because it was amusing.

As agreed by some of the other participants in these interviews, diverse forms of

exposure and publication of gay and lesbian presence (be it by posters demanding fair

action, phone calls made to supportive people of high status while in the presence of

heterosexual colleagues, public meetings, or other) can be a leveller of ‘difference’, if the

lesbian or gay educator is seen to operate successfully within the mainstream

environment and to confidently use its remedies against discrimination. Cassandra

recalled seeing a poster on a male teacher’s office door which said, “My mother made

me a homosexual”. “If I gave her the wool, would she make me one, too?”  The

poster68 “caused a few comments” although she said “it was assumed he (the teacher

displaying it) wasn’t gay, that he liked the poster because it was amusing…but it did

make people stop and read it and think about it”.

                                                

68  The original saying, “My Mother made me a homosexual, and if you give her some yarn she’ll
make you one too”.  is attributed to British actor, satirist and activist, Quentin Crisp.
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Chapter Six: David’s Story

Social withdrawal is my established response pattern.

David is thirty-three, was born in Perth and has lived here most of his life. David

teaches in an Anglican school and has an Anglican background. His brother is an

Anglican priest and worked in the same school.  He openly and enthusiastically

responded to a request to be in the research. David’s interview shows that his gay

identity has a lot to do with who he is. He openly states that his sexuality should not be

an issue for him but then again recognises that heterosexual colleagues in his school do

not have to ‘consider the dangers’ of being who they are. His interview reflects the

challenges of paedophilia and the constant misinformation he experiences in school. He

is intolerant of ‘silliness’ around sexuality and any superficial portrayal of sexual

identity for men and women.  David volunteered for the study and enjoyed the interview.

He was enthusiastic about changing the lives of people in his classes and was open in

stating that he feels he needs to ‘leave’ the profession because social withdrawal is too

hard for him. His sister, a lesbian, on hearing of the research on teachers in Western

Australian Schools, suggested to me that he would like to ‘tell his story’.

David opens by following up his original response to the question of what is a

gay educator?  “Someone in education who happens to be gay” by stating, “It could be

a lot more”. He emphasises sexual identity is a critical “aspect of life”. Indeed his

interview reveals the scope of anxieties, concerns and frustrations about not being able to

be, and to give, “a lot more” to his career, by reason of his sexuality. He began the

interview with a call to have stronger presence of gay and lesbian role models. “I am

aware of liaison officers in schools in New South Wales. There being gay means a lot

more”. His interview will reflect on why he has decided he is leaving the profession
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after a promising six year career as a direct result of these anxieties. He comments with

nervous laughter, “In Western Australia we’re not meant to be here”.

“Outing” of the teacher: by choice or by design.

He talks of “not giving an inch” in terms of revealing his sexual identity until

he is “absolutely sure it is okay”. He decided to tell no one about his sexuality at the

commencement of his teaching career. He had to be satisfied with the “nice feeling” of

have met another teacher from the school at a gay venue. He knew his own sexuality

“…wouldn’t be an issue with him”. There was no question of revealing his own

identity in the work setting but then in the third (and last) year he was at his first school

he was introduced by this gay teacher to other ‘gay friendly’ teachers. David came out

to these teachers but felt “very uncomfortable” doing so.

I was a media teacher and there was one other media teacher.
We worked well and very closely together. We shared an office
and he was a really very nice guy/ Just through knowing him, it
took me a really long long time but after I’d known him for
probably six months I realised “OK” my sexuality would not
be an issue for him. I started loosening up a little bit and he got
the idea. I almost came out to him without actually spilling it out
or spelling it out. He was fine.

David only found ease in coming out when he was with other gay teachers. His

interview reflects a notion of ‘solidarity’ at this point. Gay friendly and non-gay

friendly teachers became clearly identifiable to David. “It is just the way you

interact….your conversations….your gaydar. This time you measure people up and not

give an inch until your are pretty well satisfied you are going to be OK”.

With students, responses to the questions which children now have licence to

ask of teachers such as “Sir, do you have a girlfriend? What did you do on the

weekend?” must be guarded. His answers cannot be equally frank and open. He

believes heterosexual teachers would not so carefully have to consider the dangers of
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their natural responses to such questions. He acknowledges that the choice to entertain

these questions is personality based, some teachers would never allow this familiarity

from students. Yet David has an open personality, which he feels he must suppress in

the work setting. He would like to take a frontline role in educating students out of

unnatural prejudices on homosexuality just as he addresses other prejudices in his day

to day teaching involving, amongst others, race, religion and disability. An imbalance of

students’ increased demands and information, yet with no lessening of system-

encouraged stereotypes and prejudices, posits that the gay teacher cannot answer

truthfully without risk of sanction. David links this point into stereotypes based on sex,

and danger – using the common perception of the paedophile. He illustrated this point

of difference by recounting a staffroom discussion concerning a male teacher at another

school who reached notoriety and dismissal for engaging in sexual relations with one of

his female students. David commented on the stupidity of the teacher for having done

this, to which a female teacher responded “Well, at least it wasn’t little boys”. David

again wanted to correct this woman’s perceptions. However he is aware he has been

‘educated’ into showing blithe indifference, for fear of drawing attention to himself.

Again, voices are suppressed that from within the environment could have a useful

educative role for the benefit of the whole school community. One disturbing

implication of the female teacher’s remark was that it was somehow acceptable on one

level that the teacher’s actions had involved a heterosexual liaison, and therefore

similarly a female teacher’s seduction of a male student might somehow be more

palatable than a same-sex indiscretion. This positive sexualising of a context of abuse

was particularly disturbing to David.

As a teacher of Media Studies David looked for opportunities to alert his

students to different perceptions they may have gleaned by their experiences of TV and

particularly television news which is so easily exposed for skewing of interpretation.

Interested in the comments arising around the discussion of ‘paedophile’, he surveyed a

group of students on their understanding of the meaning of the word. Most students
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identified a paedophile as an older man who interferes with boys. A debate ensued after

some students pointed out that it can also include interference with girls. David believed

the misconception of the majority of students was perpetuated in media reports which

focus on activities between men and boys. He informed the class that statistics revealed

eight out of ten reported cases involved men’s activities with girls. This misconception

annoyed David particularly for the damage it causes gay men, the unbalanced focus on

male/male incidents pushing the activity into the realm of a “gay issue”. He pointed out

that he had to educate even some of his closest friends – an opportunity denied to him,

ironically, in his profession – that just because a man is a convicted paedophile it does

not automatically follow that he is gay. He cited research findings that 98% of convicted

male paedophiles in Australia have identified as heterosexual. The unfortunate upshot of

the media-fuelled misconception is that it induces hysteria that any male teacher poses a

sexual risk to male students.

I have just gone through a state based process to consider state
(public) teaching again. The questions are not about wife
bashing as such. The questions come so close to asking, “Are
you a paedophile?” That seems to me to be what it basically
comes down to.

David tells of how he has constantly been on guard, monitoring how he behaves

and the attitudes and sympathies he expresses both in teaching and in the staffroom. He

describes this regime of performance as “self-censorship”.

It’s stressful; It an added thing that you are constantly aware of
and constantly on guard. It’s something which you are never
without. It’s always with you. You’re always conscious of it.
What you say. How you behave. What attitudes you express.
What sympathies you express. Anything that might lead people
to ‘suspect’ your sexuality.

This self censorship detracts from his ability to give the best of himself and fulfil

the crucial role of a good educator of teaching from their own ‘life material’ which in

role theory is the core of experience which makes a person unique and able to make a
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valid individual contribution. The value of diversity of experience is lessened by the

current climate of fear as David’s interview tells.

David’s years of training and his ability to teach deserve the merit of putting

forward open and uncensored ideas of his self. This is the very essence of wisdom and

learning, and intellectual freedom. The process of underplaying the role of who he really

is is costly. The role of ‘teacher’ is limited as he feels that his performance is impeded

by the ability to be ‘complete’ in him self. What is the force that subverts this basic

right and need to be who one really is? A time lag. (It can be compared to the position of

women, similarly silenced in past decades, calling to mind Jane Austen’s Fanny Price

accommodated in an attic room without a fire by reason of the social stigma of then

being outside your social class, a poor relation seen as unmarriageable. Mansfield Park).

A parallel can be drawn to gay men and lesbian women as “poor relations” within the

modern western world, subject to patterns of exclusion most particularly in the

workplace.  David felt “childlike” and needed to get “back in the closet”at school

again, like a student of past decades having to resist his natural impulses to express

himself and his ideas, and to do as he is dictated.  He speaks of being “burdened”

every day he was teaching, being forced back into the closet.

Changing perceptions of lesbian and gay identities: sensible portrayals.

David describes not being out as a gay teacher as a constant source of anxiety. It

is the daily subversion of who he is.

Being gay is stressful in schools. It’s an added thing that you
are aware of….It’s like being back in the closet again. You go
to school everyday and get back into the closet. I imagine there
is nothing worse because before you came out you hadn’t
expressed that relief and unburdening from anxiety….now you
just go back into the closet and all that means. Denial of your
self again.

The worst part of my job from Day One has been that I cannot
be out as a gay teacher. That’s a constant source of anxiety. It a
daily confrontation of who you are.
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He states that if the legislation changed so that he could openly be who he is, he

would not have difficulties. It is the fear of legal and institutional sanctions that makes

him hide. He sees no difficulty would arise in being who he is with the vast majority of

students. This suggests a tide of social change has swept over the younger generations,

but those in power, ‘baby boomer’ managers and legislators have remained on the

mountain of self-righteousness above the very populace they are legislating for and

managing. It is seen as unacceptable to have any visibility. Gay presence in schools even

though in the wider community there is an acceptance growing as evidenced by media.

David describes this in terms of American comedy shows and Australian popularist

drama where the gay characters are increasingly given fully developed character roles,

usually appealing and strident in their commitment to self-expression.

In his own youth, David’s exposure to gay role models in television he

summarises as Mr Humphries in ‘Are you being Served’ or Doctor Smith in ‘Lost in

Space’. “Both examples of the negative, silly and superficial portrayal. The next step

perhaps is to make gay characters and their scripts ‘normal’ in all respects aside from

their sexual persuasion”. David discusses this in wishing as a student twenty years ago

he had had even one male teacher he could see as a mentor, a role model of the

successful, hardworking and sensible gay man compared to the stereotypical

“silliness”, overemotional impediment to sound management and decision making and

figure of fun available to him. At this stage the community of the last perhaps ten years

has at least learnt to respect the humour of the ‘silly’ stereotype. David talks about a

Monday morning class’s interest in talking about Priscilla The Queen of the Desert, the

Sunday night movie. He reports the comments were positive in all cases, that the film

was seen as clever, the characters appealing, as perhaps ‘nice’ people who achieve what

they want to and lead their lives with verve. David comments that “just the knowledge of

having a responsible, gay successful teacher, not running around like the characters in

Priscilla, but in a normal respected job…” would have meant so much to him as an

adolescent. It concerns David that he feels impelled as a teacher to be a role model, yet
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can’t be in the way he would like; an example to gay or lesbian students of what they

can achieve ‘despite resistance’ in some quarters. The average male high school teacher

is in their forties and in light of age as well as the pace of recent social change; David

believes students would benefit from exposure to available role models of his own age

group (twenty-thirty year old).

“Are you married?  Do you have kids at school?”

The situation works equally destructively in reverse. Just as David is unable to

express who he is at school, the Foss Amendments69 prevented him actively supporting

or counselling a student who asks for advice on sexuality or gay issues. The silence is

perpetuated and there is no support environment for gay students or students who may

not be gay yet want information to assist in making their own choices. He relates this

back to his own adolescence and is frustrated that despite the ‘massive social changes’

he describes, the school environments he has worked in have not kept apace of these

broader developments. An example is the school family picnic, arriving without a

partner/spouse he was questioned by many parents, “Are you married, do you have kids

at school?” The life choices of parents dictate what is normative. “We married and bred

and our children will therefore do the same”. Choices for the growing mind are again

excluded from debate.

A glaring example of the defiance of the dominant paradigm in the education

system is seen in David’s discussion of the Secondary Health Education Curriculum70

                                                

69 The Law Reform (Decriminalisation of Sodomy) Act, which made it a criminal offence to “promote
homosexual behaviour” and the Censorship Act, made it a criminal offence to distribute any sexually
explicit materials which might be deemed “offensive” to the “average citizen” or “reasonable adult”. It is
suggested by Kendall that legislation of this sort impedes the ability of educators to effectively address
these issues. Reference:    http://www.murdoch.edu.au/elaw/issues/v5n4/kendall54_text.html    retrieved

Tuesday, April 6, 2004

70 The Health and Physical Education Outcome - SMS 7- Strand Outcome Statement – see reference in
Footnote No 2.
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which mandates ‘other’ sexual identities be covered. In one school David learnt that the

body of male physical education teachers loudly reported that they would not teach

aspects pertaining to lesbian and gay sexuality because “kids don’t want to hear it”.

Thus these teachers were able to censor program content at their discretion. It reinforces

the need for legislative protection and intervention to stop discretionary and prejudicial

bias affecting the right of the student to information and a supportive learning

environment. David’s way of redressing this imbalance has been a quiet one, placing a

gay perspective amongst ‘now acceptable’ perspectives such as race and ethnicity in

class discussion in his English class. He describes this as a way of “naturalising”

issues of gay sexuality without having to bring them to the fore and beating a separate

drum.

Absolutely. Sexuality should be a topic where being gay is a
‘non-issue’ a non-issue for you, for the students, for anybody.
O.K but that’s ‘pie in the sky’. In the interim, as an educator
you re expected to be a male role model. Males are looking for
role models. Wouldn’t this be wonderful “just the knowledge”
of having  some respectable member of staff….a gay
person…that has a successful life. A normal gay person would
have meant so much to me. I saw myself possibly fitting into
that role for my students as a teacher but of course that was not
allowed.

Silence and exclusion: One reinforces the other.

I asked David to comment on rituals of exclusion for the gay teacher in the

teaching environment. Amongst the required silence for gay and lesbian issues is a very

loud undercurrent of homophobic discussion. As a gay man and as a teacher he

commented that he is excluded if ‘out’- or if he chooses to remain closeted and avoid

social events risks the possibility of raising of questions of his sexuality. David talked

of having been outed by his female Head of Department at his prior school, who he

describes as having been “superficially gay friendly”. He “never sought to make his

sexuality an issue in his employment and thought it was well hidden” until he came out
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to a teacher who said she already knew of his sexuality as the Head of Department had

told her.

David described a tension between not wanting to attend Friday evening drinks

with colleagues for fear of exposure to scrutiny amongst small talk, and the threat of

then being labelled a ‘snob’ or not the team player. I raised with David the alternative

possibility of being as he is and not monitoring his behaviour to any extent.

I don’t feel good about going out and being in the small talk.
The teachers I work with can be rude and demeaning at times. I
think with drinks on Friday especially. I mean I am not a
‘snob’ but what chance have I got to go out really?

It is clear this was not a possibility he ever entertained, and he reverted to our

discussion of the pain of self-censorship as though it is indeed a necessity for survival

in the teaching profession. He described the negative effect on his ability to maximise

his teaching abilities, caused by not being able to share with students aspects of his

personal life and experiences. With some regret he described his achievement of

becoming adept at being able to express his views in a way which would not pinpoint his

sexuality. David is demonstrating that social withdrawal as the established response

pattern to this stressful social situation is preferable for him.  As a sensitive individual he

chooses rejection and absence of acceptance by not going out with his colleagues; this is

preferable for him to questioning, query and innuendo around his sexuality.

David has an open personality, likes young people and in contrast to Cassandra

sees them developing as free thinkers. “Kids are a breeze, teachers give me the shits”.

He comments about how open students are nowadays about gay issues compared to

1982 when he was in his senior year. With surprise he noted even his Year 9 male

students were able to talk constructively about Priscilla. If any derogatory comments are
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made about gays he notes there are always students who leap up in defence and very

keenly offer personal insights – “I have a Gay Uncle/Lesbian Auntie”.

I raised with David the idea of acceptance in church schools generally, and

whether he had a sense of this regarding gay identity in his being on the staff at this

school. His brother was a chaplain at the same Christian school.  

My brother is a priest and it is not an issue on a personal level
for him. My sexuality it is not an issue for him on a personal
level. But when it comes to the standing of the school, the reality
is that no matter how much they try to be tolerant and accepting
of gay issues, the gay people suffer these constraints.

David says that while his brother did not have any negative issues personally

about gay identity, when it came to the “reputation of the school being protected” the

reality became that “no matter how much staff may try to be tolerant they are subject to

constraints” in doing so. This is manifest in responses in situations of normal life ritual.

A sad example is of a gay teacher whose long term partner died
tragically and suddenly in his 40s. The relationship was known
to the whole staff. Sympathy was expressed but only in
‘hushed tones’, some staff attended the funeral and to the
casual observer David believes it would seem a tolerant
atmosphere, certainly an advance on what would have been
expected in this situation 20 years ago. The hard truth is that if
this had happened to a heterosexual member of staff (it would
have been)…mentioned in chapel and the newsletter…. (there
would have been) public acknowledgment. The staff were
‘grappling with how to describe’ the teacher’s late partner,
friend or companion? I felt like getting up and saying to them,
(David crescendos at the climax of his interview) For God’s
sake, it was his husband!

But of course I did not do that. I sat in silence and you wear it.

This draws attention to the basic premise that the legislative lag prevents

authenticity of the lesbian or gay relationship, allows prejudice and exclusion to be rife.

David hopes that once this is redressed it will be the perpetrators of subverted

opportunity and prejudice who will become the excluded, rather than the educator who

“just happens” to be lesbian or gay.
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The best David thinks he was able to contribute in light of these and other

constraints, was to allude carefully in the classroom to positive gay messages, or to bring

to light derogatory messages about lesbians and gays, raise this as an issue with

students if and when a comment is made. The tenor of his interview was that change

must flow from the students upwards, that the impediment he has experienced is with

other teachers and management and their “lagging, outdated perceptions of the place of

gay men and lesbian women in the workplace”. He suggests that this class of ageing

educators which forms the present managerial power base will not change its attitudes.

However as legislative clout lends greater assistance to us, David is confident they will

learn to “shut their mouths”.

David concluded the interview on a positive note referring to his positive

experiences upon running into four of his former male students. One student David had

never suspected to be gay, approached him at a gay club and told David how overjoyed

he was to know that one of his teachers had been gay.
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Chapter Seven: Donald’s Story

I signed away my rights to bring my identity to the school.

Donald is a thirty-year-old male and was known to me as a student in his teacher

training pre-service course some eight years before the interview. He was born in Perth

and with the exception of time away from Perth in Europe he has lived most of his life

here. He was schooled in and brought up as a Catholic and teaches in the Catholic

system in Perth. His interview reflects the practice of ‘secrecy’ and silence. He is very

enthusiastic in the interview which ultimately demonstrates that he ‘edits out’ any

support for his sexual identity in the school. He has chosen to ‘remain closeted’ to cope

with his school. He believes that there is penalty in labelling his sexuality and his

interview reflects a collusion with the coercion of the church. Whilst he would prefer to

be out at work, he has remained silent and closed to his sexuality in the school.  He

segregates his work life from his ‘personal life’. Donald found out about the project by

word of mouth in the gay community.

Donald has been teaching in the Catholic system since he graduated in 1990.

His anonymity is a direct function of his inability to be ‘out’ while teaching within that

system. He has continued teaching with two breaks, once travelling overseas and once

taking a break for a term. All of his teaching has been within the Catholic system. In

answer to the question whether he enjoys teaching Donald was in agreement. His

teaching groups range from years 2 to 6 and he has most enjoyed teaching children aged

in the middle of that range, at year 4. As a male, his daily contact with junior primary

students made for an interesting interview and he does not demonstrate any evidence of

censure I would expect for a gay male in this role. It alerts me to the question of whether

Donald, by his approach to the whole issue, is indeed a ‘gay male’ in the workplace at
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all.  His interview highlights a vast difference of approach. The Catholic administration

is perhaps postured in such a way that its gay and lesbian educators are not derided, as

they are invisible. They simply cannot be ‘out,’ because they cannot continue their

employment if they are. A control mechanism wrought by religious ethos, coupled with

the contractual signing away of rights to sexual identity, makes for a very well managed

education system with all the power of any private institution that can “call the shots”

about how its employees, as well as its students, behave. I would argue that Donald, by

the very nature of his personality, copes relatively easily with not allowing his sexual

identity to be tabled and he is therefore adequately respected as a sexual non-entity

despite the question mark looming over his head. The Roman Catholic Church has

developed the historical ability to cover its ears to anything it doesn’t like, blissful

ignorance of abuse right under its nose and in 2004 is reflective of a culture of not

dealing with or facing anything until it has to71.

I asked Donald what the idea of a gay educator meant to him. He said he is not

‘out’ at work, nor had he come out to anyone when he was studying education at

university. He matter of factly told me he works in a Catholic school so “can’t be out”.

Interestingly, he moved on to say that

sexuality isn’t an issue for me…I don’t know if I’m making
that clear. It’s inconsequential, I don’t see myself as

                                                

71 This form of reactionary management is predicated on silence. For a deeper examination of
the silence and challenges alluded to in this interview see Kung, H, (2003) and Berry (2000). In Kung’s
book The Catholic Church the author sets out to relate historical facts. The book is an assessment of
how the Catholic faith must confront the immense challenges posed by those seeking reform of
traditional strictures. Kung builds a case for a populist church, challenging the idea of a hierarchical
Roman Catholic Church led by an infallible pope. …. Kung heavily critiques the pope’s conservative
views on the ordination of women, sexual morality, mixed marriages, and ecumenism. In the book
Lead Us Not into Temptation, the New Orleans journalist, Berry, documents multiple cases of sexual
abuse of boys by Roman Catholic Church and accuses the Catholic bishops of evasion and cover-up,
compounded by moral myopia and an appalling indifference to the victims of paedophilia. He also cites
cases of women seduced and discarded by their pastors. Further, Berry probes the homophobia within a
clerical culture, which, he maintains, allows ample freedom to gay clergy provided they keep their
sexual orientation a secret!
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necessarily promoting gay identity in schools. In fact, if I chose
to do that I couldn’t really be employed in a Catholic school
because I signed a paper to say I would follow the ethos of the
college. So for me I don’t really attend Sunday service because
I run enough of them at school.

These early responses smacked of duplicity to me, until I allowed Donald to

develop his ideas and could more fully appreciate the difficult position he occupies. I

queried his response that the gay aspect of education was “inconsequential” to him. He

affirmed this and added that the school is “…a really good school”, that it was well run

and with a supportive community. He did not say that the school community was

supportive of its gay educators. He said that he likes the supportive community and

likes that about being there. His personality may not require professional affirmation of

his identity, but perhaps other personalities would. Donald has chosen an approach that

supports his own personality type and its interface with his career aims, rather than a

broader aspiration of improving the ability of all lesbian or gay educators to identify as

such.  He reveals a personal preference to remain closeted so that he can cope with the

current climate. This whole area of research revolves around personal preferences and

associated responses, and Donald seeks workplace harmony within the confines of the

status quo. “Wherever you work, I believe you have to work well with the staff and the

staff; at this school are very good”. I suspect he is able to describe his colleagues as

“very good” because gayness is not an issue on the table and he has never had to argue

for his rights. Gay issues are ignored and not discussed.

Donald said there are certain aspects of the Roman Catholic philosophy he does

not agree with, but he believes “we are all our own decision makers”. He manages to

distance himself and circumvent the dogma as he sees teaching as his main function. I

asked him if anyone at the school would know him to be gay. “A few of my colleagues

I would say have an idea but it’s not something you discuss in the work situation”. It

occurs to me that contentious matters must remain silent for overall harmony. I asked

Donald if he had come out to any of his colleagues. He said that he still attends all staff
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social events, and wouldn’t create a fictitious girlfriend, but nor would he bring a gay

partner to such events.

I asked if he is ever asked by staff about whether he has a partner. He said he

had not been asked recently, but that when he started at the school he had a “stand-in

girlfriend” to play the partner role. He believes that if he talks about any particular

female to colleagues then the hint is that this is a partner being spoken of. I am

uncertain whether this is a strategy for coping or appearing to comply with the

expectation of compulsory heterosexuality.  He told me that school – the workplace – is

the only aspect of his life where he is not ‘out’. His personal coping ability with this

situation comes through in light of his personality framework – “For me, I still believe

in a fair degree of privacy…” I asked how he might react if parents or colleagues asked

him whether he is gay. He said his responses would be different for parents, and for

colleagues. He offered that if a parent saw him walk into a club known to be a gay club,

he would not deny he had been there because “I don’t necessarily see that as any

indication of lifestyle”. Later in the interview he clarified that many straight people

attend the popular gay venues. He suggested that he does not project other aspects of his

personality that might reveal his identity, so that in isolation, his attendance at such a

venue would not attract attention.

Donald admitted he would prefer to be out in his workplace. He said that he

would particularly like to be out with the staff but that “at schools, especially Catholic

ones, the association of homosexuality…is equivalent to paedophilia…it might be seen

as compromising my identity…you can’t fight city hall.” He went on to say “ I

wouldn’t want to try and convince Joe Public it’s not the case, not in Perth anyway.” I

asked him why he thought this about Perth. He talked about having done some relief

teaching in London, where he believes homosexuality is much more easily accepted in

the community. He also referred to a teaching agency he attended after being told of it

by a gay friend.
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Donald was not aware of the Western Australian proselytisation legislation

which at the time of most of this research prohibited a positive demonstration of any

teacher’s gay identity. I explained the effect of Amendment 23, that a teacher could not

propose ‘gay identity’ as an alternative to a straight lifestyle. He admitted to a degree of

political ignorance. I asked him what would be the ideal for him in terms of being out as

a gay person. He spoke of a gay relationship encouraged and accepted by all the

community “as straight relationships are.” I asked him whether he feels he has to act

differently in the workplace so that his sexuality is accommodated. He responded that he

does not think he acts differently and that by his very personality he is “the one who

does big assemblies with dramatic flair…some staff would have an idea (about

me)…but I see sexuality and personality as different things.” He said that in the gay

community some people are very flamboyant, that there are effeminate men and that he

knows a number of flamboyantly presenting male teachers who are undoubtedly

straight. He argues that in these circumstances, the stereotyping doesn’t really work. He

doesn’t feel a pressure to suppress his outwardly expressive side for fear it could be

construed as evidence of “sexual aberration”. Perhaps this form of exuberant outward

behaviour is more accepted as part of the language thought necessary for effective

communication with primary age children.

I asked Donald whether he had ever experienced oppression or anti-gay

sentiments in the schools he had taught in. He reported that he had not experienced any

aggressive encounters; that in the Catholic system it (gayness) seemed to be “something

we accept but do not encourage…it happens in the world, what a sham.” He reported

that if a male teacher is suspected to be gay, the discussion might run, “Oh gosh, but

he’s so good looking.” This attitude riles Donald, and while he senses an element of

homophobia he was quick to defend the school by saying it is a problem in the wider

community as well as in schools. There seems to be a sense of disappointment rather

than outward vilification, according to what Donald has observed. He said a female

teacher at the school has an openly gay brother and that he knows she is not remotely
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homophobic. He has elected not to tell her of his sexuality, even though he is sure she

would be entirely supportive of him. His attitude is one of “just in case”; he is reluctant

to set a precedent for himself of thinking it is acceptable to reveal his true identity when

the stakes are so high should he be found out. He believes he is the subject of much

“car park gossip”, which he accepts as he is 30 years old, single, no girlfriend spoken

of “so there must be a reason”. I asked him if he had ever been directly questioned on

the point, whether by parents or teachers. He said no parent or teacher had “ever been

so bold as to confront me, or the Principal…” He said that if a staff member confronted

him he would probably tell them of his sexuality. A questioning parent would cause him

more disquiet, and he couldn’t be sure what he would say unless and until the situation

arose. In response to a question of “are you gay?” he thinks he would ask the parent

why they were asking him, and asking what his sexuality had to do with the education of

their child. I pointed out that my standard response to anyone asking this in the work

setting is “my sexuality is none of your business”. Donald said further that most of the

people he would want to reveal his identity to are not the sort of people who would ask

the question.

I asked Donald if he was aware of any other gay members of staff in his current

workplace. He thought another male teacher might be gay, but he was older and a very

private person. He knew of another male teacher in the high school campus, a teacher

well known to be gay. Donald sees this teacher out sometimes in the clubs. I asked

Donald if he found these encounters affirming, or perhaps irritating. He said he had

never spoken to the teacher directly as they work in different areas of the school, but that

he had intended introducing himself at staff drinks recently when Donald had returned

to work from a trip overseas.

Donald’s response to my questioning whether he had thought I was gay (when I

had taught him and supervised him at the University some twelve years before) was

interesting. He said “yes,” he had suspected I was gay, but to stereotype is “probably

unfair”, “…just because some people listen to the Pet Shop Boys doesn’t mean they
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are (gay)”. I was amused that my sexuality was predicated on the music used in dance

classes.

I asked him if he finds it hard being a gay teacher. He responded that he had met

a gay male primary teacher in Bunbury, a large country town in Western Australia, who

was heavily involved in the same amateur theatre group, but felt he didn’t have licence to

discuss his sexuality with him. It is about discovery and censure. He also raised the

difficulties of approaching the situation if, for example, a 12 year old male student asked

for advice about gay sexuality. “I do as much as I can for the kids, but you know the

rules of a Catholic school…but you have your own brain…(I would say) ‘I don’t think

it’s me you should talk to about it’.”

Donald admitted that he “struggles with the Catholic side of it” on issues such

as sex before marriage and abortion which “are a no-no in a Catholic school”. Yet he

pointed out that he believes most of the parents would prefer their children to have sex

safely and “…if that means using a condom, use it”, so indirectly these parents are also

going against the Catholic faith. Donald said that although he thinks things are changing

slowly within the church, there wouldn’t be any massive changes “…certainly not while

the present Pope is alive”.

I asked Donald what he would envisage as the situation for gay educators in an

ideal world. He responded that he believes in equality, but

in Perth I don’t see homosexuals as ever being totally accepted
as equal…I think it’s the parents who need education, children
growing up in the nineties towards the millennium are a lot
more open minded.

He told me of a boy in his year 3 class in recent years whose mother was gay.

He described the child as very well adjusted. The mother had chosen to have a child

without a father. He said it was clear that “the principal would not expel the child”. He

said there was no obvious taunting of the child in the playground. The child went to the

state system in year 4 as his mother had a dispute with the school about uniform
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requirements, but prior to leaving “…he told me, ‘my mother works at bla bla (sic)

nightclub where men dress up as women”. Donald seemed surprised at the accepting

and unashamed manner in which the child shared this information. Donald said the

mother herself had never revealed anything of her sexuality to him, but that since she has

left the school community Donald talks to her sometimes when he sees her out. It

occurred to me that maybe the child was reading Donald’s sexuality. In retrospect it is

clear that Donald could be ‘assumed’ to be gay. In this instance whilst the child is

revealing his mother’s workplace the intention of his comment to Donald is possibly a

‘gesture of acceptance’ of his mother through the eyes of the teacher (Donald). I am left

wondering if Donald was able to be ‘out’ what could have occurred in this moment with

the child?

“Gay teacher equals paedophile”.

I asked Donald whether he talks to his colleagues about what he does on the

weekends. “I tell them I went clubbing.  Whether I tell them where I go depends on the

person.” He was suggesting that he would reveal to some staff the name of a gay club

he attended, as a lot of the straight population also attends these venues. I asked Donald

if he presently has a partner. He said he was very interested in someone and hoped a

relationship might result. I asked him if he would ever discuss this with anyone at

school.

Probably not…I was previously in a relationship with a dentist.
I’m not out at school because gay teacher equals
paedophile...for the same reason; he was not out at work
because if a gay dentist treats me I might get HIV AIDS. That’s
society.

He conceded

if I was seriously in a relationship with someone for a
substantial period, I mean years, and that partner had a problem
and wanted me to be completely out, then I would have to make
a choice between teaching in the Catholic system or maintaining
the partnership. But there is no pressure to make that choice, I
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see most gay people as quite accepting of some sort of
closeting.

I asked Donald whether by “accepting” closeting he actually meant that he

could tolerate being in the closet and he agreed that this was definitely what he had

meant.

Donald concluded his interview by endorsing the importance for him of sending

a message to the community, but that “there is a long way to go”. He indicated that he

struggles with these issues because “no one says anything so no changes are made”.

He struck a comparison with female teachers in the Catholic system who have had an

abortion; “…they’re not going to walk around saying (anything)…So I don’t feel I

need to tell anybody (about my being gay)”. His stance is not proactive; rather it is one

of remaining dormant until he has safe passage into an open identity through the slow

pace of social change. It seems this preparedness to wait is a function of personality,

Donald seems to be an individual who can segregate his work life and personal life and

not feel that he is impeding the expression of his identity by that process. On reflection I

suspect the Roman Catholic School system protects its own from ‘hard knocks’ unless

you are ebullient and put the issue in front of everyone. I sense that vilification would

not be tolerated to the same extent as it is in state education and there is already the

massive fear of scandal in the churches. The fact that Donald is in a primary school

would also afford some protection as he is working mainly with women. Within my

framework of identity performativity his manner of self-presentation (apparent

effeminacy, effeteness and flamboyant gestures) clearly indicates to me that Donald is

‘gay’ and it may be that he is exaggerating his sexuality subconsciously to make his

statement, but not explicitly. I am also aware that it is only in schools where the Principal

endorses homophobia that the teaching staff would think they could get away with even

questioning someone about their sexuality.
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Chapter Eight: Sarah’s Story

Patterns of Exclusion

Sarah was fifty-two at the time of her interview. She was born in Tasmania and

states clearly that her family was large, homophobic and violent! As a twin and one of

seven children she was acutely aware of her ‘place’ and identified as a “different girl”

from her earliest memory.  She completed her university degrees late in life and has had

several heterosexual relationships not becoming aware that she was a lesbian until she

was over 30. She is the proud mother of four children. She is a very progressive thinker,

highly articulate and works within the school system as a ‘provocateur’ to the

institutionalised heterosexual assumptions. She now describes herself as a lesbian and

whilst politically progressive has been seen as a “troublemaker” as she has agitated for

change. She has openly and consistently expressed dissatisfaction with the manner in

which gay and lesbian people are allowed to be present in their schools. She enrolled in

her recently completed Masters degree to address homophobia and is a proud writer of

poetry. Sarah has been awarded National Awards for Teacher of Excellence twice. She

sees this not only as a reflection of her excellence as a teacher but as part of her need to

“watch her back” and be hyper-vigilant and diligent. She stated in a public interview

recently that she was always aware of making sure no one could criticise her as a

lesbian. Her partner is a woman and a psychotherapist who Sarah claims72 has “held

me in my hard dark abusive space...helped me to learn to love again”. I met Sarah for

the interview and have watched her work within schools and the unions to openly speak

out on how she is marginalised, alienated and silenced.  Her story is provocative and

confronting at times.
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Sarah found out about the research through the network of gay and lesbian

teachers within the Western Australian State School Teacher’s Union and has been

instrumental in establishing a Safe Schools Committee. She is open and prepared to

listen to students who need to talk to a teacher about their sexuality sometimes outside

the school in local cafes and bars.

I wanted to talk to Sarah about rituals of alienation and her enforced

vulnerability, with reference to the Foss Amendment 23 which at the time of our

interview dictated that gay or lesbian educators cannot speak with students about the

students’ positive gay and lesbian encounters and experiences.

“Knowing how not to be seen”.

Sarah discussed her experiences 10 years previously in her first professional

job, as a secondary teacher at Willoughby. Her background included lengthy periods

out of work, having raised her children on her own. As this was her first professional

job and in middle age, she wanted to be the best. She “loved teaching and the kids” and

it gave her a sense of importance after thinking she was “nothing” while on the

pension. She entered her first lesbian relationship soon after arriving in Willoughby at

the age of 42, having separated from her first husband at age 32 then starting her

university education. She then decided to acknowledge that she loved women. Her first

lesbian relationship was with a woman who had a career in Foreign Affairs and who

therefore  “knew how not to be seen”. Arriving in Willoughby in 1991 Sarah “played

it straight” but found it hard as she didn’t come across as “normal”. Sarah says she

sat with the teachers regularly and listened to them denigrating gay and lesbian students,

especially gay male students or those thought to be gay. They also talked about who
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they “fucked on the weekend”. Sarah became increasingly disturbed by the patterns

forming around her.

Games reinforcing exclusion.

At the end of 1991 there was a ‘Secret Friends’ game operating at the school

with official backing. It was, apparently, designed to encourage the affirming and

supporting of colleagues by leaving anonymous gifts. On one occasion Sarah received a

hot chilli with attached comments about “dog dicks”, followed by a phallic cactus plant.

Despite feeling confronted by this, Sarah did nothing about it at that stage because she

knew who was behind it, a teacher respected on the staff who was the son of a local

Church minister. It was painful for Sarah as she had been an incest victim “so it was

like psychological rape by an authority figure”.

Exclusions also developed on a professional level, quite quickly. The early

experiences involved another woman who was esteemed on the staff. Both Sarah and

this woman were participants in an Education Department of Western Australia Justice

Branch society project on ‘Females and Social Disadvantage’. Sarah and the colleague

came to Perth for meetings.  However Sarah sensed that the colleague then began to use

her (higher) position to increasingly try to push Sarah out of the project. EDWA wanted

Sarah’s continued involvement because a class teacher was required on the panel. The

colleague then gave Sarah a tie with an image of a naked female on it, with a photograph

of Sarah’s face pinned to the naked body, and it was also given to Sarah’s Head of

Department as a Christmas present. Already Sarah was experiencing uncivilised

responses to the “threat” she cast by examples of her professional empowerment, and

the patterns of exclusion commenced. Soon afterwards a male teacher presented Sarah

with a deck of playing cards with pictures of naked men with erect penises on the

reverse. The actions of these colleagues were not only juvenile but their sexual overtness

in an education setting is of great concern, and legally actionable. An easily discernible
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pattern is that the gay educator is subjected to these acts largely because the

perpetrators rely on the victim not to forward a complaint: to remain silent and feel the

exclusion fully.

“Being the best” – Fighting exclusion by merit.

Sarah says she lacked awareness in her early teaching career of what formal

steps if any could be used to take action. In Perth while on vacation she read her journal

containing full accounts of these and other early experiences, at a Perth poetry reading.

A woman academic was so disturbed by Sarah’s experiences she arranged with her

husband, a solicitor, to offer free legal advice. At this stage Sarah thought a legal avenue

was “…crazy, forget it”. Coming from a working class background and having been

formally educated only to the age of twelve and a half she believes she had become well

versed in ignoring different forms of discrimination. As a result of what she considers a

less than adequate school experience Sarah decided she would operate a very different

classroom, and worked extremely hard to be

the best teacher…to cover my arse…if I am nailed by my
sexuality I want to show I am one Hell of a good teacher.

Four years prior to her interview with me, Sarah won a National Teacher of

Excellence award on the basis of student nominations and then four years later a second

award, the only teacher in Australia ever to have been awarded it twice. This reinforces

my observation of children being pivotal in the process of modernising thinking

regarding lesbian and gay educators, and the generalised acceptance students appear

largely to support. Sarah says her award was based on “a way I had with the kids on the

outside”. However inside the institutions themselves, she felt staff distrusted her. She

cites one occasion at Willoughby arising after a male student of Vietnamese background

was stabbed. Sarah supported the student in her own way and used the incident as a
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teaching point. In another example of distrust and exclusion, the acting principal

checked what Sarah was up to by talking to the class when she was absent one day.

I had used the incident to suggest that just because it involved a
group of 5 Vietnamese boys, I wanted to fight against the
children seeing all Vietnamese kids as being like this. I
encouraged a class debate on the issue…(and was) distrusted as
I acknowledged the right of kids to share information with me
which I would hold as confidential.

In light of Sarah’s comments I perceived it as ironic that the Foss amendment

allowed no interaction with students on the sexuality issue, yet she was distrusted for

keeping her communication with students confidential. The incident pinpoints a lack of

respect for students as a group, and of their entitlement to confidentiality and therefore

to open voices.  Sarah says emphatically she respected the students’ right of

confidentiality.

Marginalisation from outside as well as within.

Sarah says the hierarchy subjected her to constant “mind fucking”. One

example was a meeting she had scheduled with the deputy head and another deputy

which was cancelled without notice. The deputy head had instead set up a meeting with

the school’s social worker at which he accused Sarah of acting violently in the

classroom and then withholding information from the police. These sorts of situations

occurring in her present school, Sarah says, forced her back into undertaking further

study73.

Her response was one of fighting back against the injustices and duplicity, “…I

decided to be open, not with the fear of the closeted and trying to be (something I was

not)”. She says her past proved unnecessarily difficult when a former (male) lover
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wrote to the Education Department, after she had refused to sleep with him when he

visited Willoughby, and he outed her to the Department. She felt pressure to remain

invisible and his doing this reflects the known fears of the lesbian educator of exposure.

Sarah says the inner city schools she worked in had more sophisticated ways of dealing

with gay and lesbian educators, particularly devices of undermining the teacher in their

classroom. Sarah cites one instance in which she was not consulted when an

examination (in her subject) was being devised by the teaching team of which she was

ordinarily a member. This undermining was commonly achieved by other teachers using

the medium of the students to challenge her professional status. Sarah was shocked

when a student told her “You’re not teaching to the curriculum”. Where did this come

from?  It could only have come from educators who were either jealous of her academic

success or more likely did not like to see an outsider succeed. From those who construct

the curriculum.

Activism and responses.

Sarah’s responses to direct questioning from students eventually became

stridently open. In response to “Are you a lesbian?” Sarah began to answer “yes”,

decisively. In career terms Sarah describes this approach as her biggest mistake, but

only in one sense. She went from Willoughby to Mondeville Senior High School where

she says there was a male gay teacher “in the closet”. Sarah recounts that he left her

flowers and cards to show his support for her “out” stance, but he never told her he

was gay. At Kew Senior High School she then adopted a still different approach in this

progression by “being open with the staff but not with the students”. The result was a

series of events by staff undermining her authority in the classroom. She was excluded

repeatedly in this environment, especially in the preparation of exam papers. The drafts
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would be brought to her within perhaps an hour before the deadline for her comment.

She was denied recognition of her professional status. “I was a nothing”. In her current

position, she takes the initiative by announcing at the beginning of a new school year

that the students will probably hear rumours about her sexuality so she would like to

make it known to them that she is a lesbian. This hasn’t always worked to her advantage,

with some students complaining to their parents, and parents complaining to the

principal. However the current principal supports Sarah’s openness.

She recalls asking a lesbian teacher about her partner, and when the conversation

ended as Sarah walked away she called after her “Sarah! We don’t talk about this

here”. She wanted to retort that by having this attitude she was “…part of the fucking

problem”. She felt the message was that if “…you’re activist and up front it doesn’t

work”. Some academics have suggested to her that upfront activism is too

confrontational and using theory and the work of top academics to present one’s

identity more directly can be more effective in the long run “Some academics say it is

working with the theorists and top academics that works”. Sarah’s response was to

argue that

I need the work, the theoretical stuff they’ve done, I need it to
inform and strengthen me and give me the language to
communicate with those people who are making the
policies…So what you do there is as important as what I’m
doing here.

Sarah’s philosophy is that it is important for all educators to be working

together, to avoid the subtle exclusions, the decisions being made without her being

informed. She took the view “I can adjust to this”. Sarah has kept a “magnificent

journal” as a way of documenting the changes of decision making designed to exclude

her, which left undocumented could work in “making me look crazy”.
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Exclusions from the teaching network.

Another situation Sarah discussed concerned rituals of gifts given to departing

staff members. The usual practice was for a collection to be taken after which a gift

would be purchased and presented. Sarah often was excluded from the collection and

not aware of it until the gift had been given. She once asked her acting Head of

Department about the situation, who responded, “no they wouldn’t undermine you”

which thereby gave Sarah no chance of defence against the situation. “To take these

matters of exclusion to an industrial court you have to have actual evidence in your

hand”. This form of exclusion should not be about isolated cases but uniform strength

of action to prevent deliberate discrimination on a social level which extends to other

networks teachers need to share resources. Sarah remarked, “They can say what they

like to deny the allegations. It needs legislation”.

Another pattern of exclusion involved the unnecessary scrutinising of Sarah’s

marking and classroom practices. On one occasion Sarah cites direct staff interference

as a way of undermining, using the student medium. An ESL teacher who dealt with

some of Sarah’s students outside the classroom said that if they (the students) did

certain things then Sarah would take the class to see a movie. The students were then of

the impression they were to go to a movie and if Sarah corrected this it could lead to

classroom conflict. This teacher also undermined Sarah’s authority and was

discourteous by talking loudly to individual students in Sarah’s classroom while the

other students were concentrating on her teaching. She reports that no staff shared

resources with her, or would discuss assessments with her as a peer exercise. Such

examples of exclusion on one hand, and interference on the other, may at first appear

part of a normal group dynamic. They are however peculiarly common patterns in my

discussions with gay and lesbian educators, distinguishable from each other in their

personality types and only homogenised by their sexual identities.
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“It’s a frightening thing to be denied difference”.

Sarah has fought to preserve and defend her difference rather than adopting

methods to disguise it and thereby remain “acceptable”. Shestated that there are“two

closeted lesbians“who are probably “terrified of exposure”. She spoke of the culture

of the English Department in which all the staff were seeing themselves as being  “ …

all perfect” yet her approach she describes as  being able to

speak as coming in not as ‘perfect’ but as working through
things…one reason is accountability stuff, competition for
students between schools and so forth. They pushed me out
because I did not fit the stereotypical female heterosexual
image…. Threatening.  They were suggesting that I was
threatening them.  I don’t understand what the threat is.

Sarah says that it was the “women who did it to me” in the schools. She says

that two of her female colleagues kissed in front of her at a party “to bait me”. She

believes it has been motivated largely by their intimidation and feeling of being

threatened as she came into the environment a published poet, a merit selection

appointment, and bearing two ‘Excellence in Teaching’ awards. Her entitlement to

difference has been repeatedly challenged and disrespected. She says

I don’t present as stereotypical with the cute little court shoes,
shaved legs and little skirt…I wear boots, trousers and ponchos,
I consciously wear stuff to come across as different because I
think it’s tremendously important when kids are forced to wear
uniforms.

She sees it as

being about language, labelling, repeat offences and exclusion if
uniforms are not worn.

Sarah defiantly has, over her decade in the education system, increasingly

challenged the expected norms and developed the courage to expose her differences not

only for her own sense of worth but to encourage the developing students in

independent thought patterns.
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“Rapped over the knuckles”.

After her early teaching years and the abuse she encountered Sarah finally wrote

to the Western Australian State School Teachers’ Union (SSTU) newspaper detailing

the bullying she was subjected to and likening it to Nazi practices. “All Hell broke

loose” and she was “rapped over the knuckles”. The principal at her school at the time

was, she believes, colluding in the exclusionary processes as he wanted a substantial

government grant for the school’s arts centre and did not want an openly lesbian

member on his staff. She says there were nine women and one man in the English

department at this time, all of whom signed a six page document containing information

gathered over the previous two years, which Sarah described as a “witch hunt”, and

which had the support of the principal. The document was kept on her personnel file,

and Sarah now makes a practice of exercising her right to check her file every three

months. She has learned to “be on guard for information” being collated and used but

not disclosed until the point of strike.

A particular union official who had herself been subjected to bullying within the

SSTU supported Sarah. The signed document about Sarah therefore was referred to

District Office for consideration. The female staff members behind the document were

publicising (without authority) that Sarah, who was on leave visiting Israel, was not

returning to the school. She decided to return and collate a poetry collection and also to

go back to the school.  “I don’t run from situations…I’m not a masochist, I don’t put

myself into situations deliberately to get whipped, even though people think I get a great

kick out of this…” This underlines her view that some heterosexuals see all of this

unsought exposure as a performance or attention seeking device, rather than the innate

reality of identity that they are punishing and excluding. She sees it as a classic case of

blaming the victim.

Ironically, Sarah decided to stay in this unhealthy environment precisely because

her reputation there had been so badly damaged. She talks of the teachers and
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administration preventing her from liaising with other English departments, and

describing her as a “trouble maker” as the events unfolded. Sarah commented, “I love

the crucifixion story”. The new Head of Department commencing at this time was a

friend of Sarah’s and she thereby obtained a degree of support. At the outset this

colleague observed the unjust timetabling Sarah had been given with its overburden of

low stream classes. He assigned her a TEE74 class, despite earlier accusations from

other staff that Sarah had been giving her students unfair advantages in revealing exam

content. Sarah reports that her students were outperforming others because she was

overcompensating for the pressures directed against her. She would meet her students

in the company of their parents at pubs and other venues, perhaps two to three nights

during the week leading up to exam periods, to discuss the course themes in an open

environment. Sarah says that the natural presumption of her colleagues was that she

“had to be cheating”. She feels she was made the cause of staff pressures by reason of

her difference: “I was the problem, the cause of all discontent and stress”.

She notes that the biggest support she received professionally came from her

male colleagues, particularly the Head of Department she was friendly with, other staff

having “beat the living hell” out of him for supporting her. She says that in the fourth

year of his headship there were some favourable changes, with better staff arriving, and

less whispering. She describes the principal as “thick” as “he thinks the only way

people know if you are a lesbian is if you tell them”. Sarah says she introduced her

partner as her partner at graduation and other school functions. “They (the

administration) didn’t tell me I was supposed to walk in officially with the school

council”. This is another example of withholding of information for exclusion

purposes, with the result that the gay educator appears careless rather than as the victim

of information withheld.
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Using knowledge and contacts to fight back.

Sarah says that the Year 8 students usually warm to her easily but by the start of

Year 8 they have tended to distance themselves, looking down in her presence or not

speaking to her. She said that the class of Year 8 students she started with at her present

school were in Year 11 at the time of my interview. She reports a pleasing change in the

interim. Her present Year 8 class is more enquiring, some students having asked her

directly if she is a lesbian and responding along the lines “I can handle that”. Honesty

of lived experience in teaching is perhaps not an impediment to covering curriculum. On

one occasion she said to a Year 8 group “Who’s heard rumours about me here at

school?” and when the hands went up she responded, “Well, they’re all true”. Sarah

says she has been consciously political about this, on the basis of some writers’ views

she has adopted that “if you’re out in the classroom you must fill the room with

support”. Adopting this approach, she projects her visible support network by acts such

as phoning a supportive Dean of Education at a high status university while other

teachers or students are present. “I make sure I talk with them all”. It is a form of

policing social change by strength of public presence. At this stage it takes strongly

driven individuals to take the lead, however the support framework is expanding along

with a slowly increasing social acceptance of homosexuality. She also now takes steps

using the existing system to her purposes to stop her power being usurped; going direct

to the District Director and telling her the situations she faces as they arise.

Her principal, who is an open Fundamentalist Christian, once remarked to her

“It doesn’t say anything in the Bible about the women, so I guess it’s okay” to which

Sarah responded “It also says slavery is okay”. This principal agreed to support her in

being available to the students. Sarah has had tremendous support from powerful

individuals on the school council. A Curtin University Academic was a member of the

school council – his son was enrolled in the school’s arts programme which had a high
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number of outwardly gay students, and his son was subjected to a degree of abuse at age

twelve or thirteen for not acting outwardly ‘macho’. Sarah’s experiences alert to the

ongoing need of those in power within the education system to be tested and brought to

account for injustices and abuses of staff working under their direction. The

mechanisms for reporting such abuses exist, but are made less effective because

excluded gay educators rarely use them.

Experiences in her school at the time of this interview encouraged Sarah to

commence further university studies about gay and lesbian teachers’ fears of exposure.

Her teaching unit in Communication and Cultural Studies included study of Luther,

concepts around development of the idea of family and expected roles, all set up to

exclude certain groups just as that process is alive today in her own workplace. I

responded that in many ways the present approach to learning centres on cognition

alone, without the tremendous power of affect learning and the scope afforded by

passion and honest sharing of life experience.

Sarah concluded her interview stating that she sees “absolutely no framework

for understanding how to be open as a lesbian in an educational institution”. Her

experience of teaching has been one of amassing great courage in exposing herself and

fighting for her rights without solid support, but with increasing awareness of how to

protect herself using the presently limited protective framework.
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Chapter Nine: Paul’s Story

There’s a wall you have to erect!

Paul is thirty-eight and a teacher with several years experience in a variety of

schools. He was very closed and protective in the interview. He maintained anonymity

and not once declared where he was teaching at the time of the interview. He is

enthusiastic and well informed in the area of literature and arts learning. He has a

passion for his teaching and this was reflected in the many moments of literary allusion

in his interview. His ability to avoid any ‘disclosure’ of space, school or people in his

workplace was noteworthy. He was apparently able to speak with authority and

enthusiastically but was very guarded. Repeated instances he was clearly anticipating not

disclosing the names of men and women he worked with.  He even commented that I

could “not guess where he was teaching” at the end of the interview. I left the interview

aware that I know a lot about his life and school but had no clear indication of where he

worked. The interview was a strong experience of insight from Paul. The title of his

story reflects the constancy of being on ‘guard’ and the closed nature of texts allowed

in the schools. Paul found out about the research through the network of gay and

lesbian teachers within the Western Australian State School Teacher’s Union.

Paul has been teaching for twelve years and is now working in a Perth private

school. He was very closed about his background and was sensitive to declaring his

level of work and details of the school in which he taught. He was open and effusive in

the interview but constantly guarded as is demonstrated in the following discussion.
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Degrees of being out.

I commenced our discussion by asking Paul what he understood by the idea of

degrees of being out and advised him another research co-participant had said he didn’t

like the idea of some teachers being out. I asked Paul if he had seen the recent

production Queer Eye for the Straight Guy and raised for discussion that it may (for

some) be all right to be out - as long as one is not ‘too out’. I have in the past heard

various representations from students and teachers that “it’s just too gay”, sometimes. I

asked Paul what he thought about this way of seeing. He responded that the view

expressed permeates even our own (the gay) community. He talked of personal column

ads in which some gays describe themselves as “non scene”. Paul questioned the

relevance of this in terms of the apparent non existence of a scene in Perth, suggesting

the world of gays in Perth is in many ways so covert there is no such thing as a ‘scene’

here.

Pressures against the representation of ‘ordinary gays’ – The ‘Safe Text’

These introductory thoughts led us to discuss whether there is in fact a

performance of gay identity. Paul agreed with this proposition, that a performance of

gay identity is okay but that the layers outside of it are disconcerting. He discussed the

media exacerbations, that whenever the gay and lesbian Mardi Gras approaches, the

prevalent images are of the boys in their tiny shorts and angel wings on their backs, or

the drag queens and the trannies

…bless them, they are part of the (gay) community, but they’re
not the entire community and yet from the television images
you’d think they were.

Paul thinks gay and lesbian pride is about everyone in our community

celebrating their sexuality…but it’s not about just two or three groups…You don’t get

that representation, and films like Priscilla are shown in schools for various reasons
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while the film like Beautiful Thing is not, because that represents two ostensibly

ordinary British boys having a relationship.

That would be too strong to show… Priscilla is a comedy and
has exaggerated stereotypes of gay people…it highlights
those…that’s a safe text. Humour brings it forward for
everyone to consider but it also renders it uncontroversial.
Beautiful Thing would be a difficult film to show to a school
audience75. It doesn’t deal with those kinds of stereotypes, it
deals with teenagers in a relationship very strongly indeed.

I mentioned my involvement in the Western Australian Curriculum Council, and

that I had noticed Priscilla discussed ad nauseam since its release, along with the

Australian film The Sum of Us. Paul said this film (and others like it) is “palatable

because its actors are obviously heterosexual,” and because mostly it is about a straight

father of the gay son and the father’s reactions to what is happening to his son. It does

contain images of the Sydney Mardi Gras and a main character dresses as a cowboy for

the parade, “there’s still some of that there”. Yet it’s “a father and son movie, not really

about sexual identity, so it could be shown and be quite uncontroversial because it deals

with one man’s prejudice and how he overcomes it, and views of an earlier generation as

compared to now”. Paul felt that films of this type do not deal fully with the

implications of a same-sex relationship, perhaps they touch on a romance between two

men but it’s fairly discreet “and fairly unrealistic I think”.

I asked Paul what he thought about education surrounding gay identity and how

it may be inappropriately put into the same category as paedophilia76. Paul agreed it

highlights one reason why young men won’t go into those areas in any numbers, but

said the reality is that traditionally only small numbers did. He thought it was related

foremost to the wage disparity and that “in compensating for the problems women

                                                

75 Beautiful Thing (1996) is an ‘urban fairytale’ of same sex love between the two adolescents one
summer, on a council estate in London.

76 At this point of our conversation I mentioned a visiting professor’s comment to the academic review
committee at my university that young men were not going into early childhood and primary education
because “It’s to do with the poofter and paedophile problem” and the way this academic had compressed
this notion of identity.
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traditionally had with maternity leave, etc…there is paternity leave but there are pressures

on men not to take that”. He also raised the fact of the almost entirely female staff

common in these teaching areas, yet with male principals and deputies so often at the

helm. “Some males go into primary and junior primary knowing that in a few years

they will be Principals or Deputies”.

A possible response: Inverting the prejudicial phraseology.

I asked Paul about his response to the fact that none of the one hundred and fifty

predominantly heterosexual academic staff present at the meeting where the

poofter/paedophile conflation occurred picked up on the phrasing. I felt the overriding

issues were about salary structure, opportunities for promotion, paternity/maternity leave

and men steering clear of education as they would not accept incomes of $35000 to

$60000 without prospects of promotion.  I also felt a core issue was that policy makers

allowed someone like this visiting high-level academic to make such a comment. Paul’s

take on this was to look at the situation in reverse, to invert the prejudice and mount the

similar attack on heterosexual experience. Paul threw in:

Women take up teaching because they can leave early and pick
up their kids at 3:30 at nearly schools, that’s the only reason
women teach.

The rhetorical question for Paul was what would the consequence have been had

the academic stated this equally sweeping assertion?

The female cohort would be immediate, loud and bring written
complaints to the Vice Chancellor’s office. If you believe
Kinsey we are talking only 10% (of the population is gay) and
they are a heavily divided 10%, so the chances of anyone ever
complaining about the prejudicial statement against gays (are
small).

Paul believes if someone was to complain there would be “wry smiles all

round” and responses of the kind Mandy Rice-Davies memorably captured media

attention with in 1963 in another situation of the doomed outsider pleading their case;
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“Well he would say that wouldn’t he?” Paul puts it down to what he calls “pigeon

holing” of the gay protagonist.

“Everything is a problem until it isn’t a problem”.

Paul believes a more imposing problem facing men entering primary teaching is

the relationship between male teachers and students at every level, the issue of sexual

abuse, touch and contact which is “constantly happening”. Paul now laughs about an

incident where he was accused of being a danger to two female students in his home

economics class. The year 12 girls prepared a salad and drink for Paul’s lunch and on

giving it to him one girl lightly “pecked” him on the cheek, which he did not ask for,

but which he admits was “foolish really” for him to have allowed. A year 9 student

reported this to the School Counsellor and Paul subsequently faced a discussion with

his Principal. “I asked which colleague (the Counsellor) had forwarded the complaint

and was told I had no right to know…I asked if the parents of the two students had been

informed, they had not”. This was a breach of standard practice for dealing with such

matters, the matter was handled inappropriately by the administration and in any event

the two students stood by Paul saying they had just been having a joke. This for Paul

was “gratifying to hear…if they hadn’t stood by me I could have been in very serious

trouble”. The whole incident shores up a massive imbalance in the system favouring the

evidence of children in questions of alleged sexual misconduct.

Self editing.

The above incident also allowed Paul to introduce to our discussion a self-

regulatory behaviour he calls a self-editing process. He acknowledged that if the incident

described had involved two male students he would have “taken a step back”, that is,

shied away from their overture and rebuked the students for getting close to him. He
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conceded a greater openness on his part with female students. It was of some concern to

Paul that when relaying the incident to some of his female colleagues they found it

highly amusing. Aware of the darker undercurrents, I asked Paul if he believed the

counsellor who progressed the complaint was getting at him for his gay identity. “Yes.

You can’t in this day and age say I don’t like this person because they are gay…they

find other ways”. I was interested in Paul’s discussion of self-editing behaviours, and

asked him if his straight (male) colleagues possibly adopted similar behaviours in

relation to their interaction with female students. Paul said he knew of examples of

heterosexual colleagues in relationships with female students, but he was not aware of

any same-sex relationships between students and staff because “we are more sensitive

to this than our heterosexual colleagues…there is greater self-control, a wall you have to

erect”. He talked of his discussion with gay friends about his supervision of a school

swimming carnival, his friends commenting that it must be hard to manage with attractive

male students in Speedos. Paul reacted that his first concern was to do his duty, “you

don’t think about anything else…I’ve taught quite attractive students but you don’t look

at them in that way, ever”. The only difficulty Paul ever had in this sphere involved

teaching a night class in adult education, when he offered a male student a lift to the

station on a rainy night. When the student asked Paul if he would like to “go out”

some time Paul was taken aback and responded firmly that he didn’t think so.

Homophobic joke making.

Paul talked of the joke aspect about male homosexuality prevalent in schools,

and generally, which he attributes to the macho emphasis of Australian culture. He has

noticed displays of affection between known lesbian students, hand holding and the like

which is generally acceptable in the school community as hand holding amongst women

is part of a “platonic ideal” of women’s relationships, whereas with boys handholding

would be tolerable only as part of a joke aimed at male/male relationships. I was
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interested in Paul’s response to one of my colleagues having described a homosexual as

being “so gay” and whether he thought it raised any issue needing to be addressed.

Paul had experienced “gay putdowns” in his career, but said generally after his

students have been with him for a while they know he can be tough, “so it stops”. He

gets the occasional joke phone call about his sexuality. “Kids ask (me) questions about

the role of the lesbian…usually they’re thinking ‘I know he’s gay, see how he

responds’. Kids are good at pushing, testing the boundaries”.

“I think the best way is to turn it back around”.

Paul encourages particular methods of dealing with homophobic sentiments

expressed by students towards the gay educator as well as towards other students. He

believes distinctions must be kept clear as between “gentle chiding” and full-on

assaults on gay sexuality, before deciding responses. He believes that if a disciplinary

issue is made of a student’s anti-gay remark then, depending on what the parents and

school administration are like,

you can end up in a full-on situation… kids, parents and
administration could be overtly hostile….People will not
support you because they know you’re not being honest about
your sexual identity (but at the same time) they’re hostile to the
truth anyway.

Paul said he thinks the best way to deal with student homophobia is to “turn it

back around”.

If a student goes over the top and uses inappropriate language
and is overtly aggressive then you’ve got them…the issue is not
the words but the inappropriate language, you turn that into the
issue.

Similarly if there is homophobic physical aggression in the school yard, Paul

would use the aggression to implement disciplinary action, “…you’re on solid ground

there”. As most homophobic humouring contains swearing language within it Paul
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recommends to “…go forward on the basis of inappropriate language, not on the basis

of the homophobic joke”. He believes this technique leaves the parents of the

disciplined student and the administration with a clear understanding.

In relation to homophobic jokes and comments made by colleagues, Paul relayed

his experiences with a feeling of some humour. At the outset of his career before he was

‘out’, a “fair amount” of homophobic humour occurred in front of him. “I sat through

conversations on Aussie Rules or breasts…but once they finally worked it out…they

might be in the middle of telling a joke when suddenly they look at you and say ‘sorry’,

for example with off-colour jokes about gerbils…why would they think I find that

offensive?” Paul here is suggesting that the off-colour humour and its basis in crude

acts is somehow being linked to him, by the act of apology for it being discussed

jokingly in his presence. “Then they start apologising and try to explain how open

minded they are or say they have a brother or cousin who’s gay…this is too much,

almost worse”.

I was interested in Paul’s comments on leadership, and I raised the relationship

of Brian Lindberg and Graham Douglas, Senior Lecturer in Education at University of

Western Australia for many years. I had not known Graham to be gay in meeting him in

his capacity of Chair of the Postgraduate Research Committee. (Graham made no effort

to conceal his gayness but also no effort to display it. He demonstrated considerable

integrity by simply being gay as others are simply heterosexual.) Paul commented that

many men hide and choose not to have a sense of presence as gay men. Given these and

the many other examples of successful professionals in the gay community, I have

questioned whether my thesis will ultimately resolve in a finding that ‘It’s no big deal –

Just let it go’. I still hold the view that gender and sexuality in the performance of your

identity is private. When I told Paul that in my experience, it seems Western Australian

lesbian teachers were copping it more than gay males at present Paul disagreed and

thought lesbian teachers fared better, but conceded that most of the lesbian teachers he
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knew of were not ‘overtly lesbian’. This draws back to the opening of our interview and

the idea of degrees of being out and what is socially sanctioned.

“… if they mess with you there will be unpleasant consequences…”

Paul’s advice to gay educators generally may be to try to take things more

lightly, “turn it back on them”, avoid being hyper-sensitive and deal with matters using

humour wherever possible. The hypersensitive are quickly seen as troublemakers, and

neurotic; “It’s just a joke, grow up!” Paul recommends gay educators facing these

pressures should “start the straight jokes and they’ll back off”. “Sleeping with men

like you is what turned me into a lesbian – Ask your wife, she told us how fucking

useless you are in bed”. “Then they’ll back off and what can they do? Because they’ve

questioned your sexuality and you’ve had a go at them”. He cautions against gay

educators being cast as the psychological victim. “If people think you’re an easy

(target) then they will make your life hard…Sometimes you’ve just got to be a bit in

their face”. He thinks some gay people in casting themselves as the victim don’t do

themselves any favours.

A strong theme in this research has been the distinction between gay educators

who act as victims, and those who are survivors and thrive out there. Paul agrees with a

proactive approach, saying that if you ask homophobic people you encounter in the

workplace to put their views in writing they will back right off  

because no one wants to go into print as homophobic because
that’s career-destroying stuff, as they are well aware. Even in
the private sector – with its emphasis on pastoral care – you
might counsel that homosexuality is wrong but you don’t say
it’s evil, because that’s inappropriate.
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Paul derided his proactive stance; “That probably sounds like I’m some sort of

looney!” Furthering the theme of “turning it back around” to the gay educator’s

advantage, Paul referred to merit selection appointments in the state system.

Those who want to go to the top have to be seen to have
supported colleagues in difficult circumstances, I know they
know that.

Paul talked cynically of some political advantage to be gained by overt support

for gay and lesbian members of staff.

‘Inclusive education demonstrations’ by ambitious
heterosexuals in the system, such as the straight principal who
put his arm around me in front of John Hyde77 Turn it to your
advantage. Their ambition overrides all else, so put them in a
position of assisting you. They love the idea that gay people see
them as open and tolerant.

                                                

77  John Hyde has been an activist in Gay and Lesbian Law Reeform and an openly gay state politician
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Chapter Ten: Nigel’s Story

The Significance of a Sexual Territory?

Nigel was forty-four at the time of his interview. He was a senior teacher in an

Arts ‘Faculty’ of a local Senior High School and was about to ‘go bush’ as an acting

principal. Much of his interview alludes to the fantasy of comparison between the

remote rural setting and the metropolitan setting. His interview magnifies sexuality as a

part of knowing and he frequently attempts to justify how sexuality has “nothing to do

with schooling” alongside a critique of compulsory heterosexuality. He was vehement

in the lengthy interview as he reflected on the space of the “male white staff room”

where “sexual stuff is spelt out…” Nigel was very active in schools as a senior teacher

and is now a principal in a remote school. He has been open in teaching awareness and

inclusion and “safe schools”. In the interview he calls for tolerance and extensions of

notions of tolerance as the “exposure” to gay and lesbian people increases. Nigel’s

interview was at times agitated and almost ‘angry’. Nigel was known to me as a past-

student and enthusiastically self-selected for the research on learning I was researching

lesbian and gay educators.

Being an educator and having a gay identity

I began the interview by saying I was interested in his opinions on the narratives

and experiences of gay educators. He replied that he had trouble with the idea of “gay

educator” because we don’t speak of “straight educators” or “disabled educators”.

We just speak of “educators”. He identified two issues of importance in the idea of

being an educator. For example, in his role of interviewing potential staff for his faculty
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on one occasion he stated that he required a visual arts teacher and one applicant said  “ I

am an artist first and an educator second”. He told the applicant he should go and get a

job as an artist because they wanted an educator who is an “arts educator” and he sees

this as encapsulating what the difference is

as an educator you look at the whole construct of how you
enable young people to learn and to empower them to be
individual, powerful ongoing learners for the rest of their
lives…so they can achieve their own goals.

Nigel sees the concept of the “gay educator” as the politicising of the educator

and this is “in a way unhelpful”. The issue of “being an educator and having a gay

identity” is an enormous problem. He is about to relocate to a remote senior high

school and states:

I am about to walk back into the glowing embers, knowing the
kinds of bigotries that exist - something I have had to think
carefully about. I have to remind myself I am an educator
first…but going to Coopertown78 is going to impact on my
personal life…because being gay has been a key issue for me in
undertaking my duties as an educator in living in communities I
wasn’t born in to, brought up and where certain attitudes exist
and you are magnified in your existence, you don’t have the
benefit of a large population  that gives some sense of
anonymity and  minority groups always exist in the larger
populations where you can find those places where you can
exist.

Nigel therefore finds the idea of a “gay educator” a major problem. He sees the

issues as firstly, what it is to be an educator and secondly, what it mean to have a gay

identity as an educator.

Visibility

I raised the issue of colour, aboriginality or able-bodiedness in teaching, as

visible things which are seen as ‘deficits’ of identity, and asked Nigel if he thought gay

                                                

78 Pseudonym for remote rural Western Australian community context.
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identity in its invisibility makes it more complex. He said that homophobia is alive and

well and takes peculiar directions.

If a black educator can be a ‘deficit’ depending on where he or
she is teaching, it would not be so in Halls Creek, it would
actually be a positive in that environment. The importance of
environment (in which the educator is located) is important.
EDWA experience in Aboriginal education is an enormous
problem and the best changes are brought by Aboriginal people
but they are the least likely to have any qualification as
determined by our system of what it means to be an educator,
formalised quals. So visibility can be either a positive or a
negative.

He then went onto address the nature of the visible presence of gay educators.

Gradations of gay identity

Nigel thought that gay identity has visibility to a point,

…just as there are gradations of colour there are gradations of
gay identity. Easiest is to not be obvious…from the flamboyant
to the not easily identifiable. Nine out of ten times I can pick a
gay student in my class. Visibility manifests itself in different
ways, physical, attitudes, eye contacts, the way you
relate…subtle non-verbal (signs).

Nigel comments that he thinks you certainly become more visible the older you

get if you are single.

young people are quick on that one, they will come up with all
sorts of quizzes and questions and filling in gaps…stories
begin to develop, not out of any sense of reality…creating their
own bit of entertainment. In regional towns there can be little of
daily interest so it’s the day to day dealings which “becomes
the story”.

I commented on how oppressive this is; that male heterosexuals don’t have to

say whether they are married or divorced79, the “entertainment factor” facing gay

educators and what they become when facing small communities. Nigel talked about

                                                

79 I recognise the practice of locating women by marriage and am aware that women are consistently
classified in my experiences by titles indicating marriage or ‘single’ status.
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these enormous pressures because very closed communities have networks of which

you cannot be part having not been born into it “…so things are said and you have no

idea what is going on”. You find you’re trying to read the sub-text of the community.

He discussed social signals and how to interpret them, and contrasted a wheat belt town

with an Aboriginal town.

Do you exist in a network? It is not necessarily easier in the city
except you can disappear in your own time and “have that time
out” but in regional towns you are always visible.

I asked Nigel if he had ever been asked directly in the education system whether

he is gay. He said that now, in his present position at an inner metropolitan Senior High

School, he volunteers the information to students and there is “…no problem there up

front. But I don’t make a big thing about it”. He was only asked by a student on one

occasion. “I’m just me so there is a lot of acceptance”. On the issue of personal

questioning pertaining to his sexuality in the school environment Nigel stated,

My attitude to them has always been if they ask me an
extremely personal question in public in class, I don’t answer it,
I just ask them an extremely personal question back…because
my message is about what’s appropriate and what’s not, to be
asked in a public context.

He said that by the time of Pride each year students who have not known his

sexual identity are then aware of it because of his heavy involvement. He describes the

time leading up to the Pride march each year as “…a time of celebration for many

students and at Johnson Senior High a lot of students are disenfranchised in various

ways so to have someone not afraid to celebrate who you are gives them hope of where

they are going”.

He said that he expected in Coopertown that would be the worst thing he could

do, that it would “…cause massive problems” because of  “…bigotry, redneck ideas”
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and the likes of Wilson Tuckey80 with their narrow views. “I am using my move to

Coopertown politically, for my career. I have said to myself “ the most  time I will have

to spend there is 11 weeks”…and then go off to do something wonderful which will be

in the real world”. He recognised that Coopertown was not an environment likely to be

conducive to his lifestyle, “…the intolerance is enormous and you see that with the

aboriginal community and racial tensions”. He does not view Perth as a problem,

although he sees it

could be a problem in a regular high school there, when dealing
with students in years nine and ten, particularly the boys are
very vulnerable and react very badly to any sense of anything
they see as threatening of their sexuality.

I was interested in Nigel’s opinions about role models and the theme of fears

surrounding adolescent sexuality. He thought the issue was bigger than a consideration

of role models, that it is to do with the ‘bigger picture’ we see in our own state where the

governments are not even willing to be upfront about inclusivity.

It’s not prepared to stand up and say equal opportunity means
equal for all. Their equal opportunity legislation is equal for
some, not for others. The ‘in group’ only is acceptable to
society, this ‘big picture’ is filtered down, creates other
problems because it forces people to behave in particular ways
in order to survive. Hysteria in relation to sexuality in young
people, the interface of the younger and older generations.

He believes it is peculiar how this is occurring and referred to his work in cross-

sectorial teacher registration81 and questions whether registration has all become about

because of paedophilia? He queried of the committee whether that is the prime purpose

behind teacher registration and that “if so, then forget it…the only stuff spelt out was the

sexual stuff”. Nigel seems to be indicating that the issue of sexuality is the key reason

                                                

80 The Hon Wilson Tuckey -  Electoral Division of O’Connor (WA) is member of the Liberal Party and
vehemently opposed to Gay Marriage and Gay and Lesbian Law Reform.

81 The Western Australian College of Teaching! formulated a committee to review Teacher
Registration in 1998.
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for developing a registration process; as if the purpose it to ‘vet’ teachers on their sexual

orientation!

He thought that the system was reluctant to address issues of physical abuse and

questioned the committees whether they believed, in focussing on sexual abuse, whether

this was “acceptable, or more acceptable than physical abuse”. He added that in his

view “…it’s Dorothy Heathcote 82 stuff on signs and portents that exist in our

community, being given in very subtle ways (and)…being held up as being worthy”.

On that point I raised the aspect of making physical, the doing or the ‘incarnation’ of

male sexuality that causes people to misconstrue paedophilia with sexual identity, and

asked Nigel if he agreed that it is the business of the “act of these two bodies” together

that causes this anxiety in heterosexual men and women.  In his opinion it is more than

just the physical sexualised act, it is a particular part of the act, as evident in that the

“…same hysteria is not prevalent over lesbianism”. He believes male homosexuality is

widely viewed as being more primitive, “…like being speared because of the injection

notion of a penis…primitive levels of invading a body cavity83“. He sees the reaction

against female and male sexuality84 is also part of society’s incredible ‘Victorianism’ of

which he views Western Australia as “one of the last bastions”.

                                                

82 Heathcote was a teacher at the University of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne noted for the belief that every
action indicates a ‘sense’ of the self and that ‘enactment’ of identity is series of encounters between
signs and symbols. She was a leading teacher in drama as education and like Moreno built on the
principle that action learning is a way to ‘know’ the self in a psychological, social and anthropological
sense.

83 Nigel seems to be commenting on the whole notion of a male ‘invading’ another male’s space or
body. It seems that the heterosexualised distain for penetration is that the male ‘invading’ the body of
another male is acting to disrupt the politics of the space and thereby undermines the sacrosanct male
body which is to be continually perceived as sexually invulnerable.

84 I am indebted to my colleague Beryl Chalk who brought the ideas of Peggy Phelan to the discussion.
Whilst not the realm of this thesis Phelan has suggested that the phallocentric culture posits the female
body as an unmarked body, a body perceived as lacking in relation to man’s phallic possession. At the
same time, Phelan writes, “cultural reproduction takes she who is unmarked and re-marks her,
rhetorically and imagistically, while he who is marked with value is left unremarked, in discursive
paradigms and visible fields” (1997, p. 5).  Because she lacks the phallic mark, woman becomes
culturally remarkable or exceptional i n  relation t o  the  masculine norm.
(   http://www.genders.org/g38/g38_rohy.txt    retrieved Tuesday, August 17, 2004)
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I asked him if he thinks we (in Perth) are behind in some way. Nigel had

thought a lot about this in the context of Pride and Pride Parade and the possible

obstructions to the march85 encountered each year from powerful community figures

and the business community. He talked about timing consideration of when the march

should run “so as not to interfere with people having their dinner”, whereas Sydney’s

parade is an international event “…so those in power have taken it on as their own”. He

mentioned that until recently Perth was free of a lot of vilification, especially the physical

aspect and he was disturbed by the fact that there is a higher statistical incidence of gay

bashings in Sydney than Perth, possibly because gays were more visible in Sydney. He

questions whether a link can be drawn with visibility and thinks Tasmania’s legislative

changes on visibility and the community’s reaction to them, will be instructive86.

I asked Nigel if he believed Pride and other rituals of its type have a role in an

education context. He agreed emphatically, saying “…they are the only signs to

counteract the other signs the government and business put out which are not as tolerant

nor as inclusive”. Nigel discussed the trouble of giving balance to students and said that

in his experience the younger students today are more fatalistic about things generally.

He links this to the notion of “…what happens is that politicians…they take the issue,

turn it into words and then they only talk about the words and what gets left out is what

the issue and the people are in the beginning”. He added

They (students) see this a lot so I think a lot of their reactions to
what’s going on is because  that’s what they’re really seeing. In
terms of education and my own students that visibility is very
important, it brings them all out; the pro’s and the con’s starts
with the poofter jokes and demeaning kinds of language, then
requires me to challenge what they are saying…knowing I have

                                                

85 In 2000 when Nigel’s interview was undertaken The Pride Parade which had been based in
Northbridge for fifteen years (a suburb which falls under the municipality of the City of Perth) was
criticized by the Mayor Peter Nattrass and he has had vocal opposition to lesbian and gay presence.

86 See No 43: Hatred, murder and male honour: anti-homosexual homicides in New South Wales, 1980-
2000. Research and Public Policy Series, Australian Institute of Criminology. See Appendix 3 which
is a media release by the The Minister of Justice, Senator Amanda Vanstone.
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nothing to back me up, no WA legislation to say it is wrong to
harass gay students in the way they could if talking about
aboriginal people, women…

Clever  enough to shut their mouths and say nothing.

Nigel talked about exclusion patterns experienced from staff. He has noted

signs, when some colleagues won’t meet his gaze, and don’t want to sit near him. One

colleague he spoke of reacted very badly at Johnson Senior High, was never unpleasant

to Nigel but never engaged him in conversation, and was very short in answering him.

They both were required to attend a two day course in performance management. Nigel

had told an English teacher colleague of the problems he was having with this teacher,

and the English teacher responded that in her opinion their colleague was “absolutely

homophobic”, that he had talked to her about his antagonism towards gay people.

Nigel said that early in the performance management training course the

participants were required to pair up with another teacher for partner activities to be

conducted over the two days. “I went straight for him and nominated him as my

partner”. Nigel spoke of the beneficial effects of this very public approach “It certainly

did change and work towards the change in him”. Nigel says his approach to the

homophobic teacher was one of “We don’t have time to get to know each other” and

he concentrated solely on the course objectives and performing them well. Nigel

acknowledged that it was very difficult having to work with someone so hostile, but the

result was a change in the stance of the individual. Nigel reflected on the number of

people who have to deal with this level of hostility in light of their sexuality. He said

there were others on school staffs who are “…clever enough to shut their mouths and

say nothing”, holding their opinions privately. This comment reflects Nigel’s earlier

view that he is first of all an educator and being a gay man is of secondary importance in

his workplace.
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I asked Nigel what price he has paid for that vigilance, that diligence in reaching

out to colleagues, and whether it involved great expenditure on his part as a teacher. He

agreed it was something he had to be aware of, given his approach involves spending

energy he could use on other things. He conceded “it is quite dangerous territory to

walk into”, particularly if the individual he is dealing with has been in the environment a

long time, and where a strong “Boys’ Club” exists. He has always been aware that

“you’re in trouble” if a principal or person in power within the environment has these

extreme views. He said he knew of colleagues “systematically harassed and vilified out

of their school by one or two individuals”. He referred to a case of a gay teacher who

took it (a proactive stance) into a small town and the community
rose up and he had to be shifted out of the town…a perception
that this guy was preying on their sons. There was nothing the
teacher could say or do, as there was nothing (legally) to back
him up so as to change the situation.

I discussed with Nigel my research findings that radically conservative elements

have queried what sexuality has to do with education, and why it should matter. Nigel

responded that it depends, in his view, on what they mean by “why should it matter”.

He talked about how sexuality is used, how it is perceived and operates in context, and

that

you can’t take away chunks of a person and still say that person
operates. Dealing in a school means dealing with a whole range
of individuals with their own different proclivities…education is
supposed to be education for all – it’s about empowerment to
be successful.

He said that if one is going to deal with the homophobia in a school as manifest

in bullying behaviour and all the issues related to it,

then you can’t expect some sterile human adult to come in and
deal with that. If you’re heterosexual and dealing with that kind
of vilification then you must have an understanding of the basis
of it and (of) where it is appropriate to comment.

He compared this to the issues facing a coloured educator and that, similarly, it is

about having “an understanding of people and how things interact” and that “…if
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teachers in a school don’t represent the diversity of the population then education is

done to others’ by one particular group”. “We will do this unto you”. He asked me

“What does ‘Aboriginal education’ mean – an education  ‘done to them’ by others?”

Similarly, if we are discussing some kind of “sexuality education”, he questions

whose sexuality is being talked about? And what happens when it doesn’t apply to you,

to your sexuality? He discussed this in the context of Sexual Health, believing that for a

course not to deal with homosexual issues is to educate that “it is okay for you people

not to be healthy”.

By being silent you then continue the inequities that already
exist and you say ‘you people don’t have the right to look after
yourselves’. If you don’t fit this picture you can die, because
you aren’t worthy.

These intense responses reflect Nigel’s sense of the major problems he faces as

an educator when dealing not only with what he sees as physical health issues being

bypassed, but the mental health dimension. “Children often have a black look on how

the world is being constructed…in terms of relationships and how to form authentic,

positive loving relationships which can be ongoing and support you”. It pains him that

in terms of gay relationships, in the education setting “…you can talk about them…only

in the construct of male/female marriage-type relationships – that’s the only real

relationship”.

This led to a discussion on the exclusion and endangering of gay youth through

suicide. “No one will stand up and say youth suicide (includes a)…large proportion

(which) have sexual orientation issues…” Nigel talked about politicians failing to make

this clear despite the statistical support, so that as with all “silences” we “remain silent

and the festering occurs”. He sees it as crucial to the well-being of young people that

there be an awareness of the unhealthiness of our schools in some respects, especially in

environments like Johnson Senior High where already disenfranchised students suffer

particular attitudes towards them.  Johnson Senior High draws on a large number of
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people returning to study after having ‘failed’ in work environments or in their earlier

schooling. Nigel spoke of a very doubting undertone in belonging in any educational

context  for these people.  There is also a significant population of Aboriginal students.

Nigel is suggesting both the adults learners and Aboriginal students are equally sceptical

of the ‘value’ of the schooling. He is stating that in his schools the gay and lesbian

youth are not given a sense of value as they are invsible and ‘doubt’ their ability to

belong. The Director General of Educations’ comments in the next segment of the story

illustrate this so clearly.

We cannot be here.

Nigel believes this all ties in with a bigger problem the gay community is not

adequately addressing, being drugs and alcohol which he describes as “out of control”.

“Our (gay) young people can only interact with each other in the bar scene,

clubs…snort and drink as part of their sexual ritual…” He said the gay community

doesn’t come together in strong enough ways to mentor young (gay) people so as to

bring some sort of balance into their lives”. I mentioned the GALEN’s (Gay and

Lesbian Education Network) parade float a year or two previously which had depicted a

teacherless classroom under the banner “We cannot be here”. I asked Nigel if he had

seen any recent shift in sexuality awareness in the community, in the context of this

tragic, powerful statement. Nigel said,

The float invited viewers to ask ‘Where are all the gay and
lesbian teachers?’ the answer being ‘not here’ because under
WA law as it stands we are discriminated against and can lose
our jobs. We exist, but are invisible because we are not allowed
to be visible.

He gave the example of a group of students who challenged the then Director of

Education Cheryl Vardon, who was visiting Johnson Senior High, on the issue of the

ways in which gay and lesbian students are discriminated against in curriculum, using

once again The Health Curriculum as an example. The students involved formed a line
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in the front row, all female students, and held onto each other in a mark of support. Only

one student identified herself as a lesbian. The Director General’s response was no

response, other than, “You should speak to your principal about that”. Nigel viewed

this as a clear message to students that they weren’t being taken seriously, their

concerns were “…dismissed by the highest educator in the state”.

Some irrelevancies of mainstream education

I sought Nigel’s views, in light of the above examples, whether there would be

benefit in having gay and lesbian schools. I opened this discussion by mentioning a

leading Department of Education and Training (Western Australia) Administrator who

had commented that four gay male students who had been harassed at school had been

assigned to Distance Education “for their own safety”. Nigel did not agree with the

idea of separate schools, and that in segregating on basis of sexuality gay and lesbian

students would be “…forced to go into an educational closet as well as a sexual closet,

in some way hoping at the end of the day they will be allowed to be part of society”.

Nigel believed this administrator feels hampered by the absence of legislation from

doing anything constructive to change what is going on in Western Australian

schools.87 Nigel sees the current climate as one where if a teacher steps too far outside

“…you’ll end up suspended because you did something EDWA don’t like”. Nigel

discussed the hypocrisy of the Catholic Education system, in which a surprising number

of gay men teach; “they’re there but as long as no one says anything it will be all

right”. He said a student successfully took the system to court in New South Wales

where the anti discrimination legislation backs up claims, but he doesn’t know what

would happen in Western Australia if a similar situation occurred.

                                                

87 Nigel’s interview was one of the earliest in the research. He is alluding to the lack of legislative
clout that was apparent at the commencement of the research. Since the law changed two years ago
little has been noted to redress  Nigel’s issues about school practices.
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Nigel had definite views about the inadequacy of mainstream education to

provide for the nascent homosexual identity.

When young people in high school actually come to grips with
their sexuality, they immediately want to dump everything,
they’re likely to drop out of school and get a job because they
don’t want to deal with what’s going on there…and get
themselves out of the mainstream.

He believed that in identifying themselves as gay or lesbian, students’ lives take

extraordinary turns and they then cannot see themselves as able to maintain a

mainstream education which does not meet their needs. He thinks

that to separate gay and lesbian students into their own
institutions is not the answer as to do so creates communities
that are not balanced and are discriminated against…yet our
current notion of what schooling is  so flawed, we have still not
faced that schooling’s not for everyone…a range of alternatives
could be happening.

Nigel believes that separating Aboriginal schools had not succeeded in

empowering Aboriginal students any more than the mainstream system. He advocates

review of curriculum and how it is delivered, the needs it addresses and the fact that

schools remain “so white middle class” and heteronormative by implication. He

discussed the idea of safety in schools, the growing need for security guards and how to

create safety, as teachers alone can’t create safety.

I asked Nigel whether he believes it is enough for people in leadership in

workplaces to demand that homophobic behaviour won’t be tolerated. Nigel disagreed,

saying that a “collective understanding must be achieved…An undertaking of changing

the culture that exists in an institution…a staff willing to take on the notion of

tolerance”. He had some difficulties with the use of the word tolerance which I agreed

is drawing from a deficit model of the appreciation of diversity. He said that in terms of

racial diversity this implies more than just an appreciation “…of what they eat at night,

but what their world view is…” I asked Nigel how this would translate to issues of
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sexuality and difference. “What is the view from that person’s bridge…it’s also getting

back to the essences of humanity”.

What makes the essence of love ….

In Nigel’s view the problem in education is that we try to deal with exclusive

areas, concentrating on minorities and what makes them different “rather than what it is

that makes them human”. Nigel thinks a vital question is what makes the essence of

love and how does it manifest itself in humans, in all its forms, so that the focus of

education (as in other forms of finding meaning) should be not what is different but

what it is that we share and express in our own ways. He thinks this is the essential

element missing, and

we always operate from the wrong end of the stick…we should
deal with what those emotional essences are, things that make
humans who live together in a diverse kind of world, then we
will bring about a different kind of appreciation and
understanding of where others are and where they come from.

Nigel suggested that the problems come from  asking what makes others

different and “how does that threaten me”. He said a culmination of this is that “my

students operate on such a negative level all the time”, that they

are always concerned with the identification with what is wrong,
their self esteem is all over the place, but if something goes
wrong they exude  a feeling of guilt. They seem more
concerned with what their peers think about the way they are
doing things, than the importance of how they feel themselves
about what they are doing…the role of education is teaching
young people the ability to step back from the negatives and
find what their own essence is and to believe that it is okay. The
shackles are about more than gay sexuality, (it’s) about a whole
range of ways we deal with people. Always about identifying
those who don’t fit in.

Nigel commented that the media is responsible to a great extent in excluding

those who are different, by building fear and ignorance. He believes the media is

responsible for drumming up of unnecessary hysteria on many fronts,
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destroy it for ten years and we would in ten years  have a much
more positive society…because people’s reality is not being
beaten up and robbed every day, but their life is the threat of
being beaten up and robbed because of what the media does to
them…so as our gay and lesbian students are constantly living
with what could happen…rather than what their daily reality is.

I put it to Nigel that his daily reality as a gay educator is alright, not all good but

“okay”. He agreed it is “not bad”, but that he is lucky because the senior campus he

works in deals with massive problems where being inclusive is part of what they do. He

agreed that in order to include, there also has to be exclusion. He sees this as about how

humans operate in groups and how group identity establishes itself, that we can never

escape all of this but we should as educators try to make it better, that is, to focus on

identity as educators rather than identity as gays. His solution is not to be ‘out’ and

indeed in part is to get over the “issues of gayness”. He conceded that in Coopertown

the situation could be very different, “I won’t put myself in a position where it will be a

problem…but if it is a problem, I can live”. He sees negative responses relating to being

gay and an educator “as not a problem” for him and agreed when I suggested that the

problem originates from someone else.

I asked Nigel whether it was difficult for him coming to terms with his sexuality

as an educator. He said it was difficult “as a person” first and foremost, spending his

formative years in Perth of the sixties and seventies, coming from conservative roots, and

with not a single gay role model. He contrasted this with his ability to now refer young

gay people to the Freedom Centre and The Western Australian Gay and Lesbian

Counselling Services. He described the difficulties of his early career in the country,

where he was young, single and soon rose to being principal of a primary school in a

very small community. It was difficult because it (gay identity) was never mentioned; he

denied it to himself and it was not until he was older and less frightened “because I

became more sure of myself” that he came to self-acceptance. Nigel perceives a strong

link between fear of what everyone else is going to do to you compared to being secure

in how you’re going to deal with things yourself. He was conscious of dealing with low
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achieving students “who are already angry with the world let alone with anyone

different they can put down because it gives them a bit of power”. He talked about the

benefits of travelling overseas and “slowly learning to deal with the realities of the world

and see there was some power I could have, and if intolerable, I could leave”. He saw

“leaving” a situation as not ideal, but an option nonetheless. The difficult teaching

situations he believes relate to the “blokey blokes” on staffs, who are intimidating to

women and also to those of different ethnic origins.

We discussed rituals of exclusion experienced in Nigel’s workplaces. He said

he has

made a practice of only talking to selected people about
sexuality but this is no different to anyone else, most people are
somewhat selective about who they talk to about their private
stuff…but I probably have to be a bit more sure that they have
at least the good sense to know that their privileged information
because of their relationship with me, is not public information.
Some people then think it’s okay to go around broadcasting
things…they’ve never learnt beyond the adolescent where
gossip is their form of creating entertainment.

He referred again to the “blokey-bloke culture” when talking about the culture

of staff rooms, where there is always a “blokey bloke” group which is very

domineering, “…they laugh and carry on and this pervades the whole room”; it affects

others, talk is about footy and cricket and male jokes about women. “They’re the types

who think it’s okay for Sam Newman88 to dress up in a tutu and behave in these

masculine anti-feminine kinds of ways”. He said that in his drama classes the male

students go a long way to defend these kinds of behaviours as being “just a joke –

what’s wrong with you?” Nigel believes anti-feminism and a new conservative

movement is emerging. He stated, “It’s coming back” and discussed the role of Pauline

Hanson’s One Nation which gave backing to similar prejudices which then appeared in

                                                

88 “Sam Newman is possibly Australia’s most well known football personality. After six years of
amazing exposure on Channel 9 Melbourne’s “Footy Show”, Sam as the star has increased his profile
to incredible proportions. It would be no exaggeration to say that Sam’s personality on the show has
helped lift the interest in Australian Rules football throughout this country”.
http://www.icmi.com.au/speaker.php?speaker_id=160    retrieved 15 September 2004
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the classroom. “But I was grateful these things manifested themselves so quickly in the

classroom so I could deal with them”. He believes the issue that are not in the open are

the most difficult to deal with.

Perceived to be gay…

I asked Nigel if he thinks gay sexuality is becoming more open. At Johnson

Senior High he agreed this was the case, but not in mainstream secondary schools where

the situation is the same as five years previously, and he believes the same qualities exist

as twenty years ago. He gave the example of a Mondeville Senior High student bashed 4

or 5 years previously for being perceived to be gay. The sexual liaison officer was called

in and he told her he hoped that

whatever you do isn’t to turn this student into a double
victim…Her response was ‘of course not’ but that ‘the student
had to learn not to be so flamboyant’. In other words, the
officer was going to tell the student that the way he was acting
was bringing the problem upon himself… further example of
the pressures from all quarters that boys should behave
“blokey” so that they will not be picked on. The liaison officer
…saw it as any other bashing, but the motive was discounted
because ‘this person brought it upon themselves’....

We discussed the fact that men look at women and don’t tend to get ‘bashed’

for it. Nigel said that in his experience, boys subjected to this treatment often end up

creating friendship groups of girls, to support their identity. “The problem is they are

limited in their social choices because if something goes wrong they have behaved in a

way so as to have brought it on themselves…that attitude is enormous”.

The teachers’ faces covered.

I asked Nigel to comment, given these incidents, on the strength of community

he perceives for gay and lesbian educators in Western Australia, and whether he detected

a metamorphosis occurring.
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No, absolute infancy…not quite knowing where it wants to go.
A group only wants it to be social, another wants it to be more
political…it’s difficult to get these together. I see a problem in
that a large number of gay men will not join the group because
it is akin to asking them to identify themselves, and it is also the
notion of it being just another staff meeting. …I do not perceive
any strong gay identity of community yet, only strong
friendship groups…and (internalised homophobia) the related
sense of helplessness plays a role… it’s still all too dangerous,
this is different to helplessness…the danger of being identified.

He talked about a Pride float three years previously, the teachers’ faces covered.

Last year they went unmasked, others would not go in it…We
won’t get anyone on that float until there is some change in
legislation.

This interview with Nigel was in 2000. The legislation he alludes to changed in

2002. It is now illegal to discriminate against gay and lesbian people. However it is

noteworthy that the last two years there has been a presence of gay men and lesbian

women who are teachers in the Pride March. The masks are not being worn but the risks

of exposure are still significant.
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Chapter Eleven: Brenda’s Story

Hide the Rainbow in the Idea of Diversity

Brenda was around forty eight at the time of the interview and a teacher with

more than twenty six years International and National experiences as her interview

states. She presented as naïve and uncertain as to the “benefit” of her interview. I knew

her, as her story was very public as the following Introduction to her story indicates.

This degree of “outing” cannot be understood unless the reader hears Brenda’s sense

of trepidation, self-chastisement and uneasiness that were reflected at times in her

interview. Brenda was visibly upset and shaken by the task of re-visiting her dismissal

and the homophobic engagements she had lived through. At the beginning of the

interview there was clearly a confidence in telling her story, which was in some sense a

front for the loss, and shame that she had experienced. It is clear that the interview was

something that she “wanted to do” but in so doing she was revisiting a sense of

disquiet and exposing herself to further anxiety and vulnerabilities. The stress and

trauma of the Industrial Relations Commission investigation into her dismissal and

suitability for teaching underpin her interview.  Brenda self-selected for the research as

she had heard that I was doing the research and several email exchanges occurred to set

up the interview in her home.

The headline read, “Don’t Politicise The Curriculum” and the Editorial of The

West Australian, 4th December 2001stated that

Curriculum development generally is a slow and thorough
process, because close attention has to be paid to what and how
children should learn at various stages of their schooling. It is
not surprising, therefore, that the health and education
departments have spent two years working on a new sex
education curriculum. What is surprising - and disquieting - is
that Attorney-General Jim McGinty apparently wants to intrude
on the process.
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So began some of the public commentary on the nature of sexuality and

curriculum which serves to frame Brenda’s story. The curriculum here was to be

changed to

include information on issues of young people who have same-
sex attractions.  The Attorney-General was under scrutiny for
setting up a party to look at how homosexuality can be
incorporated into primary and high school curriculums.

The editor wrote  

There is no question that children at a certain age should be
alerted to the potential dangers of sexually transmitted diseases
and told how to avoid them, regardless of whether they are
heterosexual or homosexual. And few people would dispute that
schools should foster tolerance and discourage discrimination
against members of minority groups, including homosexuals.

However the climate at the time was also seeking to attend to

reforms (which) seek to justify them on the basis of and it was
clear from the media that… most people do not regard them
(homosexuals) as equal. This is not necessarily a value
judgment but an acknowledgement of self-evident differences.

Around the time of this discussion Brenda was in the process of being  “sacked

as a teacher only after numerous complaints by parents”. As a former Head of Physical

Education Brenda had claimed her dismissal from the position in July 2001 was unfair,

harsh and oppressive. On 3rd of March 2002 the headline in The Western Australian

newspaper stated that Brenda as a “Gay Teacher Gets $10000”.  Brenda won an unfair

dismissal case against an elite private Perth college in The Industrial Relations

Commission. The Commissioner, Stephen Kenner, found the dismissal of Brenda as a

head of physical education at the school was “harsh, oppressive and unfair” and

awarded her $10,000. Brenda believed the school principal was harassing her after

finding out she was a lesbian from media reports about a property dispute with a former

partner and a report read to the commission, stated that Brenda’s principal alleged
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remarks showed an “immature, uninformed attitude to homosexuality, after (Brenda’s)

sexual orientation became known via unwanted publicity” [My Italics].89

I opened the interview by advising Brenda that I was conducting research on gay

and lesbian people’s experiences in Western Australian schools; and that clearly there is

a way in which some people have been accepted or not, degrees of out-ness, that people

are marginalised or included, maybe even excluded? I advised Brenda I was!interested in

her experiences of what she had to say about being a teacher identifying as a lesbian in

schools in Western Australia.

Intelligent confusion.

Brenda opened the interview with a cutting self-assessment highlighting the

personal pain the legal and social process has brought to bear for her: “I’m very

naïve… and even (after) what’s happened to me at my old school (there) is still a naivety

in my mind (as to) what led to it… why it happened and where to go from there”.

Brenda is “still not clear” about the chain of events, her place in it all and what

she is left with. Indeed her interview startled me in that Brenda exudes the outward

strength and knowledge of someone who has fought a deep battle, yet she is marred by

confusion when trying to make sense of her own and others’ responses to her

subjugation. Brenda chose to lead in with some comments surrounding her knowledge

of her school environment that she gleaned very late in the process.

“Even I made (an) assumption”.

 “When I!got the job at Smithton, once I was through the (employment) process

Don (the Principal) would have made his enquiries about my past employer because of

                                                

89    http://www.galewa.asn.au/m/011115a3.html    retrieved Tuesday, August 17, 2004
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the court case”. Brenda was obviously deeply affected by the public nature of her

experience and its effect on her ongoing employment and professional image. She stated

“Later on when the case ended my former Deputy at my old school, Mary Black

actually came to me with flowers…” Brenda had asked Mary what her maiden name

had been as a colleague at Burgess High and said she thought she knew her. Mary had

indicated at that point that she was not married. “Even I made the assumption (that

Mary) was married because she had two boys. She said “Don’t you know? - My

partner is female”. Brenda drew a breath and revealed that at that point she “…was gob

smacked”. !Mary had responded “I thought you would know”. Brenda said she had

seen no signs of this in the twelve months she worked with Mary, “…not that you

needed to (give me a sign)… and it came as a shock to me for some reason…”

Brenda had initially believed there was an (attitude of) acceptance at her old

school, only then discovering lesbian relationships were not acceptable in the eyes of the

principal. “Amongst the rest of the staff I!never felt anything negative to me…(I was not

aware of the) background… so it came as a whammy from him…” Yet on the other

hand, Brenda was confused that she had seen a paper written by Lisbeth Alan

suggesting that if she was homophobic Brenda  might lose her job because she worked

in a girls’ school. “I can’t string it together into one, on one hand I felt accepted, yet I

was sacked by one person (within the school community) as far as I can see”.

Employment after the Court Case.

Brenda returned to teaching after the case, gaining a position at Burgess High

“…where I can be as I am…Sarah outed me to everyone. I haven’t felt anything

(negative) at all and carried on as normal. I like to think that at the end of the day

something will be worthwhile… a little thing recently !happened; Mary Black, my

Deputy,! asked me to share the Health Unit. I went to a family planning session for
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teachers, which same-sex-attracted youth went to…I wrote notes (about) what I could do

and suggested we display a rainbow as a starting point (within the school community)”.

Brenda managed to put the idea past the Principal.  “He got excited (about) the

whole thing. Now it’s not just a rainbow but a stainless steel wall with a ‘cultures and

diversity’ theme…I don’t know if (he) did that to hide it (the issue)…Mary suggested it

wasn’t just (about) ‘rainbow’ but the whole diversity thing”.

Absorption of gay identity within an homogenous diversity.

I discussed with Brenda at this point my feeling that the diversity ‘bandwagon’

is often used as a way to not add into the inclusivity framework a specific account of

what  really happens to lesbians and gays. Universities have endorsed and platformed

equal opportunity and diversity, but in such a way that they tend all to be ‘bundled in

together’. There is a tendency towards making the general tenor of things more inclusive

so as not to draw specific attention to the individualised rights of the lesbian and gay

population.

Brenda’s insights about her colleague and superior, Mary, led me to ask her

whether this individual could be described as a colleague who is anxious? Anxious

about being out? Brenda’s response was not one of agreement; “No – not really, once

(Mary) said that if she is outed, she said she would admit that she was gay…A couple of

staff said “is Mary gay?” I had said “why do you ask, she’s got a partner?” But

sometimes they’re quite not fitting the stereotype view expected of a gay woman...and

she has two boys… so they (do) not think about it (further)”. She added; “But with the

‘rainbow’, the! Principal got carried away with it being the real focus in the (class)room ,

so I thought maybe (one could) take a step the other way and chip away through the!

Health Committee. For example, kids want us to be able to give them access to

information about Family Planning and there is no planning education available until
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Years 11-12, so the Heath Committee put information on computers. Using a strong

technical focus, she suggested the school use monitors to give kids information to

address a lot of teenage pregnancy. The school also put information on the computer

about the! Freedom Centre after Brenda suggested it. There were no negatives, and the

initiatives were accepted by the Deputy.

But the Principal is a country boy who embraces equality and
respects Mary…but he doesn’t really understand it. Mary said
that Dennis’s a great guy, accepts but does not understand. He
said he can’t quite work out where gays originated, and he
didn’t know what the rainbow flag was before we explained it to
him...he’s a! “jokey” guy. Mary had to explain the
significance of the colours...He was thinking about it as a ‘gays
thing’, a cultural flag thing for gays because Queen Victoria had
not recognised (us)…So we chip away at it.

Heterosexuals and presumptions they make.

I raised with Brenda by way of response to our discussion to that point, the idea

that heterosexuals often presume certain unpresented facts about the lives of supposedly

gay people. I asked Brenda if others in her experience assumed she was straight?

Students? Did they confront her with their presumptions?

In my naivety I don’t make assumptions about what people
present. Another colleague I became friendly with told me when
I saw her at a film fundraiser that she wouldn’t want her
daughter taught by me. I said ‘why? What difference does it
make?’ She and I get on well, openly, it is fine and we make
jokes, but it made me stop and think. She had probably sensed
something.

I wanted to seek Brenda’s comments on her exposure to student comments of

the type  “…he is like that, that way inclined” or whether her present workplace could

be described as a more inclusive school in terms of its student cohort.  She rated the

school as being more inclusive. Brenda had asked a publicly gay boy at the school if he

“felt taunted”. “He said the kids know he’s gay and he had not felt anyone joked

about him, (but) he wasn’t what students would think is a stereotypical gay guy.

Whether that is the case or not, he felt no animosity and there was no bullying…he was
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just accepted. I went on a trip to Rottenest90 with him and a class group and he said at

Year Twelve level there was no indication that other students did not want to pair up or

eat with him or involve him in team work…and it was a group of all boys bar three girls.

In those three days I saw no trouble”.

Kids who don’t know the effect of their language.

I asked Brenda how she compared her experiences with those of other teachers

identifying as ‘gay’ and whether she had sensed any shift in the last few years, in

student responses. She said in twenty-six years of teaching without a break, including

time spent working in two colleges in the UK,

I never saw it. At my old school I never never heard it, I did not
suffer myself (from students) nor from the parents, I never
heard anything at Parramatta, but kids usually would say they
could not understand why, or when, (particular language should
be used)…(I was) still thinking ‘what can I do if they use
(homophobic language) because I know they (do not intend to)
use it in homophobic way’.

Brenda raised the story of a student survey issued in her current school through

the Health Committee. It was issued to all students. The survey did not specifically ask

anything to do with sexuality as such, because the Department of Education and

Training  (WA) could not be seen to be endorsing teenage sex in any way. The results

seemed to indicate that there was no bullying, or physical abuse happening, but some

students identified verbal abuse. They could not however tell any particular “culture”

the abuse was directed towards. The survey did not specifically ask any questions about

“being gay”.!

                                                

90 An island off Western Australia.
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Brenda said,

They need to do a survey and look at the issue whether (abuse
is) attached to your sexuality or culture in any way. A boy last
year, who I did not teach but I taught his sister… She said her
brother was being teased by a group of girls saying he was gay
since junior school. I said to her ‘you know I’m gay so if I can
help let me know’. She didn’t ask for help. I put it on the
(computer) system so that the advice teacher and Principal knew
about it. I mentioned to Sheila because (the boy concerned was)
in her Business Studies class… But I felt I did not have the
personal clarity and did not know how to deal, I didn’t have the
personal skills to take it further. I told (the Deputy) Mary Black,
and she told me Dennis finds it difficult. I thought that as
Deputy she might follow it up.

The decision was made for me.  Coming out and responses.

Brenda talked about a real area of concern to her, arising from her court case

against her old school. “The Sunday Times (Newspaper) did a photo. (During the court

case) I said “no”, and I told my partner I had said “no”. Overnight I then decided I

was wrong and had gone through so much with other people supportive of gay people,

so it was not about me, and so I decided I would have the photo one weekend in the

paper on Sunday. The Principal called me on Monday and said he was “…checking

you’d come to school”, he said he was just ringing to tell me “I’m there to support you

and if there is any shit I’ll pick it up”… he said there was!no reason you would feel

uncomfortable about it. He said if there was anything from any parents “direct it to me

and I’ll deal”. He said it was no big deal. This was comforting, more than I expected of

him.  Brenda elaborated and appeared shaken with the responses that she enocuntered

the day after the newspaper article. She seemed anxious as she spoke and was uneasy

relating the story.

In school on the Tuesday I felt tense…there were comments
from one guy, a maths teacher, young. He said, ‘I saw that, it
was terrible, being in the paper like that’. I said, ‘George, it was
actually my idea as I am sick of looking over my shoulder’. He
said ‘Oh, that’s ok then. I thought you’d be upset by it’. I was
in the canteen and one Year 12 student began taunting me. He
said ‘Jason saw your picture, bit expensive lawyers aren’t
they?’ I let him go with it. He was with a group of friends. ‘Yes
they are’. I responded. He then said it was a ‘Rotten shitty trick
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to lose your job over that’ and I said,  ‘that it was over now’.
He said, ‘…we are lucky to have you at (our school). In an area
like Cannington…’ (the suburb where Brenda currently works).
‘For a kid to say that upset me. At my old school only one
person spoke to me, at the photocopier after I had been outed in
the paper after going through the Supreme Court, an Indian lady
said “I know what it’s like to be discriminated against”. [My
italics.]

Then I got sacked. There were two positives arising from my
being in the paper, one arising at the parent night that week. One
parent said she saw the article and was proud to have their son
taught by me and I made a stand on an issue that should never
have occurred. This was Cannington! Whereas at my old
school not one parent called me and said what can we do
about it. A Turkish boy, who wore gold chains and was not the
type you want in class…he was in a library class. I said to him
‘Can’t you do something? Read your paper, don’t sit here, get
something to read’. He said ‘I saw you in the paper’. I said
‘Well, you know someone famous’. He said ‘What did you
spend the money on?’ and I said ‘There’s not much left after
bills’. He said ‘That’s a bummer’.

Indirect action responses: Fight-back in the classroom.

A number of interviewees participating in this study have adopted retaliatory

responses to homophobic assertions, and not only at parents and colleagues. Is the

student fair game for a swift retort? Is it justifiable to pluck out and identify an

outspoken and homophobic student? On a Socratic level, it’s arguably the very thing to

do for the benefit of the wider group of students; for their socialisation training and

cultural development regarding acceptance of diversity and individual difference. Brenda

related an interesting example from her own experience at Cannington.

I teach Year Eleven Health, and the kids have to come up with a
stress scenario. One group came up with a scenario involving a
guy working on a building site as a labourer and who took a
matter to the Local Court. And his workmates saw him holding
the hand of his male partner. Some boys (in the class) started
with homophobic stuff, the girls were interested about the
attitude to women and attitude to gays. I said, ‘…you need to
listen to each other and consider the input in one male student’s
views of his religion’. I could feel myself getting red and
anxious and frustrated because I could not come up with the
right answer.

I said (to the male student most vocal in his homophobia) ‘Ali, I
am gay’. You could hear a pin drop. Ali said ‘Yeah, right’. He
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looked around to see who else was laughing…if the earth could
have opened up he would have been happy to be swallowed up.
I said ‘That’s ok - If you don’t feel comfortable you can leave
the class, you don’t have to be here’.

The rest of the class clapped and I felt awful for the boy, but felt
I had to say something and just came out with it. The lesson had
finished, but some girls came up and said ‘it was great of you to
say that’. They wanted to know if that is why I worked at
Cannington because some knew (I had been dismissed.) I told
them the story briefly, they were ‘very sorry’ and the general
feeling was ‘we’re lucky to have you’.

Brenda was astounded by the huge contrast of student responses between the

two schools she taught at during the time of the wider incidents. I raised with Brenda the

possibilities in “Banner waving advocacy” and that it seemed to me that she talked

more about a more level form of advocacy; not hiding, but also spontaneous and an

authentic impulse.

Sharing your true self. Freedom after outing?

I asked Brenda if she can share her life with her life partner, with the school

community at her current school.

I do while she (her partner) is at the school office this
year….she comes to school once a week to do emails. Dennis
and Mary say hello. She will come to the staff Christmas
dinner. I had Christmas dinner in July for twelve female staff…
and (she) helps with photocopying and other things at the
school and is part of community.

I suggested to her that sexuality should have  nothing to do with schooling, that

it is made an issue because people can be homophobic. I thought that what Brenda had

said about being naive is ironic, as she has been very public yet had not used that

publicity with naiveté. Sarah (another co-participant in this research) at South Lands had

many examples of being publicly outspoken, successfully. I told Brenda that some male

participants in this study refused to tell me what school they work at, and that with her
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sense of visibility Brenda had to integrate so much terror regarding the public and the

court, that it has allowed her to “get on”.

At the same time, although Brenda carried a huge scar because in the period

since she left her old school and won her case, she applied for Head of Department roles

at five private schools in Perth and not a single interview resulted. “St Marina’s” was

the most recent application, and each time Brenda applied she said her CV was ‘better’,

her professional development and skills were ‘better’ than they were when she left St

Marina’s as a teacher three years prior to the case.

To not get an interview when I know I am excellent at what I do,
then my only answer is they don’t deserve someone like
me…but it brings a lot of pain and to talk about it makes me
emotional. The only feedback I got from any these schools was
from a principal, Annette Brown. I was so frustrated I said,
‘How can you not give me an interview when I know you are
gay?’ My Deputy does not even know she is gay. I spoke to a
guy who said ‘she’s a fucking lesbian who knows why I left
my job’. Mary said she’s so fucking closeted. Dennis had a
follow up call from the Deputy at ‘Bloom College’ and also
‘John Woolsey’ while I was on school camp, and said I would
get interviewed. They both mentioned Jeffrey Dawkins and
Dennis was happy to discuss the reasoning behind my
departure from my old school and told them that to be fair I
deserved an interview. But I heard absolutely nothing. I would
be straight back in the courtroom. I’ve had a lot of counselling
during and since, I can talk ‘til the cows come home but it
doesn’t go away, I manage it but I don’t know how.

Aftermath and Self Image: Was it all worth it?

Brenda said she had attended her nieces’ school graduations recently, and had to

fight back tears seeing people in positions she had thoroughly enjoyed. The Principal at

Mayfield College had been teaching for eighteen years, “I taught for twenty-six and I

don’t have a job”. She cited anger, frustration and huge resentment.

I don’t like that side of me and it comes out and I am more
argumentative and fight harder to protect myself, and also in my
relationship and the workplace…It effects my whole life and
even though I’ve been through the whole process there is no
resolution, no closure. My lawyer said before the start of the
process ‘Don’t think that when you win this it will end, because
it won’t’. It never ends, because what it was about was unfair
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dismissal, not all the shit behind the reason I was unfairly
dismissed. The case vindicates me, but (did not address) the
terror of Jeffrey Dawkins and way people I worked with were
silenced, after eight years there. The department employed lots
of people, five of us in the department and well over forty in the
sports programme…of all those people probably only five
people actually supported me, and not one single parent. All the
other (private) schools and Heads of Departments.  We met
twice a term and worked as a team and shared all the hassles
that the Heads of Departments get from Principals, Deputies
and parents…yet (when I was dismissed) not one telephoned
me. Silence.

I responded that Brenda’s colleagues were in fear, and had no guts to speak out,

and that I also experienced that. I reflected that there was not any colleague I can’t sit

down with to discuss matters, but that at a public lecture when a imflammtory comment

was made against lesbian and gays and their perception in our profession, my colleagues

were all in silence because the author of the comment was a visiting “Stamp of

Approval” Professor. I discussed with her how I had to field sheepish, furtive looks,

and my colleagues had offered to put their names to a letter of complaint if I wrote it.

It’s just like that. Silence. Brenda states

I have no respect for those people who are silent. They could
have supported me, but they labelled me, they accepted the fact
he (Jeffrey Dawkins) had done it. One person I still respect
said, ‘I don’t agree with what’s happened to you but I need my
job so I can’t do anything’. I thanked her, just that one honest
call, and honesty was all I needed. The others could not be
honest. I see some now who say ‘great to see you’, I feel like
snapping. They say ‘you have a good job’. No, I haven’t! I
gave one woman in Subiaco a piece of my mind. She was a
Phys Ed teacher I had supported and helped her husband get
into Wesley…and she is talking to me now as if I had had a
great thing happen to me. She looked at a paedophile on the net
who had been sacked – And she was saying ‘This is similar to
what happened to you’. He deserves it. Whereas Jeffrey
Dawkins deserved to be publicly sacked for what he did to me.

Formal Action, and a school’s lack of professionalism in running cases.

I asked Brenda if she thought there was a lack of tolerance of gender and

sexuality variance at her old school because of the conservative environment?

Young women who identify themselves…people guess by
applying stereotypical ideas. A girl may look or behave as if
she’s gay, but doesn’t know it yet. The Principal called me to
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his office before I was outed, about a staff member at the school
who was gay ‘stereotypically’, and asked me how this teacher
was, I said ‘fine’. The Principal then asked, regarding the staff
member’s sister, had I thought she was ill? This was Lee
Clarkson’s sister. He said ‘Didn’t you know she was a
lesbian?’ and said ‘What (am I) to do with her?’ He clenched
his fist and banged the desk and said ‘Why did you make me
say that bloody word’.

At this point of the interview we discussed the problems of a Principal who can’t

“address the word” when one to ten percent of the population is estimated to be lesbian

or gay. Brenda continued, in relation to the Principal’s approach.

He was always calling me to his office to find out about his
staff, (there were) no professional boundaries. A beautifully
practised piece in the case was where the lawyer asked him
about homophobia and whether my sacking was part of it. He
had practiced a piece about it. During the case and his 3 days in
the box, the school’s lawyers tried to stop this by threatening
my side…Elizabeth Black, and Lesley. Someone gave Dawkins
one of the gay papers – “Shout” or “Out” and tried to defend
the case that it wasn’t homophobic and saying the school later
would sue Elizabeth Black. It frightened her. My lawyer said we
must carry on and get the case over. They threatened”.

Health and openness: A proper health curriculum, properly taught.

I asked Brenda to comment about her work in health curriculum issues, and

whether the identification of gay or straight issues is totally transparent. She said,

I think this is a very important issue for teachers to deal with, on
a personal level, and then to raise with students. There is a need
for intensive professional development to ensure students are
correctly taught, openly. Not just teaching sexuality, but creating
an environment everyone understands and in which they accept
each other, and are more integrated than teaching as a unit…In a
normal teaching process, as issues come up and letting students
bring them up in different ways. (We should) touch on and get
kids to talk about (things) a bit more. I have no desire to stand
and say ‘I am a lesbian’, I don’t see it as a positive way to
support my sexuality, but to bring it along the way by using the
Health Committee.

We talked about the possibilities of evolution by relationship building through

education with kids; not denying but not soliciting our case, “it just comes up”. Brenda

agreed, and discussed strategies across schools with drugs.

We go about it by programmes of interactive models…and
touch on ‘safe sex’ or ‘hepatitis’. We want an occasion where
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the word ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ could come up and be discussed in
a safe environment. I said to the students I felt safe enough as
they created a classroom where I we could do so. A classroom
where they were empowered, and so was I.  Not ‘…let’s talk
about lesbians today and if you don’t like it go to the Deputy!’

  Brenda stated

you need to create an environment, not specifically target. It’s
an occasion to talk regarding parenting…one girl brought up
the issue of same sex parenting, she was in Year Nine and
thought it was disgusting, so I told her to go and get something
to support her ideas so we can debate it. I didn’t shout her
down, but told her to argue from supportive evidence. Then we
moved on to Roman Catholicism and not using contraceptives,
the same kid had no idea about that and thought it was terrible,
so it was all integrated and evolved. Most teachers would think
it was not safe even to talk about heterosexual health issues.

I asked Brenda if there was anything she thought needs to happen in schools, for

aspiring lesbian women in education. She responded

Jeffrey Dawkins (her old principal) did not sack me because I
was gay; he manipulated a policy, materialised an incident and
used it as an incident to get rid of me. I can never prove that, but
it leaves me wondering why did he do that, what did I do
wrong? (Another) EDWA School Principal called me to say I
had done an excellent interview, the Deputy told me I was
fantastic and had a good chance. On Saturday the Principal
called me and said I had “not got the job,”and said I was not
the right place at the right time. I burst into tears and told (my
partner) if I was not gay I would have got that job. It’s hard to
think of not getting a job because I was gay. All the subjective
reasons I might not get a job, to think I did not get the job
because I am gay really hurts.

I raised with Brenda that I wondered if these people are being homophobic, or

are making comments that don’t reflect the way they feel; that they come out without

thought behind it? In response Brenda talked about a young guy, a second year teacher,

who came out of a pub, “The Brass Monkey,” one evening
with an arm around his mate and a girl from his school
approached and said. “I didn’t know you’re gay”, and he
thought “Shit, I’ll be talked about”. I had said, “Well you’re
lucky, you’ve done it now, Adam”, teasing him. Yet we have to
caution against coming out with things with no real meaning, for
example when Adam said “which pen would be the best to
mark with - he had several red pens - I said “Come on, any pen
will do, you’re being girly”, but that sounded like an attack on
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girls by me. I wonder if gay people can be hyper sensitised by
some things.

I discussed with Brenda research indicating that you can develop vigilance, and

become hyper-vigilant in achievement. She suggested that we could develop a “gaydar”

around the perception on what’s safe. Often this is not about sexuality so much as who

you are by your temperament.  Brenda said that she feels “…pleased that people around

me at school can make their jokes. I can make hetero comments back. I hope if they go

elsewhere they get in a situation with another gay person and can say “I knew Brenda

and she went through this and did this”. I wouldn’t advise any gay person to put

himself or herself through a court case, it’s not worth it. My lawyer said he would never

advise it usually… but he was insistent with it in my case”.
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Chapter Twelve: Katherine’s Story

We’re NOT going away.

Katherine was around forty-five at the time of the interview. She stated that she

was a teacher who had lived in “both worlds” as both a heterosexual and later in life

selfidentified as a lesbian. She was effusive and excited to be interviewed and given

some voice. She was lucid and informed and has been an activist in her school. She is

determined to expose her students to role models and avert the problematisation of

“gay” identities. She expressed the doubt that the staff room is a place for conditional

acceptance for teachers who are gay or lesbian. Her interview will reflect an

understanding of prejudice and an informed understanding of denial of identity.

Katherine has subsequently worked within the Union movement to advocate changes in

Western Australian State Schools and recently stated that she was “still doing it” (the

work of advocacy). She became aware of the research through the gay and lesbian

network and responded to an invitation to be involved when I met her at Pride day.

I told Katherine I was exploring degrees of outness, ways of being in schools,

whether a school should be considering sexuality at all, how you and your partner - or

you alone - have dealt with it, and how it’s changed. I invited her to commence her story

anywhere she wished.

I think schools already do consider sexuality – They consider
heterosexuality…there’s no other sexuality that’s recognised
outside of that or, if it is, it’s in a derogatory manner. So I think
purely by invisibility, the fact that you don’t exist, a non-entity,
or if you do, you’re some sort of perversion.
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She thought that schools do consider sexuality, only heterosexuality being

the norm…and if you’re not normal, then you’re weird.
Because of the laws brought in in Western Australia about 12
months ago, I suppose, the Education Department and schools
have had to start…sitting up and paying attention and
acknowledging the diversity that exists in our culture. The
occasional teacher (Katherine had said ‘the odd teacher’ then
corrected it after laughing) is prepared to speak out; the odd
parent, grandparent, I’ve heard awful stories of…you maybe
heard the story of Sarah and her granddaughter and the pics on
the other side of the room…the teacher had a problem
with…drawings of grandparents (so she) has two nanas – the
young female teacher didn’t know how to handle this, it freaked
her, difference (“gasp”) frightened her, so she insisted that one
nana was put on one side of the room and the other nana on the
other side. When all the other hetero (grandparent) couples
were together holding hands and in the position where they
should be together. It’s ignorance; people are frightened and
don’t know how to deal with it.

I asked Katherine what she thought about Western Australian schools prior to

the legislative amendment, from her experiences. Did she think there was ever adequate

conversation, discussion or curriculum around the issues of sexual diversity?

None that I’m aware of. I’m sure in some staff rooms with
more progressive, open minded departments, there may be more
of an acceptance of diversity, but actually being recognised by
the ‘Gods that Be’ it was ‘what you do in the privacy of your
own bedroom is your own business’. ‘We don’t want to know
about it’. Yet anybody who exists outside that whole
heteronormativity paradigm will know that we are constantly
having heterosexuality rammed down our throats.

I had a flatmate at one stage, she was twenty-six and I was at
home having a shower and the next minute she was saying
‘Katherine, quick quick quick! Hurry!’ and I said, ‘What?’
thinking something had caught fire or something outrageous
was happening, leaping out of the shower, threw a towel around
me, ran out into the lounge and she said, ‘ANY minute, ANY
minute…these two girls are going to KISS!’ I stood there by
the TV thinking ‘this is so bizarre’ because I identified as being
heterosexual until the age of forty-two. It was my first year of
teaching that I met someone and fell in love, and of course as a
heterosexual functioning in a society as a heterosexual, this is
the norm and we take it for granted. It’s not until from the other
side of the fence you realise how invisible the powers that be
want people to remain, because then they just don’t have to deal
with these issues, and they retain their power.
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I was fascinated in Katherine having had an opportunity to live in both worlds.

I am very, very blessed and I’d always identified as
heterosexual. I had my stereotypes in my mind, I was an
educated woman and thought, ‘Oh yes, I have lots of gay
friends’ – the fact that they were all male – I was very liberal
and didn’t have a homophobic bone in my body until I met a
woman and fell in love and then realised I was as brainwashed
as everybody else in our culture. I then had to start rethinking
things and realised that I knew what a lesbian was, a great big
hairy, toothless, scary, grrrrrrrrrrr, man hating, boiler-suited
thong-wearing dyke, who most probably smelled as well…I’m
sure if we get the diversity, she’s there somewhere. I fell in love,
and as a heterosexual I think when most people hear these
things the first and last thing that comes to mind is the sex. It’s
all about the sex, and I was just as ignorant as everybody else.
It’s all about the sex, from the heterosexuals’ point of view.
That’s how I used to see it. That it was all about sex. Lesbians
and gays, that’s what you saw at the Mardi Gras, so it’s all
about prancing around with no clothes on, rather than people
having meaningful relationships. It always takes me back to
what my mother used to say; when I was a little girl, I’d be
fantasising about ‘when I grow up’ and whoever was the latest
heart throb was that I had a crush on, whether it was Jim
Morrison in his gorgeous leather pants or John Lennon – and
my mother used to say, “Katherine, when you fall in love,
remember you fall in love with what’s on the inside, not what’s
on the outside”. The woman I ended up falling crash-bam for,
that was one of the things she said in conversation with me one
day. We were discussing sexuality, and she was a very butch
looking woman, and it was about falling in love and
relationships. “When you fall in love, don’t you fall in love
with what’s on the inside?” And bells went off for me ‘uh-huh,
yes I agree with this’. Taking my mother’s words a step on, to
include the diversity of people, it IS about what’s going on in
the inside.

I asked Katherine about her idea that schools engage in some behaviours that

make gay or lesbians invisible or appear ‘odd’, and whether she had seen much in her

school context to verify this. Did she see gay and lesbian people in the school context as

being objects of ridicule?

Most gay and lesbian people in schools ARE invisible for their
own protection, and they’re encouraged to be that way. I
haven’t had a student come out to me, but (if that happened) my
advice to them would be to stay in the closet. I teach in a lower
socio-economic school where a lot of the very screwed up male
students have problems and gender has affected them in terrible,
really destructive ways…And a lot have very poor role models,
both male and female. I don’t think it’s this crap about boys
needing good male role models, it doesn’t matter WHO the
Hell it is, they just need good role models…As long as they’re
good people with a brain and compassion. But at this school,
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ANY male or female student that came to me I’d say ‘stay in
the closet’” Katherine’s stance on this mirrors that of some
other participants, in the theme of the importance of assessing
environment, and your place within it, before coming out. “ ( I
would tell them ‘It’s not YOU, it’s them and the system – One
day you’ll be out of here and can shine, but what’s important
for you to know now is you’re OK’.

I asked Katherine to reflect on what “The System” does to those kids who

identify as gay and lesbian.

Where is your sense of wealth and self-esteem when you’re
told this thing, this ‘part of you’ is so hideous that no one
wants to recognise it. What sort of monster does that make
you? They’re babies and they need love just like all the other
kids. Here they’re on about building kids’ self-esteem and all
the rest of it. All the girls are running around doing ‘sluts are
us’ very well. Go into any high school these days that doesn’t
have a strict uniform policy, you’ll see more flesh than you
want to see, and the fellas are running around with their trousers
around their knees. They’re allowed to SCREAM their
sexuality and their sexual identities. As far as teachers go, often
they will know a person on staff’s sexuality. The staff
ASSUME a student’s sexuality anyway. Do you get it right,
wrong, are you labelling, putting the kid in a box? They are a
KID…more than saying ‘he is’, ‘she isn’t’, ‘he isn’t’, the
important thing is (for teachers) to educate themselves that they
have an understanding that diversity is a wonderful thing and it
needs to be respected. And that if something does happen they
know how to deal with it. At the moment, their ignorance makes
them frightened. They don’t want to be seen as ‘promoting’
difference, because every parent wants their kid to be ‘normal’.
I always thought the most important thing for a child was to be
happy and healthy, as a mother and grandparent that’s what I
want for my kids, and any of the kids that I teach.

Katherine had raised an interesting paradox, saying that ignorance makes

teachers frightened to deal with gay issues yet they are in an educative context. It seemed

to me that the exposure to role models, gay and lesbian teachers, and other gay students

would actually create a situation in which teachers would not be ignorant. I thought that

it threw up memories of how Asian kids, or kids with disabilities were treated perhaps

twenty-five years ago, we thought of them as “freaks”.

But where are the gay teachers? They’re not appreciated by the
system; they are seen as ‘another problem’ we’ve got to
address.  I’ve only been five years in the system and it was in
the first year I met this woman, so I don’t know a lot aside from
my personal experience. People tend to ‘dump down’ in the
hierarchy that exists, the Education Department doesn’t seem to
bear responsibility for anything, they want other people to point
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the finger at when things go wrong. So that even simple things
like organising an excursion turn into a total nightmare for the
paper work and garbage you’ve got to go through, and saying,
‘I’m a responsible human being and I don’t intend to murder
any of these children while on this excursion’ or ‘If something
does happen I’m really sorry’. I’ve got to live with it on my
conscience for the rest of my life. Just because they’re dealing
with those day to day things this too is something they just
don’t understand. It’s that old thing of ‘I don’t have a problem
with homosexuals, and some of my best friends are gay, but I
just wish they’d keep it to themselves’.

The idea of degrees of gayness has come up in other interviews. Katherine said

the feeling she experiences is, ‘We’ll accept you in the staff room but don’t tell the kids,

you don’t need to’.  I was interested to learn what Katherine thought these sorts of

double standards are about. Ignorance? Prejudice?

She said, ‘I think (it’s about) prejudice, it comes from their own ignorance’. I

told Katherine I had an experience last year when my university’s primary education

programs were being reviewed, and a professor of Education had said in a public lecture

‘We’re not getting boys in primary programs because of the poofter and paedophile

challenge’. This conflation of sexual identity with mental illness, psychiatric disorder

shocked me, and then I noticed that no one responded. People came to me over the next

day or two asking me why I hadn’t said something, and I responded, ‘Why didn’t

you?’ If I had said in response to the Professor’s comment, ‘The problem with young

women in teaching is they get ‘pregnant’ I would have expected an extraordinary outcry

and response.

But often the retort just isn’t there because you’re too God
damned gob-smacked. I see all these people who are so
incredibly damaged by a lifetime of being invisible.
Women…I’m generalising here, but often, and I’ve been a
feminist for years, in our patriarchy and the way it’s set up,
males can often economically at least, escape. And so do some
women. But a lot of women have been so damaged in the
process of developing and growing up and not being what their
Mummies and Daddies want them to be; this cute little bouncy
object of a female that does all these ‘Barbie’ things, that
rejection has just crippled them from any chance of success and
getting ahead in their lives. So even though they may have
fought for an education and to say, ‘I’m here and I’m OK’,
doesn’t mean that the switch can’t be flicked by someone who
just says a word or makes a gesture, and they’re back where
they started from inside. You think of the best things to say the
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day after. At the time you’re just too shocked and gob-
smacked.

I talked about my concern that after speaking to one research co-participant

Brenda, about her horrific experiences that I thought she would endure two days of pain

or ‘flash-backs’ as she was reliving how she had been set up and her court case.

Whereas other interviewees had been in absolute denial one young male teacher told me

he had ‘no problem’ about the question of whether his school knew he was gay. He was

firmly in the closet. The denial is so dramatic. Katherine responded

You’ve got to have some way of surviving and holding it
together, because on top of all this stuff you’ve got to pay the
mortgage and to have a life. Something to take the pain away,
maybe it’s just a thought pattern. I’m totally out at school, as
you can tell by the earrings and hair. I came out when I had an
incident with a student regarding the use of the word “gay”
inappropriately. It’s my big ‘bug-bear,’ three letters, this tiny
word, you can say it’s ‘not such a big deal,’ but when that
word’s used to mean dumb, or stupid…I teach all, I don’t just
teach heterosexual students, and when they use that term ‘gay’
it’s like ‘queer’. Anything outside the heterosexual paradigm is
fair game with the term ‘gay’. And they use it in a derogatory
manner.  I have a job, a responsibility and I say, ‘use another
term – I’m gay, and I find it offensive’.

I talked about a colleague’s son who was in the habit of saying something was

‘so gay’, and I had said back to him ‘So am I’, and my colleague said, ‘Aren’t you

over-reacting?’ Katherine responded, ‘It’s even more reason why you should speak

up’. This led to a discussion about finding parodies of other diverse groups such as

the’ragheads’91 at Port Hedland, or the plight of Indigenous Australians and their public

perception ten years ago. Katherine responded

Positive discrimination has bred a ‘seething mass of jealousy’
where educated middle class people who’ve never been without
a feed in their life, or wondering whether a roof’s going to be
over their head or not, get them started on the Aboriginal
situation and we’re back in Menzies’ Australia.

                                                

91 Moslem women who wear headscarves. Port Hedland was one of the country’s detention centres for
illegal immigrants and refugees.
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I asked Katherine if she thought that this element of conflation of racism,

sexism, homophobia, and the non-English speaking background was within the equity

and diversity argument.  We discussed how schools can say…we’re doing a lot about

equity and diversity,’ but not explicitly mentioning gay and lesbian people. Katherine

responded

My principal keeps pulling me back to Human Rights because
I’ve been going to her for a year now saying ‘Mary, I need you
to do something about this, I need you to (initiate) a whole-
school thing, and support, about using the term “gay”
inappropriately, that it will not be tolerated’. She put a notice in
the school newspaper to say that we all have to have respect for
each other and so we shouldn’t call each other names. She
would not use the term gay. Another vice-principal’s solution
was to ban the word being used on campus: it’s the invisibility
thing.

On this theme of the power of a simple word, I told Katherine about one of my

Aboriginal postgraduate Master’s students, and a discussion we had where I had used

the pejorative word ‘gin’. While we both laughed about it it was apparent that she

carried a lot of baggage around the use of the word. Taking away a word, we agreed, is

not addressing the broader problem the word symbolises. In relation to women’s

identity Katherine states, ‘It’s the same as the way laws were changed to protect women

in our society but no education went with them’.

Katherine talked about an experience when she was doing her Diploma of

Education at Edith Cowan University, involving a tutorial group.

We had to do our tutes before a group of students, I was doing
gender in education…a lot of males in the class were mortified,
‘…she’ll get on her soapbox and do the feminist thing’.

Katherine had been happy with the tutorial she presented, involving all members

of the class by getting them to reflect on how their lives had been affected by gender

expectations. ‘You’re a boy and you can’t do this’. They discussed the gravity of

gender expectations and roles and how it had impacted on their developing lives.
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They all got involved and two  boys came up to me after class
and said, ‘We want to shake your hand and tell you how much
we enjoyed what you had to say’. This was the first time in their
lives…university educated men, now understood terms like
positive discrimination. Go into a school and ask the staff
members to write down what sexism is. Often they don’t even
understand what racism is. We change laws and package it
right, but we’re not getting to people to educate them, to say,
‘we don’t want to stop you (heterosexuals) being who you are,’
‘we don’t want to turn your kid into a great big “poof” or a
“big dyke” or a “big trannie”. We want every person to be
healthy, happy and be themselves. Respect, and ideals that make
us human beings…ideals of living in a society where people
value diversity, because anyone raised in 1950s Australia would
know what a God-awful place this used to be.

I raised the subject of a ‘Heterosexuality Questionnaire’ that had caused a fuss

recently in Victorian schools92. It was trying to invert the heteronormative sense of

privilege. The media had taken it on in an interesting way, as if gay and lesbian activists

were in a ‘conversion’ process. No one would try and empathise with the lives of gay or

lesbian people. No one would ‘reverse roles’ in the media.  There was no-one to say

that this could be seen as a legitimate exercise and lead to an understanding with

heterosexuals empathising with a gay or lesbian person’s world-view, even just for the

duration of filling out the questionnaire. The mainstream press found it so ‘terrifying’

and I wondered how the media could manage to get Australians to reverse roles on

considering issues of race or aboriginality but not with lesbian or gay identity.

Katherine and I agreed that money lay at the heart of matters.

The ignorance level is so high and the fear is so great of being
different, or the other, or even recognising some desires that
may be hidden within yourself, it’s such a private and personal
thing. When I was a teenager I went to girlfriends’ houses and
stayed overnight. I saw myself as heterosexual, totally, but I
remember lying in their bed and being very aware I had to stay
in ‘my space’, because to accidentally roll over in the middle of
the night and casually brush against them might mean I was a
leso. I don’t even remember hearing the word ‘lesbian’ when I
was growing up, but I knew there was an unspoken taboo that
existed in our culture, and then were these gender systems for
males and for females, you were one or the other, if you were a
good girl you did all this stuff.

                                                

92 See Appendix 4 – Heterosexual Questionnaire.
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My daughter is now twenty-six, when she was five we were
taking petitions round for David Jones in Sydney. As credit
card holders of the store, we wanted a toy department for
children, we didn’t want shit about girls’ toys, boys’ toys, war
toys; we wanted a toy department for healthy kids, we got so
many signatures they did it! If you go any toy shop in Perth
(you’ll see) ‘boys’ toys’, there’s one in Mount Lawley and
they said, ‘we’re not sexist, sure we’ve got tanks and trains but
we’ve also got Barbie for girls. That is sexist and categorising.

I talked about some of my work with the idea of corporeality, the whole body

thing, flesh, white flesh and the over-emphasis on the ‘sins of the flesh’. I said that

someone had once commented,  ‘That it’s just two bits of flesh rubbing together and it

doesn’t matter which…as long as it’s consensual’. We discussed this complexity, the

privilege of seeing your body, the performance of the body and the whole taboo around

what the body is and how we cover it up. The discussion addressed other cultural

contexts where ‘nakedness, nudity and eroticism are all seen as important parts of

identity, not just as a lead up to sexual intercourse’. Katherine stated,

I was teaching at Wanneroo early last year, and there was a very
tall, handsome Year Eight student, he was blown away because
I’d been to Fiji. He wrote his holiday story about being able to
skip down the road with his best mate,  holding hands because
in Fiji it doesn’t mean you’re a poofter. He loved having the
freedom to show him how much he loved him in a way that to
do so here would end up with you having your head kicked in.
It’s a wonderful time before gender kicks in, when we’re just
children.

I responded asking what she thought was needed in Western Australian schools,

from her perspective.

I believe that the educators need educating. My education was
when I fell in love, and I didn’t think I’d had a homophobic
bone in my body. It’s endemic in our culture. We also have to
educate the parents. I wrote a poem called Dear Parent about
the fact I’m a teacher, a professional, a lesbian, and proud of
who and what I am, my sexuality and as much as I’m a lesbian
it doesn’t mean I want to fuck their daughter. I listed the
reasons (why) and one of the main ones was I was actually into
women my own age. Let’s start talking about these things that
frighten us so much…educating ourselves to see it doesn’t
mean that, try to walk in the other person’s shoes. Things
people say that are downright offensive but they don’t
understand how they’re offensive. Let’s start talking about
these things that frighten us so much…educating ourselves to
see it doesn’t mean that, try to walk in the other person’s shoes.
Things people say that are downright offensive but they don’t
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understand how they’re offensive, but when they swap it around
and subvert it and give it to them so they can begin to see as
they can with that P Flag. Any parent who has to deal with their
child coming to them and saying ‘I’m not what you think or
expect I’m going to be’. If they love their child and really care
for them and are really genuine in their heart, then they have to
go through an education process.

Katherine said that in her experience of parents she had talked to, it can take

anywhere between two and five years for this process to occur and be resolved

adequately.

They might go from the very start ‘Oh yeah, it’s fine by me,’
but a dark shadow hangs over them for a long time. Whatever
that education process is, we have to call on groups like this
(PFlag) to call us together and help us spread the word to
people.

I asked Katherine if she found any allies in her five years of teaching.

I only came out a year ago so for four of those years I was
closeted. I told one teacher at one school I was at because I felt I
could trust her and I knew her a long time before I could do
that. I’d heard horrible stories of what happened to teachers
who’d come out, and was advised not to. A lot of people
initially gave me a lot of support but didn’t realise I was also
coming out to students. One who gives me a lot of support is a
Minister’s wife, a Minister of the Uniting Church. They’re
going through huge problems at the moment, trying to sort out
where the church stands on these issues.

Katherine said this woman encourages her not to hesitate to call her if she wants

to talk about her sexuality issues, and recently they had discussed comments made on

the Sunday current affairs program. Katherine said she suggested that, ‘if we’re

supposed to be Christians, then the rule is we’re all God’s children so we have a

responsibility to love all, and God wouldn’t make someone different to then say…give

them this gift to then say you can’t use it and you’ve got to keep it as a secret’.

Katherine said other allies have been teachers

who’ve usually had experience with other people, close
relationships with other people who are gay or lesbian, or who
function outside of being heterosexual, and they’ve dealt with
these issues…Because it’s endemic in our culture. It’s like
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saying, ‘Oh I’m not racist’.I’m  46 and as much as I hate to
admit it, I have my prejudices and I’m also sexist at times, I try
not to be, but if I’m walking down the street late at night and
there’s a gang of  guys I’ll cross the road, and if they’re black
I’ll cross even faster. If I observe myself objectively I have this
‘baggage’ I carry with me.

I raised that one related issue which is that we have to consider who we have as

our cohort of friends, and the whole sense of community.

A community response. Like Minded People.

B-LEGITS was formulated last year in reply to advances in law reform, and I

was interested in what Katherine thought teachers felt they could give to that

organisation, and whether it is in fact a community of like-minded people? Is it the

workplace that’s pushing along this advocacy group, or a social process?

For me it’s the oppression that binds the group…if I’m really
tired, I won’t want to go because it’s a long drive and then when
it’s over I’ve got to do more work (at home)…but if I go in that
frame of mind, then I go and when I leave I feel great…because
when I’m there I’m being validated; people are celebratory
about the diversity, it’s seen as something good and positive,
and I hear colleagues speak and they’re intelligent and articulate
and it’s easier when there’s more of you to take emotions and
feelings. When in situations emotions are happening, all
rationality seems to go out the window and you don’t want to
respond off the cuff in case you give your enemies ammunition
they can later use against you…We’re very vulnerable. Some
teachers try to support (us) but they still get it wrong. We have
to educate, and I think every school needs it now. It’s twelve
months since the laws came in. The Education Department or
someone needs to cough up money to get people in, to start
educating.

I asked Katherine what she thinks these professional development projects she

was speaking of, should address. Inclusive curriculum? Health issues?

It has to start with language and the changes to the law and
addressing human rights…so that people can stop being afraid,
political correctness. I went to Curtin University for three years
and I was really glad with the stuff operating there under the
lines of political correctness. But the people started complaining
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about the ‘Femocrats,’ people using things to flex muscle and
and power that became a form of censorship that was scary. I
see a reason for using politically correct terms. It was treated as
a bit of a joke in the end, it’s a real pity, why it came in was
really damned important stuff. So I don’t know if these things
get taken over and commandeered by the most threatened.

 She was unsure where some of these ideas fitted in to her thoughts overall.

The laws are written in ‘legalese’ and no one bloody
understands them. It should be unpacked for Joe Blow (as to)
why we should change them and I never used to understand
why.  I used to think we’ve got Mardi Gras, what more could a
gay person want? I didn’t know that in Western Australia you
could be kicked out of your rental housing or lose your job like
that. Most people thought we had equality laws in federal
government that protected everybody.
There’s got to be other ways we can change. When I get down
at school talking to someone who’s not getting it, I think, in
years to come,  if there’s one student who comes through this
school that doesn’t have to put up with the crap, and doesn’t go
home thinking ‘that’s it, I’ve had enough’ then I’ve done
something to help.

I talked about my experience of being introduced to a teacher at the pub one day

who was wanting my advice about having received a suicide note from a student from a

non-English speaking background. I told the teacher he needed to act immediately and

do something. The letter was ambiguous because of the second language use, but the

teacher would not tell me the school he taught at. I assumed it was a Catholic College

with a lot of Vietnamese kids. The implication was enormous, so I gave the teacher my

home phone number and contact details at university and email, I didn’t know what he

would do. I don’t think this sort of situation was unusual for a teacher to face, as

students don’t have an opportunity to query themselves as they grow.

Katherine responded, “Maybe part of our culture has always been that what it’s

about is ‘sit down and shut up’ and get on with your work”. I raised that the influences

of heteronormative property and patriarchy and what the heteronormative “thing”

brings to the psychoanalytic tradition is a “threat to procreation,”- this is the argument

in the depth psychoanalysis literature.  That the procreative urge is interrupted. It’s all
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wrong because notions of family with multiple mothers and fathers, whether it be an

Indigenous context or otherwise, people still create babies, but they’re configured so

differently to this privileged Anglo psychoanalytic tradition that says between 16 to 35

people are more homophobic because they are in their procreative period.

Values education: The antithesis of living lies.

If we’re educators and looking after children, and schools are being used more

and more as babysitters…because people are wanting to own homes…and supposedly

we’re teaching values in school…one of the first we  have to tackle is diversity. There

are even feminist teachers saying “Don’t be such a girl”. After I came out at school a

woman member of staff said to me, “You realise you didn’t have to do that” and she

was very concerned. I said, “I can’t handle living under a rock any longer, or lie to

people, so I’m really glad I did what I did”. She had a really hard time understanding

that.

I said that Clinton had called this sort of thing the “Don’t ask, Don’t tell”

policy. I talked about the story of Jim, a friend of Brenda, who had visited his Vice

Principal and said that as a gay man, he wanted to come out to the school. He was

advised by the Vice Principal that he should not. It’s like wanting to tell someone that

I’ve got Celtic roots, it’s part of who I am. Katherine added,

It’s being always conscious of changing your pronouns so as
not to reveal to respected staff members that your partner is of
the same sex. You’re lying the whole time. Silence is hugely
powerful. In Nazi Germany it was a survival strategy, but what it
does to people is that it grinds them down. My Vice Principal
wanted to talk to Sarah because, ‘We’re having some trouble
with the lesbian on staff’. She said she understood how things
are because her sister lives with a woman. I think it’s like
knowing what it’s like to look after a baby; sleep deprived, you
can’t know until you’ve done it. It’s similar to how you can’t
know what it’s like until you’ve been gay, and been in their
shoes. This Vice Principal couldn’t even say ‘lesbian’, she had
to say ‘My sister lives with a woman’. (There are)
heterosexuals who see themselves as having vast knowledge
because they have gay friends.
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Recently I had a parent screaming at me and blaming her son’s
bad behaviour on my being out in the classroom. At a meeting
with the Dean they talked about ‘the issue’, I said ‘What
issue?’ and they went silent and started squirming, then said
‘What right have you got to out yourself as a lesbian to a 14
year old child?’ Her great big son who uses ‘Fuck’ in every
second sentence! I said, ‘I advise you to contact EDWA to see
where I stand with my rights in being out in a school, and that
your son is being influenced by homophobia’. She screamed at
me, ‘My son is not homophobic, we have gay friends!

It’s important to keep speaking. People don’t like it and feel
very threatened.

I asked Katherine if she thinks it is important for this to be done in a demure

fashion?

All we can keep doing is saying, “We’re not going away93“ .

                                                

93 Here is a letter published on the B-LEGITS web site on Thursday, September 16, 2004 written by
‘Katherine”

Dear All,

I was starting to think that the cost of being ‘out’ at school wasn’t worth it.

Yesterday I received a call from front desk to say I had a visitor. After two weeks of complaint letters
from parents, I assumed it was another homophobe waiting to have their pound of flesh. You can
imagine my surprise when I found a former student with a beaming smile leaping up to greet me.

The remarkable thing about this!young man going out of his way to see me, is that he was never a
student of mine. I got to know him from lunch/recess duties, and!seeing his smiling face !around the
school. I didn’t even know his name.

He said that he wanted to see me to let me know how wonderful life was for him in the ‘outside’ world.
He is now attending tafe and succeeding at his business management course. He told me that one of his
friends had gotten engaged. He told me he was just sooooooooo happy to be out of ‘this’ place. And he
also told me that he had finally accepted the fact that he was gay.

We hugged, and I almost cried. He told me how important it had been to have me at school. He
reminded me of how miserable he had been here, and he reminded me of the support and encouragement
I had given him. He told me of the taunts he had suffered over the years from other students, and he
showed me the scars on his wrist.

We have exchanged email addresses, and hopefully he will come along to Fairday.

Yes, yes, yes, yes! I am fulfilling my duty of care. Being out does matter!

End Heterosexism - Embrace Diversity.
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Chapter Thirteen : Tools of Discriminatory Practices

People do not discriminate against groups because they are
different; rather, the act of discrimination itself constructs
categories of difference that hierarchically locate people as
‘superior’ or ‘inferior’ and then universalizes and naturalizes
such differences. Peter McLaren94

This study addresses the social silence and invisibility surrounding sexuality

which is by definition not ‘operated’ upon for these lesbian and gay educators. They are

seen only through the lens of their transgressive sexuality.  The stories in this research

give voice to a level of gross, subtle and transgressive processes acted out in the lives of

these eight men and women. The gay and lesbian educators in this research are very able

to ‘read,’ or sense the verbal and non-verbal discrimination they experience. Their

stories represent extreme complexities and contradictions. Being seen as ‘queer’

subjects by me there is no incontrovertible monolithic notion of their subjectivities.

There are a myriad of possibilities in representing their stories. However it is noteworthy

they have all had many years of experience to develop their sophisticated measures of

knowing that they have experienced sexual prejudice. Their stories are clearly driven by

the recurrent attention to the performance of heterosexual normativity and there is in

their reading a view that indicates the nature of heterosexist bigotry that exists inside

these stories. The bigotry is generated as the gay and lesbian world does not serve to

reference the heterosexualised world view. Their stories are a reflection of the cultural

norms that these lesbian and gay educators experienced in Western Australia and as

such these Western Australian stories are not provided as evidence of the existence of

homophobic behaviour and harassment in the workplace but rather as statements of the

experience of discrimination and the manner in which these educators found themselves

able to belong or not belong in schools.  Without the experiences as they are revealed

                                                

94 McLaren, P. (1990, p.64), “Whiteness is….the Struggle for Postcolonial Hybridity” cited in Young,
I.M. (1990) Justice and the Politicss of Difference. Princeton; Princeton University Press.
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through these stories, we may never be able to see the world through their eyes. Whilst

the thesis is a focus on the lived experience of the co-participants many of the stories

indicate a lack of ‘life’ for the teachers, and it is very difficult to find evidence for

something which isn’t there.

Through these stories the co-participants have directed the reader to appreciate

how some of these ‘straight norms’ that are understood and accepted but not often

questioned have impacted on their lives as teachers. Their stories illuminate heterosexual

predominance and how heterosexual concepts and their realities, are a reflection of the

lived experience or ‘realities’ of these Western Australian educators. The stories reveal

how pervasive exclusion is. These stories have told of the manner in which tacit and

overt exclusion was ‘enacted’ upon the women and men. Extreme examples of forms of

oppressive commentary that can be experienced in gay and lesbian community

occasionally get acknowledged in the press for instance in the crucifixion of Matthew

Shepard in 1997. However even after such an extreme example of societal exclusion

many men and women have continued to be treated badly because of their sexuality.

Social exclusion is central to the manner in which these stories are read. The stories do

tell how the men and women are ‘marked’ or ‘neutralised’ because of their sexuality.

The stories serve to illustrate humiliation as a way to degrade the lesbian or gay man. It

is their same-sex orientation that forms the basis for their ‘belonging’ which is un-

negotiated.

In telling these stories these women and men recognise that their experience of

being gay or lesbian is most visible at the individual level. The lesbian women and gay

men who reflect on the sense of self described in the preceding chapters all acknowledge

that there is a lack of awareness of what constitutes discrimination and thus many acts or

rituals go unnoticed at a collective and heterosexualised level especially. Their stories

reflect the limitations of their social contracts in the context of the schools they work in.

That said these women and men have developed a sense in which the intention of the

action ‘against them’ and occasionally ‘for them’ is blatantly recognisable to them.
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These men and women “know” when homophobic discourse based on sexual prejudice

is being enacted; they recognise the moments that they are being questioned on the basis

of their sexualities. While the thesis alludes to the school as an organisational culture in

which these men and women work, it must be seen that both collective and individual

acts of discrimination are enacted against these educators. The collective of colleagues in

the workplace and individual colleagues can and do engage in discriminatory acts.

In so far as each story-teller has commented on their sense of being gay and

lesbian in schools as teachers there is an unambiguous realism that they live through

which is located within their schools and limited by their ability to tell their stories. The

‘documentation’ of their story is one occasion for the disparate influences on their

being, becoming and belonging to be articulated. The tradition of telling the story to a

researcher in a thesis is not new but these men and women, with the exception of Sarah,

have largely never been invited to speak out about their sexuality. Their interviews are

spontaneous moments of revelatory discourse for the moment of our being together.

They ‘perform’ the telling of their tales as authentically as is possible.  But the telling of

their story is slippery as they move from revealing their hopes and concurrently

describing the past. In a sense they are in a ‘one off’ situation where they use the

interview (with another known gay educator) as an occasion to structure the self,

welcome inquiry, apologise for the straight lack of witness or to get angry at societal

ignorance. The interview then becomes the vehicle through which their sexuality is in

part created.  They perform a sense of their lesbian or gay self in response to the call to

be authentically who they are with the interviewer and yet they may be also

unconsciously ‘pleasing’ me. They are reflecting or hypothesising about the

fabrications of the self that can or cannot belong in schools.  I have become a referential

point by virtue of my ‘queer’ self and give the co-participants an occasion to speak. I

am undertaking an ethnography as I wrote earlier, with ‘the ethnographer-left-in’. The

actual conversation is naturally influenced by the lesbian and gay educator’s sense of

what it is I might want to hear. There is a sense of empathic engagement that must
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overshadow the way these men and women reference themselves to the world which

‘influences’ the content and tenor of their interview. This is not unlike the

psychotherapist’s role to provide a place demonstrating empathic engagement so the

client is able to re-orient the self. These stories are based on the premise of inner

authenticity and spontaneity and an interactive realism as they talk with me. The personal

re-orientation becomes both affective and subjective as the men and women comment on

their historical location in a safe place to express their sense of the self.

The interviews with my anonymous educators revealed fear, anger, insecurity,

lack of confidence in speaking out in schools. In my opening chapters I mentioned the

gender-related research of Jude Irwin, Nijole Benokraitis and Jennifer Sumsion and

others and in this chapter I apply Benokraitis’ rubric to identify discriminatory practices

as they might be identified to the stories, to see if patterns emerge from these unique

stories that can form a quasi-theory of discriminatory practice to foreshadow my

conclusion. The work of Benokraitis began in 1981 in the United States of America and

addressed the nature of women’s discrimination and workplace harassment. In the early

eighties she published a co-authored book Modern Sexism: Blatant, Subtle, and Covert

Discrimination (1986) noting the ‘operationalisation’ of subtle discrimination which

includes oxymoronic fields of experience. Benokraitis noted nine forms of insidious

and discriminatory practices.  We can see how her categorisation of discriminatory

practice might be used to make some sense of the eight personal stories that have been

told in this study.  Subsequent work of Sumsion and Lubimowski, (1998) showed how

subtle sexism pervades the work of males in Early Childhood Education in Australia.

Sumsion (2000) has made it clear that men experience a similar oppression or

discrimination in the largely female profession in similar ways to the lesbian and gay

men in this thesis. Indeed Sumsion suggests that men experience the consequences of

discrimination that are “real” but subtle and difficult to define and measure. I suggest

that the co-participants in this present research experience the consequences of

discrimination that are also “real” but subtle and difficult to define and measure. This
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difficulty arises from several characteristics of discrimination that have been noted

earlier. Discrimination can be intentional or unintentional and is often built into the

norms, values, and ideologies of the predominant heterosexual society, thus it appears as

“normal” behaviour in schools.

Subtle sexism as Benokraitis recognised has replaced much of the blatant sex

discrimination and is not noticed because it is accepted as normal and customary.

There is a latitude of acceptance toward these kinds of manifestations of subtle sexism.

Straight and ‘gay’ people alike have internalised the normalcy of this form of

discrimination so that subtle sexist behaviour seems at times natural, acceptable, or even

an  ‘inevitable’ aspect of their everyday lives. The sexism is discrete and not explicit.

Her nine categories of Condescending Chivalry, Supportive Discouragement, Friendly

Harassment, Subjective Objectification, Radiant Devaluation, Benevolent Exploitation,

Considerate Domination, Collegial Exclusion and specially Liberated Sexism (the

process that appears to be treating lesbian and gays as equal but that in practice

increases freedom while placing greater burdens on the gay and lesbian people) are all

meaningful and will be addressed under the following headings. We can see how her

categorisation of discriminatory practice can be used to make more coherent the eight

personal stories that have been told.  After using these nine headings I will then add my

own commentary to elaborate on the stories and the blatant, subtle and insidious

moments in the stories. I will finally state the manner of accommodation that my co-

participants demonstrate through their enactments and re-actions in an endeavour to

‘survive’ in their respective school.

Condescending Chivalry

Benokraitis would suggest in this instance that Condescending Chivalry could

be seen as a superficial courtesy towards the educators. With respect to the men and

women in this thesis this implies respect and attention but comparable references to

straight people would be considered demeaning, disrespectful or insulting.  As Sumsion
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(1998) states this “involves often well-intentioned and protective behaviours that

nevertheless ultimately disempower the recipient”. The power is undercut from the

educator. They are told, “…not to be worried about sexuality…” in the classroom.

There is a paternalistic and protective attitude towards these lesbian or gay teachers. The

exclusion of gay men from teaching in all boys’ school might be an example of

protective behaviour. It could be assumed that it was not in Brenda’s “best interest” to

be a lesbian and The Head of Physical Education in an all girls’ school. Brenda on

commenting on being included in her school when the principal is “…excited by the

whole thing. Now its not just a rainbow but a stainless steel wall with a culture and

diversity theme”. She adds that she doesn’t know whether this is done to “hide it”

(sexuality). She is suggesting he is illustrating acceptance but also locating the sexuality

“rainbow” within the “diversity thing”. She commented that she “ was able to ‘…chip

away through the Health Committee’ and perceives that this is a way of the schools

‘…acceptance but not understanding’ of sexuality’…. So we chip away at it”.

Brenda is seen as belonging within the considered force of ‘Health Curriculum’

where icons of health, well-being, femininity and other rituals of heterosexuality are

presumed. She is included as a woman. She could contribute to the content of the

curriculum but by the very lack of specificity Brenda is made invisible. To see the

construction of sexual identity without lesbian or gay sexuality considered is erroneous.

She has been ‘mobilised’ and then made invisible. The ‘family values’ to which Brenda

is to subscribe are constructed and maintained on the basis of the largely heterosexual

power structures inherent in the Health Curriculum. She is used to examine the course

commitment for the Health Committee as a token lesbian; a gesture of ‘acceptance’ but

not inclusion. The question that is left begging is what about the health and values of

lesbian and gay people? The meaning of ‘health’ and ‘family’ is not negotiated, as these

concepts are seen in the above example as superior and located within a heterosexual,

patriarchal community structure. There is no explicit demonstration of establishing

health and family concerns separate from the heterosexual norm. There is some
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presumption of “safe places” where teachers who identify as gay or lesbian can

“safely” belong.  The heterosexual agency is holding to a belief that there are some

places lesbian or gay educators would better not be located. Gay men are considered too

sensitive for example to take the rigour of leadership. They are protected from the task

of leading, as they aren’t capable of doing the job as “real men”.

Paul illustrates that even the safest places can be challenging for a gay teacher.

He believes an imposing problem facing men entering teaching is the relationship

between male teachers and students at every level, the issue of sexual abuse, touch and

contact which is “constantly happening”. In his interview Paul laughed about an

incident where he was accused of being a “danger” to two female students in his home

economics class after one girl lightly “pecked” him on the cheek. Paul acknowledges

that if the incident described had involved two male students he would have “taken a

step back”, and rebuked the students for getting close to him.  The questions that Paul

raises reflect the relationship he can have between the students and himself. His story

illustrates the articulation between “truth” and “reality” as Paul’s truth is ultimately

not to be interested in women in a sexualised manner. His reality is left unstated, as he

has had to deny self hood. His story illustrates that his authorial intent is denied. Paul

cannot tell his story openly and is criticised from a heterosexual worldview.  His private

‘gay’ space cannot be contested in this example, as he is ‘not out’. His ‘performance’

of masculinity is denied its own unique configuration. He is forced to be considered as

an appropriate candidate to have a ‘relationship’ with the girls based on a false sense of

self and ends up feeling chastened because he is not known as a gay man!

Supportive Discouragement.

This is the form of subtle discrimination whereby the gay or lesbian educator

might receive “mixed messages” about their ability to accomplish the task at hand.

These mixed messages are a form of subtle discrimination about perceived gender-

related characteristics and capabilities (Sumsion, 1998). This supports the process of
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self-doubt. Misdirected encouragement is typified by supporting a researcher but then

describing the work as “not real research” – as is the case in stereotypically being

supportive and then suggesting that the teacher or researcher is not that capable really.

The basis for the support is the tokenistic belief that as a lesbian or gay person they

should have the chance even if the agency does not really believe in the individual. For

example the stories around sex-stereotyping would suggest that women should not be

coaches if they are lesbian. Male coaches are more prevalent in the field of sport and

endorsed as such. Gay men should not aspire to teach in ‘feminised’ areas from which

they are excluded if gay and yet are presumed to ‘belong’ in arts learning areas such as

drama and dance. Being a gay man it would not be seen inappropriate to teach young

men physical education even if capable of doing so.

Intimate material that is made available to colleagues can be used to support the

work experience of the educator and then be used to exploit the teacher. The fact that

being gay or lesbian is deemed as ‘inappropriate’ in some contexts and appropriate in

other contexts sets up a dynamic of exclusion after tokenistic acceptance. Brenda sees

sexuality as being included and accommodated in the school within Health Studies

Curriculum but states that the syllabus does not specifically ask any questions about

being gay or lesbian.

Friendly Harassment.

Friendly harassment is an occasion demonstrating flattery, sexist humour or

‘…sexually oriented behaviour that, at face value looks harmless or even playful but

which creates discomfort, embarrassment, or humiliation…’for the educator

(Benokraitis, 1997, p. 16). This form of seduction is recognisable and very prevalent to

me. It is consistently demonstrated in the stories and well-known to me based on my

personal experience. As long recognised this discriminatory practice is based on the

manner in which people get what they want by eliciting affection and interest in the
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educator. It is not unusual for people who are socialised to be compliant in becoming

victims of this form of seduction. The teachers in this research who are hyper vigilant,

over achieving and perfectionists are likely to be victims of this form of harassment.

Through flattery and verbal appreciation there is a false sense of self-worth generated. 

The use of jokes is a noteworthy form of friendly harassment that serve to

reinforce the privileged group. The solidarity of the heterosexualised staff room is clear

in some of the stories in the research.  Sarah’s story of “special friends” and the gifts

are examples of the use of a “joke” to locate the individual staff member as “other”.

The ignorance of accomplishment and achievement is maintained by focussing on

friendly (or not so friendly) humour to describe the behaviour of the gay or lesbian

teacher. This leads to a demeaning of his or her attainments as the friendly humour is

insidiously acted out. Of particular interest to the writer is the “friendly” approach of

emotional preying. Here the straight male colleague asks personal questions of the

educator pertaining to sexual activities. The emotional preying occurs on many levels

from students and staff alike. In Brenda’s story a Year 12 student begins ‘taunting’ her.

Alluding to the court case the student is prying into Brenda’s private life experiences.

“Rotten shitty trick to lose your job over that,” he stated. He adds however that, “we

are lucky to have you” and in that moment Brenda is upset.

In my workplace I have experienced several examples of this form of

questioning, the most blatant being the inquiry as to “Who was on top?” from a senior

colleague in 1996 which was made in the guise of camaraderie but had the effect of

shocking me into submission and silence. This was exacerbated by another senior

colleague being present and doing nothing to interrupt his commentary. I have

experienced other so-called friendly commentary or voyeuristic questioning in the

workplace relating to private sexual matters. I have been asked whether I teach cross-

dressing after co-editing a book on gender and identity.
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Transexuality95 along with other ‘transgressive’ sexualities seem to have had a

fascination for my colleagues at times. The inquiry has become more prevalent at the

end of the research (2003-2004) as ‘gay’ men appear in the media in such television

shows as “Queer Eye for the Straight Guy” and “Queer as Folk”. It is not unusual to

be greeted with ‘friendly’ commentary suggesting that I belong to this ‘group’ of men,

am ascribed by their New York lifestyle and are assumed to behave in such a credible

manner. This inquiry on sexuality occurs in a range of manners but essentially asking

about the degree of my sexual activities after viewing “Queer as Folk” is one recurrent

theme. “Do all gay men have that much sex?” Seeking confirmation of the negative

stereotype of gay and lesbian colleagues is demonising these men and women.

Choosing not to understand that the affectional or sexual drive is similar to that of

heterosexuals is ignorance.  It is as if these colleagues presume that gay and lesbian life

consists of sex without intimacy. They fail to accept that in gay social life no ritualised

or institutionalised territory is set. The patterns of belonging together as gay or lesbian

people are located in a complex sexual culture which is not boundaried by the same

divisions prescribed for straight people. In Katherine’s story the shared intimacy is seen

as transgressive as she reminds us in her story when her flat mate shrieks:

ANY minute, ANY minute…these two girls are going to KISS!’
I stood there by the TV thinking ‘this is so bizarre’ because I
identified as being heterosexual until the age of forty-two. It
was my first year of teaching that I met someone and fell in
love, and of course as a heterosexual functioning in a society as
a heterosexual, this is the norm and we take it for granted…

                                                

95 Irwin found that discrimination against ‘transgender people was extensive’. With an extremely high
parentage (80%) of her respondents who were transgendered experiencing harassment and prejudicial
treatment into eh workplace. She recommends further research into the workplace discrimination of
transgender people in schools – the theme of the book co-edited and commented upon. A Senior
Academic asked me whether I taught ‘cross-dressing’ as  I had co-edited a text with a colleague on
gender and a large component of the text was written by transgender activists. The colleague had
trivialised the work and unwittingly served to demean the value of my scholarship. In this instance the
book had been released in USA and fortunately a Visiting Scholar reported that the book had made a
difference in the life of a child in Oakland California who was identified as intersex.
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The people commenting on sexuality without accepting that intimacy exists are

challenging gay and lesbian rights, acceptance notions of ‘normalcy’ and belonging.

They are choosing to use isolated points of view to generate a false vantage of a

compulsory straight society.

Subjective Objectification.

Subjective objectification is noted by Benokraitis to be the practice where these

educators are viewed as objects or tokens, noted because of their sexuality rather than

for their professional skills, just as a patient is viewed by the doctor only in terms of the

symptoms they display instead of the whole person being seen. This practice marks the

teacher as being an object.  So gay men and lesbians are treated in commentary as ‘non-

persons’. An equivalent experience is the generalisation of all men as behaving in a

particular manner. The gay educator or lesbian teacher is seen as not a person having

abilities or talents or intelligence but rather being a collection of attributes. “Being gay

is like that…” Gay men might be feminised and lesbian women could be treated as

overly masculine or butch. They therefore become objects of a category of people so are

seen as “things” rather than beings. The school or workplace might state, “We have

gay staff,” and in doing so nullify and objectify the experience of these educators. The

lived experience of gay men might be devalued as being too feminine; “…not a real

man…” Lesbians may be similarly devalued by being described as “too pushy”. The

person objectifying the individual sees “all lesbian women like that”. This is similar to

and as offensive as talking about Indigenous people when they are present as if they are

absent. The development of a policy of inclusion of gay and lesbian people (without any

reference to those lesbian and gay people present) is an example.  This objectification

can also occur when ascribing attire and dress to the men and women.  Sarah

experiences this in her school as she chooses not to wear “cute little court shoes, shaved

legs and little skirt…(she wears) boots, trousers and ponchos… consciously wearing
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stuff to come across as different because I think it’s tremendously important when kids

are forced to wear uniforms.  Her colleagues,   “don’t understand why she has to dress

like that…” It is my view that this process of objectification and depersonalisation leads

to a sense of low self-worth for all people: gay and straight alike. Nigel was quite

emphatic that as a gay man his sexuality would not have anything to do with schooling.

He is suggesting that being gay and the politicising of sexuality is “in a way

unhelpful”. While he states that homophobia is “alive and well and takes peculiar

directions” he objectifies the experience and senses that visibility is called for only “to

a point” and yet he speaks of “these enormous pressures because very close

communities have networks of which you cannot be part…” He is commenting on

trying to read the “sub-text” of the straight educational community as a gay man.

Nigel demonstrates that he has chosen silence rather than engage in overt

demonstrations of his true self.

Sarah has demonstrated her integrity and commitment to the dominant pattern by

being judged as a National Teacher of Excellence twice. She has attended to the

normative social engineering in order to deliver a sense of self which authorises the

school to see her as substantive and normative as a teacher beyond any measure of

doubt.  Seen with this degree of public achievement in schools she is still perceived as

an ‘activist’. Her story illustrates how she is seen through multiple homophobic

stereotypes. Her subjectivity is neutralised, silenced and objectified.

The Head of Department where Sarah works had heard from her about my

research interests addressing homophobia in schools.  The same Head of Department

was known to me and outwardly appeared very accepting of my identity and

professionalism as an academic, arts educator and a performer.  Sarah asked whether I

could come along and give a school-based in-service. The reply came from in the form

of a ‘radiant’ devaluation and objectification of my identity when the Head stated, “ W e
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don’t want Tarquam – we want a real man”.  Not only was my ability to present on

homophobia dismissed, so too was my masculinity and professional identity.

Radiant Devaluation.

This ignorance of accomplishment and presence is characterised by the practice

of ‘faint praise’ by which educators and researchers’ achievements are trivialised. This

can have an adverse impact on self-esteem as it devalues people’s abilities, contributions,

and achievements whilst pretending to praise in condescending, ‘positive’ terms. My

research into lesbian and gay educators in Western Australia has often been devalued by

the question: “…but is this real research?” Because the research is in the area of gender

and sexualities (especially non-straight sexualities) it is deemed to be not real.  

The teachers’ attainments in the preceding stories are devalued and discredited

by all of these forms of subtle discrimination, as if they are not real men or women. This

is apparent when books are published for example in which non-heterosexualised lives

can be seen96. Many of the stories could indicate that these men and women should be

viewed as “stirring” the family-values debate or being “one-trick ponies”. The

presumption is that they are only on about sexuality. Nigel comments that the

devaluation of the self comes, as the only thing that is of interest is “sexual stuff”. He

says that in school staff rooms with straight male colleagues in particular the only stuff

                                                

96 I was to present a radio interview on the Radio National Program – Life Matters. Out of courtesy I
inquired as to whether my employing authority needed to give permission as it was a sensitive issue.
The reply came  “As I understand it ….we can express our private views when we want. The
complication only arises when we attribute our private views to our employer. Clearly, the topic on
which you are to talk is controversial so you have to be a bit cautious that you are not drawn into
commenting on what (the University) should be doing in this area. I don’t see any problem in you
identifying your workplace since that is a statement of fact and your academic interest is in this area are
well known. After all they were stated in your application for promotion. As far as I am aware you
don’t teach about cross-gender anyhow?
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that is spelt out is the “sexual stuff”. Indeed in light of Teacher Registration he is very

forthright, “…. as if the purpose is to ‘vet’ teachers on their sexual orientation”.

Cassandra has also indicated that as a lesbian she is seen as a lesbian first and a teacher

second. Most respondents are clearly setting high standards to achieve in their respective

professional fields but the cost seems great as their efforts are devalued when they are

seen primarily through the lens of heterosexuality and as ‘less than’ straight. Their

professionalism is devalued.

By electing to play the role of ‘not telling’ in his school Donald is forced to

leave part of his self behind. The sense of self is made less than who he really is. In his

story Donald accepts the devaluation of his gay sexuality. He avoids being at all

controversial and holds to the belief that there would be a penalty in openly labelling his

sexuality. He recognises that his sexuality transgresses the agency of the Catholic

Church.  He admits that his self-definition and self-description is self-silenced.  He lives

out of a contradictory claim of belonging alongside separatism when he reveals he

would ‘value’ being able to be out at work but he has remained silent and closed to his

sexuality in the school preferring and needing to pretend to be ‘heterosexual’. He

segregates his work life from his ‘personal life’.  

The events and experience surrounding the ‘poster’ in Cassandra’s story is

equally revealing. Her sexuality is devalued yet she does not see how this devaluation

has occurred. She has chosen to collude with the silence that is required when she

recalls seeing a poster on a male teacher’s office door that said, “My mother made me a

homosexual”. “If I gave her the wool, would she make me one, too?”  The poster

97enforces a stereotype by its erroneous premise as to the ‘cause’ of gay identity and

attributes the aetiology to the Freudian stereotypic notion belonging in ‘mother-son’

psychoanalytic discourse. The poster is a lie. It is allowed to be seen by all who walk

                                                

97 The original poster stated, “My Mother made me a homosexual, and if you give her some yarn she’ll
make you one too”.
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past it. In truth, the poster also devalues and demeans Quentin Crisp by misquoting him.

If it did generate a positive sense of self one could laugh. Positive self-image enables

one to laugh. Cassandra is able to cope with the devaluation and error inherent in the

poster as it is at least one measure of accommodation and she hopes  “…it did make

people stop and read it and think about it”.

Liberated Sexism.

The practice of appearing to value diversity or ‘surface equality’ is increasing.

The men and women in this research are being encouraged to speak out but they believe

they do so with penalty. This discriminatory practice of so-called ‘liberated’ acceptance

involves a shallow acceptance and support with simultaneous resistance to people

actually exploring those options (Sumsion, 1998, 2000).  The option being explored in

this instance is not an option. These men and women have no option to be gay or

lesbian. This is the practice of using the person to deliver work in a non-traditional mode

but then failing to support him or her. This is more apparent when putting women who

are lesbian in leadership positions and then waiting to watch their failure in “men’s

work”. The use of tokenistic men who are gay in diversity projects is another common

example.  

The “Safe Schools” program is an exemplar of liberator practice that serves to

set out as a model affirming inclusion and celebration of political difference.  Sarah and

Nigel are suggesting that affirmative changes need to be worked on in school

environments.  Chloe98 from the Freedom Centre speaks of “barriers for same-sex

                                                

98 A meeting of gay activists, students, educators and Western Australian academics was held under the
auspices of National Tertiary Education Union on September 19th  2003. It was attended by fifty people
who had an interest in Law Reform and Education. This occasion was an opportunity to address the
contradictions and resistances that had been experienced in the period since the law reform exactly a year
later. NTEU had brought four speakers to the forum and speakers included Ms Chloe Britten, a fifteen
year-old-student from the Freedom Centre.
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attracted young people staying in the education system” and “putting the responsibility

for safety not on the same-sex attracted people themselves but on staff and the student

body”. Here we have the system of “Safe Schools” advanced as a way to addressing

inclusion but is there explicit advancement of Lesbian and Gay Identity for the students

and teachers in the schools?  The “Safe Schools” program as noted earlier, is probably

largely predicated, albeit unconsciously on the pragmatic premise of averting violence

and legal liability. Nigel was very active in schools as a senior teacher and was open in

teaching awareness and inclusion and “safe schools”. In his interview he called for

tolerance and extensions of notions of tolerance as the “exposure” to gay and lesbian

people increases.  But has the process of “Safe Schools” failed to address the politics

of same-sex desire? Does the safe schools process blur differences and struggles?  In

the Safe Schools program non-straight sexual specificity is assimilated into a bland,

asexual and white norm. The passion of same-sex affection and desire is registered as a

‘tension’ but is still not shared.  Is sexual prejudice really being liberated through ‘Safe

Schools?’

At my University, I have been appointed as a University Contact Officer for

several years and in a recent instance other off site professionals were invited to address

incoming students on homophobia and inclusion. It is not unusual to see workplaces

where as the gay man I am seen as a token “gay” and equipped to address all the

sexual prejudice or homophobia in the workplace. The out educator is seen as

addressing the challenge and thereby the institutional host is able to state that they

‘…are doing something about it…’ Just like safe schools there is the possibility of a

presence of a ‘gay man’ but the practice assumes a fixed identity exists for gay and

lesbian people and that while they are being accommodated any attempt to destabilise in

terms of visibility is obstructed by the school. There is a token spokesperson for the

sexism but the sexism is not liberated.
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Benevolent Exploitation.

This discriminatory practice is apparent with tokenistic approval of the

workplace when the school or workplace suggests it is able to include diverse sexualities

as openly ‘accepted’ and it is actually taking advantage of gay or lesbian people’s

readiness to contribute to the wellbeing of the group or the efficient functioning of the

organization. Tolerance and acceptance of lesbian and gay people is a limited form of

inclusive practice. The ‘benevolent’ acceptance of these educators is noted in the stories.

These men and women can be ‘tolerated’ and ‘accepted’ insofar as they can be ignored

and dismissed as happened in Brenda’s story. Tolerance implies that these men and

women are simply marked as ‘other’ as they are external to the dominant view.

Tolerance of these men and women suggests that their sexuality is only extrinsically

rather than intrinsically related to straight sexuality and that heterosexuality is dominant,

natural and incontestable.  Their gay or lesbian sexuality is unnatural and also

contestable.  They are not only seen as different but also deficient, deviant and abnormal.

In practice, tolerance and acceptance of gays and lesbians and their sexuality means that

the institutional heterosexism remains unchanged and invisible. Education which is not

exploitative would ideally aim not for only tolerance and acceptance but rather serve to

celebrate the identity of these people.

Riddle in her ‘Scale of Homophobia’ makes this clear. To show how difficult it

is to indicate the powerful effect of homophobia, Riddle actually classifies ‘acceptance’

as a negative value in a scale of homophobia. In The Riddle Homophobia Scale99 (Wall,

1995) she lists Homophobic Levels of Attitude. Her negative levels are listed as

Repulsion, Pity, Tolerance and finally Acceptance. It is noteworthy that the positive level

of attitude does not include actually include ideas of acceptance. The term ‘acceptance’

implies that the group or individual still need to be accommodated on the basis of that
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person’s differences as noted earlier. The Riddle Scale implies that there is still

something to accept in people who identify as lesbian and gay. Riddle characterises the

attitude of ‘Acceptance’ by such well-known statements as “you’re not a lesbian,

you’re a person” or “what you do is your own business” or “it’s fine with me but just

don’t flaunt it”.

 Nigel states that the process of making gay and lesbian people invisible is very

clear. “Children often have a black look on how the world is being constructed…in

terms of relationships and how to form authentic, positive loving relationships which can

be ongoing and support you”. In terms of gay relationships, in the education setting

“…you can talk about them…(but) only in the construct of male/female marriage-type

relationships – that’s the only real relationship”. Nigel’s comment illustrates again the

recurrent theme of compulsory heterosexuality. He is suggesting that any non-

heterosexual relationships are to be regarded as illusory and erroneous.

Nigel brings segregation and exclusion into the forum. On discussing the four

gay male students who had been harassed at school and the response that they had been

assigned to Distance Education “for their own safety” he sees this as a sort of

benevolent exploitation. He comments that this is segregating on basis of sexuality.  

The students and teachers are “…forced to go into an educational closet as well as a

sexual closet, in some way hoping at the end of the day they will be allowed to be part of

society”. There is no considered deliberation on how society loses out by incarcerating

or expelling these students.

In the essay, Panopticism, Foucault (1975) writes about this practice of

‘expelling’ people from the community following on from the expulsion of the lepers to

create a ‘pure community’.  The act of expulsion leads to a more disciplined society,

                                                                                                                               

99 Taken from Wall, V. (1995). Beyond Tolerance: Gays, lesbians and bisexuals on campus. A
handbook of structured experiences and exercises for training and development. American College
Personnel Association.See Appendix 2 – The Riddle Scale of Acceptance.
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which can regulate, analyse and report behaviours to “normalise” practices and the

performance of the self. The society can thus keep itself free of the plague. The lepers

are ostracised from the “normal” population. Foucault’s analysis of the socio-political

effects of ostracising lepers from the normal population parallels the benevolent

exploitation of gays and lesbians in which there is a definite division and distinction

between “normal” and “abnormal” sexuality. If one is considered to be “normal”

then society accepts you readily but the gay and lesbian person, like the leper has the

horrible fate of being considered “abnormal” and excluded from society. By law in

Western Australian since September 2002 State schools and society have to allow for

lesbian and gay presence.  A Foucauldian perspective on these eight stories shows that

some form of surveillance is always occurring. The straight educators ‘allow’ gays and

lesbians to exist in the act of ‘tolerating’ or ‘accepting’ them but they still want to

control how these people can be seen.

In Katherine’s interview it is clear that the normative divide exists along with

surveillance of the regulatory norm. On responding to the question whether schools

address sexuality she states, “schools already do consider sexuality”. She speaks again

of compulsory heterosexuality. “They consider heterosexuality…there’s no other

sexuality that’s recognised outside of that or, if it is, it’s in a derogatory manner. So I

think purely by invisibility, the fact that you don’t exist, a non-entity, or if you do,

you’re some sort of perversion”.  In Katherine’s mind the school is not attending to

gay or lesbian sexuality even though it provides a site for production and meaning of

straight sexuality. She comments further, “Go into any high school these days that

doesn’t have a strict uniform policy, you’ll see more (heterosexual) flesh than you want

to see, and the (heterosexual) fellas are running around with their trousers around their

knees. They’re allowed to SCREAM their sexuality and their sexual identities”.

Katherine is suggesting that the school for these young men and women is a

place where they can be intuitively exuberant in the ordinariness of their existence. The

gay and lesbian people though are in opposition to them. By their silence, these schools
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are again not specifying the register and definitions of gay or lesbian sexualities. There

is no approach or informed attention to the nuanced and complex identity of the gay or

lesbian people. Schools, in Katherine’s words, have a responsibility “to educate

themselves so that they have an understanding that diversity is a wonderful thing and it

needs to be respected. And that if something does happen they know how to deal with it.

At the moment, their ignorance makes them frightened. They don’t want to be seen as

promoting difference, because every parent wants their kid to be normal”.

The benevolent exploitative environment is always tokenistic and fails in the real

work of safeguarding the rights of lesbian and gay teachers and students. If the schools

are supportive in their benevolence, then the straight teachers and students would be

uncomfortable themselves with what is happening in the school and aware of the

homophobic climate and irrational unfairness when it occurred. Such a school rather

than being exploitative would acknowledge that being gay/lesbian in our society takes

strength and assumes that these lesbian and gay teachers are people who are

indispensable to the school and society.

Considerate Domination.

Considerate domination is the perpetuation of privilege and power through

language, practices, and cultural life informing traditions. An implicit assumption could

be that educators are invariably straight and therefore reinforces the traditional

dominance of the teaching profession as only straight. The stories highlight the tendency

to disenfranchise the men and women who are not heterosexual. This is the presumption

of dominance which is all too familiar in the stories. Women in Benokraitis’ writings

have been dominated by internalised and institutionalised models which unconsciously

expect ritualistic feminised behaviours. There is a presumption that women will embody

responses predicated on presupposition of male dominance. The men teaching in Early

Years are noted in Sumsion’s writings as being subtly excluded from a largely female
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workplace. There is a sense of female dominance assumed in the Early Years school

context.  The presumption of dominance is all too familiar in the preceding stories.

These gay and lesbian educators have been dominated by institutional codes of

heterosexualised practice.

When I asked Brenda if others in her experience assumed she was straight and

whether there was perceived heterosexualised dominance she stated in one of her

comments that, “In my naivety I don’t make assumptions about what people present.

Another colleague I became friendly with told me when I saw her at a film fundraiser

that she wouldn’t want her daughter taught by me (because Brenda is lesbian). I said

‘why? What difference does it make?’ She and I get on well, openly, it is fine and we

make jokes, but it made me stop and think. She had probably sensed something”.

Brenda is not able to see that her sexuality is contested and considers the reason

for her not to be an appropriate teacher; when she “sensed something,” was almost

certainly her sexuality. Her lesbian sexuality was used against her by her colleague. The

very language of schools reinforces the expectations of only heterosexual relationships.

Brenda answers a question about a colleague Mary’s lesbian status and deflects it by

answering that she has a ‘partner’ and two children. Brenda is engaging the dominant

heteronormative discourse so that she will lead her questioner to the assumption that

Mary has a male partner. This is the playing the presumed normative role and serves as

evidence of a tension between being and belonging in her workplace. Brenda is unaware

that she is acting in a manner which is limiting her self-definition. It seems as if the

habitual response of ‘playing it straight’ is preferred as it is more easily managed than

‘telling it like it is’.

The status given to gay or lesbian identity is less than that given to their straight

equivalents. Any attempt to interrupt this dominance is considered as radical. The

teachers who interrupt the dominant discourse are still considered to be outside the rules

of belonging. Nigel states that the price he has paid for hyper-vigilance and the rules of
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belonging are great. “It was something (I) had to be aware of…it is quite dangerous

territory to walk into, particularly if the colleagues you are dealing with have been in the

environment a long time, and where a strong ‘Boys’ Club’ exists”.

Nigel conceded that he has always been aware that you “are in trouble if a

principal or person in power within the environment has these extreme

(heterosexualised) views”. He said he knew of colleagues “systematically harassed and

vilified out of their school by one or two individuals”. Nigel is commenting on the gay

or lesbian people who are playing it straight with the danger that they may develop a

“public” self and their “inner” self may disappear. The dominant dialogue is

heterosexual and in most instances does not consciously consider the world of the gay

or lesbian educator.

There is an alternative pleasure that is denied.  As Donald states, “I signed away

my rights to bring my identity to the school”. David reminds us that “The worst part of

my job from Day One has been that I cannot be out as a gay teacher. That’s a constant

source of anxiety. It is a daily confrontation of who you are”. Yet some of these men

and women are seeing a sense of political efficacy in making themselves visible. As

Nigel states, “The float invited viewers to ask, ‘Where are all the gay and lesbian

teachers?’ the answer being ‘not here’ because under WA law as it stands (prior to

2002) we are discriminated against and can lose our jobs. We exist, but are invisible

because we are not allowed to be visible”.  There is a sense of purpose for some of the

women in coming out and taking risks to act. Sarah’s and Katherine’s examples of

occasional resistant discourse and retaliatory action reinforces the lesbian and gay

educator’s hope that things can change and give them the opportunity to act as they are,

to have a voice with visibility.  

In Katherine’s story she asks her Principal “Mary, [I need you] to do

something about this, I need you to [initiate] a whole-school thing, and support, about

using the term ‘gay’ inappropriately, that it will not be tolerated”. Mary put a notice in
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the school newspaper to say that at her school ‘we all have to have respect for each other

and so we shouldn’t call each other names’. Katherine reminds us that her principal

“would not use the term gay. Another vice-principal’s solution was to ban the word

being used on campus…it’s the invisibility thing”.

Katherine’s intent here is polemical as she asks in this part of her story for self

ascription, affirmation which is pragmatic and she calls all educators to recognise the

continuum between knowledge and action. She asks the school to do something about

positioning ‘gays’ in an uncritical manner.  The school’s inaction, factual inaccuracies

and silencing are failures in the endeavour to bring social change. Avoiding discussion

and imagining that these men and women are unidentifiable is a preferred strategy of

‘action’. The dominant dialogue is heterosexual and in most instances does not

consciously consider the world of the gay or lesbian educator. The occasional resistant

discourse reinforces the lesbian and gay educator’s hope that things can change and

give them voice with visibility!

Collegial Exclusion.

Benokraitis (1997, p.23) notes that collegial exclusion occurs when a person is

‘made to feel invisible or unimportant through physical, social, or professional

isolation’. In the harsh world of exclusion men and women give up on trying to belong.

This collegial exclusion is noted in the stories earlier. Sarah’s story indicates that she

was consciously or unconsciously excluded from lunches and meetings for example.

The lesbian or gay teachers are considered ‘marginal’ as they are not heterosexual and

are expected to not enter into the heterosexualised space. This is also clear in career

progression and advancement. It is clear that people are not promoted in education if

they are ‘out’ educators in Western Australia. The heterosexualised self is celebrated

and advanced; the gay and lesbian self is excluded.
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Nigel brings this to the fore when he comments that if we are discussing some

kind of ‘sexuality education’ the question is always ‘whose sexuality is being talked

about?’ He comments that in his experience when heterosexuality doesn’t apply to you,

in context of Sexual Health that students and teachers end up feeling excluded. They

believe that for a school course not to deal with lesbian and gay issues is to educate that

“it is okay for you (gay and lesbian) people not to be healthy”. By being silent you

then perpetuate the inequities that already exist.  Again the behaviour of being gay or

lesbian is regulated by being excluded.

There are very few out ‘leaders’ and if there is an occasional out member of a

teaching team then he or she is seen and referred to as an ‘outsider’. Lesbian women in

education are ignored, as they may be perceived as tough or too unfeminine. Sarah has

been awarded National Awards for Teacher of Excellence twice. She sees this not only

as a reflection of her excellence as a teacher but as part of her need to “watch her back”

and continues to be vigilant and hyper-diligent. She stated in a public interview recently

that she “was always aware of making sure no one could criticise” her as a teacher. 100

No colleagues in her school have actively celebrated or congratulated Sarah for her

effort at attainment.

Straight colleagues often see the gay or lesbian educator as a ‘sole player’ or not

a ‘team player’ but maybe this is partially the consequence of professional exclusion

that has occurred in the staffroom camaraderie.   The sense of belonging and being

present to yourself is noteworthy at this point. When Nigel asks the question, “What

makes the essence of love and how does it manifest itself in humans, in all its forms?”

he is noting that the problem in education is that we try to deal with exclusive areas,

concentrating on minorities and what makes them different “rather than what it is that

makes them human”. Is he reflecting on a vital question as to what makes the essence of

                                                

100 Tackling Homophobia in Schools Wednesday 11th August 2004
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love and how can this be shared and expressed in our own ways? The sense of

belonging that the teachers and students experience is denied as he states the schools

always operate from the wrong end of the stick…we should
deal with what those emotional essences are, things that make
humans who live together in a diverse kind of world, then we
will bring about a different kind of appreciation and
understanding of where others are and where they come
from.…the role of education is teaching young people the
ability to step back from the negatives and  find what their own
essence is and to believe that it is okay. The shackles are about
more than gay sexuality, (it’s) about a whole range of ways we
deal with people. Always about identifying those who don’t fit
in.

Many of the stories comment on posters, signs, rituals and performances in the

staff room. Nigel suggests that the difficult teaching situations relate to the “blokey

blokes” on staff, who are intimidating to women and also to those of different “ethnic

origins”. “They laugh and carry on and this pervades the whole room. It affects others,

talk is about footy and cricket and male jokes about women. They’re the types who

think it’s okay for Sam Newman (a TV Football commentator) to dress up in a tutu and

behave in these masculine, anti-feminine kinds of ways”.

This arena would be a worthy place for further research to see how the values of

the teachers reflect inclusion and exclusion. The ‘outsider’ ‘insider’ ‘in-group’ and

‘out-group’ themes are suggested throughout the stories. The subtle and embedded

articulation of what sexuality belongs in schools and the configuration of the

performance of this sexuality is articulated throughout these stories. Nigel is very clear

how the ‘blokey bloke’ men have excluded him. David comments on how challenged he

has been in finding a voice to be ‘out’ in his school. Brenda talks of the “silences in the

staffroom (and photocopier)”. There is a sense in most of the stories where degrees and

styles of belonging are implied in the school corridors, teaching spaces and collegial

staff rooms. Blindness and invisibility construct the identity of the gay men and lesbian
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women. This blindness is a collusion with the fashioning of the fiction surrounding gay

men and lesbians. These women and men are fictionalised by their very absence.

Of my own admission I loathe the space of heterosexualised presumption and

find myself ‘outing’ myself to gain acceptance or a modicum of inclusion. This practice

is ‘radical’ for my straight colleagues but central to activism and ‘queer theory’ in

action.  This is not easy as the community of scholars accepts men and women only as

long as they “don’t push the barrow”, and at times self exclusion is easier in the largely

heteronormative workspace.  Sarah is told, “We don’t talk about that (lesbian sexuality)

here”. The stories in this thesis demonstrate strongly the invisibility in the performance

of the self for these men and women.  

The Pink Ceiling Is Too Low

The inequalities that are underpinning these stories are examined in a very

significant Australian study.  The large research101 project undertaken by The Australian

Centre for Lesbian and Gay Research, The University of Sydney entitled, The Pink

Ceiling Is Too Low - Workplace Experiences Of Lesbians, Gay Men and Transgender

People explored the workplace experiences of 900 Gay men, lesbians and transgender

people. Irwin’s qualitative research found that harassment and/or prejudicial treatment

on the basis of homosexuality or gender identity was widespread with 59% (532) of the

participants experiencing this in their current or previous workplace. The workers in the

NSW and Victorian study noted that homophobic behaviour which included sexual and

physical assault, verbal harassment and abuse; destruction of property, ridicule, belittling,

and homophobic jokes was part of the work life. It is not surprising that Irwin’s

                                                

101 This was a collaborative research project jointly undertaken by the NSW Gay and Lesbian Rights
Lobby and the Australian Centre for Lesbian and Gay Research funded under the Australian Research
Council under the SPIRT Scheme (Strategic Partnerships for Industry Research and Training). The
NSW Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby contributed both cash and kind support. The Victorian Gay and
Lesbian Rights Lobby also contributed financial support.
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research also attends to “Prejudicial treatment” which included unfair rosters,

unreasonable work expectations, sabotaging and undermining of work and restrictions

to career.  Irwin (1999, p.7) corroborates that the

effects of this homophobic behaviour and prejudicial treatment
were extensive and included effects on the individual and their
workplace performance. The effects on individuals included
increased stress, depression, illness, loss of self-confidence,
increased alcohol and drug intake and attempted suicide.
Workplace performance was negatively affected as a result of
increased leave due to stress related illness, participants not
wanting to be at work and having to be constantly on guard.

In his interview Paul talked of the joke aspect about gay men prevalent in

schools, and generally, which he attributes to the macho emphasis of Australian culture.

He has noticed displays of affection between known lesbian students, hand holding and

the like which is generally acceptable in the school community as hand holding amongst

women is part of a “platonic ideal” of women’s relationships, whereas with boys

handholding would be tolerable only as part of a joke aimed at male/male relationships. 

Exclusion and subordination of the gay or lesbian self is socially constructed

and the school is a normalising mechanism which undermines the performance of other-

than-straight sexualities. These men and women have developed a manner of knowing

the position of their lesbian sexuality or gayness in the work setting of the school. They

are not all suggesting they unmask themselves but they could seem to be wanting to

destabilise the contents of the work place when they ask that be ‘understood’. They

want to call for the sometimes deleterious effects of their masking to be noted and ask

that the implications of the straight teachers social positioning be queried. The

heterosexualised workplace should become cognisant of its social location and

deliberate on its dominance. They also seem to want to be called into being and

belonging in ‘ordinariness’ of the everyday world of which sexuality is one part. The

call to be able to understand how they have been sustained in a social inequity within

structural heterosexuality is ultimately the research question. Ironically these forms of
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social exclusion are defined very much by what cannot be seen and spoken about.

These stories reflect qualitative findings similar to the quantitative data in Irwin’s study.

In Western Australian schools there is still a hostile and unsafe environment for ‘out’ or

suspected lesbians and gay men.

“I can be myself”.

Perhaps the most important point in Irwin’s research is the finding that those

participants who are out to everyone had often chosen workplaces where they felt safe.

This was the workplace where her co-participants stated that they were confident and

comfortable.  They feel no need to conceal any aspect of their selves.They stated that

this workplace was a place where “I can be myself”. This notion of being one’s self has

been examined more fully in chapter three but is central to the research undertaken here.

All people have the need and right to be true to their self. There are moments in the

stories where the school experiences of participants are characterised by a workplace

which valued difference (rather than just accepted or tolerated it), that is, where each

person’s uniqueness was validated and they felt safe. In these situations there was less

likelihood of these participants experiencing sexual prejudice102 and homophobic

discrimination.

After the Stories.

Sumsion, Benokraitis and Irwin have offered some ways of examining

discrimination against gay and lesbian people. The subtlety of the stories seems to

warrant generating further less culturally normative elaboration from the stories and

other available literature in the field.  
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Part of the difficulty in distinguishing between Benokraitis’ nine categories of

subtle discrimination is the difficulty of determining the point at which the positive

aspects cancel out the negative ones or vice versa. From a broad perspective it seems

clear that the categories are themselves defined from a paternalistic perspective of the

educator as normative, establishing standards and that this in itself cannot deal with

those so completely ‘outside the norms’ that from their position, they cannot engage

with the positive aspects at all.

In the following analysis I will draw on categories from the stories themselves to

mark sanctions which are not so subtle and complex from the recipients’ view. It is

these categories which these men and women experience as marking103 or unmarking

them as not belonging to the dominant view rather categories imposed by the dominant

theory. In the next part of this analysis I examine the marking, neutralisation and the un-

negotiated ways of belonging which I call ‘The Acts of Discrediting’

The Acts of Discrediting.

The thesis was not attempting to investigate or validate the actions, comments

and opinions of straight men and women. It is almost certain that the straight men and

women who are spoken about in these stories are largely unaware of the social and

psychological harms that the research co-participants experience in their schools. There

is probably no considered deliberation by the majority of the straight teachers who work

                                                                                                                               

102 See the earlier discussion of Herek especially on the use of this term – footnote reference:

103 The Marked and Unmarked.  I use the term here as discussed by Valerie Rohy. “Peggy Phelan has
suggested that phallocentric culture posits the female body as an unmarked body, a body perceived as
lacking in relation to man’s phallic possession.  At the same time, Phelan writes, “cultural
reproduction takes she who is unmarked and re-marks her, rhetorically and imagistically, while he who
is marked with value is left unremarked, in discursive paradigms and visible fields” (p.5). Because she
lacks the phallic mark, woman becomes culturally remarkable or exceptional in relation to the
masculine norm”. URL    http://www.genders.org/g38/g38_rohy.txt    retrieved Monday, September 27,

2004.
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alongside these teachers as to the nature of bigotry, the presence of heterosexualised

normativity in daily life and the tacit commentary, violence and prejudice that these men

and women experience. David comments on his own self-censorship borne of his fear.

Brenda is still trying to reconcile herself to the ignorance and mis-information that

supported her being treated so badly. Donald would prefer to be out but is afraid to do

so because of the risk which he believes comes from the  “association of homosexuality

…as the equivalent to paedophilia”. Sarah is constantly aware of feelings of needing to

“watch her back”. This leads her to seem at times bewildered. There is a sense of

bafflement in her story and self-presentation. She is aware of her discreditors but does

not know why they behave so badly towards her. Brenda is confused at times as she

tries to unravel the discrediting she experienced.

The following eight performance categories are delivered upon the men and

women in these stories. They are a way of wondering about the stories. How are the

schools leaving unquestioned the assertion of heterosexual privilege? In what manner is

ambivalence towards these women and men enacted in the school? Is bigotry and bias

enacted in the workplace? Is there a marking of these educators because of their

sexuality? Are these stories reflecting moments where the co-participants who are

neutralised, degraded, shunned or expelled educators because of their sexuality?

Acts that leave unquestioned the assertion of privilege.

The preceding stories reflected moments of unquestioned assertion of privilege

and exercise of unequal power. In the stories there are examples of motives, character,

and social situations in which subtle and grossly overt forms of heterosexist
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discrimination and privilege are carried out, maintained, legitimised and supported. There

is a traumatising process in place. However it is very subtle and leads these men and

women to a place of bafflement and confusion and ultimate defeat.  Brenda’s interview

clearly indicates a degree of bafflement, which is bordering on ‘traumatic’. Beyond the

psychological sense of her self there is a clear indication that she is ‘stressed’ in a way

which in a heterosexual context would simply not be accommodated. There is on-going

unquestioned assertion of privilege and exercise of unequal power against these men

and women which I am calling “moments of homophobia” but more importantly there

is a denial of self-hood. These ways of being for the lesbian and gay educators can be

changed when ignorance is addressed through story and truth telling: then our straight

colleagues might begin to comprehend the gravity of the social exclusion of gay and

lesbian educators and indeed all minorities.

It is clear that in these moments of homophobia in relation to homophobic jokes

and comments made by colleagues occur frequently.  Paul has seen a “fair amount” of

homophobic humour occur in front of him. As he reminds us, “I sat through

conversations on Aussie Rules or breasts…but once they finally worked it out…they

might be in the middle of telling a joke when suddenly they look at you and say ‘sorry’,

for example with off-colour jokes about gerbils…why would they think I find that

offensive?”  

Here Paul is suggesting that the off-colour humour and its basis in crude acts is

somehow being linked to him, by the act of apology for as being discussed jokingly in

his presence. Paul’s comment also illustrates that the joke is more than a joke as the

assumption is that all gay men behave in this manner. Paul’s story serves to

demonstrate the power of the stereotypes that straight people use and concurrently

illustrate the internalised homophobia experienced by these women and men alongside

homoprejudice.  These ways of engaging in the world, being seen as a stereotype, having
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internalised self-loathing and being re-enforced as a object of ridicule lead to a serious

compromise in being and belonging.

The presumption that this bizarre practice equates to being a ‘gay’ is wrong.

Having the power over gay and lesbian people the heterosexism in the staffroom

discourse serve to discredit Paul and all gay men. “Then they start apologising and try

to explain how open minded they are or say they have a brother or cousin who’s

gay…this is too much, almost worse”.

Paul’s unique contribution towards education and the progressive development

of human culture at large and human society as a whole is demeaned because of this

assertion of intimidating and hostile humour. Instead of accepting their inaccuracies

Paul needs to take back his power. By not doing so he will be excluded, expelled, and

ostracised. As a genuine and radical gesture if he can reject this meaningless

commentary then in opposing the ‘fabrication’ he will redress the dominance of the

heterosexual majority and the heterosexist dominance.  Paul’s story illustrates how idea

of being in a minority and a member of a subordinate group must be interrupted so the

assertion of unequal power is no longer perpetuated.

Acts that in some ‘small way’ redress the indifference of the bystanders.

These stories are attending to the co-participants’ lives and in their speaking

their stories there is some small way to redress the ambivalence or indifference of the

bystanders in their schools. The stories do indicate that there is still an institutional

defence of compulsory heterosexuality and begs the question as to how so many

schools (and workplaces) which purportedly do not support heterosexist discrimination

nonetheless continue to permit such discrimination in their educational communities

while allowing heterosexist bigotry to be enacted?  
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These stories were created in a localised context. In Western Australia we still

experience the effects of religious fundamentalism and there has been an upsurge of

publicity and debate attending to law-reform, same-sex marriage and ‘gay’ families.

Most of this public discourse has been punitive, located within a frame of heterosexist

hate speech and there is no question in my mind of its contribution to the very bigotry

these stories reveal is unequivocal. Most of the preceding stories show the various

resistances put up to deflect the presence of those women and men outside the

heterosexual norm and the effects of bias against these men and women.  Homophobia

as Blumenfeld (1992)104 reminds us serves also to

prevent heterosexuals from accepting the benefits and gifts
offered by our (gay or lesbian) people: theoretical insights,
social and spiritual visions and options, contributions in the arts
and culture, to religion, to family life, indeed, to all facets of
society. Ultimately, it inhibits appreciation of other types of
diversity, making it unsafe for everyone because each person
has unique traits not considered mainstream or dominant.

Acts of bigotry and bias.

The preceding stories presume heterosexual privilege and the bigotry and bias

experienced in the stories fall into multiple categories of controlling and silencing. Most

of the stories are about controlling behaviour or ‘activity’. There is an authority of

privileged heterosexuality that works to validate the marginalisation of gay and lesbian

people.  Many stories are about silencing the voices of these educators. The controlling

of ‘codes of body’ and the silencing processes are used against these educators. This

category of practice serves to affirm heteronormative processes and is used to perpetuate

the predominant heterosexualised worldview.  The stories serve to reflect on how these

suspect sexual ‘outlaws’ are situated within the slippery concept of inclusion and this is

difficult to qualify. Whilst the thesis has not set out to quantify the organisational

practices that have influenced these men and women, it does reflect the acts of

                                                

104    http://www.times10.org/warren102000.htm     retrieved Tuesday, October 5, 2004.
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‘belonging’ through their stories. These school practices repeated over a period of time

are considered ‘appropriate’ or ‘playful’ by some members of the dominat group when

they serve to mark the gay and lesbian educators as not belonging.

Acts of being ‘marked’ as only ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’.

bell hooks (1989) reminds us that radically vocal ‘others’ are usually viewed as

a threat to those who already have a voice.  Rituals of humiliation are some of the most

serious forms of sanctions used and are intended to silence, shame and strip an

individual of his or her identity. These intentional or unintentional processes are often

visible but go un-noted and un-noticed within the norms and values and ideologies of

the school context. The intention of these rituals is to detach the individual from his or

her position and self-esteem - the individual is “marked”. The marking of the educator

as ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ can be sporadic or cumulative having explicit or implicit attention

focused on the individual. Some of the stories allude to ‘disparaging talk’ that is used to

link the individual as being marked because their sexuality is non-straight.  The school

is not willing to address the presence of non-straight sexualities (Sears, 1992).

The challenged heterocentric system and individuals in the system set out to

degrade the gay or lesbian educator’s practices, values and priorities of self-hood, as

their negative sexuality is subtly and systematically used to mark these men and women

as non-persons. Gay or lesbian educators are left without credibility, voice, or forum in

their attempt to restore their damaged reputation because they are marked as only gay or

lesbian. The values of the individual that are seen as contrary to those of the privileged

heterocentric view are most heavily and negatively denigrated. The framing of the person

as only ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ denies the fullness of the selfhood of these men and women.
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Acts that are neutralising.

Some of the stories indicate that there are endeavours from colleagues and

administrators to neutralise these men and women. The opposite of marking occurs

when the school or community has already made its evaluation of the individual and

continues to distance itself from the individual. In these stories and rituals the ‘friends’

and colleagues, members of the individual’s primary social community participate in

subtle character assassination and defamation. This demoralizing ritual induces feelings

of betrayal, shame, and isolation in the educator. The goal of the privileged heterocentric

community is to eliminate the challenge of the gay or lesbian educator. The condoning

of sanctions through silence is prevalent in the stories.  The privileged community

perceives the withdrawal of support or shift in power as “necessary and appropriate”.

The educators who have been marked as ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ are then made invisible. The

workplace can bring moments of neutralisation. Indeed the practice of homogenising

‘gender politics’ as ‘equity’ is one such recurrent theme of neutralisation as is seen in

the stories. Whilst these tales of the field serve to illustrate that these men and women

are a part of the ‘human rights’ debate or ‘diversity projects’ it is worth noting that

these arguments are used over and over again in a way so that these women and men are

neutralised and made invisible!  For example a Western Australian university is noted as

saying “… we are attending to our gay and lesbian staff and students in our Diversity

Project”. The issue here is that selected subjectivities are given presence. The voice of

race, gender, class and age are scripted to belong. But the additional inclusion of ‘sexual

identity’ within terrain of the equity deliberations is unapologetically sotto voce. The

lesbian and gay educators are accommodated as long as their subjectivity ‘intersects’

with race, gender class and age.
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Acts of degradation.

Degradation is a serious act against humanity (Diprose, 2002). The dignity of

humanity and the ethic of care and ‘equivalence’ demands that people treat each other

with respect (Deveaux, 2000)105. A sense of the self is denied when there is a loss of

self-esteem.  The stories reflect a loss of status and reputation with the intention to cause

somebody a humiliating loss of self-esteem. This was seen in Sarah’s story - when the

school ‘allowed’ the game-playing and endorsed the status quo of a hostile and

insensitive environment. The moments of degradation seen in these stories erode the

sense and quality of the self for these women and men. Typically moments of malicious

gossip and rumour are elements of the moments of degradation that are the first, most

noticeable, and most effective sanctions used by the heteroprivileged community.

Brenda had many moments where she was left alone and not invited to participate and

the rumour mongering over her court case was active inside her school, staffroom and

classes. On presenting with a ‘queer identity’ or as different from the pervasive cultural

definition the “tools” the community used to convey who is an ‘insider’ and who is

‘not-an-insider’ include marking the individual, silencing the individual or degrading the

person.

Acts of shunning.

The privileged heterocentric community perpetuates  and reinforces itself by

using a sophisticated network of formal and informal relationships.  One such hostile

act is to shun or consciously avoid an individual.  Sarah’s story illustrates the shunning

and silencing that she experienced.  This conveys the message that she is not welcome in

                                                

105 We all need dignity and respect. Deveaux (2000) holds to the notion that “substantive, deliberative
conception of democracy emphasizes the importance of citizens’ participation in public life and the need
to foster political relationships and practices based on reciprocity, political equality, and mutual
respect – all crucial to meeting basic justice claims by national minorities and immigrants alike (p.5).
She writes that On the limited conception of deliberative democracy for which I am arguing, reasoning
and deliberation are conceived in terms of the actual communication of agents’ positions and beliefs,
thus shifting the attention to actual processes of moral argumentation (p.177). [My bold]
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the community - that the ‘lesbian’ doesn’t belong. It is a hostile act that occurs in

varying degrees of severity. The shunning Sarah experienced which ranges from a

subtle and deliberate lack of eye contact to avoidance, ostracism, and isolation and is one

of the more visible sanctions these stories show. Shunning not only conveys the

message of ‘not belonging’ to the gay or lesbian educator, but also reinforces the

dominance within the privileged community. When the entire community engages in

discriminatory behaviour (either formal or informal), together with gossip, there is a

debilitating effect upon these teachers. This is the goal of such activity. Shunning could

be considered to be one of the most painful forms of social control. The individual is

socialised into the privileged heterocentric community as its primary reference

community and is expected to take on its values. Indeed some moments in the stories

indicate shunning has occurred and people have left the profession, as they do not

belong. Most people would choose to leave rather than endure this form of shaming

isolation. David’s story illustrates that he would eventually resign and leave teaching as

he felt that this was no place for him to ‘belong’. When any individual is isolated from

the social or educational setting and community a sense of anomie106 is experienced.

When combined with other alienating activities in the workplace, enacted by the

privileged heterocentric community the individual can experience severe emotional

trauma. Individuals can experience stages of anxiety, isolation, and disorientation and

lose their sense of belonging; can feel shame, self-recrimination, and anomie.  If these

feelings are prolonged, they are at risk of becoming clinically depressed as a reaction to

the workplace. There are strong moments in Brenda’s story where ‘loss’ was so great

that anxiety and doubt at the end of her interview overcame her.

                                                

106 Anomie in this sense refers to the psychological condition of rootlessness, futility and anxiety
afflicting individuals who live under such conditions. Emile Durkheim introduced this idea to social
scientists to address social conditions in Suicide (1897) and it characterises instability, the breakdown of
social norms, institutional disorganization, and a divorce between socially valid goals and available
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Acts to sabotage.

Sabotage is the purposeful and conscious undermining of the educator’s

position by colleagues. Discrediting the gay or lesbian educator is carried out by rumour

and gossip, as in the rite of separation, but also by sabotage. For example, one of the co-

participants doesn’t get her telephone messages and misses a community meal. For the

most part discrediting involves at least two individuals who conspire, contrive, and carry

out an agreed-on plan with a view to make the colleague appear untrustworthy or wrong.

Discrediting the gay or lesbian teacher again serves to degrade the sense of self. The

saboteurs are able to deny involvement, rendering the investigation to a “my word

against yours” scenario which typically further discredits and diminishes the gay or

lesbian educator.

These stories are generally negative and this is reflected in the negative labelling

process. The label sticks, as it is the easiest way to hold the identity of the individual at a

distance. Negative labelling of the gay or lesbian educator is often the result of norms

having been violated, especially if the “labeller” or privileged heterocentric community

feels threatened. “I feel bad about what happened to her, but I’m not sticking my neck

out; I have a family to feed”. Defining and labelling become an important part of these

men and women’s lives, determining how much importance they ascribe to a given

situation.  Labels and definitions are a normative practice and determine appropriate

responses and behaviour.  They influence both those labelled and those associated with

them. At times these educators will even justify the labels put on them by others, as a

form of internalised oppression (Pheterson 1988: Mason, 1987) thereby reinforcing

their own attitudes and behaviour. Prejudices and priorities are inherent in the

heterosexual community’s defining and labelling. Some of these stories reflect an

inability to dislocate the self from the negative labels put on the educator, that is, these

                                                                                                                               

means for achieving them. In this thesis anomie is the loss of self that occurs in the exchanges between
the men and women who are lesbian and gay and their colleagues.
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people take ownership of the superimposed label and start to believe it is who they are.

If the school community holds to the identity of the individual as labelled, all behaviour

of the educator is interpreted in light of the label, thereby legitimising the label. In many

stories presented, the individual was marked, and in most cases the responsive behaviour

of those around the educator was based on the prejudices toward the schools’ meaning

of the label ‘being gay’. There are moments when the individual is seen as “getting

what he or she deserves” in these stories. Here the privileged community admits to

having done something, but attempts to transfer the guilt or accountability to the gay or

lesbian educator in a belief that “he had it coming” or “she brought it on herself”

explanation. This neutralization technique, which often follows minimization, is to blame

the gay or lesbian educator. Sexual harassment often includes the excuse “the way she

dressed made me do it”.

Another rationale is to condemn the authority’s perceived oversight of the

‘problem’: the heteroprivileged community is fighting the system, righting a wrong or

balancing an injustice. The stories reflect the manner in which some of these educators

don’t ‘fit in’ and ‘had it coming’ It is indicated in some of these stories that expulsion

is justified as a way to maintain the status quo.  Sometimes there is a sense that the

purposefully hostile environment will eventually drive the gay or lesbian educator from

the school setting. There is at times a sense that the privileged school is pressuring the

gay or lesbian educator toward “voluntary” resignation as the progressive expulsion

process. The individual lesbian or gay educator is experiencing the downside of the

privileged heterocentric community’s activities as having been “marked” and while

attempting to avoid being marked by the school response, these gay or lesbian educator

are hindered, if not totally prevented, from participating with co-workers in the school

setting.

The stories could be likened to acts or rituals of exclusion. The subtle negative

discrimination is not objectively observable. The participants are however responding to

the exclusive actions of others in various ways which seem to rob them of valuable
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training, support, sponsorship, and information accessible only to the insiders. The

stories show how at times these educators feel isolated, disoriented, and shamed; there

are many moments of experience - both physical and emotional problems manifested in

negative attitudes toward work and individuals, loss of motivation, and apathy. As Irwin

indicates these men and women experience economic and professional diminution as

seen in negative evaluations, difficulties with co-workers, and being passed over for

promotions. Such changes in the work setting often compel the individual to resign,

which may be the privileged heterocentric community’s conscious or unconscious goal.

Dramatis Personae

In the beginning of this chapter I categorised the stories using Benokraitis

‘rites’ of exclusion as examples of subtle and overt discrimination. I then located several

Acts of Discrediting that these men and women experienced using categories from their

own stories and from gay and lesbian literature. Now I will name the roles they play out.

This final section identifies the rites of performance or enactments of each co-participant

as interpreted from their stories. I am now returning to the notion of enactment to bring

each of these gay and lesbian educators and their re-actions to the centre of the stage.

What follows is a ‘casting list’ as a way of describing who these people became in

response to the enactments or rituals that they ‘played’ out in the role as an educator.

These cameos comment on how the eight men and women coped. They reflect on the

actions, reactions and masks that they have used in being represented and in

representing themselves in their stories. It is through their narratives that I now identify

their unique manner of coping or accommodation to difference on the basis of their

sexuality in the schools. The data will be examined so their roles are stated finally. This

is engaging in the principles of role reversal, in my experiencing the identification with

the co-participants and my somatic sense of their self I sat with them in their interview .

In returning to their stories I attend to their body, voice and sense of self as a way of
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knowing what it is that they are demonstrating. I will now ‘name’ the meaning each

participant holds for me at the end of the stories.

Cassandra – Retreat into a protective armouring.

In her interview, Cassandra was enthusiastic and open. Yet as her interview

unfolded she engaged in ‘armouring’ to protect herself. When she hears the students’

direct ideas against ‘homosexuality’ commenting on ‘being attracted to the same

gender’ she is enthused that at least sexuality is being talked about but she lets them

engage in erroneous thinking. Her teaching style is liberal as she holds to the idea that

students can self regulate and learn through ‘play’. She believes that her students are

entitled to ‘play the role of being homophobic’ as they are not aware and therefore need

to learn about this on their own terms. Yet she is not prepared to interrupt or teach to the

homophobic discourse. She does not want to be seen as ‘guilty by association’ and

believes that she is not really personally affected as her students are ‘not educated in the

topic of homophobia’. Cassandra retreats like a snail. She does not tackle personally the

ideas that gays are ‘bad’ and lets the students get away with the errors of their thinking.

This is largely because as she admits she is not queried inappropriately at a personal

level.  One gay colleague does come out to her and he is an ally and had his

‘suspicions’ about her but otherwise she uses the carapace to protect herself. He is not

‘out’ at work and while he does not hide it he has not come out.  Her retreat is her rite

of enactment. She believes that the school is not able to accommodate her and retreat

enables self-preservation. The students and the other teachers are allowed to comment

on the  ‘dyke’ status of another colleague in front of her. Dyke and Lemon (which she

remembers from high school) are the ‘big terms’ used by the students and the teachers.

She is disillusioned about it (coming out in such an environment and she is not ‘very

happy about the situation’.)  Her way of coping is to accept that ignorance is common.

She copes with the antagonism and the verbal abuse of hearing ‘lemon’ and dyke by
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staying in the closet within the interviews however she is eager and enthusiastic in her

manner with me. In the sharing of herself in the interview she is advancing a sense of

herself. She appears eager to tell me that she wants to change the way people see her and

other lesbians but she is unsure how to do this. Retreat is her rite of enactment.

David – Strategic Retreat averts the need for self-censorship

This interview was highly informed as David knows a lot about theory of

sexuality, identity and homophobia. He is eager to redress the harsh and ‘silly’

misinformation. He wants ‘gay educators to be accepted in their ordinariness’. He

wants school-based liaison officers and visible presence of gays and lesbian in schools.

He is articulate but is nervous and laughs throughout the interview stating ‘gay identity

should never really be an issue’. His capacity to be ‘out’ was limited over the years of

teaching. He seemed to be recognising that it ‘is nice to know there is another gay

teacher on the staff’ yet he is guarded and highly elaborate forms of self censorship are

his mode of enactment. He wants to be out to ‘model to other younger gay men’ that

our sexuality is not aberrant or something to be feared. He wants to interrupt the

commentary of oppression and to show films which ‘normalise’ gay identity alongside

straight films. He longs to empathise with gay people in his workplace. He recognises

this through an occasional guarded meeting with one or two gay teachers who are seen

as ‘acceptable’ to him. He can recognise his gay allies. David has a measured and

sophisticated capacity to read his colleagues : he has what he calls a well developed

‘gaydar’. In the interview he comments that he has succumbed to the need for a strategic

retreat. He gets close and waits to see what will happen but then he admits that he gets to

know people through a great deal of self-censorship. He does not ‘spill’ out or ‘spell’

out his sexuality as to do so is ‘too risky’. He finally suggests that he needs to leave

teaching as the inner life of his gay self cannot belong with the ‘outside’ world of the

school. He states he will resign from teaching as he cannot perform confidently within
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the lie of his self-censorship. Self-censorship has been his rite of belonging. David

literally left teaching for self-survival. By removing himself from the system he no

longer needs to accommodate to the sense of hypocrisy he reflected on in his interview.

Donald – his gay life is built on the straight lie.

Donald chooses to distance his sexuality from the school. He states that his gay

identity is, “Not something to discuss in the workplace”.  This distancing is made even

more duplicitous as he says he is almost certainly the object of ‘car park gossip’. His

workplace is ‘the only place’ he is not out and the main reason is that especially in

Catholic schools the “association of homosexuality to being a paedophile” is so

common. “I would prefer to be known to be gay….although it is compromising my

identity but I cant ‘fight city hall’ and I don’t want to enter into a ‘pro gay’ voice in

Perth. Not in Perth”. Donald has to work hard to compose and re-shape himself

because as a gay teacher he has a lack of protection if the school (as a church authority)

chooses to take action against him for anything that he may say or do in relation to his

sexuality. He performs as a straight man but is clearly ‘gay’ to his colleagues and

prefers to be seen as such. His church and school has to do very little to monitor

Donald as he self-regulates his behaviour and language in order to avoid what he knows

would be certain censure or expulsion.  In his interview he was defensive as the ‘living

of the lie’ is clearly difficult for him and a daily confrontation. He spoke openly but

there was a sense that he realised in the interview that his was not a full life because of

needing to live out of the lie. He has no choice other than to be a “Gay guy living out of

the straight lie.” Living the lie has become his rite of belonging. Donald engages in the

decision to leave ‘metaphorically’ by leaving a large part of himself ‘outside’ the

profession.
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Sarah – I demand to be seen as a lesbian

Sarah lives out the fullness of the story of the lesbian woman living in the

‘apartheid of the closet’ and is doing everything that she can to interrupt the straight

‘psychological rape’ she has experienced because of her sexuality. She vehemently

denounces any misinformation and irregularities surrounding regulation and control of

both gender and sexual ‘nonconformity’. She is defiant in her interview and proud of

her Lesbian identity. She is passionate, works ‘incredibly hard’ and attaches a profound

‘sense of importance’ to her teaching. She admits she over-compensates all the time.

Her defiance is a positive gesture and her role is to ‘state the truth’. She has an aversion

to homophobia in schools and denounces everything that gets in the way of being

viewed as acceptable as a lesbian in her workplace. She demands to be seen as a lesbian.

She has advanced herself as a private and public advocate for gay and lesbian teachers to

redress what she says is “…the appalling way in which gay and lesbian teachers are

silenced…..they are frightened. I don’t care what anybody says, they walk in fear”. Her

performance is to present herself to the school as a champion. She speaks out loudly

and stridently and ‘performs’ her poetic responses and ‘disturbing’ journal entries

addressing her sexual identity. She exposes incidents of homophobia through the use of

poetic performance and by publishing literature. Sarah has advanced herself as a

political voice within schools as her story indicates. Calling in all her personal and

professional political power and making her lesbian self very visible has become her rite

of belonging.

Paul – Play the clown and use humour to deflect

Paul is vehemently opposed to the performance of compulsory heterosexuality

and acknowledges that heterosexuality is granted special privileges. His story

demonstrates how in his experience schools grant straight sexual discourse special

privileges. Paul uses humour to accommodate what he sees as the difficulty of speaking
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about gay and lesbian sexuality openly. He is eager to use humour to deflect away from

the ignorance of a less than critical understanding of lesbian and gay identity.  In his

interview he was very aware of the sensitivity of being seen as gay and consistently

deflects away from telling his story in case he is ‘found out’ and was equally unable to

state where he actually taught for fear of reprisal. It is my hunch that he teaches in a

church school and he is very anxious and uses humour ‘to turn it back on them’.

Ironically he was the most informed respondent addressing literature, art and music as

ways of locating experience. Unlike his colleagues he uses humour as a critical part of

his workplace defence. His colleagues tell jokes but do not understand the appropriate

professional milieu. He turns their commentary around by ‘treating them lightly’ using

insight humour rather than victim humour. At the end of the day Paul accommodates

their behaviours so his colleagues are forced to accommodate him. This said, his manner

of accommodation is to be ‘on guard’ all the time and to avoid any disclosure that could

be used against him. Using humour to divert away from his personal and professional

story and making his gay self very invisible has become his rite of belonging in his

school.

Nigel – Rhetorical Camouflage

Nigel is advocating the inclusion of all sexualities in schooling and yet he also

calls for homogenising of ‘gay and lesbian’ inclusion. His method of performing in the

school is to ‘solve the problem’ of the gay or lesbian presence. He accepts that there

will always be gay and lesbian people in schools but that they need to ‘change the way

they behave’.  He has adopted the belief that gays and lesbians should not really be seen

as a group but rather be part of the inclusive education debate. His interview reflects how

he views lesbian and gay identity as ‘another problem’ that needs to be more embedded

in the whole school ethos. His interview indicates a measure of internalised homophobia

which is characterised by the belief that ‘it still be too dangerous’ to be identified as

lesbian or gay. He reacts to his own internalised homophobia by making sure that he is

not identifiable. His interview was characterised by language which was tentative and not
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explicit. In some ways he has been forced to ‘sit on the fence’ as he was advancing in

the system about to embark on a career as a vice-principal. Nigel uses very explicit

discourse addressing inclusion whilst concurrently admitting he has had to ‘mask’

himself. He believes that he still is not able to ‘allow himself to be identified’ as an out

educator. He admits that people have been damaged when coming up against the

authoritative views held within some education systems. He indicates that the

‘gatekeepers won’t want gay or lesbian inclusion advertised…’ Nigel sees legislative

change as a measure of success; but warns that gay educators in Perth can still be

‘exposed’. He sees the possibility of a network of gay and lesbian educators but

comments on the ‘danger of being exposed as very real’. Up until very recently in

Western Australia discrimination against gays was a function of the government. The

passage of notable anti-discrimination laws has, to a certain extent, improved the

situation for gay and lesbian educators but Nigel’s interview demonstrates fear.  Nigel

also acts from a position of fear for he wants nothing to disturb the status quo. He sees

acts of oppressive commentary are not justified in schools but is fearful of blaming

anyone; he responds to the school as a system which colludes with the idea that lesbian

and gays are a minority and don’t deserve attention. Nigel’s interview was tentative at

times, and his retreat into rhetoric and homogenising of lesbians and gays into inclusive

education seems to be more a reaction to the fact that he is afraid for himself and other

gay men. Because of this kind of fear, gays and lesbians still talk about their fear of

being fired from their jobs, denied housing, or harassed in various ways. It is not

surprising that Nigel would prefer to be invisible and to use the ‘inclusive’ education

debate as a way to re- act to the oppressive commentary. He is a chameleon using debate

and ideas of inclusion to divert attention from his personal story. He uses camouflage

and multiple masks to avoid being seen in his school.
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Brenda – I lost my life

Brenda’s story is very upsetting. The degree of damage that her ‘outing’ and

press coverage has generated is hard to capture. She is clearly traumatised by the

experience of being denied the basic right of being who she is. She reflects on her story

from a position of naivety but is also a victim of systematic and controlled abuse. There

is a quality of self-doubt and insecurity in the interview. The power imbalance in her

story is exceptionally noteworthy as she ends up ‘defending her right to belong’ in a

school as an individual pitched against a fairly wealthy private school community. She is

conscientious, a high achiever and loyal to the school and yet she is clearly picked out to

be the one who is treated badly. Brenda becomes the scapegoat and as an outed lesbian

suffers enormously. The interview began as a naïve open opportunity to talk around her

identity but quickly advanced to the trauma of the court cases and the hopelessness that

occurred for her over this period. The interview ended with her visibly shaken and upset

and apologising as she admitted that ‘each time I talk about this it takes me a few weeks

to get over it again’.  Brenda has the hard task of rebuilding her life after the events that

she describes. She wears the mask of a survivor and in keeping with a survivor is

psychically numb. Many moments in the interview she calls on her ability to ‘perform’

by shutting off affect that is a consequence of her oppressive encounters in the school.

She deliberately is searching for meaning and reformulation of her identity. At the time

of her interview Brenda is still set upon a quest to find out where she belongs after being

expelled. The mask of self-condemnation is clearly worn by Brenda who still wonders

what she did wrong.

Katherine – The Holy Fool : Stay on the cusp of oddness

Katherine reacts to the oppressive workplace by playing the archetypal fool. She

embarks on acceptance by becoming more and more self-aware. She is in control of

herself and admits that this is the approach to most areas of her life. She indicates in her
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interview which is enthusiastically and unapologetically ‘up’ that she is going to make a

difference to all people. She is a self-reliant activist and does work within the system to

create a sense of her worthiness. She is battered at times as she has had many moments

of being described as too out or too much like the ‘fool’ with her outrageous hair colour

or clothing. She uses oddness to perform her way of being as ‘other’ and advances the

gay and lesbian sense of belonging especially through socialising. This is particularly

true as her interview came after the Law Reform. She has been advocating in Pride

events and is out with abandon but is self-aware.  Katherine is insightful and uses a

body of theory (feminist theory) to locate herself and the manner of her identity

construction. She reacts from a position of reason and logic and this is her strength. She

has a deep love of teaching and plays the role by being the teacher first.  Her advocacy is

not secondary but central to her teaching. Her recent entry into the profession is

noteworthy and she has a resiliency which is very apparent and affirming of all people

she engages with.  Her capacity to rescue herself was evident in the interview but also is

made clear in her clear insights as to what has not happened in schools since Law

Reform. Katherine is an optimistic realist as she sees that sexuality education and indeed

lesbian and gay sexuality is problematic but can be advanced.  She is also aware of how

she can be seen as disruptive. She is an exceptionally humane and her interview is

coloured by a strong undercurrent of all beings deserve love.  In her school she loves

teaching from a position of hope. She is a powerful advocate for the reformulation of

belonging in her school and is confident and assured in her hopefulness.

Rituals of exclusion.

I began this thesis by seeking to investigate the rituals in which gay and lesbian

educators engaged in order to counter the dominant hegemonies in schools, but it seems

that the dominant hegemonies constantly intervene, and take control of the rituals. What

becomes more visible through the narratives is a story of exclusion and
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disempowerment that make it difficult for most gay and lesbian educators to engage in

the construction of their own subjectivity, so that it is the rituals of homophobia that

construct reality for these gay and lesbian educators.  Role theory does not specifically

address lesbian or gay identities but would suggest that the community of schools has

not engaged in any authentic encounter with the world of these women and men. Their

role as ‘lesbian’ or ‘gay’ is not accommodated.  The role of being lesbian or gay is

highly developed and central to the sense self for these educators but it is largely not

seen. If they are deemed as not belonging they are not encountered in a fully human way

as their sexuality is ‘split off’ by the dominant view.  

The schools, in their ignorance of the effect of splitting off aspects of identity,

are choosing to alienate and exclude these people. The ‘coping’ roles or the mechanism

employed to deal with the injustice of being deemed ‘invisible’ and ‘silent’ is unique to

each individual. These men and women are accounted for as not belonging. It seems to

be that there is a “vicious circle” for the men and women in this thesis – as when they

are perceived as having less power some tokenistic approaches are enacted. And then

there are examples of inappropriate calling attention to performance of maleness or

femaleness, concern with the manner in which these men and women attend to their

bodies, sexuality and marital status. The preceding chapters have tended to demonstrate

that there is a dominant heterosexual view of being and belonging in these institutions

which disempowers and devalues these teachers and their institutional conduct has the

purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s sense of self, their

performance and creates an intimidating, hostile, or alienated sense of self. The stories

reflect how the heterosexualised identities are privileged and show how these gay men

and lesbian women are participants in ingenuous and sophisticated discrimination in

schools that is very subtle in practice.  In the concluding section, I will elaborate on how

these dialectic tensions between the powerful and the disempowered can be placed

within a context of identity and self-determination for gay and lesbian educators and
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suggest ways in which the education systems can be more supportive of differences in

their schools.
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Chapter Fourteen: Conclusion

Gays, it seems, are everywhere.  But gay and lesbian educators are not to be

seen. They’re proving to be the hidden ‘last’ group of the excluded educators.

Homophobia and heterosexism exist in schools and the men and women who form the

body of this study chose in the main to remain silent in public because of fear and

misinformation. Their choice to break the silence or to move out of the closet illustrates

how the closet occupies a position which is central to the constitution of all sexualities,

epistemologies and educational contexts. These gay and lesbian educators are not a

marginal force existing alongside of heterosexuality but are central to the constitution of

heterosexuality and sexuality education itself. On p. 53 we suggested that silencing of

gay and lesbian people occurred in relation to the dominant view. Sedgwick (1990)

reminds us that the system of binary relations brings to light the question of the

‘tension’ that is generated is between visibility and invisibility for the men and women

in this study.  She suggests, as these stories illustrate, that the men and women in this

study are not a ‘constitution’ of sexuality. They are still a marginal sexuality and as

such should be considered as a minoritised or a marginalised cohort. These marginal

sexualities are not openly neglected but are rather deliberately ‘blocked’ from view by

the assumption that the heteronormative worldview is the only ‘correct’ or real view to

be considered. There is therefore a suspicion entailed by their invisibility as they are

viewed only as deviant and demonised. Because they are invisible they are even more

threatening. These stories show unequivocally that there are current forms of alliances

and of power which will read a direct narrative only as exemplars of anti-homophobic

discourse thereby serving to stabilise and reinforce the homo-hetero binary that led to

that reading.
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Any educational practice founded on ideologies and theories that reflect

individual, social, and cultural prejudices is forced to become dislocated: these

‘outsiders’ serve to present themselves to the prevailing heteronormative viewpoint. The

agitations or currents that they generate by being lesbian or gay have declared

themselves as ‘movements’ now and begin to redress the rigidities and inequalities

centred on the binaries of the sex/gender system: especially the feminine/masculine and

homo-hetero-divides. Ellsworth (1989) suggests these so-called liberal principles

“…are repressive myths that perpetuate relations of domination” in schools. Rational

deliberation, reflection, and consideration of all viewpoints has become a vehicle for

regulating conflict and the power to speak. In a racist society and its institutions, such

debate has not been and cannot be ‘public’ or ‘democratic’ in the sense of including the

views of all affected parties and affording them equal weight and legitimacy (Ellsworth,

1989, pp. 297-324).

The Western Australian Curriculum Framework

The Western Australian Curriculum Framework claims inclusive education is

worthwhile believing that the unique circumstance of diversity is a cultural legacy that is

worthwhile of examination education. The values within the Western Australian

Curriculum Framework107 (1997, inside back cover) suggest that the goal of our

lifelong disposition is “toward the quest for knowledge, as each person strives to

understand the social and natural worlds and how best to make a contribution to these

worlds”.  The Western Australian Curriculum Council writers go on to state that

Each person is encouraged to achieve his or her potential in all
respects and, through critical and creative thinking, to develop a
broad understanding of his or her own values and world. The
acceptance and respect of self, resulting in attitudes and actions
that develop each person’s unique potential physical, emotional,

                                                

107 Abbreviation WACF
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aesthetic, spiritual, intellectual, moral and social [My Italics]
(WACF, 1997, inside back cover).

The Framework document also states that encouragement “should be given to

developing initiative, responsibility, ethical discernment, openness to learning and a

sense of personal meaning and identity” (WACF, 1997, inside back cover). Of

particular note is their call to “sensitivity to and concern for the well-being of other

people; and respect for life and property”. Very relevant to notions of diversity is the

statement that the students and teachers are “to be caring and compassionate, to be

respectful of the rights of others”.

Even in the Core Values which permeate the whole framework the detail reveals

this same concern for ethical openness.

1.3 Empowerment: Each person should be encouraged to
develop critical thinking, the creative imagination, interpersonal
and vocational skills, and basic competencies in the various
forms of disciplined inquiry.
1.5 Values systems: Each person should have the opportunity
to explore different values and the right to develop a personal
value system.
1.7 World views: Each person should be equipped with the
tools to critically examine world-views (both religious and non-
religious), especially those dominant in his or her background
and school.
2.1 Individual uniqueness: Each person should acknowledge
his or her own uniqueness and be encouraged to develop self-
respect and dignity.
2.2 Personal meaning: Each person should develop a sense of
personal meaning and identity, and be encouraged to reflect
critically on the ways in which that occurs.
3.1 Compassion and care: Each person has aright to receive
care and compassion and have a life of dignity, free from
harassment and discrimination.
3.2 Equality: Each person has equal worth and basic rights,
regardless of differences in race, gender, age, ability, religious
belief, political affiliation, national origin, citizenship, regional
location, or economic or household status.
3.3 Respect: Each person should respect those of different
opinion, temperament or background.
3.4 Open learning environment: Each person has the right to
a friendly learning environment free of coercive or indoctrinative
elements, whether in the explicit or implicit curriculum.
3.5 Individual differences: Each person differs in his or her
readiness and ability to learn and has the right to be given
access to available knowledge at a level appropriate to his or her
developmental needs and interests.
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3.6 Cooperation/Conflict resolution: Each person should
strive to work cooperatively and to resolve conflict peacefully
while respecting differences and valuing the other person.
4.2 Community: Interpersonal cooperation and social
responsibility are encouraged.
4.3 Diversity: The richness of many cultural expressions is
recognised, and diversity in the context of shared community
life is welcome.
4.4 Contribution: Society has something to gain from every
individual life, and should maximise the opportunities for all
persons to contribute to the common good.
4.5 Authority: People should respect legitimate and just
authority structures and the rule of the law, while recognising
and observing human rights.
4.6 Reconciliation: Strategies of cooperation and
reconciliation are preferred to coercion and confrontation,
especially where groups or individuals are in conflict.
4.7 Social justice: The right of each person to a fair share of
society’s economic and cultural resources is recognised.
4.8 Responsibility and freedom: People have the right to
choose their way of life, and are responsible for the impact of
their choices on nature and other community members.

Inclusive education is a core value in the Western Australian Curriculum

documentation yet until now there has been no real occasion to hear the place of

belonging, the unique cultural legacies that have created the lesbian and gay selves in

schools. It was as recent as 1984 that sixty-four per cent of Australians viewed

homosexual behaviour as always wrong. In 2001 forty-eight per cent saw homosexual

behaviour as always wrong 108. Kelley’s research indicates that although there has been

a major movement in public opinion towards acceptance of gay and lesbian people since

                                                

108 “Attitudes towards homosexuality in 29 nations” Although homosexuals amount to only 1 to 3 per
cent of the population, homosexuality has formed the focus on continuing moral controversy. In
Australia, 46 per cent of adults hold that homosexual behaviour is always wrong, whereas fully 30 per
cent say it is not wrong at all, with surprisingly few intermediate responses, accordingly to the
1999/2000 IsssA survey (N = 1,562). This degree of polarisation is extremely rare in social attitudes.
Importantly, there has been a major sea change in opinion since the middle 1980s: in 1984 fully 64 per
cent saw homosexual behaviour as always wrong, 18 percentage points higher than today. Compared to
other nations, International Social Survey Programme data show that Australians have middle-of-the-
road views on the morality of homosexual behaviour. Regression analysis shows substantial,
independent social differences, with the young, women, the well-educated and residents of more
prosperous nations more tolerant of homosexuality, while the religious are less tolerant.

URL:    http://www.ecom.unimelb.edu.au/iaesrwww/sm/number13.html    retrieved 26/7/01 13:04:26 PM
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the middle nineteen eighties, for the majority of people in Australia open and visible

presence of lesbian and gay people is still stereotypically ‘evil’ or deviant. This degree

of polarisation as he notes is ‘extreme’.

The potency of lesbian and gay desire and sexualities has up till now been

denied these educators. The processes of blocking the legitimacy of these Western

Australian lesbian and gay educators, enforcing their invisibility and endorsing tacit

homophobia has the double effect of acknowledging the constant presence of sexual

difference while at the same time encouraging the performance of increasingly visible

allegiances to heterosexuality.  This seems to be similar to the thinking underpinning the

American policy on gay men in the military referred to in Chapter Two.  The American

government seem to be suggesting that gay members of the military adopt an attitude of

“don’t ask: don’t tell” thereby silencing the visibility and allegiances of that

community’s constituent members. This seems to be the key view tacitly adopted in the

field of the research of this thesis. The teachers are asked not to ‘tell’ and thereby to be

“OK”. They may also be asking the straight allies in schools not to ‘ask’ about

sexuality.

It is clear from these stories that In Western Australia schools it is preferred that

lesbian and gays educators remain silent. Discourse about gay and lesbian people flows

through or emerges occasionally in curricular debates world wide but it is still omitted

from discussion in West Australian schools. Consider what would happen if we made

the humanness of gay and lesbian educators explicit in the values statements.

1.3 Empowerment: Each gay and lesbian person should be
encouraged to develop critical thinking, the creative imagination,
interpersonal and vocational skills, and basic competencies in
the various forms of disciplined inquiry.
1.5 Values systems: Each gay and lesbian person should have
the opportunity to explore different values and the right to
develop a personal value system.
1.7 World views: Each gay and lesbian person should be
equipped with the tools to critically examine world-views (both
religious and non-religious), especially those dominant in his or
her background and school.
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2.1 Individual uniqueness: Each gay and lesbian person
should acknowledge his or her own uniqueness and be
encouraged to develop self-respect and dignity.
2.2 Personal meaning: Each gay and lesbian person should
develop a sense of personal meaning and identity, and be
encouraged to reflect critically on the ways in which that occurs.
3.1 Compassion and care: Each gay and lesbian person has
a right to receive care and compassion and have a life of dignity,
free from harassment and discrimination.
3.2 Equality: Each gay and lesbian person has equal worth
and basic rights, regardless of differences in race, gender, age,
ability, religious belief, political affiliation, national origin,
citizenship, regional location, or economic or household status.
3.3 Respect: Each gay and lesbian person should respect
those of different opinion, temperament or background.
3.4 Open learning environment: Each gay and lesbian
person has the right to a friendly learning environment free of
coercive or indoctrinative elements, whether in the explicit or
implicit curriculum.
3.5 Individual differences: Each gay and lesbian person
differs in his or her readiness and ability to learn and has the
right to be given access to available knowledge at a level
appropriate to his or her developmental needs and interests.
3.6 Cooperation/Conflict resolution: Each gay and lesbian
person should strive to work cooperatively and to resolve
conflict peacefully while respecting differences and valuing the
other person.
4.2 Community: Interpersonal cooperation and social
responsibility are encouraged.
4.3 Diversity: The richness of many cultural expressions is
recognised, and diversity in the context of shared community
life is welcome.
4.4 Contribution: Society has something to gain from every
individual life, and should maximise the opportunities for all
persons to contribute to the common good.
4.5 Authority: People should respect legitimate and just
authority structures and the rule of the law, while recognising
and observing human rights.
4.6 Reconciliation: Strategies of cooperation and
reconciliation are preferred to coercion and confrontation,
especially where groups or individuals are in conflict.
4.7 Social justice: The right of each gay and lesbian person to
a fair share of society’s economic and cultural resources is
recognised.
4.8 Responsibility and freedom: People have the right to
choose their way of life, and are responsible for the impact of
their choices on nature and other community members.

The reader is asked to wonder on reading the stories of the co-participants in this

thesis where the preceding values are being openly and honestly addressed in schools in

relation to their own stories. The study has redressed the disconnectedness which these
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eight lesbian and gay educators experienced in their lives within their chosen profession.

By speaking out their silences are broken.

There are issues of cultural and social definitions that are specific to the Western

hemispheres. A variety of heterosexual cultural, legal and social values and beliefs serves

to create the milieu within which these Western Australian educators live.  For the

examination of the rituals with which these people ‘self-define’ an examination of the

issue of identity has been crucial. The assumption of only heterosexual and ‘natural’

norms is one way of delineating and framing of difference as illustrated in their

preceding stories. Alongside there is almost certainly an assumed ‘singularity of

identity’ that cannot be accepted.  The study has reflected on varied forms of desires,

rituals of enactment and embodied practices which came into being for these teachers

only because they are viewed as ‘transgressive’ sexual expressions by being compared

to straight sexual activities and thereby are considered less acceptable because of the

predominant form of gender and sexual expression.

This thesis illustrates how particularly urgent it is that any intense negative

imagery associated with lesbian and gays in education be redressed.  These educators

have come to education having the basic fundamental need for a socially constructed and

historical sense of ‘belonging’. The excessive promotion of the norm of compulsory

heterosexuality has led the women and men to inevitably shape their visibility and

develop a negative sense of belonging.  

The stories in this thesis illustrate that the values in the WA Curriculum

Framework values are not being adequately developed in practice within the Western

Australian school environment. At the time of the research silencing and enforcing

invisibility for most of these teachers (and their lesbian or gay students) was still

sanctioned.

The manner in which Western Australian schools in this research enforce

heterosexuality has hardly ever really been challenged. The culture of education in
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Western Australia being almost exclusively based on the acceptance of only

heterosexuality has failed to offer an opportunity for these men and women to extricate

themselves from a place where they can connect with their view of their culture. The

occasion to hear their place of belonging, the unique cultural legacies that have been

created by the ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ self and their potency of desire and sexualities has

been denied these ‘marginalised’ educators.

As fringe dwellers they are aware that others don’t see any need to listen to their

stories in schools. There are no explicit avenues for these gay and lesbian educators in

Western Australia to be seen or heard. There are limited opportunities for them, to fight

for the concerns of their sexuality and identity differences109. Whilst global political

activism for gay and lesbian rights is largely moving forwards, in Western Australia this

group are still very much in a marginal context. They are required to perform their

identity with shifting definitions of their sexualities being played in the larger world and

with anxieties of identity being unexpressed because of social prohibitions in

educational settings in Western Australia.

The thesis has attended to ‘certain concepts, theories, and rules for governing

conduct (which) are formed according to an assemblage of historically contingent

norms’ (Haynes & McKenna, 2001, p.88).  These stories reflect on what Pallotta-

Chiarolli and Martino call ‘Heteronormative and Gender-Normative Surveillance’.

There is a presumption of ‘fashioning’ these teachers to belong in schools in a

particular style. Their performances of the self are viewed from the heteronormative

regimes, which are deliberated upon, by the women and men in the study. The research

indicates the damage that is done by concealment of the visible presence of gay and

lesbian educators.  This damage to their fullness of life that sexuality brings must be

                                                

109 The Gay and Lesbian Educators Network was active in the first three years of this research: however
in keeping with fear and enforced invisibility these men and women clearly were not able to openly
sustain their roles. I 1998 the Pride Parade had a float which had no-one on it stating, “We are not
allowed to be here”. See My Story in the earlier part of the writing.
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redressed but where the invisibility is the result of dominant discourse it is hard to know

how it can be redressed.

The variety of roles and enactments that fit within the ‘frames of exclusion’ of

the gay and lesbian educators in this thesis have already been noted as processes of

“don’t ask don’t tell”. The criticism of regulatory body attire has been used against

lesbians and gay men. As Sarah’s story illustrates, her attire or dress is considered in

her story as an identifiable difference. The wearing of ponchos constitutes her difference

and marks her resistance to the prevailing normativity. Her poncho becomes an object of

‘surveillance’. Her assertion of resisting and openly defying the heteronormative view

does her more damage as it marks her difference even more. The theme of only the

dominance of the heterosexualised celebratory self and edited or silenced notions of

intimacy and affect is noted throughout these stories. The practice of naming difference

serves to reinforce the ‘weakness’ of being gay or lesbian. Sarah is perceived as ‘weak’

as she does not fit the school’s expectation of proper dress and yet she is a “Teacher of

Excellence”. There is regulatory attire prescribed in the school and even lesbians need

to adopt this ritual. In practice it is still difficult to break the dominant view of seeing. At

a practical level there seems little one can do break the presumed lens through which gay

and lesbian educators are seen.

Another possible way of contesting the dominant view is to challenge according

to universal principles, that is to move to a higher level of abstraction and appeal to

fairness and humanity. The human rights debate has been used to generate debate on the

notions of equality and justice. The human rights debate has been engaged to bring an

emphasis to the cultural plurality that we as humanity live through. Gay and lesbian

sexuality and law reform has been a place where tension occurs when the human rights

issue is brought into play.  The rights of these lesbian and gay educators within the

human rights debate are central to their advancement and abolition of their enforced

invisibility. As Amnesty International states,
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lesbians, gay men, and bisexual and transgender people all over
the world suffer persecution and violence simply for saying
who they are. They are tortured or ill-treated by state
officials…this conspiracy of silence about torture and ill-
treatment of lesbian, gay, and bisexual and transgender people
has been broken (Amnesty International 2001).

While gay and lesbian law reform was being considered within the Western

Australian parliament at the time of writing this thesis there has been little effective

discussion on the debate of democratic rights or ‘human rights’ for lesbians and gay

men in Western Australia and therefore nothing articulated that would be seen as

relevant to the ‘rights’ of gay educators in a review of the local literature. The rights of

‘gay and lesbian educators’ seem very remote in Western Australia. These lesbian and

gay educators illustrate the consequence of their enforced silences and the consequences

of ‘speaking out’ yet there are no guidelines by which they are accommodated. The

values and beliefs stated within the curriculum council are for ‘each person’ but these

men and women are not accommodated. They only belong as noted earlier by being

outside the ‘default’ option, which is compulsory heterosexuality”.110

As a contemporary Australian educational theorist and practitioner, I see a

culture of intolerance which is demonstrated in these eight stories and which seems

fundamentally torn between, on the one hand, a desire to use education to make people

more alike111 and, on the other hand, a lesser desire to serve difference whether this be in

personality, learning styles or sexual needs. Is Australia retreating from tolerance

(Adams, 1997, p.34) as we take the other cultural orientations, and the other aspirations

toward work and living represented by ‘difference’ as a threat?  Adams (1997, p.34)

writing on tolerance quotes a young man who states that

                                                

111Can we ALL become multicultural pluralistic “melting pot” people having a set of values and
beliefs; having the ‘essential’ texts of “cultural literacy” alongside the factual knowledge and skills that
can be measured by standardised tests or better still by the establishment of uniform standards across a
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we (Australians) were not so much racists as differencists.  That
we were into differences... that Australians were uncomfortable
with any sort of difference no matter what it was.  We were
unhappy with disability, with ethnicity, with intellectualism, with
anything or anyone that didn’t conform.  Race was simply
another dimension, another ingredient, and perhaps not an
important one.

All groups served equally.

Educational policy in Western Australia is still historically entrenched in the

basic theme of education as outcomes:  which has been the emphasis on what every

educated person should learn, should know, should be able to do. In part, also, it has

sprung from assumptions about ‘common’ educational interests and needs that upon

closer scrutiny may not serve all groups equitably. The ideological foundations of

education in Australia under the Whitlam government (Dudley and Vidovich, 1995, p.3)

was characterised by person-centred models where person rights were put before

property rights. The Schools Commission of those halcyon days was expected to deliver

a policy of education in which

Individuals (both male and female) are entitled to full and equal
participation in society including political and economic
participation.  The discourses of social democracy, democratic
citizenship and empowerment pervaded (their) policy
documents....

The Schools Commission was seen as calling “each person” to be entitled to

their democratic rights to be ‘empowered’ and in doing so developing their own

personal value system. Their ‘individual uniqueness’ was meant to be acknowledged in

schools as far back as the Whitlam era. This is familiar as is the call of the Western

Australian Curriculum Council when it states “each person has the right to choose their

way of life, and are responsible for the impact of their choices on nature and other

community members”.

                                                                                                                               

“National” curriculum?
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In recent years I have consistently experienced the phenomenon of alienation in

education because of my personal sense of otherness or difference. As an ‘out’ gay

educator I would be foolish to imagine that my sexuality had no bearing on people’s

perception of my difference. A paucity of heartening research addressing alienation

(Cormack, 1996, p.1) and divergence is noted in the Australian literature.112   These

stories show how schools reinforce sexuality and gender and promote notions of

acceptable identity as they do so. In many moments in these stories these lesbian and

gay educators clearly have felt powerless. The strengths of the thesis lies in  revealing

what is often not said as their silences demonstrate the manner in which they cannot

belong as they cannot be heard. Their sense of powerlessness is experienced as a

vulnerability to the judgement of their colleagues; other men and women who are of

necessity being constrained within narrowly prescribed heterosexualised boundaries of

both appearance and behaviour.

The prominence of ‘difference over sameness’ as a certain political agenda is

well known as we are now recognising in Australia with the Hanson effect 113. She has

suggested that all Australian should be given equal treatment and intended by that that

Australian Aborigines should have ‘privileges’ granted on the basis of their race being

removed. However her reference to Australians concealed her exclusion from Australian

benefits any Asian immigrant. On 10th September 1996 she made her now infamous

maiden speech in Federal Parliament which illustrates this. She said, “I and most

Australians want our immigration policy radically reviewed and that of multiculturalism

                                                

112 Cormack, P. (1996). “From Alienation to Engagement Volume 2” illustrates this graphically.
There are five major headings that consider resource materials suited to training which would address (1)
Whole School Approaches (2) Focus on Behaviour (3) Focus on Adolescence, (4) Focus on Specific
Groups and (5) Research methodology for teachers. Under the Focus on Specific Groups the authors
compile seven documents addressing girls, five documents addressing issues for boys, five documents
addressing ‘at-risk’ students and two addressing lesbian and gay students.

113 Australia’s Hanson effect. “Pauline Hanson, the gritty-voiced political populist who sprang to
prominence (1999)… when her party, One Nation, started capturing seats. She opposed Asian
immigration, attacked welfare for aborigines, demanded an end to foreign aid and called for a fair go for
ordinary Australians”. From The Economist . February 22nd, 2001. URL:    http://www.economist.com    ,

October 5, 2004.
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abolished. I believe we are in danger of being swamped by Asians. … They have their

own culture and religion and do not assimilate. Of course, I will be called a racist but, if I

can invite whom I want into my home, then I should have the right to have a say in who

comes into my country”.

As a critical theory, difference theory carries the promise of societal

transformation and highlights the relativity of the significance of differences (Conti et al,

1991). Difference theory can advance an agenda of togetherness and self-respect within

disparate groups, set free to fix the meaning and significance of their own identities. In

keeping with my emphasis on roles and relationships in breaking down the queer-ing

binaries of the others Sander Gilman (1985, pp.17-18) moves to notions of opposition

that he suggests are fictitious.  He writes:

Because there is no real line between self and the Other, an
imaginary line must be drawn; and that illusion of an absolute
difference between self and Other is never troubled, this line is
as dynamic in its ability to alter itself as if the self.  This can be
observed by shifting relationship of antithetical stereotypes that
parallel the existence of ‘bad’ and ‘good’ representations of
self and Other.  But the line between ‘good’ and ‘bad’
responds to stresses occurring within the psyche.  Thus
paradigm shifts in our mental representations of the world can
and do occur.  We move from fearing to glorifying the Other.
We can move from loving to hating.

However, within difference theory, there is often a presumption of sameness

which is equated with ‘normalcy’.  Normalcy for these educators has come to mean the

expectation of conformity with an essentialist and ascendant set of educational practices,

values, beliefs and attitudes.  The alternative or liberal view might be to see difference

from a pluralistic position of tolerance and diversity. This view can be equally fallacious

in that it often implies in its practice the disposition, ignorance or neglect of the

difference(s), which to the protagonists does really matter.  Any attempt to systematise

thought inevitably ignores legitimate alternatives and forces disparate groups to account

for themselves in terms of monolithic categories that are alien to them (Burbules, 1993,

1996). The major task of this thesis was to break the silences, inform the ignorance and
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the notions of differences that continue to proliferate educational thinking and practice in

Western Australia.

Any educational practice founded on ideologies and theories of binary

opposition is forced to become dislocated as others or ‘outsiders’ (Wilson, 1956) serve

to present outside the ‘norm’. By shifting the burden of proof away from the

presumption of sameness and toward an awareness of and sensitivity to difference,

difference has created the possibility for rethinking education in a significantly new way

(Burbules, 1993, 1996). Yet, as I have tried to suggest here, little is gained if

“difference” simply becomes another way of stopping conversation by dividing

perspectives from one another, or by arguing the relativity of all beliefs and values.

What can be worth talking about, under those conditions? The very purpose of

examining the ways in which differences are made, I believe, is that it allows us then to

consider this process against the background of categories of sameness and difference

alike, to see these as equally open to reconsideration, and open to conversation, together,

of what they mean, of what we want them to mean, as we seek a way to live together.

From the outset it was important to recognise the spaces that these lesbian and

gay educators inhabit.  There is a philosophical opposition that is articulated in theory.

The binary oppositions of the homo-hetero divide have set about oppositional stances

that are the ways of viewing these eight men and women.  They are seen to sit on the

margin.  The boundaries of existence are still occupied but as not belonging “in this

place”. The principal who could not use the word, ‘lesbian’ the principal who fails to

acknowledge that the word ‘gay’ is not a pejorative and the teacher wanting a ‘real’ man

are all subscribing to a way they imagine these lesbian and gay people should belong in

their schools.  The public portrayal of their often known private identity is denied. The

assertion of containing boundaries to hold these people in a place of not belonging is the

preferred process.
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I do not hold that there are always conscious choices made to deny the self hood

of gay or lesbian teachers and their students in schools.  The dominant cultural

production simply excludes lesbian and gay identity as representations which otherwise

should ordinarily be focussed on ordinariness. The portraits of these teachers beyond

their sexualities might be seen as remarkable in their ‘ordinariness’. While choosing to

document themselves in their stories these men and women are responding to complex

and competing rituals. They are being ‘scripted’ in mainstream media through ‘Queer’

television programmes. They are being ask to ‘perform as straight’ and in a stylised

manner which does not really accommodate the multivariance of their lived experience.

There are sets of disarming regulations that fail to account for what the lives of

these men and women are really about when the stereotypes are supported. These stories

recount personal experience and serve to fragment the belief in a category of ‘gay’

stories.  The dominant cultural values 114set by the educational rituals disseminate

fatuous and uninformed information about who these educators are and the style of lives

they live. Very often there is no explicit representation of their true identity; there is no

affirmation of their sexuality as practice and they are considered only from a radical

perspective or belonging only on the outside.

The move beyond objectification and towards recognition of the self is

considered by me as the most crucial for the men and women in this research. The hope

is for a ‘safe return to my own voice’. This is their challenging call.  Yet to testify to the

meaning of the lived experiences of these gay and lesbian educators we are required to

                                                

114 A recent Australian program on television has 12 men compete for a woman's affection but six of
them are gay, playing it straight. The audience and the woman are to ‘detect’ the degrees of gayness. As
Alexes Moses (2004) states the reality show “Playing It Straight” is getting nastier. Rebecca Olds is to
pick from 12 men. Half of these bachelors are gay and if they manage to trick Olds into pretending to
be straight they get $200,000. The concept behind this gaydar quest left a bad taste in my mouth.
Misleading someone about your sexuality for screen time and money seems, at best, opportunistic and,
at worst, sordid. Doing the choosing is only a touch less degrading.

URL: http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/09/08/1094530672124.html?oneclick=true retrieved
Friday, October 8, 2004
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acknowledge that there must be a voicing of a ritualised form of communication in

which speakers give verbal witness to the efficacy, truth and openness of the power of

their individual experience. Voice here is seen as referring to the manner in which the

individual and the social group speaks their individual and social ‘dialect’.  Henderson

(1992) alludes to shared roles, perspectives and ideologies which are expressed by this

dialect.  She suggests language should be used as a vehicle for social identity where

consciousness, “becomes a kind of inner speech reflecting ‘the outer world’ in a

process that links the psyche, language and social interaction” (Henderson, 1992,

p.146). Voice for these lesbian and gay educators should be seen as being able to speak

both to and from the position of the other.  Henderson quotes Audre Lorde (1984)

writing that this speaking must deal not only with “the external manifestations of racism

and sexism,” but also “with the results of those distortions internalised within our

consciousness of ourselves and of one another”.  The voice that this research is asking

for is both the internalised ‘safe voice’ as well as the socially constructed voice of the

lesbian and gay educator who tells with efficacy and truth of the power of their

individual experiences.

These stories illustrate that these people who are ‘other’, ‘outsiders’ or

‘diverse’ are often tolerated in the guise of pretending or wishing that they did not exist.

The interviews show there is also the view that the ‘other’ can become an object of

exoticisation of difference, as ‘something’ as opposed to someone which is curious,

enchanting, or whimsical in an irregular yet fascinating way.  Nevertheless these

educators in this instance are in spite of everything viewed and evaluated from the

dominant point of view.

Regrettably, the value of a theory of difference lies in its potential to define

differences from an established view. The greatest hope of this theory is that the

perspective of a given system of signs is engaged with due care towards the very

different meaning of those agents, from a definitional stance within the perspective of

those being talked about:  in this instance these eight educators who are gay or lesbian.
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This thesis created a space in which lesbian and gay educators had the power to re-

conceive and reconstitute the moral contexts within which they participate and Foucault

may give some strategies for stabilizing these differences without suppressing them.

Foucault in “My Body, This Paper, This Fire” reflects on the problems of

writing about ourselves: “I am here, wearing this dressing gown, sitting beside the fire,

in short the whole system of actuality which characterizes this moment of my

meditation.... the moment which mustn’t be allowed to slip past has come”.  Lather and

Smithies (1997, p. 236) pick up on this notion that we are made by our responses to

others’ interactions with us.

To doubt where we are, the place we have come to when we put
our truth under examination, to risk thinking about how we
make sense of this world: this, Foucault argues, is what it means
to do philosophy, in this place, these bodies, this time.

For these lesbian and gay educators the choices presented to them are to:

•Relinquish or repress those differences on account of
conformity and “fitting in,” on someone else’s terms, or

•Accept the characterisation of one’s own differences from the
dominant perspective, becoming alienated from one’s self, or

•Reject the standards and norms others have set, and so lose out
on the opportunity their profession represents to others.

Must our notions of democracy and education so often reflect an assumed

commonality exists? It is both theoretically more valid, and also pragmatically less likely

to do certain kinds of harm, to presuppose difference? Alcoff and Potter (1993) argue

the point in the context of epistemology:

Feminist analyses in philosophy, as in other disciplines, have
insisted on the significance and particularity of the context of
theory. This has led many feminist epistemologists to think
about the possibility of a general or universal account of the
nature and limits of knowledge, an account that ignores the
social context and status of knowers (1993, p.1).
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Australian education is characterised by a sense of ‘growing awareness’ of

difference.

Knowing is the endowment to recognise that much about my own system of

difference can be seen, from other points of view, as strange and exotic in the same way

that other systems of difference appear to me. This does not necessarily lead to

relativism but it does lead to appreciating the arbitrariness of at least part of what we take

for granted about ourselves and about others, along with the realization that from within

another gaze or frame of reference those assumptions will appear quite different. Studies

in other sexualities is as much about a critical reflection on our own sexuality as it is

about the exploration of others’ beliefs about sexuality. These stories are a beginning to

appreciate those critical questions about where difference originates is essential for any

advancement in understanding the questions of the world.

 Pertaining to education I have to ask the following questions. Is there a

prevailing educational practice recommending we ignore differences in teachers’ and

students’ sexualities? Are schools treating differences, especially pertaining to sexuality

as if it does not matter? Are policy makers and administrators in schools actively

attempting to reconstruct differences?  Perhaps the straight educators in Western

Australia prefer not to accommodate to the possibility that there are often oppressive

dynamics working within their schools. They may as some academics do, dismiss

‘queer’ or critical pedagogy and yet they are able to state openly that gay and lesbian

educators are not as ‘safe’ as privileged straight educators.

Inclusive theory would suggest that participation is not only assimilation (de

Monteflores and Schultz, 1978).  In this study the attempt has been to examine the

affirmative meanings of the experiences and enactments that occurred in education for

these educators alongside the harsh devoicing recognised earlier.  Education should be a

place and source for cultural commentary. This study set out to examine the manner in

which these lesbian and gay educators’ cultural commentary was played or not played
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out; thereby it was hoped that critical intervention will not only be presumed the function

of these educators but also provide an opportunity to address the manner in which an

audience sees these men and women and the rhetorical styles of these teachers.  The

statement of theoretical and political conflicts is of necessity a part of the ideological

contradictions of having enforced these men and women to silence and invisibility. If

education is to lead to the liberation and emancipation of self and others there will

always be a close connection between critical theory and queer theory and living life as a

lesbian or gay teacher.

This research was not an attempt to bring down the prevailing hegemony: it was

however a presentation of an alternative view through the narratives of lived experiences

of these educators. This study requires ‘re-cognition’ of others; that is ‘re-cognition’ in

the necessary shift in cognitive assumptions that most educators will have to make in

recognising gay and lesbian educators as fully human. The assertion of equal

recognition is all that was asked for in the study. This thesis has been an occasion in

which lesbian or gay educators spoke of and for themselves. The research attended to

the degree and kind of commitment was made to gender rites, rituals and other given

activity for these educators in their schools. The thesis brought the personal routines or

disciplines that are adopted to reshape their identity in response to the activities and

rituals in schools into the open.

To date there are still no positive images of gay and lesbian educators in

Western Australian schools and yet affirmation of the individual is central and remains

vital to the creating of identity as the thesis illustrates.  The affirming of identity requires

a balance between the shaping of self and community. The two are interactive and

require venues for exposure, experience and enactment. The study has determined to

what extent the search for identity can redress the tacit acceptance of absence of lesbian

and gay teachers that is still occurring in Western Australian metropolitan schools and

universities. The offer for ‘alternative visions’ to the co-participants in this research has
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occurred. The eventual goal of this research was that some personal transformation has

taken place for ‘each person’ in his or her school environments.  

What is sought is for gay and lesbian educators to have their queerness to be

made a differential and a part of a social fabric. For them to be no less or more visibly

and significant than other people. They remain nonetheless visible and able to articulate

themselves as a desire and reflection of relationship. The thesis argues for all sexualities

to become interesting, vital and alive in social contexts and also incidental.

These educators have heard oppressive comments, are assumed to be straight, are

failed in the private pleasures of their identity and devalued for their political voice. The

unsaid political commitment that they represent, the unsolved problems they embody

and the unpleasantness of their not belonging all emphasise a negative self-image.  The

school culture sits within the societal context pressured to perpetrate the stereotypic

‘way of looking’.  For political reasons credibility, accessibility and persuasive notions

of positive lesbian and gay educators are avoided as their stories indicate. By not

articulating the identities of the lesbian and gay educators there is an inference that they

will disappear.  The school community provokes these individuals into places of self

worth that are wrong. The thesis shows that the responses to the educational setting’s

enforced devoicing are struggle, anger and painful self-construction.  The inner and

outer reflection of identity must occur so that a fuller system of values can generate a

new way of being for the men and women in the research. Little can be achieved without

an answer to their call to speak their own stories.
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Appendix 1

Definitions

I have included definitions of less visible members of the community outside
compulsory heterosensibilities. These definitions draw strongly on the work Unseen
Genders: Beyond The Binaries  (Haynes and McKenna, 2002).  

Androgynes - Individuals whose assumed characteristics are not limited to
either of the two traditionally accepted gender classifications, masculine and feminine.
Androgyny can include a variety of experiences including androgynous presentation,
physique, behaviour, wardrobe, and social roles.

Androgynous - Usually applied to a person whose gender identity is not
obviously male or female.

Belonging – The sense of being accepted by other people. The need to belong
is crucial - that individuals connect with other people in their own group in order to
survive and thrive. The process of enhancing the socially shared self to develop
understanding of and trust of others and self.

Bigendered. One who has a significant gender identity that encompasses both
genders, masculine and feminine. Transsexuals normally do not consider themselves to
be bigendered.

Biological Sex. Being male or female, as determined by chromosomes, or
external genitalia, or sexual reproductive organs, depending on historical context.

Bisexual - Attracted to persons of both sexes: having a sexual orientation is
toward both males and females.

Brain Sex - The physical “sex” of the brain. Based on the theory/evidence that
the human brain is different for genetic males and genetic females.

Butch - A common term used to describe both males and females who act and
dress in stereotypically masculine or macho dress and behaviour, regardless of sex or
gender identity ways. This term has traditionally been used as a pejorative term to refer
to lesbians who do not conform to traditional notions of femaleness.

Camp - To exaggerate feminine behaviours, usually for others’ entertainment.
Also, “to camp it up”.

Closeted - The experience of living without disclosing one’s sexual orientation
or gender identity (also referred to as being “in the closet”). In the closet -  The
experience of living without disclosing one’s sexual orientation or gender identity.

Coming Out - Becoming aware of one’s sexual orientation or gender identity
and beginning to disclose it to others. A person may be selectively “out” in some
situations or to certain people without generally disclosing his or her sexual orientation
or gender identity. “Coming out” is a process that takes place over time, in some cases
over many years.

Compulsory Heterosexuality - The assumption that a standard of
heterosexuality exists, and that all divergence from that standard is impaired or deviant
behaviour.
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Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM IV) - The
guidelines published by the American Psychiatric Association detailing what is and is
not a psychiatric illness.  Homosexuality was removed in 1979.

Erotic Orientation - A medical term for sexual preference.

Female - One of the two physical sexes. Normally based on the primary sex
characteristic of having a vagina. (see Primary Sex Characteristics). Legally, anyone
with a female birth certificate.

Feminine- The gender role assigned to females.

Femme - A common term used to describe both males and females who act and
dress in stereotypically feminine ways. This term has traditionally been used as a
pejorative term to refer to gay men who do not conform to traditional notions of
maleness.

Gay - Attracted to a person of the same sex. The most common term used for
homosexual men, originally used derogatorily, but now an identifying term. This term is
sometimes used to refer only to males who are attracted to other males, but it may also
be used as a synonym for the more clinical term homosexual. Gay was originally an all-
inclusive term, covering the identity of women and transgender individuals. lesbian has
come to be used in parallel to prevent the identity of women being subsumed under a
presumed-male concept.

Gender expression - All of the external characteristics and behaviours that are
socially defined as masculine or feminine, including dress, mannerisms, speech patterns,
and social interactions.

Gender identity - A person’s internal, deeply felt sense of being male or
female (or something other than or in between male and female).  The gender to which
one feels one belongs.

Gender Neutral -  Clothing, behaviours, thoughts, feelings, relationships etc.
which are considered appropriate to both genders/sexes.

Gender Outlaw - (Coined by Kate Bornstein.) A person who defies traditional
gender roles.

Gender Role - Cultural expectations of behaviour as appropriate for members
of each sex, relative to location, class, occasion, history, and numerous other factors.

Gender - Gender is expressed in terms of masculinity and femininity. It is how
people perceive themselves and how they expect others to behave. It is largely culturally
determined, with the apparent exception of gender dysphoric persons.

Heteronormative - the processes, practices and products that conform to a
heterosexual norm, which influences education, public policy and interpersonal relations.

Heteronormativity - The process of assuming that everything and everyone
conforms to a heterosexual norm, which influences education, public policy and
interpersonal relations. Reference: Australian National Union of Students
“Sexuality/Queer Policy” p. 149

Heterosexual - Attracted exclusively to the opposite sex (also referred to as
being “straight”).
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Heterosexuality - A socially constructed identity which many people do not
question. As a construction it precludes people from making a choice as to who they
want to be by assuming that a standard exists, and all divergence is deviant. There is a
difference between accepting this heterosexual identity, and making an informed choice
to engage in heterosexual acts

Homophobia - Hostility to or distrust of anybody who is queer.

Homosexual - Attracted to a person of the same sex. Most lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender persons prefer the more contemporary terms lesbian and gay.

Identity - How one thinks of oneself, as opposed to what others observe or
think about one.

Internalised Homophobia - The unconscious fear and hatred of
homosexuality as experienced by lesbians and gay men themselves.

Intersex - The term used for the approximately one in two thousand people who
are born with sexual anatomy that mixes male and female characteristics or is otherwise
atypical.  The condition of having genital, gonadal, or chromosomal characteristics that
are neither all “female” nor all “male”.

Kinsey Scale - A scale rating sexuality, from 0 being pure heterosexual and 6
pure homosexual. The Kinsey study results showed a bell curve with most people
somewhere in the middle.

Label - How someone else thinks of one, as opposed to how one sees oneself
(see Identity).

Lesbian - A female who is attracted to other females and whose sexual
orientation is toward other women.

LGBT - A common abbreviation for “Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender”. The abbreviation may include a Q, for “questioning,” or occasionally
two Qs, for “queer and questioning”.

Male - One of the two physical sexes. Normally based on the primary sex
characteristic of having a penis..

Man - One who identifies with the masculine gender role, regardless of present
sex or sexual identity.

Masculine -The gender role assigned to males.

Ostracism - The exclusion by group consent from common privileges or social
acceptance. Betrayal and loss of a desired personal and social connection.

Out - The experience of living openly as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender
individual. There are many degrees of being “out”; for example, one may tell one’s
friends, family, co-workers, neighbours, or the public.!

Performativities -  One’s social presentation, including the way one walks and
dresses and the roles one undertakes.

Physical Sex - The sex the body mainly matches, i.e., male, female,
hermaphrodite, or neuter.
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Primary Sex Characteristics -  Those primary physical characteristics that
society uses to separate the sexes, usually the penis (male) or vagina (female).

 ‘Queer’ - Often used as a slur to refer to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
persons, the term queer has been reclaimed by many lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender individuals - particularly by youth, as an expression of pride in one’s sexual
orientation and gender identity. As a self-chosen identity deliberately outside of the
heteronormative polemic of “straight - gay/lesbian” which places the individual in a
position of personal empowerment and s/he defies notions of a bounded, stationary
identity. Queer promotes the multiplicity and visibilisation of internal differences. It
rejects the internally coercive forces that make invisible differences such as race, culture
and ethnicity and class within sexualities. As such it shares a developmental history with
radical feminisms and critical race theories. As Glatze (1999) states,

Queer means—simply anything but “straight” [confined to sex
exclusively with a perceived opposite gender, and a similar
world view]. That’s the only  “rule”. But Queer is unlimited. A
true rainbow of possibilities! The ideal potential within
everyone. To be queer is to be proud of being alive, to create a
unique identity, to spend every day dis-cover-ing every buried
aspect of Love within ourselves and our world, and resisting the
powers that keep them buried. Heterocentrism is so crushing
sometimes it can make us feel as though everything but us is
straight. But just as we reclaim the hidden queerness in history,
we must reclaim it everywhere. In our science books  [no,
animals aren’t “straight”, they’ve just had het human
interpreters], in our classrooms [challenge your teachers!], in
our cereal bowls, in our skateboards, public restrooms, bible
scriptures. Everywhere! Don’t be afraid! As soon as you think,
“no, Cain and Abel couldn’t have had homoerotic tensions
between them,” you’re letting homophobia slip back over your
mind like a shawl. Yes, that sidewalk you’re walking on is
queer. The house you were born in is queer. The air you breathe
is queer.

Queer Sexualities - Like “gay,” a label assumed with pride by those whose
sexual boundaries are perceived to transgress the normal. More often applied to
sexualities such as gay, lesbian, or bisexual.

Questioning - Uncertain of one’s sexual orientation or gender identity.

Rituals - These are the habits which are founded in the norms, values and
assumptions of the educational organization or culture in which the individual lives and
works. They are so routine to the daily lives of the members of the culture as to be
obscure, but provide the teachers with a sense of security. In addition to creating and
giving meaning to the educational organization’s identity they are the visible
manifestation of the school’s relative power.

Sexual identity - The sense of oneself as a sexual being, including how one
identifies in terms of gender and sexual orientation.

Sexual Orientation - One’s attraction to the same sex, the opposite sex, or
both sexes. Sexual orientation is one’s erotic, romantic, and affectional attraction to the
same  gender (sex), to the opposite gender (sex), or both and usually based on gender
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and sex characteristics. Also called erotic orientation. Orientation is not the same as
behaviour or preference.

Sexual preference - A term previously used to describe sexual orientation, i.e.,
bisexuality,  homosexuality and heterosexuality. This term is erroneous because sexual
orientation cannot be commonly considered to be one’s preference or choice, but is
instead known to be formed by a complicated network of social, cultural, biological,
economic, and political factors

Straight!- Attracted exclusively to the opposite sex (also termed
“heterosexual”).

Transgender - One whose identity or behaviour falls outside of stereotypical
gender norms. This term is often shortened to “trans”.

Woman - One who identifies with the feminine gender role, regardless of
present sex or sexual identity.
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Appendix 2115

Attitudes Towards Differences:  The Riddle Scale*

Attitude                                                    Characteristics

Repulsion

People who are different are strange, sick, crazy, and aversive.  Anything which will change
them to be more normal or a part of the mainstream is justifiable.

P i t y

People who are different are somehow born that way and that is pitiful.  Being different is
definitely immature and les-preferred.  To help these poor individuals, one should reinforce normal
behavior.

Tolerance

Being different is just a phase of development that ... most people ‘grow out of’.  Thus, they
should be protected and tolerated as one does a child who is still learning.

Acceptance

Implies that one needs to make accommodations for another’s differences; does not
acknowledge that another’s identity may be of the same value as their own.

Support

Works to safeguard the rights of those who are different. Such people may be uncomfortable
themselves, but they are aware of the climate and the irrational unfairness in our society.

Admiration

Acknowledges that being different in our society takes strength.  Such people are willing to
truly look at themselves and work on their own personal biases.

Appreciation

Values the diversity of people and is willing to confront insensitive attitudes.

Nurturance

Assumes the differences in people are indispensable in society. They view differences with
genuine affection and delight, and are willing to be advocates of those differences.

Developed by Dorothy Riddle, PhD, psychologist from Tucson, AZ. as “Scale of
Homophobia”. Reference:    http://www.glsenco.org/Resources/the_riddle_scale.htm     accessed Monday,

June 21, 2004

                                                

115 Developed by Dorothy Riddle, PhD, psychologist from Tucson, AZ. as “Scale of Homophobia”. Reference:

http://www.glsenco.org/Resources/the_riddle_scale.htm accessed Monday, June 21, 2004
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Appendix 3

Media Release - “Gay-hate homicide”.

Media release from Senator, the Hon Amanda Vanstone, Minister for
Justice and Customs - “Gay-hate homicide”

9 August 2000

Minister for Justice and Customs, Senator Amanda Vanstone, spoke out today
about gay-hate crimes and the shocking level of violence directed against gay men.

“Over the last ten years on average, four men were killed each year in New
South Wales in homophobic attacks,” Senator Vanstone said. “Gay-hate attacks are not
red-blooded reactions to homosexual advances, they are the acts of cowards”. The
Minister made the comments in releasing the latest research paper from the Australian
Institute of Criminology which examines differences and similarities between male gay-
hate homicides. “These research papers are an important way of establishing the facts
of particular crimes and, as such, assist governments at all levels and communities in
tailoring support, educative and preventative programs. For example, the paper shows
that the majority of offenders in gay-hate murders were young men under 25. This sort
of information is vitally important in developing early intervention through education
and training. In the paper, the AIC has highlighted the excellent work of the New South
Wales Police Service in developing strategies to reduce homophobic hate violence. This
work deserves strong praise and it is this effort that receives the well-deserved standing
ovation for police at the annual Mardi Gras”.

Senator Vanstone said the AIC paper highlights that the victims of gay-hate
attacks are more likely to be killed in the privacy of their own homes than in other
murders which involve men as the victim. “The victim of a gay-hate homicide is more
likely to be killed by a stranger in comparison with other homicide victims. Strangers are
involved in 45.5% of gay-hate homicides compared to 28% in other male homicides,”
Senator Vanstone said. “The nature of gay-hate homicides is particularly brutal and
alarming. The majority of cases involve more than one offender and a single victim
[54.5%] compared to 44% of cases in other male homicides. Gay-hate homicides also
appear to be particularly brutal, being more likely to involve savage beatings, repeated
stabbing, mutilation or dismemberment. The majority involve physical assaults, with
38% of victims beaten to death and 13% strangled or suffocated. Victims of gay-hate
homicides are rarely shot”.

“These results are very disturbing. The location of the attacks, the relationship
between victim and offender, the involvement of multiple offenders, and the brutality of
the attacks suggest that some young men systematically seek out gay victims to attack
because they hate gay men. In too many cases these attacks turn to murder. As the AIC
paper concludes, such crimes impact not only on the target group, gay men, but impact
on the wider community and in turn affect social harmony and well-being. This study
reiterates the need for everyone to remain vigilant in protecting all its members”.
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The AIC paper also found that compared to other male homicides, in gay-hate
homicides:

* gay-hate victims are generally older than other male victims - the victim is
older than the offender in 90.9 per cent of gay-hate crimes compared to 64.9 per cent of
other male homicides.

* offenders are more likely to be young - 29.5 per cent are aged between
15 and 17 compared to 8.4 per cent for other male homicides

* offenders are more likely to be single (77.3 per cent in gay-hate
homicide compared to 63.7 per cent in other male homicides)

* in 43.2 per cent of cases the victim was working and the offender was
not working (compared to 22.9 per cent of cases in other male homicides)

* both victims and offenders are more likely to be of Caucasian appearance

The AIC’s paper examined homicides in New South Wales in the ten year
period between 1 July 1989 and 30 June 1999. In the period under review there were no
lesbian-hate murders recorded in New South Wales although such crimes have occurred
in Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania.
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Appendix 4116

The Heterosexual Questionnaire

If straight people are giving you grief, try asking them the following questions.

1.  What do you think caused your heterosexuality?

2.  When and how did you decide that you were a heterosexual?

3.  Is it possible that your heterosexuality is just a phase that you may outgrow?

4.  Is it possible that your heterosexuality stems from a neurotic fear of others of the same sex?

5.  If you have never slept with a person of the same sex, is it possible that all you need is a good
gay lover?

6.  Do your parents know that you are straight? Do your friends and/or house mates know? And
how did they react?

7.  Why do you insist on flaunting your heterosexuality? Can’t you just be who you are and stop
flaunting it?

8.  Why do heterosexuals place so much emphasis on sex?

9.  Why do heterosexuals feel compelled to seduce others into their lifestyle?

10.  A disproportionate majority of child molesters are heterosexual? Do you consider it safe to
expose children to heterosexual teachers.?

11.  Just what do men and women do in bed together? How can they know how to please each
other, being so anatomically different?

12.  With all the societal support marriage receives the divorce rate is spiralling. Why are there so
few stable relationships among heterosexuals?

13.  Statistics show that lesbians have the lowest rates of sexually transmitted diseases. Is it really
safe for women to maintain a heterosexual lifestyle, and run the risk of disease and pregnancy?

14.  How can you become a whole person if you limit yourself to exclusive Heterosexuality?

15.  Considering the menace of overpopulation, how could the human race survive if everyone were
heterosexual?

16.  Could you trust a heterosexual therapist to be objective? Don’t you feel that he/she might be
inclined to influence you in the direction of his/her own leanings?

17. There seem to be very few happy heterosexuals. Techniques have been developed that might
enable you to change if you really want to. Have you considered trying aversion therapy?

18. Would you want your children to be heterosexual, knowing the problems that he/she would
have?

                                                

116 Please email Switchboard with questions or comments about this web site. Copyright © 2002 Gay
and Lesbian Switchboard (Victoria) Incorporated Last modified: January 06, 2002
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